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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012, as supplemented from time to time (the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory
Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

Under the TAXATION section, the sub-section “PRC” on pages 32 to 34 is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
“PRC
By investing in RMB-denominated debt instruments issued by PRC tax resident enterprises,
irrespective of whether such securities are issued or distributed onshore (“onshore PRC securities”)
or offshore (“offshore PRC securities”, and together with onshore PRC securities, the “PRC
Securities”), a sub-fund may be subject to PRC taxes.
Corporate Income Tax:
If the Trust or the relevant sub-fund is considered as a tax resident enterprise of the PRC, it will be
subject to PRC Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) at 25% on its worldwide taxable income. If the Trust or
the relevant sub-fund is considered as a non-tax resident enterprise with an establishment or place of
business (“PE”) in the PRC, the profits and gains attributable to that PE would be subject to CIT at
25%.
The Manager intend to manage and operate the Trust and each sub-fund in such a manner that the
Trust and each sub-fund should not be treated as tax resident enterprises of the PRC or non-tax
resident enterprises with an establishment or place of business in the PRC for CIT purposes,
although this cannot be guaranteed.
(a) Dividend income or interest income
Unless a specific exemption or reduction is available under current PRC tax laws and regulations or
relevant tax treaties, non-tax resident enterprises without PE in the PRC are subject to CIT on a
withholding basis, generally at a rate of 10%, to the extent it directly derives PRC sourced passive
income. PRC sourced passive income (such as dividend income or interest income) may arise from
investments in the PRC Securities. Accordingly, the Trust or a sub-fund is generally subject to
withholding income tax ("WIT") at 10% on any cash dividends, distributions and interest it receives
from its investment in PRC Securities.
In respect of interest, under the CIT Law, interests derived from government bonds issued by the incharge Finance Bureau of the State Council and/or local government bonds approved by the State
Council are exempt from PRC income tax. Further, under the "Arrangement between the Mainland of
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China and the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and
the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes on Income" (the “China-HK Arrangement”), if a
Hong Kong tax resident receives interest income from the PRC tax resident enterprises, the WIT rate
can be reduced to 7% provided that the Hong Kong tax resident is the beneficial owner of the
interests income under the China-HK Arrangement and other relevant conditions are satisfied. In
practice, due to the practical difficulties in demonstrating that an investment fund is the beneficial
owner of the interest income received, such investment fund is generally not entitled to the reduced
WIT rate of 7%. In general, the prevailing rate of 10% should be applicable to a sub-fund.
In respect of dividends, under the China-HK Arrangement, dividends distributed by a PRC tax
resident to a Hong Kong tax resident would be subject to a reduced PRC WIT rate of 5% provided (i)
the Hong Kong tax resident is the beneficial owner of the dividend; (ii) the Hong Kong tax resident
holds at least 25% of the equity of the PRC tax resident; and (iii) the relevant treaty conditions are
satisfied. Due to each sub-fund’s investment restriction, a sub-fund would not hold more than 10% of
the ordinary shares issued by any single PRC issuer. In this connection, the relevant sub-fund would
not be able to enjoy the reduced WIT rate of 5% provided under the China-HK Arrangement.
The Manager intends to make relevant provision on dividend and interest from PRC Securities
(including coupon interest income derived from PRC debt securities issued by the policy banks in the
PRC, namely, Agricultural Development Bank of China, China Development Bank and The ExportImport Bank of China) if the WIT is not withheld at source at the time when such income is received
(where WIT is already held at source, no further provision will be made).
(ii) Capital gains derived from trading of debt instruments
Specific rules governing the taxation of capital gains realized by foreign investors (including QFIIs /
RQFIIs) from the trading of PRC Securities have yet to be announced. Circular 79 is also silent as to
the PRC CIT treatment of capital gains realized by QFIIs and RQFIIs from the trading of PRC
Securities other than equity investment assets. Based on verbal comments from the PRC tax
authorities, gains realized by foreign investors from investment in PRC debt securities are non-PRC
sourced income and thus should not be subject to PRC WIT. However, there are no written tax
regulations issued by the PRC tax authorities to confirm that interpretation. As a matter of practice,
the PRC tax authorities have not levied PRC WIT on capital gains realised by foreign investors from
the trading of debt securities.
Pursuant to Circular 79 and aforementioned PRC tax authorities’ interpretation of the PRC WIT
implication on capital gains realised from trading of PRC debt securities, the Manager will not provide
for any PRC WIT on the gross unrealised and realised capital gains derived from the trading of China
debt securities through QFIIs and RQFIIs. The Manager reserves the right to provide for PRC WIT
on gross realised and unrealised capital gains derived from the trading of PRC debt securities if the
abovementioned temporary exemption is removed or if the PRC tax authorities changed their
interpretation.
As the Sub-Fund does not invest in equities, no policy regarding provisioning is necessary in respect
of capital gains derived from trading in shares of PRC tax resident companies. The Manager
assesses the WIT provisioning of each relevant sub-fund on an on-going basis and reserves the right
to provide for WIT on capital gains or income and withhold the tax for the account of a relevant subfund.
Value-added Tax (“VAT”) and other surtaxes:
Pursuant to Caishui [2016] No.36 (“Circular 36”), with effect from 1 May 2016, gains realised by
taxpayers from trading of marketable securities would generally be subject to PRC VAT at 6%. Under
Circular 36 and Caishui [2016] No.70, gains realised by (i) QFIIs and RQFIIs from trading of PRC
securities and (ii) approved foreign investors from trading of RMB denominate debt securities in the
China Interbank Bond Market are exempted from PRC VAT.
Pursuant to Circular 36, interest income is subject to PRC VAT at the rate of 6% unless there is a
specific VAT exemption under the tax regulations. Pursuant to Circular 36, coupon interest income
received from PRC government bonds or local government bonds and deposit interest income are
exempt from PRC VAT. In the absence of any specific VAT exemption on coupon interest income
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granted to overseas investors under the prevailing tax regulations, non-government bond coupon
interest income (e.g. financial bonds, policy bank bonds, corporate bonds) received by overseas
investors from the PRC is technically subject to 6% VAT. The VAT regime is subject to further
clarification by the SAT and/or the MOF, and there is uncertainty on the implementation of the VAT
regime on RQFII funds such as the Sub-Fund.
Dividend income or profit distributions on equity investment derived from China are not included in
the taxable scope of VAT.
If VAT is applicable, there are also other local surtaxes (including Urban Maintenance and
Construction Tax, Education Surcharge and Local Education Surcharge, etc) that could amount to as
high as 12% of the VAT payable.
The Manager currently makes a provision in an amount equal to the total of (i) for VAT, 6% of the
bond coupon interest (except PRC government bonds or local government bonds) received by the
Sub-Fund; plus (ii) for the potential local surtaxes on VAT, 12% of the VAT amount stated in (i).
In other words, the provision is equal to 6.72% of the bond coupon interest (except PRC government
bonds or local government bonds) received by the Sub-Fund.
Stamp duty:
Stamp duty under the PRC laws generally applies to the execution and receipt of all taxable
documents listed in the PRC’s Provisional Rules on Stamp Duty. Stamp duty is levied on the
execution or receipt in China of certain documents, including contracts for the sale of China A- and BShares traded on the PRC stock exchanges. In the case of contracts for sale of China A- and BShares, such stamp duty is currently imposed on the seller but not on the purchaser, at the rate of
0.1%.
General:
The PRC tax rules and practices are not entirely certain. There is a possibility that the PRC tax
authorities may change their view and interpretation of the provisions in the PRC CIT Law. It should
also be noted that the actual applicable tax rates imposed by the State Administration of Tax (the
“SAT”) may be different and may change from time to time. There is a possibility of the rules being
changed and taxes being applied retrospectively. As such, any provision for taxation made by the
Manager may be excessive or inadequate to meet final PRC tax liabilities. Consequently, Unitholders
may be advantaged or disadvantaged depending upon the final tax liabilities, the level of provision
and when they subscribed and/or redeemed their Units.
If the actual applicable tax rate levied by SAT is higher than that provided for by the Manager so that
there is a shortfall in the tax provision amount, investors should note that the Net Asset Value of the
relevant sub-fund may suffer more than the tax provision amount as the sub-fund will ultimately have
to bear the additional tax liabilities. In this case, the then existing and new Unitholders will be
disadvantaged. On the other hand, if the actual applicable tax rate levied by SAT is lower than that
provided for by the Manager so that there is an excess in the tax provision amount, Unitholders who
have redeemed their Units before SAT’s ruling, decision or guidance in this respect will be
disadvantaged as they would have borne the loss from the Manager’s overprovision. In this case, the
then existing and new Unitholders may benefit if the difference between the tax provision and the
actual taxation liability under that lower tax rate can be returned to the account of the sub-fund as
assets thereof. Notwithstanding the above provisions, Unitholders who have already redeemed their
Units in the Sub-Fund before the return of any overprovision to the account of the Sub-Fund will not
be entitled or have any right to claim any part of such overprovision.
Unitholders should seek their own tax advice on their tax position with regard to their investment in
any sub-fund.
Various tax reform policies have been implemented by the PRC government in recent years, and
existing tax laws and regulations may be revised or amended in the future. There is a possibility that
the current tax laws, regulations and practice in the PRC will be changed with retrospective effect in
the future and any such change may have an adverse effect on the net asset value of the relevant
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sub-fund. Moreover, there is no assurance that tax incentives currently offered to foreign companies,
if any, will not be abolished and the existing tax laws and regulations will not be revised or amended
in the future. Any changes in tax policies may reduce the after-tax profits of the companies in the
PRC which a sub-fund invests in, thereby reducing the income from, and/or value of the relevant
Units.”
2.

In the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the risk factor “Changes in PRC taxation” under
the section entitled “Additional Risk Factors” on page 56 of the Explanatory Memorandum its deleted
in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The PRC Government has implemented a number of tax reform policies in recent years. The current
tax laws and regulations may be revised or amended in the future. Any revision or amendment in tax
laws and regulations may affect the after-taxation profit of PRC companies and foreign investors in
such companies.”

3.

In the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the risk factor “Risk associated with PRC
taxation” under the section entitled “Additional Risk Factors” on pages 57 to 58 of the Explanatory
Memorandum is deleted in its entirety.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
博時基金(國際)有限公司
Date: 14 December 2017
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012, as supplemented from time to time (the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory
Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1. Under the sub-section entitled “The Manager” of the section “MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND” on page
5 of the Explanatory Memorandum, the biography of FENG Jing after “The directors of the Manager are
as follows” is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“SONG Wanhai
Mr. Song is a director of the Manager. He is also Chief Executive Officer of the Manager. Prior to this,
Mr. Song was Executive Director and President at ICBC China responsible for the overall business
development and operations of the bank. He was then Deputy Chief Executive Officer at the Industrial
& Commercial Bank of China (Asia) overseeing their Global Markets, Global Capital Financing,
Securities, Retail Banking and Information Technology divisions, and also looked after ICBC’s Asset
Management arm. Mr. Song joined the Manager in September 2016. Mr. Song holds an MBA from the
University of Hong Kong and a Master’s Degree in Business Administration from the University of South
Australia.
SUN Xian
Ms. Sun is a director of the Manager. Since 1994, Ms. Sun has worked at COSCO Finance Co., Ltd,
Yuantong Marine Service Co. Ltd, COSCO International Holding Ltd, Qingdao Ocean Shipping Marines
College and China Merchants Finance Holdings Co., Ltd., being a senior management and overseeing
finance functions. Ms. Sun joined Bosera Asset Management Co., Ltd in December 2016 and is
currently its Chief Financial Officer and Secretary of its Board. Ms. Sun received her Master’s Degree in
Management from Central University of Finance and Economics.
XU Wei
Mr. Xu is a director of the Manager. Since 1993, Mr. Xu has worked at the Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
China Securities Regulatory Commission and Morgan Stanley Huaxin Securities Co., Ltd. Mr. Xu joined
Bosera Asset Management Co., Ltd in June 2015 and is currently its Deputy General Manager,
overseeing overall management functions. Mr. Xu is also the Director of Bosera Capital Management
Co., Ltd. Mr. Xu received his Master’s Degree in Management from Peking University.”
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2. The third paragraph under the sub-section “Application procedure” of the section “SUBSCRIPTION OF
UNITS” on page 14 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the
following:
“Applications for subscription may be made in writing by post or sent via fax or other electronic means.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Manager and the Trustee, application forms that are sent via fax or
other electronic means to the Trustee must always be followed by their original. Applicants who choose
to send an application form by fax or other electronic means bear the risk of the form being illegible or
not being received by the Trustee. Applicants should therefore, for their own benefit, confirm with the
Trustee safe receipt of an application form. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee (nor any of their
respective officers, employees, agents or delegates) will be responsible to an applicant for any loss
resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any application form sent by fax or other electronic means or
for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such application believed in
good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons. This is notwithstanding the fact that a
transmission report produced by the originator of such transmission discloses that such transmission
was sent.”
3. The third and fourth paragraphs under the sub-section “Redemption procedure” of the section
“REDEMPTION OF UNITS” on page 16 of the Explanatory Memorandum are deleted in their entirety
and replaced with the following:
“Redemption requests may be made in writing by post or sent via fax or other electronic means and
must specify the name of the sub-fund, the class (if applicable) and the value or number of Units to be
redeemed, the name(s) of the registered Unitholder(s) and give payment instructions for the redemption
proceeds.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Trustee, redemption requests that are sent via fax or other electronic
means to the Trustee must always be promptly followed by their original. A Unitholder who chooses to
send the redemption request by fax or other electronic means bears the risk of the request being
illegible or not being received by the Trustee. Unitholders should therefore, for their own benefit,
confirm with the Trustee safe receipt of a redemption request. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee (nor
any of their respective officers, employees, agents or delegates) will be responsible to a Unitholder for
any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any redemption request sent by fax or other
electronic means or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such
redemption request believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons. This is
notwithstanding the fact that a transmission report produced by the originator of such transmission
discloses that such transmission was sent.”
4. The first paragraph under the section “SWITCHING” on page 19 of the Explanatory Memorandum is
deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The Manager may from time to time permit Unitholders to switch some or all of their Units of any subfund (the “Existing Sub-Fund”) into Units of any other sub-fund which has been authorised by the SFC
(the “New Sub-Fund”). Unitholders may request such switching by giving notice in writing by post or via
fax or other electronic means to the Trustee. A Unitholder who chooses to send the notice by fax or
other electronic means bears the risk of the request being illegible or not being received by the Trustee.
Unitholders should therefore, for their own benefit, confirm with the Trustee safe receipt of a switching
notice. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee (nor any of their respective officers, employees, agents or
delegates) shall be responsible to any Unitholder for any loss resulting from the non-receipt or illegibility
of a request for switching transmitted by fax or other electronic means, or for any loss caused in respect
of any action taken as a consequence of instructions believed in good faith to have originated from the
Unitholder. This is notwithstanding the fact that a transmission report produced by the originator of such
transmission discloses that such transmission was sent. A request for the switching of part of a holding
of Units will not be effected if, as a result, the Unitholder would hold less than the minimum holding
specified for the New Sub-Fund (if any).”
5. The following section is inserted immediately after the section entitled “Anti-Money Laundering
Regulations” on page 38 of the Explanatory Memorandum:
“Liquidity Risk Management
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The Manager has put in place measures to effectively manage the liquidity risk of each sub-fund. The
Manager’s risk management function monitors the implementation of liquidity risk management policies
on a day-to-day basis. The risk management function regularly communicates with the portfolio
managers on each sub-fund’s liquidity risk issues. The Manager also has in place liquidity risk
management tools (such as those described under the “Restrictions on redemption” section) which
allow the Manager to process redemptions in an orderly manner and to ensure that all investors are
treated fairly.
On an on-going basis, the Manager’s risk management function will assess each sub-fund’s liquidity
position against internal liquidity indicators. The Manager may consider a range of quantitative metrics
and qualitative factors in arriving at a liquidity assessment. The quantitative metrics that the Manager
may consider include, where available, the underlying asset’s issue size, bid-ask spreads, transaction
cost, the number of market makers, each sub-fund’s holding as a proportion of the outstanding
issuance, time to maturity and time of issuance. The Manager supplements the available quantitative
data with its professional judgment and other qualitative factors such as the overall market conditions,
the applicable regulatory requirements, the currency denomination, and the credit quality. The Manager
classifies each sub-fund’s assets into different liquidity categories using the generic categories of low,
medium and high liquidity, and sets indicators on the minimum and maximum holding of assets that
belong to each of these liquidity categories, taking into account the historical liquidity demands and
expected future liquidity demands of each sub-fund under likely future market conditions. Where a subfund is unable to meet the targets, the Manager will report the incident to the senior management who
perform the oversight role for consideration in a timely manner. Policies will be put in place and
documentation will be maintained on the assessments. The Manager will also perform liquidity stress
testing on each sub-fund on an ongoing basis.”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 31 August 2017
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014, 21 July 2014, 30 December 2014, 2 April 2015, 31 August 2015, 29 April 2016
and 15 July 2016 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and
expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this
Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND section, the table under the sub-section entitled “(2)
Indicative asset allocation” under the section entitled “Investment Strategy” on page 41 of the Explanatory
Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

Asset type

Indicative percentage of
the Sub-Fund’s Net Asset
Value

RMB bonds issued by government entities, government
agencies or supra-national organisations

Up to 100%

RMB bonds issued by banks and corporations

Up to 100%

RMB-denominated convertible bonds, commercial
papers, short term bills and short term notes

Up to 100%

RMB public bond funds authorised by CSRC for retail

Up to 10%

investment
RMB cash and cash equivalents

Up to 40%

Total portfolio

100%

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
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The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 11 October 2016
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014, 21 July 2014, 30 December 2014, 2 April 2015, 31 August 2015 and 29 April
2016 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions
defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, the biography of CHENG Kam Wah Conrad after “The directors of the Manager
are as follows” is deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
“FENG Jing
Mr. Feng is a director of the Manager. He graduated from the School of Economics of Renmin
University of China with BA in Economics in 2000, and achieved MA, PhD in Economics from
Graduate School of PBC in 2003 and 2010. From July 2003 to February 2005, Mr. Feng served as
the manager of Galaxy Securities Company Limited. From March 2005 to August 2015, he served
as Deputy Director of China Securities Regulatory Commission and from August 2015 served as
Senior Consultant of Bosera Asset Management Co., Ltd.
LIAN Shaodong
Ms. Lian is a director of the Manager. She graduated from Huazhong Agricultural University with a
bachelor degree in Microbiology and achieved a master degree in Economics from Guangdong
Provincial Community Party College. Since 1992, Ms. Lian worked in Bank of China Pearl River
Trust Company in Guangdong Province, ABN AMRO, Da Cheng Fund Management, DBS Vickers
(Hong Kong) and Da Cheng International. Ms. Lian joined Bosera Asset Management Co., Ltd in
May 2012 and served as Head of Product Development Department and Head of International
Business Department, and from May 2016 served as General Manager of Marketing Department.”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 15 July 2016
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014, 21 July 2014, 30 December 2014, 2 April 2015 and 31 August 2015 (together the
“Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the
Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1. Change of directors of the Manager
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, the biography of Lo Kai-Yiu Anthony after “The directors of the Manager
are as follows” is deleted in its entirety.
2. Publication of Suspension Notice
The second last paragraph under the sub-section entitled “Suspension of calculation of Net Asset
Value” of the section “VALUATION” on page 22 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
“Whenever the Manager declares such a suspension it shall, as soon as may be practicable after
any such declaration and at least once a month during the period of such suspension, publish a
notice on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has not been reviewed by the
SFC).”
3. Publication of Net Asset Value
(a) The sub-section entitled “Publication of Net Asset Value” of the section “VALUATION” on page
23 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The latest Subscription Price and Redemption Price in respect of Units or the Net Asset Value per
Unit of the Sub-Fund are available on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has
not been reviewed by the SFC).”
(b) The section entitled “Publication of Net Asset Value” under Appendix 1 on page 50 of the
Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The latest Subscription Price and Redemption Price in respect of Units or the Net Asset Value per
Unit of the Sub-Fund are available on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has
not been reviewed by the SFC.”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
1

The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 29 April 2016
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014, 21 July 2014, 30 December 2014 and 2 April 2015 (together the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory
Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, the biographies of HONG Xiaoyuan and WU Yaodong after “The directors of
the Manager are as follows” are deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
“ZHANG Guanghua
Mr Zhang Guanghua is a director of the Manager. He started his career since September 1977.
Since October 2008, he had been the Deputy Director of Wing Lung Bank; He also held the position
of the Executive Director of China Merchant Bank since June 2007; He held the position of Vice
President for China Merchant Bank as well as the Chairman for CIGNA & CMB Life Insurance Co.
Ltd since August 2013. From 1986-1992, He served as the Deputy Director of the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) Policy Research Department and Director of SAFE
Planning Department; From 1992-2002, he served as the President Assistant at People's Bank of
China (PBOC) Hainan Branch, Vice President of PBOC Hainan Branch and the Deputy Director of
SAFE Hainan Branch, Vice President of PBOC Guangzhou Branch. From September 2002 to April
2007, he served as the President at China Guangfa Bank. From April 2007 to May 2013, he served
as the Vice President at China Merchants Bank. From August 2013 to 9th July 2015, he served as
the Chairman of Board at China Merchants Fund.
JIANG Xiangyang
Mr Jiang Xiangyang is the director of the Manager. He started his career since July 1990. From
1986-1990, Mr Jiang obtained a Bachelor Degree from the College of Resources Science &
Technology at Beijing Normal University. During 1994-1997, He obtained a Master’s Degree of Law
from the Graduate School of China University of Political Science and Law. During 2003-2006, He
studied at Nankai Institute of International Economics and obtained a Ph.D. in International Finance.
Since January 2015, Mr Jiang has served as the Deputy General Manager of China Merchants
Finance Group and the Deputy Secretary of the Party Committee of Bosera Asset Management Co.,
Ltd. Since July 2015, he has served as the General Manager at Bosera Asset Management Co.,
Ltd. Previously, He served as the Deputy Director of CSRC General Office, Deputy Director of
CSRC Party Office and Director of the Information Office (Network Information Office); Deputy
Inspector for CSRC Office; Director and Deputy Commissioner of CSRC Shenzhen Commissioner’s
Office; CSRC Futures Supervision Department Deputy Director and Director; Cadre of Chinese
Agricultural Engineering Research and Design Institute.”
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Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 31 August 2015
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014, 21 July 2014 and 30 December 2014 (together the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory
Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
FATCA
1.

The first paragraph under the heading “TAXATION” on page 32 of the Explanatory Memorandum is
deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The following summary of Hong Kong and PRC taxation and implications of FATCA is of a general
nature, for information purposes only, and is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all of the tax
considerations that may be relevant to a decision to purchase, own, redeem or otherwise dispose of
Units. This summary does not constitute legal or tax advice and does not purport to deal with the
tax consequences applicable to all categories of investors. Prospective investors should consult
their own professional advisers as to the implications of their subscribing for, purchasing, holding,
redeeming or disposing of Units both under the laws and practice of Hong Kong and the laws and
practice of their respective jurisdictions. The information below is based on the law and practice in
force in Hong Kong and the PRC and the information relating to FATCA available as at the date of
this Explanatory Memorandum. The relevant laws, rules, practice and information relating to tax are
subject to change and amendment (and such changes may be made on a retrospective basis). As
such, there can be no guarantee that the summary provided below will continue to be applicable
after the date of this Explanatory Memorandum.”

2.

The following is inserted on page 34 at the end of the current section headed “TAXATION”:
“FATCA and compliance with US withholding requirements
The US Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act (the “HIRE Act”) was signed into US law in
March 2010 and includes provisions commonly referred to as the “Foreign Account Tax Compliance
Act” or “FATCA”. Broadly, the FATCA provisions are set out in sections 1471 to 1474 of the US
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Revenue Code”), which impose a new reporting
regime with respect to certain payments to foreign financial institutions (each an “FFI”), such as
each sub-fund, including interests and dividends from securities of US issuers and gross proceeds
from the sale of such securities. All such payments may be subject to withholding at a rate of 30%,
unless the recipient of the payment satisfies certain requirements intended to enable the US
Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”) to identify United States persons (within the meaning of the
Revenue Code) (“US persons”) with interests in such FFIs. To avoid such withholding on payments
made to it, FFIs (including banks, brokers, custodians and investment funds) located in jurisdictions
1

that have not signed an intergovernmental agreement (“IGA”) for implementation of FATCA, will be
required to enter into a FFI agreement (a “FFI Agreement”) with the IRS to be treated as a
participating FFI (“Participating FFI”). Participating FFIs are required to identify all investors that
are US persons and report certain information concerning such US persons to the IRS. The FFI
Agreement will also generally require that a Participating FFI deduct and withhold 30% from certain
payments made by the Participating FFI to investors who fail to cooperate with certain information
requests made by the Participating FFI. Moreover, Participating FFIs are required to deduct and
withhold such payments made to investors that are themselves FFIs but that have not entered into
an FFI Agreement with the IRS or that are not otherwise deemed compliant with FATCA (i.e. a
“non-compliant FFI”).
FATCA withholding applies to (i) payments of US source income, including US source dividends
and interest, made after 30 June 2014; and (ii) payments of gross proceeds of sale or other
disposal of property that can produce US source income after 31 December 2016. The 30%
withholding could also apply to payments otherwise attributable to US source income (also known
as “foreign passthru payments”) starting no earlier than 1 January 2017, though the US tax rules on
“foreign passthru payments” are currently pending. Withholding agents (which may include
Participating FFIs) will generally be required to begin withholding on certain withholdable payments
made after 30 June 2014. The first reporting deadline for FFIs that have entered into the FFI
Agreement will be 31 March 2015 with respect to information relating to the 2014 calendar year.
The United States and a number of other jurisdictions have entered into IGAs. The United States
Department of the Treasury and Hong Kong have on 13 November 2014 signed a Model 2 IGA (the
“HK IGA”). The HK IGA modifies the foregoing requirements but generally requires similar
information to be disclosed to the IRS. Under the HK IGA, FFIs in Hong Kong (such as the subfunds) would register with the IRS to be subject to the terms of a FFI Agreement with the IRS and
comply with the terms of such FFI Agreement. Otherwise they will be subject to a 30% withholding
tax on relevant US source payments to them.
Under the HK IGA, it is expected that FFIs in Hong Kong (such as the sub-funds) complying with an
FFI Agreement will generally not be required to withhold tax on withholdable payments to
recalcitrant accounts (i.e. certain accounts of which the holders do not consent to FATCA reporting
and disclosure to the IRS) or close such recalcitrant accounts (provided that information regarding
the recalcitrant accounts is reported to the IRS according to the terms of the HK IGA), but may be
required to withhold tax on payments made to non-compliant FFIs.
Even though the HK IGA has now been signed between Hong Kong and the United States,
withholding may apply to withholdable payments covered by FATCA if a sub-fund cannot satisfy the
applicable requirements and is determined to be non-FATCA compliant or if the Hong Kong
government is found in breach of the terms of the agreed IGA.
Each sub-fund intends to register with the IRS, agreeing to be subject to and comply with a FFI
Agreement and be treated as a Reporting Financial Institution under the HK IGA. After obtaining
and considering tax advice, the Manager is of the view that the Trust is not required to be registered
with the IRS independently from the sub-funds. In order to protect Unitholders and avoid being
subject to withholding under FATCA, it is the Manager’s intention to endeavour to satisfy the
requirements imposed under FATCA. Hence it is possible that this may require a sub-fund (through
its agents or service providers) as far as legally permitted, to report information on the holdings or
investment returns of any Unitholder to the IRS or the local authorities pursuant to the terms of the
HK IGA. It is also possible that a sub-fund may be required to compulsorily redeem and/or apply
withholdings to payments to Unitholders who fail to provide the information and documents required
to identify their status, or who are non-compliant FFIs or who fall within other categories specified in
the FATCA provisions and regulations. Any such compulsory redemption and/or withholding will be
done in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, and the discretion to do so will be
exercised by the Manager acting in good faith and on reasonable grounds.
Although the sub-funds will attempt to satisfy any obligations imposed on them to avoid the
imposition of FATCA withholding tax, no assurance can be given that the sub-funds will be able to
fully satisfy these obligations. If any sub-fund becomes subject to a withholding tax as a result of
FATCA, the Net Asset Value of such sub-fund may be adversely affected and such sub-fund and its
Unitholders may suffer material loss.
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The FATCA provisions are complex and their application is uncertain at this time. The above
description is based in part on regulations, official guidance and the HK IGA, all of which are
subject to change or may be implemented in a materially different form. Nothing in this section
constitutes or purports to constitute tax advice and Unitholders should not rely on any information
set out in this section for the purposes of making any investment decision, tax decision or otherwise.
All Unitholders should therefore consult their own tax and professional advisors regarding the
FATCA requirements, possible implications and related tax consequences with respect to their own
situation. In particular, Unitholders who hold their Units through intermediaries should confirm the
FATCA compliance status of those intermediaries to ensure that they do not suffer the above
mentioned withholding tax on their investment returns.”
3.

The following is inserted immediately before the sub-heading “Reports and accounts” on page 59 of
the Explanatory Memorandum:
“Risks relating to FATCA
FATCA provides that a 30% withholding tax will be imposed on certain payments to FFIs, such as
the Sub-Fund, including interests and dividends from securities of US issuers and gross proceeds
from the sale of such securities, unless the Sub-Fund discloses the name, address and taxpayer
identification number of certain US persons that own, directly or indirectly, an interest in the SubFund, as well as certain other information relating to any such interest. The IRS has released
regulations and other guidance that provide for the phased implementation of the foregoing
withholding and reporting requirements. The United States Department of the Treasury and Hong
Kong have on 13 November 2014 signed a Model 2 IGA (the “HK IGA”). The HK IGA modifies the
foregoing requirements but generally requires similar information to be disclosed to the IRS. Under
the HK IGA arrangements, FFIs in Hong Kong (such as the Sub-Fund) would register with the IRS
to be subject to the terms of a FFI with the IRS and comply with the terms of such FFI Agreement.
Otherwise, they will be subject to a 30% withholding tax on relevant US source payments to them.
The Sub-Fund has registered with the IRS, agreeing to be subject to and comply with the terms of a
FFI Agreement and be treated as a Reporting Financial Institution under the HK IGA. Although the
Sub-Fund will attempt to satisfy any obligations imposed on it to avoid the imposition of FATCA
withholding tax, no assurance can be given that the Sub-Fund will be able to fully satisfy these
obligations. If the Sub-Fund becomes subject to a withholding tax as a result of FATCA, the Net
Asset Value of the Sub-Fund may be adversely affected and the Sub-Fund and its Unitholders may
suffer material loss.
The Sub-Fund’s ability to comply with FATCA will depend on each Unitholder providing the SubFund with information that the Sub-Fund requests concerning the Unitholder or its direct and
indirect owners. If a Unitholder fails to provide the Sub-Fund with any information requested, the
Sub-Fund may exercise its right to compulsorily redeem such Unitholder and/or apply withholdings
to payments to such Unitholder. Any such compulsory redemption and/or withholding will be done
in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, and the discretion to do so will be exercised by
the Manager acting in good faith and on reasonable grounds.
Please also refer to the sub-section entitled “FATCA and compliance with US withholding
requirements” under the section headed “TAXATION” in the main body of this Explanatory
Memorandum for further details on FATCA and related risks.
All prospective investors and Unitholders should consult with their own tax advisors regarding the
possible implications of FATCA and the tax consequences on their investments in the Sub-Fund.
Unitholders who hold their Units through intermediaries should also confirm the FATCA compliance
status of those intermediaries.”

3
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Election for US tax purposes

4.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the following is inserted immediately before the
section “Reports and account” on page 59:
“Election to be treated as partnership for US federal income tax purposes
The Manager intends to cause the Sub-Fund to make an election pursuant to section 301.7701-3 of
the US Treasury regulations to be classified as a partnership for US federal income tax purposes
and not as an association taxable as a corporation. Classification as a partnership makes the SubFund a transparent entity for US taxation purposes. As a consequence of such an election, the
Unitholders of the Sub-Fund will be treated as partners for US federal income tax purposes. Given
that the Sub-Fund invests exclusively in domestic PRC securities, it is not envisaged that the SubFund will receive any income that is effectively connected with a US trade or business. As
such, the Manager, having taken professional advice, does not consider that this will have any
effect on any non-US Unitholder but should be of benefit to US taxable Unitholders (if any). US taxexempt Unitholders should seek their own professional US tax advice.”

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 2 April 2015
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014, 7 May 2014 and 21 July 2014 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise
defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same
meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, the biographies of LIAN Shaodong and YANG Kun after “The directors of the
Manager are as follows” are deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
“HONG Xiaoyuan
Mr. Hong is a director of the Manager. He is the Chairman and the legal representative of Bosera
Asset Management Co., Ltd, the Assistant General Manager of China Merchants Group Co., Ltd,
the General Manager of China Merchants Finance Holdings Co., Ltd, the Chairman of China
Merchants Group China Investment Management Co., Ltd, the Chairman of the Risk Management
Committee and the Director of China Merchants Securities Co., Ltd and the Chairman of the Risk
and Capital Management Committee and Director of China Merchants Bank Co., Ltd.
Mr. Hong joined Bosera Asset Management Co., Ltd in November 2014. He began his asset
management career in the late 80’s with the Comprehensive Programming Office of The People's
Republic of China National Committee for the economic reform system. Mr. Hong then became the
General Manager of Shenzhen Long Fan industrial Co., Ltd, the Assistant General Manager of
China Merchants Shekou Industrial Zone Co., Ltd, the General Manager of China Merchants
Property Development Co., Ltd, the General Manager of China Merchants Technology Holdings
Co., Ltd and the Deputy General Manager of China Merchants Shekou Industrial Zone Co., Ltd, the
Director of China Credit Trust Co., Ltd, the Director of Morgan Stanley Huaxin Funds, the Director
of Great Wall Securities, the Chairman of China Merchants Kunlun Capital, the Chairman of China
Merchants Holder Insurance Brokers Ltd and the Chairman of China Merchants Insurance Co., Ltd.
Mr. Hong holds a bachelor’s degree in Economic Geography and a master’s degree in Economics
from Peking University. He also holds a master’s degree in Science from The Australian National
University.
SUN Qiqing
Ms. Sun is a director of the Manager. She is currently Chief Compliance Officer of Bosera Asset
Management Co., Limited, overseeing the compliance function. Her first position in Bosera was
legal consultant in 2002. Prior to Bosera, Ms. Sun was a lawyer in Guangdong Shengang Law Firm
for 10 years.
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Ms. Sun is a graduate of Shenzhen University with a degree in law, and she holds a Master of
Commercial Laws from Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne.
CHENG Kam Wah Conrad
Mr. Cheng is a director of the Manager. He is currently Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Bosera
Asset Management (International) Co., Limited, the Hong Kong subsidiary of Bosera Asset
Management Co., Limited, one of the first five fund management companies established in China.
Mr. Cheng joined Bosera International in March 2014. He has 27 years of experience and began
his asset management career in the mid 80’s with the AMP in Australia. His first position in Asia
was as an actuarial analyst specializing in pension and asset consulting. In the mid 90’s, Mr. Cheng
worked at Schroders as an institutional fund manager managing charitable and retirement schemes.
Subsequently, he joined Standard Chartered Bank as an Actuarial & Investment Manager to
manage their Guaranteed Fund and develop their Mandatory Provident Fund product. Mr. Cheng
gained regional exposure through his role at Fidelity as an Investment Director in Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Korea and Singapore. Later in 2008, Mr. Cheng joined State Street Global Advisors (SSgA)
as a Portfolio Engineer. Prior to Bosera, Mr. Cheng was Chief Investment Officer at Lippo
Investments where he was the architect for establishing the first sector ETF in Hong Kong (i.e. 2824)
using fundamental indexing.
Mr. Cheng was a Science graduate of the University of Western Australia and received his
postgraduate Diploma in Finance Mathematics (Actuarial Science) in New Zealand. He is currently
a Fellow of the Financial Service Institute of Australia (F. FIN).”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 30 December 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandu m

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August 2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014, 24
March 2014 and 7 May 2014 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein,
words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used
in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

Under the TAXATION section, paragraphs 1 to 7 of the sub-section “PRC” on pages 32 to 33 are
deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
“PRC
By investing in securities (including shares and debt instruments) issued by PRC tax resident
enterprises, irrespective of whether such securities are issued or distributed onshore (“onshore PRC
securities”) or offshore (“offshore PRC securities”, and together with onshore PRC securities, the
“PRC Securities”), a sub-fund may be subject to PRC taxes.
Corporate Income Tax:
If the Trust or the relevant sub-fund is considered as a tax resident enterprise of the PRC, it will be
subject to PRC Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) at 25% on its worldwide taxable income. If the Trust or
the relevant sub-fund is considered as a non-tax resident enterprise with an establishment or place of
business (“PE”) in the PRC, the profits and gains attributable to that PE would be subject to CIT at
25%.
The Manager and the Trustee intend to manage and operate the Trust and each sub-fund in such a
manner that the Trust and each sub-fund should not be treated as tax resident enterprises of the
PRC or non-tax resident enterprises with an establishment or place of business in the PRC for CIT
purposes, although this cannot be guaranteed.
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors (such as the Trust and each sub-fund) may
invest in onshore PRC securities, generally, only through a QFII or a RQFII. Since only the relevant
QFII’s or RQFII’s interests in PRC Securities are recognised under PRC laws, any tax liability would,
if it arises, be expected to be payable by the relevant QFII or RQFII. However under the terms of the
arrangement between relevant QFII or RQFII (as the case may be) and the Trust, the relevant QFII or
RQFII will pass on any tax liability to the Trust for the account of the relevant sub-fund. As such, the
Trust for the account of the relevant sub-fund is the ultimate party which bears the risks relating to
any PRC taxes which are so levied by the relevant PRC tax authority. Any PRC Withholding Income
Tax (“WIT”) imposed on a relevant QFII or RQFII in respect of PRC Securities invested by the
relevant sub-fund will be passed on to the sub-fund and the asset value of such sub-fund will be
reduced accordingly.
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(i)

Dividend income or interest income

Unless a specific exemption or reduction is available under current PRC tax laws and regulations or
relevant tax treaties, non-tax resident enterprises without PE in the PRC are subject to CIT on a
withholding basis, generally at a rate of 10%, to the extent it directly derives PRC sourced passive
income. PRC sourced passive income (such as dividend income or interest income) may arise from
investments in the PRC Securities. Accordingly, the Trust or a sub-fund may be subject to WIT
and/or other PRC taxes on any cash dividends, distributions and interest it receives from its
investment in PRC Securities. Under the CIT Law, interests derived from government bonds issued
by the in-charge Finance Bureau of the State Council and/or local government bonds approved by
the State Council are exempt from PRC income tax.
Pursuant to the Arrangement between the Mainland of China and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion
with respect to Taxes on Income (the “China-HK Arrangement”), the tax charged on interests
received by the non-resident holders of debt instruments (including enterprises and individuals) will
be 7% of the gross amount of the interest, if Hong Kong tax residents are the beneficial owners under
the China-HK Arrangement, subject to the approval of the PRC tax authorities.
For a sub-fund which seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing through the Manager’s
(which is a Hong Kong tax resident) RQFII quota, the interest derived from investments in PRC debt
instruments may be subject to the reduced tax rate of 7% under the China-HK Arrangement. In order
to qualify for this preferential rate, approval of the PRC tax authority is required in respect of the
beneficial ownership of the relevant debt instruments held by the relevant sub-fund. However, there
are still uncertainties as to how the PRC tax authorities will assess the beneficial ownership issue for
investment fund cases. The Manager will further assess and seek to apply for the aforesaid approval
from the PRC tax authorities in relation to the relevant sub-fund, although this cannot be guaranteed.
If the required approval is not obtained, the general rate of 10% will be applicable to the relevant subfund on interest. The Manager intends to make relevant provision on dividend and interest from PRC
Securities if the WIT is not withheld at source at the time when such income is received (where WIT
is already withheld at source, no further provision will be made). Details of a sub-fund’s tax
provisioning policy in relation to dividend and/or interest income will be set out in the relevant
Appendix.
(ii)

Capital gains

Specific rules governing taxes on capital gains derived by QFIIs or RQFIIs from the trading of PRC
Securities have yet to be announced. It is possible that the relevant tax authorities may in the future
clarify the tax position on capital gains realised by the Trust or a sub-fund dealing in PRC Securities
or by a QFII or RQFII from dealing in PRC securities. In the absence of such specific rules, the PRC
income tax treatment should be governed by the general tax provisions of the CIT Law. For an
enterprise that is not a tax resident enterprise and has no PE in the PRC for PRC CIT purposes, a
10% WIT shall apply to capital gains derived from the disposal of PRC Securities, unless exempt or
reduced under current PRC tax laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
Under the China-HK Arrangement, certain relief is applicable to Hong Kong tax residents, including
the following:
(A)

(B)

Capital gains derived by a Hong Kong tax resident from transfer of shares of a PRC tax
resident company would be taxed in the PRC only if:
•

50% or more of the PRC tax resident company’s assets are comprised, directly or indirectly,
of immovable property situated in the PRC (an “immovable properties-rich company”); or

•

the Hong Kong tax resident has a participation of at least 25% of the shares of the that
PRC tax resident company at any time within 12 months before the alienation.
Capital gains derived by a Hong Kong tax resident from transfer of debt instruments issued
by the PRC government or PRC corporations is eligible for the tax relief and should not be
taxable in the PRC.
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Pursuant to the relevant PRC tax regulations, approval by the relevant PRC tax authority should be
obtained with respect to the Sub-Fund’s eligibility to benefit from the aforesaid exemption. Before a
Hong Kong tax resident can enjoy relief under the China-HK Arrangement, a Hong Kong Tax
Resident Certificate (“HKTRC”) issued by the Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”) should be
submitted to the relevant PRC tax authority for this purpose.
The Manager assesses the WIT provisioning of each relevant sub-fund on an on-going basis. In light
of the uncertainty on the income tax treatment on capital gains and in order to meet this potential tax
liability for capital gains, the Manager reserves the right to provide for WIT on such gains or income
and withhold the tax for the account of a relevant sub-fund. The Manager’s current policy on
provisions for WIT and corresponding risk factors are set out in the Appendix for the relevant subfund.”
2.

In the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, paragraphs 1 to 7 under the risk factor “Risk
associated with PRC taxation” under the section entitled “Additional Risk Factors” on pages 57 to 58
of the Explanatory Memorandum are deleted in their entirety and replaced with the following:
“By investing in RMB-denominated debt instruments issued by PRC tax resident enterprises,
irrespective of whether such securities are issued or distributed onshore (“onshore PRC securities”)
or offshore (“offshore PRC securities”, and together with onshore PRC securities, the “PRC
Securities”), the Sub-Fund may be subject to PRC taxes.
Corporate Income Tax
If the Sub-Fund is considered as a tax resident enterprise of the PRC, it will be subject to PRC
Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) at 25% on its worldwide taxable income. If the Sub-Fund is considered
a non-tax resident enterprise with an establishment or place of business (“PE”) in the PRC, the profits
and gains attributable to that PE would be subject to PRC CIT at 25%.
The Manager and the Trustee intend to manage and operate the Sub-Fund in such a manner that the
Sub-Fund should not be treated as a tax resident enterprise of the PRC or a non-tax resident
enterprise with an establishment or place of business in the PRC for CIT purposes, although this
cannot be guaranteed.
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors (such as the Trust and the Sub-Fund) may
invest in onshore PRC securities, generally, only through a QFII or a RQFII. Since only the relevant
QFII’s or RQFII’s interests in PRC Securities are recognised under PRC laws, any tax liability would,
if it arises, be expected to be payable by the relevant QFII or RQFII. However under the terms of the
arrangement between the relevant QFII or RQFII (as the case may be) and the Trust, the relevant
QFII or RQFII will pass on any tax liability to the Trust for the account of the Sub-Fund. As such, the
Trust for the account of the Sub-Fund is the ultimate party which bears the risks relating to any PRC
taxes which are so levied by the relevant PRC tax authority. Any PRC Withholding Income Tax
(“WIT”) imposed on the RQFII in respect of the PRC Securities invested by the Sub-Fund will be
passed on to the Sub-Fund and the asset value of the Sub-Fund will be reduced accordingly.
(i)

Dividend income and interest income

Unless a specific exemption or reduction is available under current PRC tax laws and regulations or
relevant tax treaties, non-tax resident enterprises without PE in the PRC are subject to CIT on a
withholding basis, generally at a rate of 10%, to the extent it directly derives PRC sourced passive
income. PRC sourced passive income (such as interest income from the investment in PRC
Securities). Accordingly, the Sub-Fund may be subject to WIT on any interest it receives from a SubFund’s investment in PRC Securities. Under the CIT Law, interests derived from government bonds
issued by the in-charge Finance Bureau of the State Council are exempt from PRC income tax.
Pursuant to the Arrangement between the Mainland of China and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion
with respect to Taxes on Income (the “China-HK Arrangement”), the tax charged on interests
received by the non-resident holders of debt instruments (including enterprises and individuals) will
be 7% of the gross amount of the interest, if Hong Kong tax residents are the beneficial owners
under the China-HK Arrangement, subject to the approval of the PRC tax authorities.
3

As the Sub-Fund seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing through the Manager’s
(which is a Hong Kong tax resident) RQFII quota, the interest derived from investments in PRC debt
instruments may be subject to the reduced tax rate of 7% under the China-HK Arrangement. In order
to qualify for this preferential rate, approval of the PRC tax authority is required in respect of the
beneficial ownership of the relevant debt instruments held by the Sub-Fund. However, there are still
uncertainties as to how the PRC tax authorities will assess the beneficial ownership issue for
investment fund cases. The Manager will further assess and seek to apply for the aforesaid approval
from the PRC tax authorities in relation to the Sub-Fund, although this cannot be guaranteed. If the
required approval is not obtained, the general rate of 10% will be applicable to the Sub-Fund on
interest. As at the date of this Explanatory Memorandum, as the required approval has not yet been
obtained, the Manager will make 10% provision on dividend and interest from PRC Securities if the
WIT is not withheld at source at the time when such income is received (where WIT is already
withheld at source, no further provision will be made).
(ii)

Capital gains

Specific rules governing taxes on capital gains derived by QFIIs or RQFIIs from the trading of PRC
Securities have yet to be announced. It is possible that the relevant tax authorities may in the future
clarify the tax position on capital gains realised by the Sub-Fund dealing in PRC Securities or by a
RQFII from dealing in PRC securities. In the absence of such specific rules, the PRC income tax
treatment should be governed by the general tax provisions of the CIT Law. For an enterprise that is
not a tax resident enterprise and has no PE in the PRC for PRC CIT purposes, a 10% WIT shall
apply to capital gains derived from the disposal of PRC Securities, unless exempt or reduced under
current PRC tax laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
Under the China-HK Arrangement, certain relief is applicable to Hong Kong tax residents, including
the following:
(A)

(B)

Capital gains derived by a Hong Kong tax resident from transfer of shares of a PRC tax
resident company would be taxed in the PRC only if:
•

50% or more of the PRC tax resident company’s assets are comprised, directly or indirectly,
of immovable property situated in the PRC (an “immovable properties-rich company”); or

•

the Hong Kong tax resident holds has a participation of at least 25% of the shares of the
that PRC tax resident company at any time within 12 months before the alienation.
Capital gains derived by a Hong Kong tax resident from transfer of debt instruments issued
by the PRC government or PRC corporations is eligible for the tax relief and should not be
taxable in the PRC.

The aforesaid capital gain tax exemption will only apply if approval is obtained from the PRC tax
authorities. Before a Hong Kong tax resident can enjoy relief under the China-HK Arrangement, a
Hong Kong Tax Resident Certificate (“HKTRC”) issued by the Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”)
should be submitted to the relevant PRC tax authority for this purpose.
The Manager assesses the WIT provisioning of the Sub-Fund on an on-going basis. In light of the
uncertainty on the income tax treatment on capital gains and in order to meet this potential tax
liability for capital gains, the Manager reserves the right to provide for WIT on such gains or income
and withhold the tax for the account of the Sub-Fund. Given the fast development of the RQFII
regime together with the Manager’s accumulated knowledge about WIT, the Manager reassesses the
WIT provisioning approach. After careful consideration of the Manager’s reassessment and having
taken and considered independent professional tax advice relating to the Sub-Fund’s eligibility to
benefit from the China-HK Arrangement, and in accordance with such advice, the Manager considers
that the Sub-Fund is a Hong Kong tax resident for the purpose of the China-HK Arrangement and
should be able to enjoy a WIT exemption on capital gains derived from the disposal of PRC
Securities (except, where relevant, capital gains derived from the alienation of the shares of
immovable properties-rich companies) under the China-HK Arrangement. As such, there is a change
in tax provision with respect to the Sub-Fund effective from 21 July 2014.
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In this connection, the Manager, having taken and considered independent professional tax advice,
and in accordance with such advice, has determined that no WIT provision will be made on the gross
realised and unrealised capital gains derived from the Sub-Fund’s disposal of debt instruments
issued by the PRC government or PRC corporations. As the Sub-Fund does not invest in equities,
no policy regarding provisioning is necessary in respect of capital gains derived from trading in
shares of PRC tax resident companies.
It should be noted that there are certain uncertainties regarding the aforesaid WIT provisioning
approach:
•

The China-HK Arrangement may be changed in the future and the Sub-Fund may ultimately
be required to pay WIT on capital gains.

•

As at the date of this Addendum, the Sub-Fund has not yet obtained the HKTRC from the
IRD. If the PRC tax authorities enforce the collection of WIT on capital gains and require the
Sub-fund to provide a HKTRC in order to obtain the WIT exemption, the Manager will apply
for a HKTRC on behalf of the Sub-Fund. Whether the Manager is able to obtain a HKTRC on
behalf of the Sub-Fund is subject to prevailing practice of Hong Kong and/or PRC tax
authorities. The Sub-Fund may need to apply to the IRD for a HKTRC on an annual basis,
which is subject to the assessment of the IRD. There is a risk that the Manager will not be
able to obtain a HKTRC on behalf of the Sub-Fund.

•

To date, the PRC tax authorities have not sought to enforce WIT collection on capital gains
derived by RQFIIs such as the Manager for the Sub-Fund. If the PRC tax authorities start to
enforce WIT collection on capital gains, the relief under the China-HK Arrangement is still
subject to the final approval of the PRC tax authorities and the Manager is not aware of any
successful cases for tax treaty capital gain exemption approval for RQFIIs. Even if the
Manager, in accordance with independent professional tax advice, believes that the SubFund should be eligible for such relief, the PRC tax authorities may ultimately hold a different
view.

It should be noted that there is a possibility of the PRC tax rules, regulations and practice being
changed and taxes being applied retrospectively. As discussed above, no provision will be made by
the Sub-Fund on the gross unrealised and realised capital gains derived from disposal of debt
instruments issued by the PRC government or PRC corporations. In the event that actual tax is
collected by the State Administration of Taxation (“SAT”) to make payments reflecting tax liabilities for
which no provisions has been made, the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund may be adversely affected,
as the Sub-Fund will ultimately have to bear the full amount of tax liabilities. In this case, the
additional tax liabilities will only impact Units in issue at the relevant time, and the then existing
Unitholders and subsequent Unitholders will be disadvantaged as such Unitholders will bear, through
the Sub-Fund, a disproportionately higher amount of tax liabilities as compared to that borne at the
time of investment in the Sub-Fund. As a result, investors may be disadvantaged depending on the
final rules of the relevant PRC tax authorities and when they subscribed and/or redeemed their Units.
Persons who have already redeemed their units in the Sub-Fund before the return of any
overprovision to the account of the Sub-Fund will not be entitled or have any right to claim any part of
such overprovision. Upon any future resolution of the above-mentioned tax exemption or further
changes to tax law or policies, the Manager will, as soon as practicable, make relevant adjustments
to the tax provision policy as it considers necessary.”
3.

In the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the third paragraph of the sub-section headed “(4)
The RQFII regime” under the section entitled “Investment Strategy” on page 43 of the Explanatory
Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The Manager has obtained RQFII status and has been granted RQFII quota pursuant to the RQFII
Regulations.”

4.

In the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the first sentence of the fourth paragraph under
the risk factor “RQFII systems risk” under the section entitled “Additional Risk Factors” on page 54 of
the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
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“The Sub-Fund utilises RQFII Quota granted by SAFE to the Manager. The total amount of RQFII
Quota available to the Manager for use by public fund products under the Manager’s management is
limited at any given time. The Manager has the flexibility to allocate such RQFII Quota across
different public fund products under the Manager’s management from time to time. As such the SubFund does not have exclusive use of and must rely on the Manager’s management and allocation of
such RQFII Quota. There can be no assurance that the Manager can obtain or allocate sufficient
RQFII Quota to the Sub-Fund to fully satisfy subscription requests.”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
ঊᱲส䠁(഻䳋
ঊᱲส䠁 ഻䳋)ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
഻䳋 ᴹ䲀ޜਨ
Date: 21 July 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory Memorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the
Bosera Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in
conjunction with the Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11
June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13 March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August
2013, 6 March 2014, 10 March 2014 and 24 March 2014 (together the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the
Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this
Addendum, you should seek independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of
any of the statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND section, the table under the subsection entitled “(2) Indicative asset allocation” under the section entitled “Investment
Strategy” on page 41 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
Asset type

Indicative percentage of
the Sub-Fund’s Net Asset
Value

RMB bonds issued by government entities,
government agencies or supra-national organisations

No more than 40%

RMB bonds issued by banks and corporations

No more than 90%

RMB-denominated commercial papers, short term
bills and short term notes

No more than 90%

RMB public bond funds authorised by the CSRC for
retail investment

No more than 10%

RMB cash and cash equivalents

No more than 20%

Total portfolio

100%
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Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information
contained in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 7 May 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory Memorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the
Bosera Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in
conjunction with the Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11
June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13 March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August
2013, 6 March 2014 and 10 March 2014 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless
otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall
have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this
Addendum, you should seek independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of
any of the statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, under the sub-section entitled “(4) RQFII
regime” under the section entitled “Investment Strategy”, the second paragraph on page
43 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the
following:
“The Manager has obtained RQFII status and has been granted, on behalf of the SubFund, a RQFII quota of RMB0.5 billion. To the extent that the Manager has, on behalf of
the Sub-Fund, utilised its entire RQFII quota, the Manager may, subject to any applicable
regulations, apply for an increase of the RQFII quota.”

2.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section heading “Initial Offer Period”
and the paragraphs under it on page 49 of the Explanatory Memorandum are deleted in
their entirety.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information
contained in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 24 March 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory Memorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the
Bosera Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in
conjunction with the Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11
June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13 March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013, 21 June 2013, 1 August
2013 and 6 March 2014 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined
herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same
meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this
Addendum, you should seek independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of
any of the statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the last sentence of the third paragraph
under the sub-section entitled “(1) General” under the section entitled “Investment
Strategy” on page 40 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
“The Sub-Fund’s exposure to RMB Bonds which are unrated or rated BB+ or below (as
rated by local PRC credit rating agencies at the time of investment by the Sub-Fund) will
not exceed 20% of its Net Asset Value. If certain RMB Bonds in the Sub-Fund’s portfolio
are subsequently downgraded such that this threshold is exceeded, the Manager will as
soon as reasonably practicable make adjustments to the Sub-Fund’s portfolio so as to
adhere to the 20% threshold. The credit rating refers to the credit rating of the relevant
RMB Bond, but where the relevant RMB Bond does not have a credit rating, the Manager
may refer to the credit rating of the issuer thereof.
The Sub-Fund will not invest in asset-backed securities (including asset-backed
commercial papers). The Sub-Fund will not invest more than 20% of its Net Asset Value in
urban investment bonds. Urban investment bonds are debt instrument issued by local
government financial vehicles (“LGFVs”) in the PRC exchange-traded bond markets and
the inter-bank bond market. These LGFVs are separate legal entities established by local
governments and/or their affiliates, to raise financing for public welfare investments or
infrastructure projects.”

2.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the paragraph under the sub-heading “Product selection strategy” on page 42 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following:
“Through extensive research on the fundamentals of different issuers, the Sub-Fund seeks
to invest in issues that offer excess return with regard to credit ratings and fundamentals.
The Sub-Fund, however, does not have explicit restrictions on the minimum credit ratings
of the RMB Bonds it holds, except that it may invest not more than 20% of its Net Asset
Value in RMB Bonds with a local PRC credit rating of BB+ or below (at the time of
1

investment by the Sub-Fund) or unrated instruments. In selecting the Sub-Fund’s bond
portfolio, the Manager may refer to credit ratings given by local PRC credit rating agencies
for reference but will primarily rely on its own internal analysis to evaluate each bond
independently.”
3.

In APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, under section entitled “Additional Risk
Factors”, the risk factors entitled “Risks of investing in PRC bond markets and of unrated
or below investment grade bonds” and “Risks associated with local PRC credit ratings” on
page 52 of the Explanatory Memorandum are deleted in their entirety and replaced with
the following:
“Risks of investing in PRC bond markets and of unrated or lower rated bonds
The Sub-Fund invests in onshore PRC bonds. The financial market of the PRC is at an
early stage of development, and some of such PRC bonds may be rated BB+ or below by
local credit rating agencies or may not be rated by any rating agency of an international
standard. Such instruments are generally subject to a higher degree of credit risk and a
lower degree of liquidity, which may result in greater fluctuations in value. The value of
these instruments may also be more difficult to ascertain and thus the Net Asset Value of
the Sub-Fund may be more volatile.
Investors should therefore be aware that an investment in the Sub-Fund is subject to
higher volatility, price fluctuations and risks than an investment in bond products in more
developed markets.
Risks associated with local PRC credit ratings
Some PRC bonds may have been assigned a credit rating by a local credit rating agency
in the PRC. However, at present, the PRC’s domestic credit rating industry lacks a strong
reputation and authority amongst market participants in comparison to its counterparts in
more developed markets. This is in part due to the highly-regulated nature of the PRC
bond markets, which may result in credit ratings being perceived as superfluous. In
addition, the rating process may lack transparency and the rating standards may be
significantly different from that adopted by internationally recognised credit rating agencies.
Consequently, there is little assurance that credit ratings are independent, objective and of
adequate quality. In some cases, local credit agencies have been suspected of engaging
in “ratings inflation” in order to generate more income from the ratings business. As a
result, credit ratings given by local credit rating agencies are often disregarded by market
participants when making investment and financing decisions. In selecting the Sub-Fund’s
bond portfolio, the Manager may refer to credit ratings given by local PRC credit rating
agencies for reference but will primarily rely on its own internal analysis to evaluate each
bond independently. Investors should also exercise caution before relying on any local
credit ratings.
Risks of investing in urban investment bonds
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 20% of its Net Asset Value in urban investment bonds.
Although urban investment bonds, which are issued by LGFVs, may appear to be
connected with local government bodies, they are typically not guaranteed by such local
government bodies or the central government of the PRC. As such, local government
bodies or the central government of the PRC are not obligated to support any LGFVs in
default. In the event that the LGFVs default on payment of principal or interest on any
urban investment bonds within the Sub-Fund’s portfolio, the Sub-Fund may suffer
significant loss and the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund may be adversely affected.”

2

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information
contained in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 10 March 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013ˈ 21 June 2013 and 1 August 2013 (together the “Explanatory
Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory
Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Change of directors of the Manager
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, the biography of ZHANG Qiang after “The directors of the Manager are as
follows” is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
LIAN Shaodong
Ms Lian is a director of the Manager. Since 1992, Ms Lian worked in Bank of China Pearl River Trust
Company in Guangdong Province, ABN, Da Cheng Fund Management, DBS Vickers (Hong Kong) and
Da Cheng International. Ms Lian joined Bosera Asset Management Co., Limited in May 2012 as Head of
Product Development Department.
Ms Lian has a bachelor degree in Microbiology from Huazhong Agricultural University and graduated
from Guangdong Provincial Community Party College with a master degree in Economics.
DONG Lianghong
Mr Dong is a director of the Manager. Since 1993, Mr Dong worked in China National Technical Import
and Export Corporation, CNTIEC Investment Company, Rongtong Fund Management Company and
Great Wall Fund Management Company. Mr Dong joined Bosera Asset Management Co., Limited in
February 2005 and is currently Executive Vice President, overseeing the equity investment of the
company.
Mr Dong holds a master degree in Business Administration from Stern School of Business of New York
University and a bachelor degree in Accounting from Xiamen University.
SHAO Kai
Mr Shao is a director of the Manager. Since 1997, Mr Shao worked in Hebei Province Economic
Development Investment Corporation. During his services in Bosera Asset Management Co., Limited
since August 2000, Mr Shao worked as Assistant Portfolio Manager, Portfolio Manager, Deputy General
1

Manager, and General Manager in Fixed Income Department. His current position is Executive Vice
President of Bosera Asset Management Co., Limited, overseeing the fixed income investment of the
company.
Mr Shao received a master degree in Economics from University of Reading in United Kingdom.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 6 March 2014
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory Memorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013, 8 June 2013 and 21 June 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”).
Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall
have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Appointment of director of the Manager
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND a new paragraph is
inserted after “The directors of the Manager are as follows” on page 5 of the Explanatory Memorandum as
follows:
WU Yaodong
Mr Wu is a director of the Manager. He has held several senior positions in China Merchants Securities
Co. Ltd. (“CMS”). Since 2002, he has worked as an analyst of International Business Department,
Deputy General Manager of China Merchants Securities (HK) Co., Limited and Director of International
Business Department, General Manager of Executive Office, Managing Director and Assistant General
Manager at CMS. From 1990 to 1996, Mr Wu worked for Wuhan Iron and Steel Group - Echeng Iron and
Steel Co., Ltd. as the youth league committee member and the Deputy General Manager of the
company’s subsidiary. Mr Wu received a bachelor degree in Economics at the Sun Yat-sen University,
China in 1990. He studied Economics at Economics School of Wuhan University, China from 1996 to
2002 and obtained a master degree and PH.D. Mr Wu also holds an EMBA degree at Guanghua School
of Management in Peking University, China.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 1 August 2013
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013, 7 May 2013 and 8 June 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise
defined herein, words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same
meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Change of director of the Manager
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum:

x

the biography of HE Bao is deleted in its entirety.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 21 June 2013

BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013 and 7 May 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein,
words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used
in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Indicative Asset Allocation
1.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND section, the table under the sub-section
entitled “(2) Indicative asset allocation” under the section entitled “Investment Strategy” on page 41 of
the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
Asset type

Indicative percentage of the SubFund’s Net Asset Value

RMB bonds issued by government entities,
government agencies or supra-national organisations

No more than 30%

RMB bonds issued by banks and corporations

No more than 60%

RMB-denominated commercial papers, short term
bills and short term notes

No more than 60%

RMB public bond funds authorised by the CSRC for
retail investment

No more than 10%

RMB cash and cash equivalents

No more than 10%

Total portfolio

100%

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 8 June 2013

BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012, 13
March 2013 and 7 May 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein,
words and expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used
in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Overview of PRC Bond Market
1.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section “(5) Overview of PRC bond
market” of “Investment Strategy” on pages 44 to 48 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its
entirety and replaced by the following:

[(5) Overview of PRC bond market

The PRC’s domestic bond market primarily consists of two markets: the inter-bank bond market
and the exchange-traded bond market. Despite some interconnections amongst them, these
markets are differentiated by investor segmentation, product segmentation and regulatory
separation.
Currently, the inter-bank bond market is much larger in terms of trading volume and is relatively
more liquid than the exchange-traded bond market. Some key information on the two markets is
set out below.
Key information on these markets
Inter-bank bond market
Market size

Major
types
products traded

Exchange-traded bond market

Approximately RMB 23.1 trillion, as Approximately RMB 0.5 trillion, as
at 31 March 2013 (source: China at 31 March 2013 (source: China
Bond)
Bond)
of Treasury bonds, local government
bonds, central bank bills, financial
bonds, enterprise bonds, short-term
financing bills, medium term notes,
asset-backed securities
1

Treasury bonds, local government
bonds,
enterprise
bonds,
corporate bonds, financial bonds,
convertible bonds

Key
participants

market Commercial
banks,
insurance
companies, mutual funds, security
companies, foreign investors with
RQFII status

Trading & settlement
mechanism

Commercial banks, insurance
companies, mutual funds, security
companies, foreign investors with
QFII or RQFII status, corporations
and individual investors
Trading mechanism: a quote-driven Trading an electronic automatic
over-the-counter market between matching system where securities
are traded on the Shanghai Stock
institutional investors
Exchange or Shenzhen Stock
Settlement mechanism: primarily Exchange
delivery versus payment (DVP), on
either a T+0 or T+1 settlement cycle Settlement mechanism: clearing
and settlement are through the
China Securities Depository and
Clearing Co., Ltd (խഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖ
ጩૻڶຂٚֆ( )the “CSDCC”)

Regulator

PBOC

CSRC

Counterparty with
whom investors will
trade

The trading counterparty (i.e. the CSDCC, which acts as the central
counterparty
to
all
securities
other market participants)

Central clearing

China Central Depository & Clearing CSDCC
Co., Ltd (Ё༂ⱏډ㿬㌤ㅫ݀ৌ) ;
short-term financing bills issued on
or after 1 September 2011 are
cleared through the Shanghai
Clearing House (Ղ௧堚ጩࢬ)

Liquidity

Total trading volume in the 12
months to 31 March 2013 was
approximately RMB 80.5 trillion
(source: China Bond)

Associated risks

Interest rate risk,
counterparty risk

Minimum rating
requirements

No requirement

No requirement

However,
market
participants
typically require a rating of at least
BBB given by a local credit rating
agency.

However, if upon listing a
corporate bond or enterprise bond
does not have a credit rating of at
least “AA” given by a local credit
rating agency, then such bond can
only be traded on the fixed income
electronic platform of the relevant
exchange (ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦጵٽሽ
ؓ ፕ ), which is open only to
institutional investors. Bonds that
do not satisfy this minimum
requirement cannot be traded via
the quote-driven platform (ᤁᏝٌ
࣐ ߓ อ ), which is open to all
investors,
including
retail
investors.

transactions on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges

credit

2

Total trading volume in the 12
months to 31 March 2013 was
approximately RMB 0.7 trillion
(source: China Bond)

risk, Interest rate
liquidity risk

risk,

credit

risk,

Types of debt
instruments
commonly seen and
the issuers

Treasury bonds: issued by Ministry Treasury bonds:
of Finance
Ministry of Finance

issued

by

Central bank bills: issued by PBOC

Enterprise bonds: issued by
government-related, state-owned
Financial bonds: issued by policy or state-held entities
banks (China Development Bank,
Agricultural Development Bank of Corporate bonds: issued by listed
China and Export-Import Bank of companies
China), commercial banks and other
financial institutions
Convertible bonds: issued by
listed companies
Enterprise
bonds:
issued
by
government-related, state-owned or
state-held entities

The below graphs illustrate the breakdown of various types of instruments on the different
markets (source: China Bond as of 31 March 2013):
(a) inter-bank bond market

(b) exchange-traded bond market (Shanghai exchange)

3

(c) exchange-traded bond market (Shenzhen exchange)

The yields of major debt instruments are as follows (the below yields are general averages for
reference only as at 29 March 2013):
(a) Inter-bank bond market
Years to
Maturity

Treasury
bonds

Financial
bonds

Corporate
bonds

Central bank
bills

½
¾
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50

2.63
2.62
2.68
3.03
3.09
3.30
3.48
3.54
3.83
4.08
4.19
4.34

3.18
3.20
3.29
3.62
3.77
3.96
4.17
4.25
4.52
4.77
4.88

4.87
5.28
5.58
6.13
6.65
7.05
7.39
7.65
7.78

2.87
3.16
3.20

Local
government
bonds
2.82
2.81
2.90
3.34
3.40
3.61
3.75
3.79
4.08
4.33
4.44
4.59

(b) Exchange-traded bond market (Shanghai exchange)
Years to
Maturity

Treasury
bonds

Enterprise
bonds

Corporate
bonds

Convertible
bonds

½

2.69

3.94

3.59

2.16

Local
government
bonds


¾

2.72

3.98

4.03

3.98



1

2.73

4.02

4.59

3.97



2

3.09

4.30

4.50

4.87



3

3.15

4.51

5.05

1.76

3.40

5

3.35

4.83

5.75

0.66

3.61

7

3.53

5.12

6.35





10

3.59

5.22

5.61





4

15

3.88

5.50

5.18



20

4.13

5.76







30

4.24

5.89







50

4.39











Local credit ratings of bonds in the PRC
PRC bonds, whether they are traded on the inter-bank market or the exchange-traded market,
are generally rated by local credit rating agencies. There are five major credit rating agencies in
China: Pengyuan Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (ᣛցᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆ), Shanghai Brilliance Credit
Rating & Investors Service Co., Ltd. (Ղ௧ᄅધᇷॾေ۷ދᇷࣚ೭ૻڶֆ), China LianHe
Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (ᜤشॾٽေ్ૻڶֆ), China Chengxin Security Rating Co. Ltd. (խᇨॾ
ഏᎾॾشေ్ૻڶຂٚֆ )and Dagong Global Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (ՕֆഏᎾᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆ
). Local credit rating agencies must be approved by the relevant PRC authorities conduct
ratings business and are also subject to industry self-regulation. Bond issuers will release their
credit rating reports and investors may obtain rating information on a specific issuer’s website,
through public sources such as www.chinabond.cn and announcements on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges.
Investors may obtain more information on rating methodologies from the websites of the above
credit agencies. Investors should, however, exercise caution when referring to PRC local credit
ratings of bonds, as the ratings industry in the PRC is still in an early development stage. Due to
the lack of historical data and slow response to credit events, the rating methodologies used by
PRC local credit agencies, whilst they may in general be similar to those adopted by international
credit rating agencies, may be driven by domestic factors rather than more quantitative methods.
Please refer to “Risk associated with fixed income instruments - Risks associated with local PRC
credit ratings” in the Risk Factors section.
In selecting the Sub-Fund’s bond portfolio, the Manager may refer to credit ratings given by local
PRC credit rating agencies for reference but will primarily rely on its own internal analysis to
evaluate each bond independently. ]
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 8 June 2013
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandu m

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012 and
13 March 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and
expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this
Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

Dividend Distributions out of Capital
The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
1.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, an additional risk factor of “Distribution out of
capital risk” in the section entitled “Additional Risk Factors” is added after the risk factor of “Dividends
risk” on page 59 of the Explanatory Memorandum:
“Distributions out of capital risk
Pursuant to Clause 22.5 of the Trust Deed, the Manager may at its discretion pay dividends out of
income or capital (or partly one and partly the other). In addition, pursuant to Clauses 25.1, 25.2 and
25.4 of the Trust Deed charges, fees and expenses may be paid out of the assets of the Sub-Fund.
Payment of dividends out of capital or effectively out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of
part of an investor’s original investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original
investment. Any distributions involving payment of dividends out of the Sub-Fund’s capital or
effectively out of capital may result in an immediate reduction of the Net Asset Value per Unit of the
relevant class. The Manager may amend its distribution policy subject to the SFC’s prior approval
and by giving not less than one month’s prior notice to Unitholders.”

2.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section entitled “Distribution Policy” on
page 59 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“Distribution Policy
The Manager may in its discretion make cash distributions to Unitholders out of income or capital (or
partly out of income and partly out of capital) of the Sub-Fund at such times as the Manager
considers appropriate. The Manager may in its discretion also make cash distributions to Unitholders
out of gross income (while charging/paying all or part of the Sub-Fund’s fees and expenses to/out of
the capital of the Sub-Fund) resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
distributions which is in effect a payment out of capital. Currently, the Manager intends to make
distribution on a semi-annual basis (i.e. June and December in each year) in respect of Class A Units
and no dividend will be distributed in respect of Class I Units. However, there is no guarantee of
regular distribution nor, where distribution is made, the amount being distributed. The cash
distribution in respect of Class A Units will be paid to Unitholders at their own risk and expense by
1

telegraphic transfer in RMB normally within one calendar month after the declaration of such
distribution by the Manager.
Payment of dividends out of capital or effectively out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of
part of an investor’s original investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original
investment. Any distributions involving payment of dividends out of the Sub-Fund’s capital or
effectively out of capital may result in an immediate reduction of the Net Asset Value per Unit of the
relevant class.
The composition of dividends payable on Class A Units (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net
distributable income and (ii) capital), if any, for the last 12 months are available from the Manager on
request and are also published on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has not
been reviewed by the SFC). The Manager may amend the Sub-Fund’s distribution policy with
respect to the distribution out of capital of the Sub-Fund subject to the SFC’s prior approval and by
giving not less than one month’s prior notice to Unitholders.”
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 7 May 2013
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandum

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012, 10 August 2012 and
13 March 2013 (together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and
expressions defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this
Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:
Important Information for Investors
1.

Under the IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS section, the sixth paragraph on page iii
of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“No action has been taken in any jurisdiction (other than Hong Kong, Macau and Singapore) that
would permit an offering of the Units or the possession, circulation or distribution of this Explanatory
Memorandum or any other offering or publicity material relating to the offering of Units in any other
country or jurisdiction where action for the purpose is required. This Explanatory Memorandum does
not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation
is not authorised or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.”

Revision to References to Unauthorised Funds in the Manager’s Website
2.

In the following sections:
under the IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS section, in the second paragraph on
page iii of the Explanatory Memorandum,
under the INTRODUCTION section, in the fourth paragraph on page 4 of the Explanatory
Memorandum,
under the VALUATION section under the section “Publication of Net Asset Value” on page 23 of the
Explanatory Memorandum,
under the GENERAL section under the section “Reports and accounts” on page 35 of the
Explanatory Memorandum, and
under APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND in the section “Publication of Net Asset Value” on
page 50 of the Explanatory Memorandum,
in each case following the reference to the Manager’s website “www.bosera.com.hk”, the following is
deleted “(this website has not been reviewed by the SFC and may contain information of funds not
authorised by the SFC)” and is replaced in each case by “(this website has not been reviewed by the
SFC)”.
1

RQFII Regulations Update
3.

Under the DEFINITIONS section, the definition of “RQFII” or “RQFII Holder” on page 2 of the
Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“RQFII” or “RQFII holder”

4.

means a renminbi qualified foreign institutional
investor approved pursuant to the “Pilot Scheme
for Domestic Securities Investment through
Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors
which are Asset Management Companies or
Securities Companies” (➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠
Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎
㱽 ) issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and the
SAFE effective from 16 December 2011 repealed
by the “Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities
Investment through Renminbi Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors” (Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯
侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽) effective from 1 March
2013, and the “Implementation Rules for the Pilot
Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment
through Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investors which are Asset Management
Companies or Securities Companies” (斄㕤⮎㕥
˪➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳
㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬夷⭂) issued by
the CSRC effective from 16 December 2011
repealed by the “Implementation Rules for the
Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment
through Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investors” (斄㕤⮎㕥˪Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯
侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬夷⭂) effective from
1 March 2013.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the second paragraph under the sub-section
entitled “(4) RQFII regime” under the section entitled “Investment Strategy” on page 42 of the
Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“The RQFII regime was introduced on 16 December 2011 by the “Pilot Scheme for Domestic
Securities Investment through Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which are Asset
Management Companies or Securities Companies” (➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽
屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽) issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and the SAFE, which was repealed
effective 1 March 2013.
The RQFII regime is currently governed by (i) the “Notice of the People's Bank of China on the
Relevant Matters concerning the Implementation of the Pilot Measures for Domestic Securities
Investment Made by the RMB Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors of Fund Management
Companies and Securities Companiesā, issued by the PBOC and effective from 4 January 2012 (ᷕ
⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴斄㕤⮎㕥˪➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫
㚱斄ḳ枭䘬忂䞍); (ii) the ĀPilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through Renminbi
Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors ā issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and the SAFE and
effective from 1 March 2013 ( Ṣ 㮹 ⸋ ⎰ 㟤 ⠫ ⢾ 㨇 㥳 ㈽ 屯 侭 ⠫ ℏ 嫱 ⇠ ㈽ 屯 娎 溆 彎 㱽 ); (iii) the
ĀImplementation Rules for the Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through Renminbi
Qualified Foreign Institutional Investorsā issued by the CSRC and effective from 6 March 2013 (斄㕤
⮎㕥˪Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬夷⭂); (iv) the “Circular on Issues
Related to the Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through Renminbi Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors”, Huifa 2013 No. 42 (⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨斄㕤Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠
㈽屯娎溆㚱斄⓷柴䘬忂䞍, ⋗䘤[2013]42 嘇) issued by SAFE and effective from 21 March 2013; and
(v) any other applicable regulations promulgated by the relevant authorities (collectively, the “RQFII
Regulations”).”
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Trustee’s Liability
5.

Under the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND section, the second last paragraph under the sub-section
entitled “The Trustee and Registrar” on page 6 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its
entirety.

The Manager
6.

Under the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND section, in the second paragraph of the section “The
Manager” on page 5 of the Explanatory Memorandum, the second sentence is deleted and replaced
by:
“Total client assets under management as at the end of March 2013 exceeded US$35.46 billion,
including US$13.80 billion in pension assets.”

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 7 May 2013
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BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandu m

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and should be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addenda dated 11 June 2012 and 10 August 2012
(together the “Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions
defined in the Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Change of director of the Manager and revision to director’s biography
Under the section entitled “The Manager” of the MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND on page 5 of the
Explanatory Memorandum:
(1)

the biography of Keith LI is deleted in its entirety and replaced by that of ZHANG Qiang as follows:
“ZHANG Qiang
Mr Zhang is currently a director and deputy chief executive officer of the Manager. He was
previously deputy director and portfolio manager of Bosera’s fixed-income department. Before
joining Bosera, Mr Zhang worked in Deutsche Asset Management, Citi Alternative Investment, Pacific
Investment Management Company LLC (PIMCO). Mr Zhang received his Master degree from
University of California at Berkeley, United States and a bachelor’s degree from Nankai University in
China.”

(2)

the biography of LO Kai-Yiu, Anthony is updated and replaced as follows:
“Mr Lo has over 11 years’ experience in asset management, holding executive position with
Shanghai Century Capital Limited, Shanghai Century Acquisition Corporation and PrimeCredit
Limited. Mr Lo is a member of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants. He
graduated from the Advanced Management Program of Harvard Business School, United States and
obtained a bachelor degree from McGill University, Canada in 1972.”

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 13 March 2013

BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandu m

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and shall be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum dated January 2012 and the addendum dated 11 June 2012 (together the
“Explanatory Memorandum”). Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the
Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Appointment of director of the Manager
1.

Under the section entitled “MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND”, a new paragraph is inserted after “The
directors of the Manager are as follows” on page 5 of the Explanatory Memorandum as follows:
YANG Kun
Ms Yang is a director of the Manager. Since 1983, Ms Yang worked in Bank of China, Bank of
China (Hong Kong), China Merchants Bank, Shenzhen Zhongda Investment Management Co.,
Limited, Changsheng Fund Management Co., Limited and Citic Funds Management Co., Limited.
She was also an independent director of China Merchants Bank and a director and the president of
China Merchants Securities Co., Limited. She is currently a director of China Merchants Securities
Co., Limited. Since July 2008, she has been the chairman of the board of Bosera.

Ms Yang graduated from Renmin University of China with a bachelor degree in International
Finance, and China Europe International Business School with a Master of Business Administration
degree.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 10 August 2012

BOSERA INVESTMENT FUNDS (the “Trust”)
Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”)
Addendum to the Explanatory M emorandu m dated January 2012 (“Explanatory
Memorandum”)

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This Addendum is supplemental to and forms part of the Explanatory Memorandum for the Bosera
Investment Funds – Bosera RMB Bond Fund, and shall be read and construed in conjunction with the
Explanatory Memorandum. Unless otherwise defined herein, words and expressions defined in the
Explanatory Memorandum shall have the same meaning when used in this Addendum.
If you are in doubt about the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and this Addendum, you
should seek your independent professional financial advice.
The Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong takes no responsibility for the accuracy of any of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this Addendum.

The Explanatory Memorandum is hereby supplemented as follows:

Removal of Selling Restriction in respect of investors from the People’s Republic of China
Under the section entitled “IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS”, paragraph (c) on page iv of
the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety.

Establishment of New Class of Units
1.

Under the section entitled “SWITCHING”, a new paragraph is inserted after the last paragraph on
page 19 of the Explanatory Memorandum as follows:
“No switching / conversion is allowed between classes of Units in a sub-fund unless described
otherwise in the relevant sub-fund’s Appendix.”

2.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section entitled “Initial Offer Period” on
page 49 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“Subscription
Class A and Class I Units are available for issue on each Dealing Day (in respect of Class I Units,
from 11 June 2012 onwards) at the relevant Subscription Price. The Subscription Price of each
class of Units on any Dealing Day will be the price per Unit of the relevant class by dividing the Net
Asset Value of the Sub-Fund attributable to the relevant class of Units as at the Valuation Point in
respect of the relevant Dealing Day by the number of Units of the relevant class of the Sub-Fund in
issue and rounded to 2 decimal places (0.005 and above being rounded up; below 0.005 being
rounded down) or in such manner and to such other number of decimal places as may from time to
time be determined by the Manager after consulting the Trustee. Any rounding adjustment will be
retained by the Sub-Fund. The Subscription Price of Class I Units (on the first Dealing Day on
which they are available) is RMB100 and thereafter Class I Units will be available on each Dealing
Day at the relevant Subscription Price. The Subscription Price will be calculated and quoted in the
Base Currency of the Sub-Fund.”

3.

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section entitled “Investment Minima”
on page 50 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the
following:

“Investment Minima
The following investment minima apply to the Sub-Fund:
Minimum initial investment

Class A Units: RMB10,000

Minimum subsequent investment

Class A Units: RMB10,000

Class I Units:
Class I Units:
Minimum holding

RMB10,000

Class A Units: RMB10,000
Class I units:

Minimum redemption amount

RMB10,000,000

Class A Units: RMB10,000
Class I Units:

4.

RMB10,000,000

RMB10,000

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the sub-section of “Fees payable by the
Sub-Fund” in the section of “Expenses and Charges” on page 50 of the Explanatory Memorandum
is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
“Fees payable by the Sub-Fund
Management fee

Class A Units: 1% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund
Class I Units: 0.75% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the SubFund

5.

Performance fee:

Nil

Trustee fee:

0.16% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund (inclusive of
fees payable to the PRC Custodian)

Under the APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND, the section entitled “Distribution Policy”
on page 59 of the Explanatory Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the
following:
“Distribution Policy
The Manager may in its discretion make cash distributions to Unitholders out of the Sub-Fund at
such times as the Manager considers appropriate. Currently, the Manager intends to make
distribution on a semi-annual basis (i.e. June and December in each year) in respect of Class A
Units and no dividend will be distributed in respect of Class I Units. However, there is no guarantee
of regular distribution nor, where distribution is made, the amount being distributed. The cash
distribution in respect of Class A Units will be paid to Unitholders at their own risk and expense by
telegraphic transfer in RMB normally within one calendar month after the declaration of such
distribution by the Manager.”

Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Addendum as being accurate as at the date of publication.
The Explanatory Memorandum may only be distributed if accompanied by this Addendum.
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
Date: 11 June 2012
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
Important - If you are in any doubt about the contents of this Explanatory Memorandum,
you should seek independent professional advice.
Bosera Investment Funds (the “Trust”) is an umbrella unit trust established under the laws of Hong
Kong by the Trust Deed between Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited as
manager (the “Manager”) and HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited as trustee (the
“Trustee”).
The Manager and its directors accept full responsibility for the information contained in this
Explanatory Memorandum as being accurate and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries,
to the best of their knowledge and belief, there are no other facts the omission of which would
make such information misleading. However, neither the delivery of this Explanatory Memorandum
nor the offer or issue of Units shall under any circumstances constitute a representation that the
information contained in this Explanatory Memorandum is correct as of any time subsequent to the
date of its publication. This Explanatory Memorandum may from time to time be updated.
Investors should check the Manager’s website at www.bosera.com.hk (this website has not been
reviewed by the SFC and may contain information of funds not authorised by the SFC) for the
latest version of the Explanatory Memorandum.
Distribution of this Explanatory Memorandum must be accompanied by a copy of the latest
available annual financial report of the relevant sub-fund and any subsequent interim financial
report. Units in the relevant sub-fund are offered on the basis only of the information contained in
this Explanatory Memorandum and (where applicable) its latest annual financial report and interim
financial report. Any information given or representations made by any dealer, salesman or other
person and (in either case) not contained in this Explanatory Memorandum should be regarded as
unauthorised and accordingly must not be relied upon.
The Trust and each sub-fund have been authorised by the Securities and Futures Commission in
Hong Kong (the “SFC”) under Section 104 of the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong.
SFC authorisation is not a recommendation or endorsement of the Trust or any sub-fund nor does
it guarantee the commercial merits of any sub-fund or its performance. It does not mean a subfund is suitable for all investors nor is it an endorsement of its suitability for any particular investor
or class of investors.
No action has been taken in any jurisdiction (other than Hong Kong) that would permit an offering
of the Units or the possession, circulation or distribution of this Explanatory Memorandum or any
other offering or publicity material relating to the offering of Units in any other country or jurisdiction
where action for the purpose is required. This Explanatory Memorandum does not constitute an
offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not
authorised or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.
In particular:
(a)

the Units have not been registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as
amended) and, except in a transaction which does not violate such Act, may not be directly
or indirectly offered or sold in the United States of America, or any of its territories or
possessions or areas subject to its jurisdiction, or for the benefit of a U.S. Person (“U.S.
Person” being defined as (i) an individual who is a United States citizen, a U.S. green card
holder, or a resident of the United States for U.S. federal income tax purposes, (ii) a
corporation or partnership organised under the laws of the United States or any political
subdivision thereof, or (iii) an estate or trust, the income of which is subject to U.S. federal
income taxation regardless of its source);

(b)

the Fund has not been and will not be registered under the United States Investment
Company Act of 1940 (as amended); and
iii

(c)

the Units may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, to holders of an identity card or a
resident card issued by the People’s Republic of China, regardless of the current residence
or domicile of such individuals, or to entities which are established under the laws of the
People’s Republic of China unless such entity is an approved qualified domestic
institutional investor (“QDII”) and the purchase of the Units is permitted under the rules
issued by the relevant QDII’s regulator and applicable foreign exchange rules.

Prospective applicants for the Units should inform themselves as to the relevant legal requirements
of applying and any applicable exchange control regulations and applicable taxes in the countries
of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile which might be relevant to the subscription,
holding or disposal of Units.
Any investor enquiries or complaints should be submitted in writing to the Manager’s office (Suite
4109, Jardine House, One Connaught Place, Central, Hong Kong) and the Manager will respond in
writing within 14 Business Days.
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DEFINITIONS
The defined terms used in this Explanatory Memorandum have the following meanings:
“A-Shares”

means shares issued by companies incorporated in the PRC and
listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange or the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, traded in RMB and available for investment by domestic
investors, QFIIs and RQFIIs.

“Appendix”

means an appendix to this Explanatory Memorandum containing
information in respect of a particular sub-fund.

“B-Shares”

means shares issued by companies incorporated in the PRC and
listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange or the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, traded in foreign currencies and available for
investment by domestic PRC investors and foreign investors.

“Base Currency”

means, in respect of a sub-fund unless otherwise specified in the
relevant Appendix, the RMB.

“Business Day”

means unless otherwise specified in the relevant Appendix in
respect of a particular sub-fund, a day (other than a Saturday or
Sunday) on which banks in Hong Kong and the PRC are open for
normal banking business or such other day or days as the Trustee
and the Manager may agree from time to time, provided that
where, as a result of a typhoon number 8 signal, black rainstorm
warning or other similar event, the period during which banks in
Hong Kong or and the PRC are open on any day is reduced, such
day shall not be a Business Day unless the Trustee and the
Manager determine otherwise.

“Code”

means the Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual Funds issued by the
SFC (as amended or replaced from time to time).

“Connected Person”

has the meaning as set out in the Code which at the date of the
Explanatory Memorandum means, in relation to a company:
(a)

any person or company beneficially owning, directly or
indirectly, 20% or more of the ordinary share capital of that
company or able to exercise directly or indirectly, 20% or
more of the total votes in that company; or

(b)

any person or company controlled by a person who or which
meets one or both of the descriptions given in (a); or

(c)

any member of the group of which that company forms part;
or

(d)

any director or officer of that company or of any of its
connected persons as defined in (a), (b) or (c).

“CSDCC”

means the China Securities Depository and Clearing Co., Ltd.

“CSRC”

means the China Securities Regulatory Commission.
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“Dealing Day”

means, in respect of any sub-fund, the days on which Units of that
sub-fund may be subscribed or redeemed, as specified in the
relevant Appendix.

“Dealing Deadline”

means, in respect of any sub-fund, such time on the relevant
Dealing Day or any other Business Day as the Manager may from
time to time determine in relation to the subscription and
redemption of Units, as specified in the relevant Appendix.

“Hong Kong”

means the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the
People’s Republic of China.

“Hong Kong Dollars” or
“HKD”

means the currency of Hong Kong.

“Hong Kong Stock
Exchange”

means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.

“IFRS”

means International Financial Reporting Standards issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board.

“Initial Offer Period”

means, in respect of a sub-fund, the period during which Units in
that sub-fund will be offered for subscription at a fixed price, as
specified in the relevant Appendix.

“Manager”

means Bosera Asset Management (International) Company Limited.

“Net Asset Value”

means the net asset value of a sub-fund or, as the context may
require, the net asset value of a Unit, in accordance with the
provisions of the Trust Deed.

“Participation Agreement”

means the participation agreement between the PRC Custodian,
HSBC Bank (China) Company Limited, the Manager and the
Trustee, as amended from time to time.

“PBOC”

means the People’s Bank of China.

“PRC” or “China”

means the People’s Republic of China, excluding for the purposes
of interpretation of this Explanatory Memorandum only, Hong
Kong, the Macau Special Administrative Region of the People’s
Republic of China and Taiwan.

“PRC Custodian”

means The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited.

“QFII”

means a qualified foreign institutional investor approved under the
“Regulations on Domestic Securities Investments by Qualified
Foreign Institutional Investors” issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and
SAFE and effective from 1 September 2006.

“Registrar”

means HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited, as the
registrar of each sub-fund.

“RMB” or “¥”

means Renminbi Yuan, the currency of the PRC.

“RQFII” or “RQFII holder”

means a renminbi qualified foreign institutional investor approved
pursuant to the “Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment
through Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which
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are Asset Management Companies or Securities Companies” (ഗ८
ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរ
ᙄऄ) issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and the SAFE and effective
from 16 December 2011 and the “Implementation Rules for the
Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through Renminbi
Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which are Asset
Management Companies or Securities Companies” (ᣂ࣍ኔਜπഗ
८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢ
រ ᙄ ऄ ρ ऱ  ࡳ ) issued by the CSRC and effective from 16
December 2011.
“RQFII Custody
Agreement”

means the custody agreement entered into between the PRC
Custodian, HSBC Bank (China) Company Limited, the Manager
and the Trustee, as amended from time to time.

“SAFE”

means the State Administration of Foreign Exchange of the PRC.

“SFC”

means the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.

“SFO”

means the Securities and Futures Ordinance, Chapter 571 of the
Laws of Hong Kong.

“sub-fund”

means a sub-fund of the Trust, being a separate trust which is
established pursuant to a supplemental deed and is maintained in
accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed and such
supplemental deed.

“Subscription Price”

means the price at which Units will be issued as described in the
section headed “Subscription of Units” below.

“Trust”

means Bosera Investment Funds.

“Trust Deed”

means the trust deed establishing the Trust entered into by the
Manager and the Trustee dated 5 January 2012, and as amended
and/or supplemented from time to time.

“Trustee”

means HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited.

“Unit”

means a unit in a sub-fund, and, except where used in relation to a
particular sub-fund, a reference to Units means and includes Units
of all sub-funds.

“Unitholder”

means a person registered as a holder of a Unit.

“Redemption Price”

means the price at which Units will be redeemed as described in
the sections headed “Redemption” below.

“US dollars” or “USD”

means the currency of the United States of America.

“Valuation Day”

means, unless otherwise specified in the relevant Appendix, each
Dealing Day or such other Business Day or Business Days as the
Manager may from time to time determine.

“Valuation Point”

means such time on the relevant Valuation Day as the Manager
may from time to time determine to calculate the Net Asset Value.
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INTRODUCTION
Bosera Investment Funds is an open-ended umbrella unit trust established under the laws of Hong
Kong pursuant to the Trust Deed. All Unitholders are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by and
are deemed to have notice of, the provisions of the Trust Deed.
The Trust has been established as an umbrella fund and separate and distinct sub-funds may be
established by the Manager and the Trustee within the Trust from time to time. Each sub-fund has
its own investment objective and policies. More than one class of Units may be offered in relation
to a particular sub-fund, which may have different terms, including different currencies of
denomination. A separate portfolio of assets will not be maintained for each class. All classes of
Units relating to the same sub-fund will be commonly invested in accordance with such sub-fund’s
investment objective and policies.
A separate Net Asset Value per Unit will be calculated for each class following the close of the
relevant Initial Offer Period. Additional classes of Units of any of the sub-funds and/or additional
sub-funds may be created in the future in accordance with the Trust Deed.
Information relating to the Trust and the sub-funds, including the latest versions of the sub-funds’
offering documentation, circulars, notices, announcements, financial reports and the latest
available Net Asset Value will be available on the website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has
not been reviewed by the SFC and may contain information of funds not authorised by the SFC).
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MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND
The Manager
The Manager of the Trust is Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited.
The Manager is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bosera Asset Management Co., Limited (“Bosera”).
Established on 13 July 1998, Bosera is one of the largest independent management institutions in
China, serving over 11 million retail investors and 6 million pensioners. Total client assets under
management as at the end of September 2011 exceeded US$28.2 billion, including US$10.5 billion
in pension assets. The Manager was established on 4 March 2010 in Hong Kong as a part of
Bosera’s focused approach of developing its investment management capabilities in the Greater
China markets.
The Manager is licensed by the SFC for type 1 (dealing in securities), type 4 (advising on
securities) and type 9 (asset management) regulated activities under the SFO with CE number
AVR135. The Manager’s licence is subject to the condition that it shall not hold client assets, and
in respect of type 1 regulated activity, the Manager shall only carry on the business of dealing in
collective investment schemes.
Under the Trust Deed, the Manager is responsible for the management of the assets of the Trust
and each sub-fund. The Manager is also responsible, in conjunction with the Trustee, for the
maintenance of the accounts and records of the Trust and each sub-fund as well as certain other
administrative matters relating to the Trust and each sub-fund.
The Manager may appoint investment managers or investment advisers in relation to specific subfunds (details of any such appointments are set out in the relevant Appendix), subject to the
approval of the SFC and at least one month’s prior notice to Unitholders (where applicable).
Where the investment management functions in respect of a sub-fund are delegated to third party
investment managers or investment advisers, the Manager will conduct on-going supervision and
regular monitoring of the competence of such delegates to ensure that the Manager’s
accountability to investors is not diminished, and although the investment management role of the
Manager may be sub-contracted to third parties, the responsibilities and obligations of the Manager
may not be delegated.
The directors of the Manager are as follows:
Keith LI
Mr Li joined Bosera in 2003 and is currently a director and chief executive officer of the Manager.
He was previously general manager of the Bosera’s marketing department and the managing
director of its institutional investments division. Before joining Bosera, Mr Li worked in Merrill
Lynch Asset Management Limited, INVESCO Asset Management Limited, Invesco Great Wall
Fund Management Co. Ltd, Citigroup, and E.J. Mckay. Mr Li received his EMBA degree from
China Europe International Business School, and a bachelor’s degree from Dartmouth College.
LO Kai-Yiu, Anthony
Mr Lo has over 11 years’ experience in asset management, holding executive positions with
Shanghai Century Capital Limited, Shanghai Century Acquisition Corporation and PrimeCredit
Limited. Mr Li is a member of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants. He
graduated from the Advanced Management Program of Harvard Business School and obtained a
bachelor of commerce degree from McGill University in 1972.
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WANG Deying
Mr. Wang is a director of the Manager. He joined Bosera in 2000 and has been its vice president
since 2007. From 2000 to 2007, he held several positions in Bosera, he was previously the deputy
manager of the administrative department and the computer department, as well as the general
manager of the IT department. He received his bachelor’s degree and master degree of Computer
Science from the Tsinghua University.
HE Bao
Mr. He is a director of the Manager. Mr. He previously worked for the China Investment Co., Ltd as
senior manager of the equity investment department and the relative income department,
managing director of the securities investment department as well as the head of equity
investment – global emerging market. Prior to that, he was the deputy director of the entrusted
investment department and the director of the overseas investment department of the National
Social Security Fund Council. Mr. He received his PH.D of Finance from the graduate school of the
People’s Bank of China in 2010.
The Trustee and Registrar
The Trustee of the Trust is HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited. The Trustee also acts
as the Registrar of each sub-fund.
The Trustee was incorporated with limited liability in Hong Kong in 1974 and is registered as a trust
company under the Trustee Ordinance, Chapter 29 of the Laws of Hong Kong and approved by the
Mandatory Provident Funds Scheme Authority as trustee of registered MPF schemes under the
Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance. HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited
is an indirectly wholly owned subsidiary of HSBC Holdings plc, a public company incorporated in
England and Wales.
Under the Trust Deed, the Trustee is responsible for the safe-keeping of the assets of the Trust
and each sub-fund, subject to the provisions of the Trust Deed.
The Trustee may, however, appoint any person or persons (including a Connected Person of the
Trustee) to be custodian of the assets of any sub-fund (“Custodian”). The Trustee is required to (a)
exercise reasonable care and diligence in the selection, appointment and monitoring of such
persons and, (b) be satisfied that such persons retained remain suitably qualified and competent
to provide the relevant custodial services to the sub-fund. The Trustee shall be responsible for the
acts and omissions of any Custodian which is a Connected Person of the Trustee as if the same
were the acts or omissions of the Trustee, but provided that the Trustee has discharged its
obligations set out in (a) and (b) as set out in this paragraph, the Trustee shall not be liable for any
act, omission, insolvency, liquidation or bankruptcy of any Custodian which is not a Connected
Person of the Trustee.
The Trustee shall not be liable for: (A) any act, omission, insolvency, liquidation or bankruptcy of
Euro-clear Clearing System Limited or Clearstream Banking S.A. or any other recognised depositary
or clearing system which may from time to time be approved by the Trustee and the Manager; or (B)
the custody or control of any investments, assets or other property which is under the custody or
held by or on behalf of a lender in respect of any borrowing made by the Trustee for the purposes
of the Trust or any sub-fund.
In no circumstances shall the Trustee be liable for losses in respect of investments and other
property or assets forming part of the assets of the Trust or any sub-fund not registered in the
name of or not deposited with or not held to the order of the Trustee or its delegate or nominee.
Subject as provided in the Trust Deed, the Trustee is entitled to be indemnified from the assets of
the Trust and/or the relevant sub-fund from and against any and all actions, proceedings, liabilities,
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costs, claims, damages, expenses, including all reasonable legal, professional and other similar
expenses (other than those resulting from the fraud, negligence or wilful default on the part of the
Trustee or any of its officers, employees, agents or delegates for which the Trustee would be liable
under the Trust Deed), which may be incurred by or asserted against the Trustee in performing its
obligations or duties in connection with the Trust or any sub-fund. Subject to applicable law and the
provisions of the Trust Deed, the Trustee shall not, in the absence of fraud, negligence or wilful
default by it or any agent, sub-custodian or delegate appointed by the Trustee, be liable for any
losses, costs or damage to the Trust, any sub-fund or any Unitholder.
The Trustee in no way acts as guarantor or offeror of the Units or any underlying investment. The
Trustee has no responsibility or authority to make investment decisions, or render investment
advice with respect to the Trust or any sub-Fund, which is the sole responsibility of the Manager.
The Trustee will not participate in transactions or activities, or make any payments denominated in
US dollars, which, if carried out by a US Person, would be subject to sanctions by The Office of
Foreign Assets Control of the US Department of the Treasury.
The appointment of the Trustee may be terminated in the circumstances set out in the Trust Deed.
The Trustee is entitled to the fees set out below under the section headed “Fees payable by the
Fund” and to be reimbursed for all costs and expenses in accordance with the provisions of the
Trust Deed.
The Manager has sole responsibility for making investment decisions in relation to the Trust and/or
each sub-fund and the Trustee (including its delegate) is not responsible and has no liability for any
investment decision made by the Manager. Except as expressly stated in this Explanatory
Memorandum and/or required by the Code, neither the Trustee nor any of its employees, service
providers or agents are or will be involved in the business affairs, organisation, sponsorship or
investment management of the Trust or any sub-fund, and they are not responsible for the
preparation or issue of this Explanatory Memorandum other than the description under the section
“The Trustee and Registrar”.
In respect of a sub-fund which invests directly into the PRC’s securities markets pursuant to the
RQFII regime, the Trustee has put in place proper arrangements to ensure that
(a)

the Trustee takes into its custody or under its control the assets of the sub-fund, including
onshore PRC assets acquired by the sub-fund through the Manager’s RQFII Quota which
will be maintained by the PRC Custodian in electronic form via a securities account with the
CSDCC and a cash account with the PRC Custodian (“Onshore PRC Assets”), and holds
the same in trust for the relevant Unitholders;

(b)

cash and registrable assets of the sub-fund, including Onshore PRC Assets, are registered
by or to the order of the Trustee; and

(c)

the PRC Custodian will look to the Trustee for instructions and solely act in accordance with
the Trustee’s instructions as provided under the Participation Agreement.

The PRC Custodian
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited (the “Bank”) has been appointed to act
through its delegate as PRC Custodian responsible for the safe custody of the assets managed by
the Manager within the PRC under the RQFII scheme in accordance with the RQFII Custody
Agreement. According to the RQFII Custody Agreement, the Bank is entitled to utilise its local
subsidiary which as of the date of this Agreement is HSBC Bank (China) Company Limited or its
associates within the HSBC group of companies as its delegate for the performance of services
under the RQFII Custody Agreement.
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The PRC Custodian is not responsible for the preparation of this Explanatory Memorandum and
accepts no responsibility for the information contained here other than the description under the
section “The PRC Custodian”.
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE, STRATEGY AND RESTRICTIONS
Investment objective
The investment objective of each sub-fund is set out in the relevant Appendix.
Investment strategy
The investment strategy of each sub-fund is set out in the relevant Appendix.
Investment and borrowing restrictions
The following principal investment restrictions apply to each sub-fund authorised by the SFC,
unless otherwise provided in the relevant Appendix:
(a)

the value of the sub-fund’s holding of securities issued by any single issuer may not exceed
10% of its Net Asset Value;

(b)

the sub-fund may not hold more than 10% of any ordinary shares issued by any single
issuer;

(c)

the value of the sub-fund’s holding of securities which are not listed, quoted nor dealt in on
a market (being any stock exchange, over-the-counter market or other organised securities
market that is open to the international public and on which such securities are regularly
traded) may not exceed 15% of its Net Asset Value;

(d)

notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, up to 30% of the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund may
be invested in Government and other public securities of the same issue;

(e)

subject to (d), the sub-fund may invest all of its assets in Government and other public
securities in at least six different issues (Government and other public securities will be
regarded as being of a different issue if, even though they are issued by the same person,
they are issued on different terms whether as to repayment dates, interest rates, the identity
of the guarantor, or otherwise);

(f)

the sub-fund may invest in options and warrants for hedging purposes, and the value of the
sub-fund’s investment in warrants and options not held for hedging purposes in terms of the
total amount of premium paid may not exceed 15% of its total Net Asset Value;

(g)

the sub-fund may enter into financial futures contracts for hedging purposes, and

(h)

the sub-fund may enter into futures contracts on an unhedged basis provided that the net
total aggregate value of contract prices, whether payable to or by the sub-fund under all
outstanding futures contracts, together with the aggregate value of holdings of physical
commodities (including gold, silver, platinum or other bullion) and commodity based
investments (excluding, for this purpose, shares in companies engaged in producing,
processing or trading in commodities) may not exceed 20% of the total Net Asset Value of
the sub-fund;

(i)

where the sub-fund invests in units or shares of other collective investment schemes
(“underlying schemes”),
(1)

the value of units or shares in underlying schemes which are neither recognised
jurisdiction schemes (as defined under the Code) nor authorised by the SFC, held
for the account of the sub-fund, may not exceed 10% of the Net Asset Value of the
sub-fund; and
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(2)

the sub-fund may invest in one or more underlying schemes which are either
recognised jurisdiction schemes or authorised by the SFC, but the value of the units
or shares held for the account of the sub-fund in each such underlying scheme may
not exceed 30% of the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund, unless the underlying
scheme is authorised by the SFC and its name and key investment information are
disclosed in the Appendix relating to that sub-fund,

provided that:

(j)

(A)

the objective of each underlying scheme may not be to invest primarily in any
investment prohibited by the investment restrictions set out in Chapter 7 of the Code,
and where that underlying scheme’s objective is to invest primarily in investments
restricted by the provisions set out in Chapter 7 of the Code, such holdings may not
be in contravention of the relevant limitation;

(B)

where an investment is made in any underlying scheme(s) managed by the Manager
or its Connected Persons, all initial charges on the underlying scheme(s) must be
waived; and

(C)

the Manager may not obtain a rebate on any fees or charges levied by an underlying
scheme or its management company, and

ordinary shares issued by a single issuer held for the account of the sub-fund, when
aggregated with other the holdings of ordinary shares issued by the same issuer held for
the account of all other sub-funds under the Trust may not collectively exceed 10% of the
ordinary shares issued by such issuer,

save to the extent that any approval, permission or waiver in respect of any of the above
restrictions has been obtained from the SFC and as set out in the relevant Appendix.
For the purposes of this section:
•

“Government and other public securities” means any investment issued by, or the payment
of principal and interest on which is guaranteed by, the government of any member state of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) or any fixed
interest investment issued in any OECD country by a public or local authority or
nationalised industry of any OECD country or anywhere in the world by any other body
which is, in the opinion of the Trustee, of similar standing.

•

Government and other public securities will be regarded as being of a different issue if,
even though they are issued by the same person, they are issued on different terms
whether as to repayment dates, interest rates, the identity of the guarantor, or otherwise.

Each sub-fund shall not:
(1)

invest in any security of any class in any company or body if any director or officer of the
Manager individually owns more than 0.5% of the total nominal amount of all the issued
securities of that class, or, collectively the directors and officers of the Manager own more
than 5% of those securities;

(2)

invest in any type of real estate (including buildings) or interests in real estate (including
options or rights but excluding shares in real estate companies and interests in real estate
investment trusts (REITs)) (and in the case of investments in such shares or REITs, such
investments shall comply with the investment limits set out in (a), (b), (c) and (i) above,
where applicable);
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(3)

make short sales if as a consequence the sub-fund’s liability to deliver securities would
exceed 10% of its Net Asset Value (and for this purpose securities sold short must be
actively traded on a market where short selling is permitted);

(4)

write uncovered options;

(5)

write a call option on the sub-fund’s assets if the aggregate of the exercise prices of all such
call options would exceed 25% of the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund;

(6)

make a loan out of the assets of the sub-fund without the prior written consent of the
Trustee except to the extent that the acquisition of an investment or the making of a deposit
(within the applicable investment restrictions) might constitute a loan;

(7)

assume, guarantee, endorse or otherwise become directly or contingently liable for or in
connection with any obligation or indebtedness of any person without the prior written
consent of the Trustee;

(8)

acquire any asset which involves the assumption by the sub-fund of any liability which is
unlimited; or

(9)

apply any part of the assets of the sub-fund in the acquisition of any security where a call is
to be made for any sum unpaid on that security unless that call could be met in full out of
cash or near cash forming part of the sub-fund which has not been appropriated and set
aside for any other purposes by the sub-fund.

The Manager may cause to borrow up to 25% of the latest available Net Asset Value of a sub-fund
unless otherwise stated in the relevant Appendix. Up to 50% of the assets of any sub-fund may be
charged or pledged as security for any such borrowings.
If any of the investment and borrowing restrictions are breached, the Manager shall as a priority
objective take all steps necessary within a reasonable period of time to remedy the situation,
having due regard to the interests of Unitholders.
If the name of any sub-fund indicates a particular objective, geographic region or market, that subfund should invest at least 70% of its non-cash assets in securities and other investments to reflect
the particular objective or geographic region or market which the sub-fund represents.
Securities Lending
The Trustee may, at the request of the Manager, enter into securities lending arrangements in
respect of a sub-fund.
Securities lending transactions will only be entered into:(a)

if the Manager is satisfied that the borrower will provide sufficient assets as collateral for the
borrowed securities of a value equivalent to or in excess of the borrowed securities and
such collateral to be quality, liquid collateral; and

(b)

through the agency of a recognised clearing system or a financial institution acceptable to
the Manager which engages in this type of transaction.

Further, details of the arrangements are as follows:(a)

the income received from such securities lending after deduction of any fees or commission
payable will be credited to the account of the relevant sub-fund and such income will be
disclosed in its annual financial reports;
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(b)

each borrower is expected to have a minimum credit rating of A2 assigned by Moody’s or
equivalent, or deemed to have an implied rating of A2; alternatively, an unrated borrower
will be acceptable where the relevant sub-fund is indemnified against losses caused by the
borrower, by an entity which has a minimum credit rating of A2;

(c)

the Trustee, upon the instruction of the Manager, will take collateral and the collateral agent
(who may be the Trustee or a third party to be appointed by the Trustee at the direction of
the Manager or by the Manager directly, as may from time to time be agreed between
them) will review its value on a daily basis to ensure that it is at least of a value equivalent
to the borrowed securities, and such collateral must meet the collateral policies described
below;

(d)

up to 100% of the assets of the relevant sub-fund may be lent to one or more borrowers;
and

(e)

where any securities lending transaction has been arranged through the Trustee or a
Connected Person of the Trustee or the Manager, such transaction shall be conducted at
arm’s length and executed on the best available terms, and the relevant entity shall be
entitled to retain for its own use and benefit any fee or commission it receives on a
commercial basis in connection with such arrangement (the securities lending fee will be
disclosed in the connected party transaction section of the relevant sub-fund’s annual
financial reports).

Where securities are accepted as collateral, the Manager will have regard to any relevant
considerations which include, but are not limited to:
•

Liquidity – sufficiently liquid in order that it can be sold quickly at a robust price that is close
to pre-sale valuation. Collateral should normally trade in a deep and liquid marketplace
with transparent pricing;

•

Valuation – mark to market daily;

•

Issuer credit quality – of high credit quality; collateral on assets that exhibit high price
volatility may be accepted only if suitably conservative haircuts are in place;

•

Diversification – must be appropriately diversified so as to avoid concentrated exposure to
any single issuer. The counterparty or other investment limit/exposure of the collateral as a
percentage of the sub-fund’s net asset value must not contravene the investment
restrictions or limitations set out in Chapter 7 of the Code;

•

Correlation – correlation between the counterparty and the collateral received must be
avoided;

•

Management of operational and legal risks – there must be in existence appropriate
systems, operational capabilities ad legal expertise for proper collateral management;

•

Independent custody – must be held by or to the order of the Trustee;

•

Enforceability – must be readily accessible/enforceable by the Trustee without further
recourse to the counterparty; and

•

Not available for secondary recourse – collateral cannot be applied for any purpose except
for the purpose of being used as collateral.

Where the aggregate value of all collateral held by a sub-fund represents 30% or more of its net
asset value, a description of holdings of collateral (including a description of the nature of
collateral, identity of the counterparty providing the collateral, value of the sub-fund (by percentage)
secured/covered by collateral with breakdown by asset class/nature and credit rating (if
applicable)) will be disclosed in the sub-fund’s annual and interim reports for the relevant period.
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SUBSCRIPTION OF UNITS
Initial issue of Units
During an Initial Offer Period, Units in a sub-fund will be offered to investors at an initial
Subscription Price of a fixed price per Unit as specified in the relevant Appendix.
If at any time during an Initial Offer Period, the total amount received by the Trustee from the
subscription of the Units reaches a maximum amount for aggregate subscriptions (as specified in
the relevant Appendix), the Manager is entitled (but not obliged) to close the sub-fund to further
subscriptions before the end of the relevant Initial Offer Period.
The Manager may decide not to issue any Units in the event that less than a minimum amount for
aggregate subscriptions (as specified in the relevant Appendix), is raised during the relevant Initial
Offer Period or if the Manager is of the opinion that it is not commercially viable to proceed. In
such event subscription monies paid by an applicant will be returned by cheque by post or by
telegraphic transfer or such other means as the Trustee considers appropriate at the applicant’s
risk (without interest) promptly after the expiry of the Initial Offer Period.
Units will be issued on the Business Day following the close of the Initial Offer Period or such other
Business Day as the Manager may determine. Dealing of the Units will commence on the Dealing
Day immediately following the closure of the relevant Initial Offer Period.
Subsequent issue of Units
Following the close of the relevant Initial Offer Period, Units will be available for issue on each
Dealing Day at the relevant Subscription Price.
The Subscription Price on any Dealing Day will be the price per Unit ascertained by dividing the
Net Asset Value of the sub-fund as at the Valuation Point in respect of the relevant Dealing Day by
the number of Units of that sub-fund then in issue and rounded to 2 decimal places (0.005 and
above being rounded up; below 0.005 being rounded down) or in such manner and to such other
number of decimal places as may from time to time be determined by the Manager after consulting
the Trustee. Any rounding adjustment will be retained by the relevant sub-fund. The Subscription
Price will be calculated and quoted in the Base Currency of the sub-fund.
In determining the Subscription Price, the Manager is entitled to add an amount it considers
represents an appropriate provision for extraordinary transactional fees or expenses, including
stamp duty, other taxes, brokerage, bank charges, transfer fees and registration fees, which are
likely to be incurred in investing a sum equal to the application monies and issuing the relevant
Units or the remittance of money to the Trustee. Any such additional amount will be paid to the
Trustee and will form part of the assets of the relevant sub-fund.
The Manager is entitled to impose a subscription fee on the Subscription Price of each Unit. The
Manager may retain the benefit of such subscription fee or may pay all or part of the subscription
fee (and any other fees received) to recognised intermediaries or such other persons as the
Manager may at its absolute discretion determine. Details of the subscription fee are set out in the
section headed “Expenses and Charges” below.
Application procedure
To subscribe for Units, an applicant should complete the application form supplied with this
Explanatory Memorandum and return the original form, together with the required supporting
documents, to the Trustee.
Applications for Units during the relevant Initial Offer Period, together with cleared funds, must be
received by no later than 4:00 pm (Hong Kong time) on the last day of the relevant Initial Offer
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Period. After the Initial Offer Period, applications must be received by the relevant Dealing
Deadline.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Manager and the Trustee, application forms that are faxed to the
Trustee must always be followed by their original. Applicants who choose to send an application
form by fax bear the risk of the form not being received by the Trustee. Applicants should
therefore, for their own benefit, confirm with the Trustee safe receipt of an application form.
Neither the Manager nor the Trustee (nor any of their respective officers, employees, agents or
delegates) will be responsible to an applicant for any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of
any application form sent by fax or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a
consequence of such fax believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised
persons.
Unless the Manager otherwise determines, payment for Units shall be due in cleared funds in the
relevant currency within 3 Business Days following the relevant Dealing Day on which an
application was received by the Dealing Deadline. If payment in cleared funds is not received prior
to such time as aforesaid, the application may, at the discretion of the Manager, be considered
void and cancelled. In such event the Manager may require the applicant to pay to the Trustee, for
the account of the relevant sub-fund, in respect of each Unit cancelled, the amount (if any) by
which the Subscription Price on the relevant Dealing Day exceeds the applicable Redemption
Price on the date of cancellation and the Trustee shall be entitled to charge the applicant a
cancellation fee for the administrative costs involved in processing the application and subsequent
cancellation.
Each applicant whose application is accepted will be sent a contract note by the Trustee confirming
details of the purchase of Units but no certificates will be issued.
Applicants may apply for Units through a distributor appointed by the Manager. Distributors may
have different dealing procedures, including earlier cut-off times for receipt of applications and/or
cleared funds. Applicants who intend to apply for Units through a distributor should therefore
consult the distributor for details of the relevant dealing procedures.
Where an applicant applies for Units through a distributor, the Manager and the Trustee will treat
the distributor (or its nominee) as the applicant. The distributor (or its nominee) will be registered
as Unitholder of the relevant Units. The Manager and the Trustee will treat the distributor (or its
nominee) as the Unitholder and shall not be responsible for any arrangements between the
relevant applicant and the distributor regarding the subscription, holding and redemption of Units
and any related matters, as well as any costs or losses that may arise therefrom. The Manager
will, however, take all reasonable care in the selection and appointment of distributors.
No money should be paid to any intermediary in Hong Kong who is not licensed or
registered to carry on Type 1 (dealing in securities) regulated activity under Part V of the
Securities and Futures Ordinance.
The Manager may, and at the request of the Trustee shall, reject in whole or in part any application
for Units. In the event that an application is rejected, application monies will be returned without
interest by cheque through the post or by telegraphic transfer or by such other means as the
Trustee considers appropriate at the risk of the applicant.
No applications for Units will be dealt with during any periods in which the determination of the Net
Asset Value of the relevant sub-fund is suspended (for details see “Suspension of Calculation of
Net Asset Value” below).
Payment procedure
Subscription monies should be paid in the currency in which the relevant sub-fund is denominated.
Payment details are set out in the application form.
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Subscription monies paid by any person other than the applicant will not be accepted.
General
All holdings of Units will be in registered form and certificates will not be issued. Evidence of title of
Units will be the entry on the register of Unitholders in respect of each sub-fund. Unitholders should
therefore be aware of the importance of ensuring that the Registrar is informed of any change to
the registered details. Fractions of Units may be issued calculated to 2 decimal places.
Subscription monies representing smaller fractions of a Unit will be retained by the relevant subfund. A maximum of 4 persons may be registered as joint Unitholders.
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REDEMPTION OF UNITS
Redemption procedure
Unitholders who wish to redeem their Units in a sub-fund may do so on any Dealing Day by
submitting a redemption request to the Trustee.
Any redemption request must be received by the Trustee before the Dealing Deadline. Investors
redeeming Units through a distributor or a nominee should submit their redemption requests to the
distributor or nominee in such manner as directed by the distributor or nominee. Distributors and
nominees may have different dealing procedures, including earlier cut-off times for receipt of
redemption requests. Where an investor holds its investment in Units through a nominee, the
investor wishing to redeem Units must ensure that the nominee, as the registered Unitholder,
submits the relevant redemption request by the Dealing Deadline. Redemption requests submitted
after the applicable Dealing Deadline in respect of any Dealing Day will be dealt with on the next
Dealing Day.
A redemption request must be given in writing or by fax (with its original following promptly) and
must specify the name of the sub-fund, the class (if applicable) and the value or number of Units to
be redeemed, the name(s) of the registered Unitholder(s) and give payment instructions for the
redemption proceeds.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Trustee, the original of any redemption request given by fax
should be forwarded to the Trustee. A Unitholder who chooses to send an application form by fax
bears the risk of the form not being received by the Trustee. Unitholders should therefore, for their
own benefit, confirm with the Trustee safe receipt of a redemption request. Neither the Manager
nor the Trustee (nor any of their respective officers, employees, agents or delegates) will be
responsible to a Unitholder for any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any redemption
request sent by fax or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such
fax believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons.
Partial redemption of a holding of Units in a sub-fund by a Unitholder may be effected, provided
that such redemption will not result in the Unitholder holding less than the minimum holding
specified in the relevant Appendix. In the event that, for whatever reason, a Unitholder’s holding of
Units is less than such minimum holding, the Manager may give notice requiring such Unitholder to
submit a redemption request in respect of such Units. A request for a partial redemption of Units
with an aggregate value of less than the minimum amount specified in the relevant Appendix (if
any) will not be accepted.
Payment of redemption proceeds
The Redemption Price on any Dealing Day will be the price per Unit ascertained by dividing the
Net Asset Value of the relevant sub-fund as at the Valuation Point in respect of the relevant
Dealing Day by the number of Units then in issue and rounded to 2 decimal places (0.005 and
above being rounded up; below 0.005 being rounded down) or in such manner and to such other
number of decimal places as may from time to time be determined by the Manager after consulting
the Trustee. Any rounding adjustment will be retained by the relevant sub-fund. The Redemption
Price will be calculated and quoted in the Base Currency of the relevant sub-fund.
In determining the Redemption Price, the Manager is entitled to deduct an amount which it
considers represents an appropriate provision for extraordinary transactional fees or expenses,
including stamp duty, other taxes, brokerage, bank charges, transfer fees and registration fees,
which are likely to be incurred by the relevant sub-fund. Any such deducted amount will be
retained by and form part of the assets of the relevant sub-fund.
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The Manager may at its option impose a redemption fee in respect of the Units to be redeemed as
described in the section headed “Expenses and Charges” below. The Manager may on any day in
its sole and absolute discretion differentiate between Unitholders as to the amount of the
redemption fee to be imposed (within the permitted limit provided in the Trust Deed) on each
Unitholder.
The amount due to a Unitholder on the redemption of a Unit will be the Redemption Price, less any
redemption fee. The redemption fee will be retained by the Manager.
Redemption proceeds will not be paid to any redeeming Unitholder until (a) unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Trustee, the written original of the redemption request duly signed by the
Unitholder has been received by the Trustee and (b) the signature of the Unitholder (or each joint
Unitholder) has been verified to the satisfaction of the Trustee.
Subject as mentioned above, and save as otherwise agreed by the Manager, and so long as
relevant account details have been provided, redemption proceeds will normally be paid in the
Base Currency of the relevant sub-fund by telegraphic transfer, within 7 Business Days after the
relevant Dealing Day and in any event within one calendar month of the relevant Dealing Day or (if
later) receipt of a properly documented redemption request, unless the markets in which a
substantial portion of the relevant sub-fund’s investments is made is subject to legal or regulatory
requirements (such as foreign currency controls) thus rendering the payment of redemption
proceeds within the aforesaid time period not practicable, but in such a case the details of such
legal or regulatory requirements will be set out in the relevant Appendix and the extended time
frame for payment should reflect the additional time needed in light of the specific circumstances in
the relevant markets. Any bank charges associated with the payment of such redemption
proceeds will be borne by the redeeming Unitholder.
Payment will only be made to a bank account in the name of the Unitholder. No third party
payments will be made.
The Trust Deed provides that redemptions may be, in whole or in part, made in specie at the
discretion of the Manager. However, the Manager does not intend to exercise this discretion in
respect of any sub-fund unless otherwise specified in the relevant Appendix. In any event,
redemptions may only be made in specie, in whole or in part, with the consent of the Unitholder
requesting the redemption.
Restrictions on redemption
With a view to protecting the interests of Unitholders, the Manager is entitled to limit the number of
Units of a sub-fund redeemed on any Dealing Day (whether by sale to the Manager or by
cancellation by the Trustee) to 10% of the total number of Units of the relevant sub-fund in issue. In
this event, the limitation will apply pro rata so that all Unitholders of the relevant sub-fund wishing
to redeem Units of that sub-fund on that Dealing Day will redeem the same proportion of such
Units, and Units not redeemed (but which would otherwise have been redeemed) will be carried
forward for redemption on the next Dealing Day based on the Redemption Price as at that Dealing
Day, subject to the same limitation, and will have priority on the next Dealing Day over subsequent
redemption requests received in respect of such subsequent Dealing Day. If requests for
redemption are so carried forward, the Manager will promptly inform the Unitholders concerned.
The Manager may suspend the redemption of Units of any sub-fund, or delay the payment of
redemption proceeds in respect of any redemption request received, during any period in which the
determination of the Net Asset Value of the relevant sub-fund is suspended (for details please see
the section headed “Suspension of determination of Net Asset Value”).
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Compulsory redemption
If it shall come to the notice of the Trustee or the Manager that any Units are owned directly,
indirectly or beneficially (i) by a U.S. Person; (ii) in circumstances (whether directly or indirectly
affecting such person or persons and whether taken alone or in conjunction with any other
persons, connected or not, or any other circumstances appearing to the Manager to be relevant)
which, in the opinion of the Manager, might result in the Manager, the Trustee or the relevant subfund incurring or suffering any liability to taxation or suffering any other potential or actual
pecuniary disadvantage or would subject the Manager, the Trustee or the relevant sub-fund to any
additional regulation to which the Manager, the Trustee or the relevant sub-fund might not
otherwise have incurred or suffered or been subject; or (iii) in breach of any applicable law or
applicable requirements of any country or governmental authority, the Trustee or the Manager may
give notice to the relevant Unitholder requiring him to transfer such Units to a person who would
not thereby be in contravention of any such restrictions as aforesaid or may give a request in
writing for the redemption of such Units in accordance with the terms of the Trust Deed. If any
Unitholder upon whom such a notice is served pursuant to the Trust Deed does not, within 30 days
of such notice, transfer or redeem such Units as aforesaid or establish to the satisfaction of the
Trustee or the Manager (whose judgment shall be final and binding) that such Units are not held in
contravention of any such restrictions he shall be deemed upon the expiry of the 30 day period to
have given a request in writing for the redemption of all such Units.
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SWITCHING
The Manager may from time to time permit Unitholders to switch some or all of their Units of any
sub-fund (the “Existing Sub-Fund”) into Units of any other sub-fund which has been authorised by
the SFC (the “New Sub-Fund”). Unitholders may request such switching by giving notice in writing
or by fax to the Trustee. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee (nor any of their respective officers,
employees, agents or delegates) shall be responsible to any Unitholder for any loss resulting from
the non-receipt or illegibility of a request for switching transmitted by facsimile, or for any loss
caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of instructions believed in good faith to
have originated from the Unitholder. A request for the switching of part of a holding of Units will not
be effected if, as a result, the Unitholder would hold less than the minimum holding specified for
the New Sub-Fund (if any).
Under the Trust Deed, the Manager is entitled to impose a switching fee on the switching of Units
of up to 5% of the redemption proceeds payable in respect of the Units of the Existing Sub-Fund
being switched. The switching fee will be deducted from the amount reinvested in the New SubFund and will be paid to the Manager.
Where a request for switching is received by the Trustee prior to the Dealing Deadline in respect of
a Dealing Day, switching will be effected as follows:
•

redemption of the Units of the Existing Sub-Fund will be dealt with by reference to the
Redemption Price on that Dealing Day (the “Switching Redemption Day”);

•

where the Existing Sub-Fund and the New Sub-Fund have different currencies of
denomination, the redemption proceeds of Units of the Existing Sub-Fund, after deduction
of any switching fee, shall be converted into the currency of denomination of the New SubFund; and

•

the resulting amount will be used to subscribe for Units of the New Sub-Fund at the
relevant Subscription Price on the Dealing Day on which the Trustee receives cleared funds
in the relevant currency by the Dealing Deadline of the New Sub-Fund (the “Switching
Subscription Day”).

Subject to the time required to remit redemption proceeds in respect of the Units of the Existing
Sub-Fund, the Switching Subscription Day may be later than the Switching Redemption Day.
The Manager may suspend the switching of Units during any period in which the determination of
the Net Asset Value of the Fund is suspended (for details see “Suspension of Calculation of Net
Asset Value” below).
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VALUATION
Valuation rules
The Net Asset Value of each sub-fund will be calculated by valuing the assets of the sub-fund and
deducting the liabilities attributable to the sub-fund. These liabilities include, without limitation, any
management fee, performance fee, trustee fee, any taxes, any borrowings and the amount of any
interest and expenses thereon, any other costs or expenses expressly authorised by the Trust
Deed, and an appropriate allowance for any contingent liabilities.
Where a sub-fund has more than one class of Units, to ascertain the Net Asset Value of a class of
Units, a separate class account (a “Class Account”) will be established in the books of the subfund. An amount equal to the proceeds of issue of each Unit will be credited to the relevant Class
Account. Any increase or decrease in the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund (disregarding for these
purposes any increase in the Net Asset Value due to new subscriptions or decreases due to
redemptions or any designated Class Adjustments (as defined below)) will be allocated to the
relevant Class Account on a pro-rata basis based on the previous Net Asset Value of each such
Class Account. There will then be allocated to each Class Account the “designated Class
Adjustments” being those costs, pre-paid expenses, losses, dividends, profits, gains and income
which the Manager determines relate to a single class.
The value of the assets of a sub-fund will be determined as at each Valuation Point in accordance
with the Trust Deed. The Trust Deed provides (inter alia) that:
(a)

investments (other than a commodity, futures contract or an interest in a collective
investment scheme) that are quoted, listed, traded or dealt in on any securities market will
be valued by reference to the last traded price or “exchange close” price as calculated and
published by the relevant exchange of that market in accordance with its local rules and
customs, provided that: (i) if an investment is quoted, listed, traded or dealt in on more than
one such market, the price adopted shall be the last traded price or the exchange close
price as published by the market which, in the opinion of the Manager, provides the principal
market for such investment, provided that if the Manager considers that the prices published
on a securities market other than the principal market for such investment provides, in all
circumstances, a fairer criterion of value in relation to any such investment, such prices may
be adopted; (ii) if prices on such market are not available at the relevant time, the value of
the investment shall be certified by such firm or institution making a market in such
investment or, if the Trustee so requires, by the Manager after consultation with the Trustee;
(iii) interest accrued on any interest-bearing investments shall be taken into account, unless
such interest is included in the quoted or listed price; and (iv) the Trustee and the Manager
shall be entitled to use and rely on electronically transmitted data from such source or
sources or pricing systems as they may from time to time think fit and the prices provided by
any such source or pricing system shall be deemed to be the last traded prices for the
purposes of valuation;

(b)

the value of any investment (other than a commodity, futures contract or an interest in a
collective investment scheme) which is not quoted, listed, traded or ordinarily dealt in on any
securities market shall initially be the value equal to the amount expended on behalf of the
sub-fund in the acquisition of such investment (including, in each case the amount of stamp
duties, commissions and other acquisition expenses), and thereafter the value as assessed
by the Trustee on the latest revaluation thereof, provided that a revaluation shall be made
on each Valuation Day by reference to the latest bid price, asked price or mean thereof, as
the Trustee and the Manager consider appropriate, quoted by a person, firm or institution
making a market in such investments or otherwise approved by the Trustee as qualified to
value such investments (which may, if the Trustee agrees, be the Manager);
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(c)

cash, deposits and similar investments shall be valued at their face value (together with
accrued interest) unless, in the opinion of the Manager in consultation with the Trustee, any
adjustment should be made to reflect the value thereof;

(d)

the value of any commodity or futures contract shall be ascertained in accordance with the
following:
(i)

if a commodity or futures contract is dealt in any recognised commodities market, then
regard shall be had to the latest ascertainable price ruling or officially fixed on such
recognised commodities market or (if there shall be more than one such recognised
commodities market) on such recognised commodities market as the Trustee, in
consultation with the Manager, shall consider appropriate;

(ii) if any such price as referred to in (i) is not, in the opinion of the Trustee, ascertainable
at any relevant time, then regard shall be had to any certificate as to the value of such
commodity or futures contract provided by a firm or institution making a market in such
commodity or futures contract;
(iii) the value of any futures contract (the "relevant Contract"), to the extent that it is not
determined in accordance with (i) or (ii), shall be valued (1) where the relevant Contract
is for the sale of a commodity, by subtracting, from the contract value of the relevant
Contract, the sum of the amount determined by the Trustee (based on the latest
available price) to be the contract value of such futures contract as would be required to
be entered into by the Manager for the account of the sub-fund in order to close the
relevant Contract and the amount expended out of the sub-fund in entering into the
relevant Contract (including the amount of all stamp duties, commissions and other
expenses but excluding any deposit or margin provided in connection therewith); and
(2) where the relevant Contract is for the purchase of a commodity, by subtracting, from
the amount determined by the Trustee (based on the latest available price) to be the
contract value of such futures contract as would be required to be entered into by the
Manager for the account of the sub-fund in order to close the relevant Contract, the
sum of the contract value of the relevant Contract and the amount expended out of the
sub-fund in entering into the relevant Contract (including the amount of all stamp duties,
commissions and other expenses but excluding any deposit or margin provided in
connection therewith); and
(iv) if the provisions of (i) and (ii) do not apply to the relevant commodity or futures contract,
then the value shall be determined in accordance with (b) above as if such commodity
or futures contract were an unquoted investment;
(e)

the value of each unit, share or interest in any collective investment scheme which is valued
as at the same day as the sub-fund shall be the net asset value per unit, share or other
interest in such collective investment scheme calculated as at that day or, if the Trustee so
determines, if such collective investment scheme is not valued as at the same day as the
sub-fund, shall be the last published net asset value per unit, share or other interest in such
collective investment scheme, provided that if no net asset value and bid prices are
available, the value thereof shall be determined from time to time in such manner as the
Trustee shall determine in consultation with the Manager;

(f)

notwithstanding paragraphs (a) to (e) above, the Manager may, with the consent of the
Trustee, adjust the value of any investment or permit some other method of valuation to be
used if, having regard to relevant circumstances, the Manager considers that such
adjustment is required to reflect the fair value of the investment; and

(g)

the value of any investment (whether of a borrowing or other liability or an investment or
cash) in a currency other than the Base Currency of the sub-fund or the currency of
denomination of the relevant class will be converted into the Base Currency or the currency
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of denomination of such class (as the case may be) at the rate (whether official or
otherwise) which the Trustee shall deem appropriate in the circumstances having regard to
any premium or discount which may be relevant and to costs of exchange.
Suspension of calculation of Net Asset Value
The Manager may, after giving notice to the Trustee and having regard to the interests of
Unitholders, declare a suspension of the determination of the Net Asset Value of a sub-fund in
exceptional circumstances, being the whole or any part of any period during which:
(a)

there is a closure of or the restriction or suspension of trading on any commodities market
or any securities market on which a substantial part of the investments of the sub-fund is
normally traded or a breakdown in any of the means normally employed in ascertaining the
prices of investments of the sub-fund; or

(b)

for any other reason the prices of investments of the sub-fund cannot, in the opinion of the
Manager, reasonably, promptly and fairly be ascertained; or

(c)

there is a breakdown in the systems and/or means of communication usually employed to
determine the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund or the Net Asset Value per Unit in the subfund or the Subscription Price and Redemption Price or when for any other reason the Net
Asset Value or the Subscription Price and Redemption Price cannot be ascertained in a
prompt or accurate manner; or

(d)

circumstances exist as a result of which, in the opinion of the Manager, it is not reasonably
practicable to realise any investments of the sub-fund or it is not possible to do so without
seriously prejudicing the interests of relevant Unitholders; or

(e)

the remittance or repatriation of funds which will or may be involved in the realisation of, or
in the payment for, the investments of the sub-fund or the issue or redemption of Units in
the sub-fund is delayed or cannot, in the opinion of the Manager, be carried out promptly at
normal rates of exchange; or

(f)

the business operations of the Manager, the Trustee or any investment manager or
investment advisor in respect of the sub-fund are substantially interrupted or closed as a
result of or arising from pestilence, acts of war, terrorism, insurrection, revolution, civil
unrest, riot, strikes, or acts of God; or

(g)

the issue, redemption or transfer of Units would result in the violation of any applicable law
or a suspension or extension is, in the opinion of the Manager, required by any applicable
law or applicable legal process.

Such suspension will take effect forthwith upon the declaration thereof and thereafter there will be
no determination of the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund until the Manager declares the suspension
at an end, except that the suspension will terminate in any event on the day following the first
Business Day on which (i) the condition giving rise to the suspension ceases to exist and (ii) no
other condition under which suspension is authorised exists.
Whenever the Manager declares such a suspension it shall, as soon as may be practicable after
any such declaration and at least once a month during the period of such suspension, publish a
notice in the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Times.
No Units in a sub-fund may be issued, switched or redeemed during such a period of suspension.
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Publication of Net Asset Value
The latest Subscription Price and Redemption Price in respect of Units or the Net Asset Value per
Unit of each sub-fund are available on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website
has not been reviewed by the SFC and may contain information of funds not authorised by the
SFC) and will be published once a month (unless otherwise provided in the relevant Appendix) in
the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Times.
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EXPENSES AND CHARGES
There are different levels of fees and expenses applicable to investing in each sub-fund as set out
below. For information concerning actual fees payable in respect of each sub-fund, please refer to
the relevant Appendix.
Fees payable by Unitholders
The following fees and charges are payable by Unitholders:
Subscription Fee
Under the Trust Deed, the Manager is entitled to impose a subscription fee on the issue of Units of
any sub-fund of up to a maximum of 5% of the subscription amount.
The subscription fee is payable in addition to the Subscription Price per Unit. The Manager may, in
its absolute discretion, waive or reduce the payment of all or any portion of the subscription fee
(either generally or in any particular case) of a sub-fund.
Redemption fee
Under the Trust Deed, the Manager is entitled to impose a redemption fee on the redemption of
Units of any sub-fund of up to a maximum of 5% of the redemption price of such Units.
The redemption fee is deducted from the redemption proceeds payable to a Unitholder in respect
of each Unit redeemed. The Manager may, in its absolute discretion, waive or reduce the payment
of all or any portion of the redemption fee (either generally or in any particular case) of a sub-fund.
Switching fee
Under the Trust Deed, the Manager is entitled to impose a switching fee on the switching of Units
of up to 5% of the redemption proceeds payable in respect of the Units of the Existing Sub-Fund
being switched.
The switching fee is deducted from the amount realised from redemption of the Existing Sub-Fund
and reinvested in the New Sub-Fund. The Manager may, in its absolute discretion, waive or
reduce the payment of all or any portion of the switching fee (either generally or in any particular
case) of a sub-fund.
Fees payable by the Fund
The following fees and charges are payable out of the assets of each sub-fund:
Management fee
The Trust Deed provides that the Manager is entitled to a management fee in respect of each subfund it manages, the maximum amount of which is equal to 5% per annum of the Net Asset Value
of the relevant sub-fund. Any increase in the management fee in respect of a sub-fund (i) up to
this maximum level, will only be implemented after giving one month’s notice (or such period of
notice as the SFC may require) to the affected Unitholders; and (ii) beyond this maximum level, is
subject to approval by extraordinary resolution of the affected Unitholders. The management fee
will be accrued as at each Valuation Day and will be payable monthly in arrears.
The Manager may share any fees, charges or amounts it is entitled to receive as Manager of the
sub-fund with any persons who distribute or otherwise procure subscriptions to the sub-fund.
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Performance fee
The Manager may also charge a performance fee in respect of any sub-fund. Details of any
performance fee are set out in the relevant Appendix.
Trustee fee
The Trust Deed provides that the Trustee is entitled to a trustee fee in respect of each sub-fund,
the maximum amount of which is equal to 1% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the sub-fund.
Any increase in the trustee fee in respect of a sub-fund (i) up to this maximum level, will only be
implemented after giving one month’s notice (or such period of notice as the SFC may require) to
the affected Unitholders; and (ii) beyond this maximum level, is subject to approval by
extraordinary resolution of the affected Unitholders. The trustee fee will be accrued as at each
Valuation Day and will be payable monthly in arrears.
Other charges and expenses
Each sub-fund will bear the costs set out in the Trust Deed which are directly attributable to it.
Where such costs are not directly attributable to a sub-fund, such costs will be allocated between
all sub-funds pro-rata to the Net Asset Value of each sub-fund, unless otherwise determined by the
Manager after consultation with the Trustee and/or the Auditor. Such costs include but are not
limited to the costs of investing and realising the investments of a sub-fund, the fees and expenses
of safekeeping of the assets of the Trust and each sub-fund, any fees, charges or expenses
(including without limitation, stamp duty) incurred in connection with counterparty risk management
procedures, the fees and expenses of any administrators, auditors, valuation costs, legal fees, the
costs incurred in connection with any listing or regulatory approval, the costs of holding meetings of
Unitholders and the costs incurred in the preparation and printing of any explanatory memorandum
and preparation and printing of any financial statements.
Expenses arising out of any advertising or promotional activities in connection with any sub-fund
authorised by the SFC will not be charged to the Trust or that sub-fund.
Establishment costs
The costs of establishing the Trust and the first sub-fund (i.e. the Bosera RMB Bond Fund) are
estimated to be approximately RMB1,000,000. These costs will be charged to the first sub-fund
and amortised over the first 5 accounting periods of the sub-fund (or such other period as
determined by the Manager after consultation with the auditors of the sub-fund).
Where subsequent sub-funds under the Trust are established in the future, the Manager may
determine that the unamortised establishment costs of the Trust or a part thereof may be reallocated to such subsequent sub-funds.
Investors should also note that under IFRS, establishment costs should be expensed as incurred
and that amortisation of the expenses of establishing sub-funds is not in accordance with IFRS;
however, the Manager has considered the impact of such non-compliance and has considered that
it will not have a material impact on the financial statements of sub-funds. To the extent that the
basis adopted by a sub-fund for subscription and redemption purposes deviates from IFRS, the
Manager may make necessary adjustments in the annual financial statements for the financial
statements to be in compliance with IFRS.
Cash rebates and soft commissions
Neither the Manager nor any of its Connected Persons receives any cash commissions or other
rebates from brokers or dealers in respect of transactions for the account of any sub-fund.
However, the Manager and/or any of its Connected Persons with it reserve the right to effect
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transactions by or through the agency of another person (the “Agent”) with whom the Manager
and/or any of its Connected Persons has such an arrangement.
The Manager and/or any of its Connected Persons further reserve the right to effect transactions
by or through the agency of another person with whom the Manager and/or any of its Connected
Persons has an arrangement under which that party will from time to time provide to or procure for
the Manager and/or any of its Connected Persons goods, services or other benefits (such as
research and advisory services, computer hardware associated with specialised software or
research services and performance measures) the nature of which is such that their provision can
reasonably be expected to benefit the Trust (or the relevant sub-fund) as a whole and may
contribute to an improvement in the performance of the Trust (or the relevant sub-fund) or of the
Manager and/or any of its Connected Persons in providing services to the Trust (or the relevant
sub-fund) and for which no direct payment is made but instead the Manager and/or any of its
Connected Persons undertakes to place business with that party. For the avoidance of doubt, such
goods and services do not include travel, accommodation, entertainment, general administrative
goods or services, general office equipment or premises, membership fees, employee salaries or
direct money payments.
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RISK FACTORS
The nature of each sub-fund’s investments involves certain risks and uncertainties, including those
inherent in any investment. There can be no assurance that the investment objective of any subfund will be achieved. This section sets out what the Manager believes are the general risks
associated with investments in the sub-funds, but investors should note that the relevant Appendix
may include additional risk factors which are specific or particular to a particular sub-fund. The risk
factors below do not offer advice on the suitability of investing in any sub-fund. Prospective
investors should carefully evaluate the merits and risks of an investment in a sub-fund in the
context of their overall financial circumstances, knowledge and experience as an investor and
should consult their independent professional or financial advisors before making any investment
in a sub-fund.
General risks
Investment risk
Investors should be aware that investment in any sub-fund is subject to normal market fluctuations
and other risks inherent in the underlying assets into which the sub-fund may invest. There can be
no assurance that any appreciation in value of investments will occur. There is no assurance that
the investment objectives of a sub-fund will actually be achieved, notwithstanding the efforts of the
Manager since changes in political, financial, economic, social and/or legal conditions are not
within the control of the Manager. Accordingly, there is a risk that investors may not recoup the
original amount invested in a sub-fund or may lose a substantial part or all of their initial
investment.
Market risk
The Net Asset Value of a sub-fund will change with changes in the market value of the investments
of such sub-fund. The value of such investments, and consequently the price of Units of the
relevant sub-fund, may go down as well as up.
Concentration risk
Certain sub-funds may invest only in a specific country, region, sector or type of investment with a
particular focus. Although there are various investment restrictions with which the Manager has to
comply when managing the investments of any sub-fund, the concentration of a sub-fund’s
investments may subject it to greater volatility than portfolios which comprise broad-based global
investments.
Emerging market risk
Certain sub-funds may invest in emerging markets (including the PRC), which subjects sub-funds
to a higher level of market risk than investments in a developed country. This is due to, among
other things, greater market volatility, lower trading volume, political and economic instability,
settlement risk (including risks arising from settlement procedures), greater risk of market shut
down and more governmental limitations on foreign investment than those typically found in
developed markets.
Counterparty risk
A sub-fund will be subject to the risk of the inability of any counterparty to perform with respect to
any investments or contracts purchased by the sub-fund. If a counterparty becomes bankrupt or
otherwise fails to perform its obligations due to financial difficulties, the sub-fund may experience
significant delays in obtaining any recovery in bankruptcy or other reorganisation proceeding.
Such sub-fund is likely to be an unsecured creditor in any such proceeding and may obtain only a
limited recovery or may obtain no recovery in such circumstances.
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Liquidity risk
A sub-fund may invest in instruments where the volume of transactions may fluctuate significantly
depending on market sentiment. There is a risk that investments made by a sub-fund may become
less liquid in response to market developments or adverse investor perceptions. In extreme market
situations, there may be no willing buyer and the investments cannot be readily sold at the desired
time or price, and the relevant sub-fund may have to accept a lower price to sell the investments or
may not be able to sell the investments at all. An inability to sell a portfolio position can adversely
affect the Net Asset Value of a sub-fund or prevent a sub-fund from being able to take advantage
of other investment opportunities.
Liquidity risk also includes the risk that a sub-fund will not be able to pay redemption proceeds
within the allowable time period because of unusual market conditions, an unusually high volume
of redemption requests, or other uncontrollable factors. To meet redemption requests, a sub-fund
may be forced to sell investments, at an unfavourable time and/or conditions.
Exchange rate risk
Assets of certain sub-funds may be denominated in currencies other than the base currencies of
such sub-funds and the currency of some assets may not be freely convertible. These sub-funds
may be adversely affected by changes in exchange rates between the currencies in which the
assets of the relevant sub-fund are held and the base currency of such sub-fund.
Restricted markets risk
Certain sub-funds may invest in securities in jurisdictions (including the PRC) which impose
limitations or restrictions on foreign ownership or holdings. In such circumstances, such sub-funds
may be required to make investments in the relevant markets directly or indirectly. In either case,
legal and regulatory restrictions or limitations may have adverse effect on the liquidity and
performance of such investments due to factors such as limitations on fund repatriation, dealing
restrictions, adverse tax treatments, higher commission costs, regulatory reporting requirements
and reliance on services of local custodians and service providers.
Legal and compliance risk
Domestic and/or international laws or regulations may change in a way that adversely affects a
sub-fund. Differences in laws between countries or jurisdictions may make it difficult for the Trustee
or Manager to enforce legal agreements entered into in respect of a sub-fund. The Trustee and the
Manager reserve the right to take steps to limit or prevent any adverse effects from changes to
laws or their interpretation, including altering investments of or restructuring the relevant sub-fund.
Suspension risk
Under the terms of the Trust Deed, in certain circumstances, the Manager may suspend the
calculation of the Net Asset Value of Units in a sub-fund as well as suspend subscriptions and
redemptions for Units in a sub-fund. Investors may not be able to subscribe or redeem when such
a suspension is invoked. Investors may not be able to obtain a market value of their investment if
the unit price is suspended.
Please refer to the section headed "Suspension of calculation of Net Asset Value" for further
information in this regard.
Early termination risk
Under the Trust Deed, a sub-fund may be terminated by the Manager or the Trustee in certain
conditions and in the manner as described in “Termination of the Trust or any sub-fund” in the
section entitled “General” in this Explanatory Memorandum. It is possible that, in the event of such
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termination, a sub-fund will not be able to achieve its investment objective and investors will have
to realise any investment loss and will receive an amount less than the capital they originally
invested.
Cross class liability risk
The Trust Deed allows the Trustee and the Manager to issue Units in separate classes. The Trust
Deed provides for the manner in which liabilities are to be attributed across the various classes
within a sub-fund under the Trust (liabilities are to be attributed to the specific class of a sub-fund in
respect of which the liability was incurred). A person to whom such a liability is owed has no direct
recourse against the assets of the relevant class (in the absence of the Trustee granting that
person a security interest). However, the Trustee will have a right of reimbursement and indemnity
out of the assets of the Trust which may result in Unitholders of one class of Units of a sub-fund
being compelled to bear the liabilities incurred in respect of another class of the sub-fund which
Units such Unitholders do not themselves own if there are insufficient assets attributable to that
other class to satisfy the amount due to the Trustee. Accordingly, there is a risk that liabilities of
one class of a sub-fund may not be limited to that particular class and may be required to be paid
out of one or more other classes of that sub-fund.
Cross sub-fund liability risk
The assets and liabilities of each sub-fund under the Trust will be tracked, for bookkeeping
purposes, separately from the assets and liabilities of any other sub-funds, and the Trust Deed
provides that the assets of each sub-fund should be segregated from each other. There is no
guarantee that the courts of any jurisdiction will respect the limitations on liability and that the
assets of any particular sub-fund will not be used to satisfy the liabilities of any other sub-fund.
Valuation and accounting risk
Investors should note that, under IFRS, establishment costs should be expensed as incurred.
However for the purpose of calculating of net asset value for subscription and redemption
purposes, establishment costs are to be amortised over a period of five years, which may lead to a
different valuation had the accounting been in accordance with IFRS. The Manager has
considered the impact of such non-compliance and does not expect this issue to affect the results
and the calculation of Net Asset Value of the sub-funds materially. To the extent that the valuation
or accounting basis adopted by any sub-fund deviates from IFRS, the Manager may make
necessary adjustments in the annual financial statements to comply with IFRS.
Investment risks
Risk of investing in equity securities
Sub-funds which invest directly or indirectly in equity securities are exposed to the risk that the
market value of such equity securities may go down as well as up. Equity markets may fluctuate
significantly with prices rising and falling sharply, and this will have a direct impact on such subfunds. When equity markets are extremely volatile, such sub-fund’s Net Asset Value may fluctuate
substantially.
Risk of investing in fixed income instruments:
Interest rate risk: Sub-funds which invest in fixed income instruments are subject to interest rate
risk. Generally, the value of fixed income instruments will change inversely with changes in interest
rates. As interest rates rise, market value of fixed income instruments tends to fall. Long-term fixed
income instruments in general are subject to higher interest rate risk than short-term fixed income
instruments.
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Credit risk: Investment in fixed income instruments is subject to the credit risk of the issuers which
may be unable or unwilling to make timely payments of principal and/or interest. In general, debt
instruments that have a lower credit rating or that are unrated will be more susceptible to the credit
risk of the issuers. In the event of a default or credit rating downgrading of the issuers of the fixed
income instruments held by a sub-fund, that sub-fund’s Net Asset Value will be adversely affected
and investors may suffer a substantial loss as a result.
Fixed income instruments are offered on an unsecured basis without collateral, and will rank
equally with other unsecured debts of the relevant issuer. As a result, if the issuer becomes
bankrupt, proceeds from the liquidation of the issuer’s assets will be paid to holders of fixed income
instruments only after all secured claims have been satisfied in full. Each sub-fund holding such
investments is therefore fully exposed to the credit risk of its counterparties as an unsecured
creditor.
Risks of investing in below investment grade and unrated fixed income instruments: A sub-fund
may invest in fixed income instruments which are below investment grade or which are non-rated.
As mentioned above, such instruments are generally more susceptible to the credit risk of the
issuers, and as a result such investments assume greater risks because of generally reduced
liquidity and greater fluctuation in value. The valuation of these instruments may also be more
difficult and thus the relevant sub-fund’s prices may be more volatile.
Risks of credit rating downgrades: Credit rating of issuers of fixed income instruments may be
downgraded, thus adversely affecting the value and performance of a sub-fund holding such
investments.
Risks of PRC fixed income instruments: Certain sub-funds may invest in fixed income instruments
issued or distributed within the PRC. The financial market of the PRC is at an early stage of
development, and many of such PRC fixed income instruments may be unrated, which exposes
such sub-funds to greater risks because of generally reduced liquidity, greater price volatility and
greater credit risk. Such a sub-fund may also encounter difficulties or delays in enforcing its rights
against the issuers who will generally be incorporated in the PRC and therefore not subject to the
laws of Hong Kong.
Limited availability of offshore RMB fixed income instruments: Certain sub-funds may invest in
RMB fixed income instruments issued or distributed outside the PRC. However, the quantity of
RMB fixed income instruments issued or distributed outside the PRC that are available is currently
limited, and the remaining duration of such instruments may be short. In the absence of available
fixed income instruments, or when such instruments held are at maturity, a sub-fund holding such
investments may have to allocate a significant portion of its portfolio in RMB negotiated term
deposits with authorised financial institutions until suitable fixed income instruments are available
in the market. This may adversely affect the relevant sub-fund’s return and performance.
Risk of investing in financial derivative instruments
Certain sub-funds may from time to time utilise financial derivative instruments for investment
and/or hedging purposes. The use of derivatives exposes a sub-fund to additional risks, including:
(1) volatility risk (derivatives can be highly volatile and expose investors to a high risk of loss); (2)
leverage risk (as the low initial margin deposits normally required to establish a position in
derivatives permits a high degree of leverage, there is risk that a relatively small movement in the
price of a contract could result in a profit or a loss which is high in proportion to the amount of
funds actually placed as initial margin); (3) liquidity risk (daily limits on price fluctuations and
speculative position limits on exchanges may prevent prompt liquidation of derivatives and
transactions in over-the-counter derivatives may involve additional risk as there is no exchange
market on which to close out an open position); (4) correlation risk (when used for hedging
purposes there may be an imperfect correlation between the derivatives and the investments or
market sectors being hedged); (5) counterparty risk (the sub-fund is exposed to the risk of loss
resulting from a counterparty’s failure to meet its financial obligations); (6) legal risks (the
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characterisation of a transaction or a party’s legal capacity to enter into it could render the
derivative contract unenforceable, and the insolvency or bankruptcy of a counterparty could preempt otherwise enforceable contract rights); and (7) settlement risk (the risk faced when one party
to a transaction has performed its obligations under a contract but has not yet received value from
its counterparty).
The eventuation of any of the above risks could have an adverse effect on the Net Asset Value of a
sub-fund which uses financial derivative instruments.
Risk of investing in structured debt instruments (including mortgage-backed securities)
Certain sub-funds may invest in securitised or structured debt instruments (collectively, “structured
debt instruments”). Such structured debt instruments include asset-backed securities, mortgagebacked securities, collateralised debt instruments and collateralised loan obligations. provide
exposure, synthetically or otherwise, to underlying assets and the risk/return profile is determined
by the cash flows derived from such assets. Some of such instruments involve multiple
instruments and cash flow profiles such that it is not possible to predict with certainty the outcome
from all market scenarios. Also, the price of such an investment could be contingent on, or highly
sensitive to, changes in the underlying components of the structured debt instrument. The
underlying assets can take many forms including, but not limited to, credit card receivables,
residential mortgages, corporate loans, manufactured housing loans or any type of receivables
from a company or structured vehicle that has regular cash flows from its customers. Some
structured debt instruments may employ leverage which can cause the price of the instruments to
be more volatile than if they had not employed leverage. In addition, investments in structured
debt instruments may be less liquid than other securities. The lack of liquidity may cause the
current market price of assets to become disconnected from the underlying assets’ value and
consequently sub-funds investing in structured debt instruments may be more susceptible to
liquidity risk. The liquidity of a structured debt instrument can be less than a regular bond or debt
instrument and this may adversely affect either the ability to sell the position or the price at which
such a sale is transacted.
Over-the-counter markets risk
Over-the-counter (OTC) markets are subject to less governmental regulation and supervision of
transactions (in which many types of financial derivative instruments and structured products are
generally traded) than organised exchanges. In addition, many of the protections afforded to
participants on some organised exchanges, such as the performance guarantee of an exchange
clearing house, may not be available in connection with transactions carried out on OTC markets.
Therefore, a sub-fund entering into transactions on OTC markets will be subject to the risk that its
direct counterparty will not perform its obligations under the transactions.
In addition, certain instruments traded on the OTC markets (such as certain customised financial
derivative instruments and structured products) can be illiquid. The market for relatively illiquid
investments tends to be more volatile than the market for more liquid investments.
Hedging risk
The Manager is permitted, but not obliged, to use hedging techniques to attempt to offset market
risks. There is no guarantee that the desired hedging instruments will be available or hedging
techniques will achieve their desired result.
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TAXATION
The following summary of Hong Kong and PRC taxation is of a general nature, for information
purposes only, and is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all of the tax considerations that may
be relevant to a decision to purchase, own, redeem or otherwise dispose of Units. This summary
does not constitute legal or tax advice and does not purport to deal with the tax consequences
applicable to all categories of investors. Prospective investors should consult their own
professional advisers as to the implications of their subscribing for, purchasing, holding, redeeming
or disposing of Units both under the laws and practice of Hong Kong and the laws and practice of
their respective jurisdictions. The information below is based on the law and practice in force in
Hong Kong and the PRC as at the date of this Explanatory Memorandum. The relevant laws, rules
and practice relating to tax are subject to change and amendment (and such changes may be
made on a retrospective basis). As such, there can be no guarantee that the summary provided
below will continue to be applicable after the date of this Explanatory Memorandum.
Hong Kong
During such period as the Trust and a sub-fund is authorised by the SFC pursuant to Section 104
of the SFO, under present law and practice in Hong Kong:
(a)

the relevant sub-fund is not expected to be subject to Hong Kong tax in respect of its
authorised investment activities;

(b)

no tax should be payable by Unitholders of that sub-fund in Hong Kong (whether by way of
withholding or otherwise) in respect of income distributions from the relevant sub-fund or in
respect of any capital gains arising on a sale, redemption or other disposal of Units, except
that Hong Kong profits tax may arise where such transactions form part of a trade,
profession or business carried on in Hong Kong, and where the profits, not being regarded
as capital in nature, arising in or derived from such trade, profession or business and being
sourced in Hong Kong; and

(c)

no Hong Kong stamp duty should be payable where the sale or transfer of Units in that subfund is effected by selling the relevant Units back to the Manager, who then either
extinguish the Units or re-sells the Units to another person within two months thereof.

Other types of sales or purchases or transfers of Units by the Unitholders should be liable to Hong
Kong stamp duty of 0.2% (equally borne by the buyer and the seller) on the higher of the
consideration amount or market value.
PRC
By investing in securities (including shares and debt instruments) issued by PRC tax resident
enterprises, irrespective of whether such securities are issued or distributed onshore (“onshore
PRC securities”) or offshore (“offshore PRC securities”, and together with onshore PRC securities,
the “PRC Securities”), a sub-fund may be subject to PRC taxes.
Corporate Income Tax:
Dividend income or interest income – If the Trust or the relevant sub-fund is considered as a tax
resident enterprise of the PRC, it will be subject to PRC Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) at 25% on
its worldwide taxable income. If the Trust or the relevant sub-fund is considered as a non-tax
resident enterprise with an establishment or place of business (“PE”) in the PRC, the profits and
gains attributable to that PE would be subject to CIT at 25%.
The Manager and the Trustee intend to manage and operate the Trust and each sub-fund in such
a manner that the Trust and each sub-fund should not be treated as tax resident enterprises of the
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PRC or non-tax resident enterprises with an establishment or place of business in the PRC for CIT
purposes, although this cannot be guaranteed.
Unless a specific exemption or reduction is available under current PRC tax laws and regulations
or relevant tax treaties, non-tax resident enterprises without PE in the PRC are subject to CIT on a
withholding basis (“WIT”), generally at a rate of 10%, to the extent it directly derives PRC sourced
passive income. PRC sourced passive income (such as dividend income or interest income) may
arise from investments in the PRC Securities. Accordingly, the Trust or a sub-fund may be subject
to WIT and/or other PRC taxes on any cash dividends, distributions and interest it receives from its
investment in PRC Securities. Under the PRC CIT Law, interests derived from government bonds
are exempt from PRC WIT.
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors (such as the Trust and each sub-fund) may
invest in onshore PRC securities, generally, only through a QFII or a RQFII (in this section referred
to as the “relevant QFII”). Since only the relevant QFII’s interests in onshore PRC securities are
recognised under PRC laws, any tax liability would, if it arises, be payable by the relevant QFII.
However under the terms of the arrangement between the relevant QFII and the Trust, the relevant
QFII will pass on any tax liability to the Trust for the account of the relevant sub-fund. As such, the
Trust is the ultimate party which bears the risks relating to any PRC taxes which are so levied by
the relevant PRC tax authority. Under current PRC tax laws and regulations, a relevant QFII is
subject to a WIT of 10% on cash dividends, distributions and interest from the PRC securities
unless exempt or reduced under current PRC tax laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
Capital gains – Specific rules governing taxes on capital gains derived by QFIIs or RQFIIs from the
trading of PRC Securities have yet to be announced. It is possible that the relevant tax authorities
may in the future clarify the tax position on capital gains realised by a sub-fund dealing in PRC
Securities or by a relevant QFII from dealing in onshore PRC securities. In the absence of such
specific rules, the income tax treatment should be governed by the general tax provisions of the
PRC CIT Law. If the foreign investor is a non-tax resident enterprise without PE in the PRC, a
10% WIT would be imposed on the PRC-sourced capital gains, unless exempt or reduced under
current PRC tax laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
In light of the uncertainty on the income tax treatment on capital gains and in order to meet this
potential tax liability for capital gains, the Manager reserves the right to provide for the WIT on such
gains or income and withhold the tax for the account of a sub-fund and will notify the Unitholders
should the Manager decide to exercise such right. Where any provision is made, the level of the
provisioning will be set out in the relevant Appendix and amount of actual provision will be
disclosed in the accounts of the relevant sub-fund. Upon any future resolution of the abovementioned uncertainty or further changes to tax law or policies, the Manager will, as soon as
practicable, make relevant adjustments to the amount of tax provision as it considers necessary.
Investors should note that if provision for taxation is made, such provision may be excessive or
inadequate to meet actual PRC tax liabilities on investments made by the sub-fund. As a result,
investors may be advantaged or disadvantaged depending on the final rules of the relevant PRC
tax authorities. If no provision for potential withholding tax is made and in the event that the PRC
tax authorities enforce the imposition of such withholding tax in respect of the sub-fund’s
investment, the net asset value of the sub-fund may be affected. As a result, redemption proceeds
or distributions may be paid to the relevant Unitholders without taking full account of tax that may
be suffered by the sub-fund, which tax will subsequently be borne by the sub-fund and affect the
net asset value of the sub-fund and the remaining Units in the sub-fund.
Business Tax (“BT”) and other surtaxes:
The revised PRC Provisional Regulations of Business Tax (“BT Law”) which came into effect on 1
January 2009 stipulates that gains derived by taxpayers from the trading of marketable securities
would be subject to BT at 5%.
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Caishui [2005] 155 states that gains derived by QFIIs from the trading of Chinese securities are
exempt from BT. The new PRC BT law which came into effect on 1 January 2009 has not
changed this exemption treatment at the time of this Explanatory Memorandum. However, it is not
clear whether a similar exemption would be extended to RQFIIs.
However, for marketable securities other than those trading under QFIIs, the new BT law shall
apply to levy BT at 5% on the difference between the selling and buying prices of those marketable
securities. Where capital gains are derived from trading of offshore PRC securities (e.g. Hshares), BT in general is not imposed as the purchase and disposal are concluded and completed
outside China.
The new BT law does not specifically exempt BT on interest earned by non-financial institution.
Hence, interest on both government and corporate bonds in theory should be subject to 5% BT.
Dividend income or profit distributions on equity investment derived from China are not included in
the taxable scope of BT.
If BT is applicable, there are also other surtaxes (which include Urban Construction and
Maintenance Tax, Education Surcharge and Local Education Surcharge) that would amount to as
high as 12% of BT payable.
Stamp duty:
Stamp duty under the PRC laws generally applies to the execution and receipt of all taxable
documents listed in the PRC’s Provisional Rules on Stamp Duty. Stamp duty is levied on the
execution or receipt in China of certain documents, including contracts for the sale of China A- and
B-Shares traded on the PRC stock exchanges. In the case of contracts for sale of China A- and BShares, such stamp duty is currently imposed on the seller but not on the purchaser, at the rate of
0.1%.
It should also be noted that the actual applicable tax rates imposed by SAT may be different and
may change from time to time. There is a possibility of the rules being changed and taxes being
applied retrospectively. As such, any provision for taxation made by the Manager may be
excessive or inadequate to meet final PRC tax liabilities. Consequently, Unitholders may be
advantaged or disadvantaged depending upon the final tax liabilities, the level of provision and
when they subscribed and/or redeemed their Units.
If the actual applicable tax rate levied by SAT is higher than that provided for by the Manager so
that there is a shortfall in the tax provision amount, investors should note that the Net Asset Value
of the relevant sub-fund may suffer more than the tax provision amount as the sub-fund will
ultimately have to bear the additional tax liabilities. In this case, the then existing and new
Unitholders will be disadvantaged. On the other hand, if the actual applicable tax rate levied by
SAT is lower than that provided for by the Manager so that there is an excess in the tax provision
amount, Unitholders who have redeemed their Units before SAT’s ruling, decision or guidance in
this respect will be disadvantaged as they would have borne the loss from the Manager’s
overprovision. In this case, the then existing and new Unitholders may benefit if the difference
between the tax provision and the actual taxation liability under that lower tax rate can be returned
to the account of the sub-fund as assets thereof.
Unitholders should seek their own tax advice on their tax position with regard to their investment in
any sub-fund.
It is possible that the current tax laws, regulations and practice in the PRC will change, including
the possibility of taxes being applied retrospectively, and that such changes may result in higher
taxation on PRC investments than currently contemplated.
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GENERAL
Reports and accounts
The Trust’s and each sub-fund’s financial year end is on 31 December in each year. The first
financial year end of the Trust is 31 December 2012.
Audited annual financial reports drawn up in accordance with IFRS and unaudited interim financial
reports will be prepared for each financial year. Financial reports will be available in both English
and Chinese.
Once financial reports are issued, Unitholders will be notified of where such reports, in printed and
electronic forms, can be obtained. Such notices will be sent to Unitholders on or before the issue
date of the relevant financial reports, which will be within four months after the end of the financial
year in the case of audited annual financial reports, and within two months after 30 June in each
year in the case of unaudited interim financial reports. Once issued the financial reports will be
available in softcopy from the website www.bosera.com.hk (this website has not been reviewed by
the SFC and may contain information of funds not authorised by the SFC) and in hardcopy for
inspection at the Manager’s office free of charge during normal working hours (hardcopies are also
available for Unitholders to take away free of charge upon request).
At least one month’s prior notice will be provided to Unitholders if there will be any change to the
mode of distribution of financial reports described above.
Distribution policy
The Manager has discretion as to whether or not to make any distribution of dividends, the
frequency of distribution and amount of dividends in respect of any sub-fund, details of which are
set out in the relevant Appendix.
Trust Deed
The Trust was established as an umbrella unit trust under the laws of Hong Kong by the Trust
Deed made between the Manager and the Trustee. All Unitholders are entitled to the benefit of, are
bound by and are deemed to have notice of, the provisions of the Trust Deed.
The Trust Deed contains provisions for the indemnification of the Trustee and the Manager out of
the assets of the Trust or the relevant sub-fund(s) and their relief from liability in certain
circumstances, subject to the proviso that nothing in any of the provisions of the Trust Deed shall
exempt either the Trustee or the Manager (as the case may be) from or indemnify them against
any liability to Unitholders imposed under Hong Kong law or breaches of trust through fraud or
negligence. Unitholders and intending applicants are advised to consult the terms of the Trust
Deed.
Modification of Trust Deed
The Trustee and the Manager may agree to modify the Trust Deed by supplemental deed provided
that in the opinion of the Trustee and the Manager such modification (i) does not materially
prejudice the interests of Unitholders, does not operate to release to any material extent the
Trustee or the Manager or any other person from any responsibility to the Unitholders and (with the
exception of the costs incurred in connection with the relevant supplemental deed) does not
increase the costs and charges payable out of the assets of the Trust or the relevant sub-fund; or
(ii) is necessary in order to make possible compliance with any fiscal, statutory or official
requirement (whether or not having the force of law); or (iii) is made to correct a manifest error. In
all other cases, modifications, alterations and additions require the sanction of an extraordinary
resolution of the Unitholders affected or the SFC’s approval. Any amendments to the Trust Deed
will require prior approval from the SFC. Notice of any amendment or modification in respect of
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which the Trustee and the Manager shall have certified in accordance with the aforesaid will be
given by the Trustee (or the Trustee will procure that notice be given by the Manager) unless such
amendment or modification is not in the opinion of the Trustee of material significance.
Meetings of Unitholders
Meetings of Unitholders may be convened by the Manager or the Trustee. Unitholders holding 10%
or more in value of the Units in issue may require a meeting to be convened. Unitholders will be
given not less than 21 days’ notice of any meeting.
The quorum for all meetings is Unitholders present in person or by proxy representing 10% of the
Units for the time being in issue except for the purpose of passing an extraordinary resolution. The
quorum for passing an extraordinary resolution is Unitholders present in person or by proxy
representing 25% or more of the Units in issue. In the case of an adjourned meeting of which
separate notice will be given, such Unitholders as are present in person or by proxy will form a
quorum. Every individual Unitholder present in person, by proxy or by representative has one vote
for every Unit of which he is the Unitholder. In the case of joint Unitholders the senior of those who
tenders a vote (in person or by proxy) will be accepted and seniority is determined by the order in
which the names appear on the Register of Unitholders.
The Trust Deed contains provisions for the holding of separate meetings of Unitholders holding
Units of different classes where only the interests of Unitholders of such class are affected.
Transfer of Units
Units may be transferred by an instrument in writing in common form signed by (or, in the case of a
body corporate, signed on behalf of or sealed by) the transferor and the transferee. The transferor
will be deemed to remain the Unitholder of the Units transferred until the name of the transferee is
entered in the Register of Unitholders in respect of such Units. The Trustee is entitled to require
from the transferor and/or the transferee the payment to it of a fee (the maximum amount of which
shall be agreed by the Trustee and the Manager from time to time), together with a sum equal to
any expenses incurred by the Trustee in connection therewith.
Transfers of Units are subject to prior consent of the Manager and the Manager may instruct the
Trustee not to enter the name of a transferee in the Register or recognise a transfer of any Units if
either the Manager or the Trustee believes that such will result in or is likely to result in the
contravention of any applicable laws or requirements of any country, any governmental authority or
any stock exchange on which such Units are listed.
Termination of the Trust or any sub-fund
The Trust shall continue for a period of 80 years from the date of the Trust Deed or until it is
terminated in one of the ways set out below.
The Trust may be terminated on the occurrence of any of the following events: (a) any law shall be
passed which renders it illegal or, in the opinion of the Trustee or the Manager, impracticable or
inadvisable to continue the Trust; (b) the Trustee shall be unable to find a person acceptable to the
Trustee to act as the new manager within 30 days after the removal or retirement of the Manager;
(c) the Trustee shall have decided to retire but within three months from the date of the Trustee
giving its written notice to retire as the Trustee, the Manager shall be unable to find a suitable
person who is willing to act as trustee; (d) if the Trustee and the Manager agree that it is
undesirable to continue the Trust and the affected Unitholders sanction the termination by way of
extraordinary resolution; or (e) the affected Unitholders of the Trust determine, by extraordinary
resolution, that the Trust should be terminated (in which case, such termination shall take effect
from the date on which such extraordinary resolution is passed or such later date (if any) as the
extraordinary resolution may provide).
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Any sub-fund may also be terminated on the occurrence of any of the following events: (a) any law
shall be passed which renders it illegal or, in the opinion of the Trustee or the Manager,
impracticable or inadvisable to continue the sub-fund; (b) if the Trustee and the Manager agree
that it is undesirable to continue the sub-fund and the affected Unitholders sanction the termination
by way of extraordinary resolution; or (c) the affected Unitholders of the sub-fund determine, by
extraordinary resolution, that the sub-fund should be terminated (in which case, such termination
shall take effect from the date on which such extraordinary resolution is passed or such later date
(if any) as the extraordinary resolution may provide).
The Trust may be terminated by the Trustee giving prior written notice to the Manager and the
Unitholders if any of the following events shall occur: (a) the Manager shall go into liquidation
(except a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation upon terms
previously approved in writing by the Trustee) or a receiver shall be appointed over any of its
assets and shall not be discharged within 60 days; (b) the Trustee shall form the opinion for good
and sufficient reason and shall so state in writing to the Manager that the Manager is incapable of
performing its duties under the Trust Deed satisfactorily; (c) the Manager shall fail to perform its
duties under the Trust Deed satisfactorily or the Manager shall do any other thing which in the
opinion of the Trustee is calculated to bring the Trust into disrepute or to be harmful to the interests
of the Unitholders; (d) any law shall be passed which renders it illegal or in the opinion of the
Trustee impracticable or inadvisable to continue the Trust; (e) either the Trustee shall be unable to
find a person acceptable to the Trustee to act as the new manager within 30 days after the removal
of the Manager for the time being pursuant to the provisions of the Trust Deed or the person
nominated by the Trustee shall fail to be approved by an extraordinary resolution; or (f) the Trustee
shall have decided to retire but within 30 days of the Trustee giving notice to the Manager of its
desire to retire the Manager shall be unable to find a suitable person who is willing to act as
trustee.
The Trust may be terminated by the Manager in its absolute discretion by notice in writing to the
Trustee: (a) if the aggregate Net Asset Value of the Units in all sub-funds outstanding shall be less
than RMB50 million; (b) if any law or regulation shall be passed or amended or any regulatory
directive or order is imposed that affects the Trust and which renders the Trust illegal or in the
good faith opinion of the Manager makes it impracticable or inadvisable to continue the Trust; (c) if
within a reasonable time and using commercially reasonable endeavours, the Manager shall be
unable to find a person acceptable to the Manager to act as the new trustee after deciding to
remove the Trustee for the time being pursuant to the provisions of the Trust Deed; or (d) if the
Manager is unable to implement its investment strategy in respect of all sub-funds.
Any sub-fund may also be terminated by the Manager in its absolute discretion by notice in writing
to the Trustee: (a) if the aggregate Net Asset Value of the Units in the sub-fund outstanding shall
be less than RMB50 million; (b) if any law or regulation shall be passed or amended or any
regulatory directive or order is imposed that affects the sub-fund and which renders the sub-fund
illegal or in the good faith opinion of the Manager makes it impracticable or inadvisable to continue
the sub-fund; or (c) if the Manager is unable to implement its investment strategy in respect of the
sub-fund.
Upon termination of the Trust or a sub-fund, the Trustee and the Manager will arrange for the sale
of all investments remaining as part of the assets and discharging all liabilities of the Trust or the
relevant sub-fund (as the case may be). Thereafter, the Trustee will distribute to the Unitholders, in
proportion to the Units held by them, any net cash proceeds derived from the realisation of the
assets and available for the purposes of such distribution, provided that the Trustee may retain out
of any moneys as part of the assets full provisions for all costs, charges, expenses, claims and
demands properly incurred, made or apprehended by the Trustee or the Manager. Please refer to
the Trust Deed for further details.
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Documents available for inspection
Copies of the Trust Deed, this Explanatory Memorandum, the Participation Agreement and the
latest annual and interim reports (if any) are available for inspection free of charge at any time
during normal business hours on any day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays) at
the offices of the Manager. Copies of the Trust Deed can be purchased from the Manager at a
nominal amount.
Anti-Money Laundering Regulations
As part of the Trustee’s and the Manager’s responsibility to prevent money laundering, they and/or
their respective delegates or agents may require detailed verification of a prospective investor’s
identity and the source of the payment of application monies. Depending on the circumstances of
each application, a detailed verification may not be required where: (a) the prospective investor
makes payment from an account in the prospective investor’s name at a recognised financial
institution; (b) the prospective investor is regulated by a recognised regulatory authority; or (c) the
application is made through a recognised financial intermediary. The exceptions will only apply if
the financial institution, regulatory authority or intermediary referred to above is within a country
recognised by Hong Kong as having sufficient anti-money laundering regulations.
The Trustee, the Manager and their respective delegates and agents each reserves the right to
request such information as is necessary to verify the identity of an applicant and the source of the
payment. In the event of delay or failure by the applicant to produce any information required for
verification purposes, the Trustee, the Manager or any of their respective delegates or agents may
refuse to accept the application and return the application monies relating to such application.
The Trustee, the Manager and their respective delegates and agents each also reserves the right
to refuse to make any redemption payment to a Unitholder if the Trustee, the Manager and/or any
of their respective delegates and agents suspect or are advised that the payment of redemption
proceeds to such Unitholder might result in a breach of applicable anti-money laundering or other
laws or regulations by any person in any relevant jurisdiction, or if such refusal is considered
necessary or appropriate to ensure the compliance by the Trust or the relevant sub-fund(s) or the
Trustee or the Manager with any such laws or regulations in any applicable jurisdiction.
None of the Trustee, the Manager or their respective delegates or agents shall be liable to the
prospective investor or Unitholder for any loss suffered by such party as a result of the rejection or
delay of any subscription application or payment of redemption proceeds.
Conflicts of Interest
The Manager and the Trustee (and any of their affiliates) (each a “relevant party”) may from time to
time act as trustee, administrator, registrar, manager, custodian, investment manager or
investment adviser, representative or otherwise as may be required from time to time in relation to,
or be otherwise involved in or with, other funds and clients which have similar investment
objectives to those of any sub-fund. It is, therefore, possible that any relevant party may, in the
course of business, have potential conflicts of interest with the Trust or any sub-fund. Each
relevant party will, at all times, have regard in such event to its obligations to the Trust and the
relevant sub-fund and will endeavour to ensure that such conflicts are resolved fairly. Each
relevant party shall be entitled to retain for its own use and benefit all fees and other monies
payable thereby and shall not be deemed to be affected with notice of or to be under any duty to
disclose to the Trust, any sub-fund, any Unitholder or any other relevant party any fact or thing
which comes to the notice of the relevant party in the course of its rendering services to others or
in the course of its business in any other capacity or in any manner whatsoever, otherwise than in
the course of carrying out its duties under the Trust Deed. In any event, the Manager will ensure
that all investment opportunities will be fairly allocated.
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The Manager has established policies in relation to the identification and monitoring of potential
conflicts of interest situations, to ensure that clients’ interests are given priority at all times. Key
duties and functions must be appropriately segregated and there are strict policies and dealing
procedures designed to avoid, monitor and deal with conflicts of interests situations, such as rules
and procedures in relation to order allocation, best execution, receipt of gifts or benefits, retention
of proper records, prohibition of certain types of transactions and handling of client complaints.
The Manager has designated staff to monitor the implementation of such trading policies and
dealing procedures with clear reporting lines to and oversight by senior management. In any event,
the Manager will ensure that all investment schemes and accounts which it manages, including
each sub-fund, are treated fairly.
It is expected that transactions for any sub-fund may be carried out with or through Connected
Persons of the Manager. The Manager will ensure that all transactions carried out by or on behalf
of each sub-fund will be in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. The Manager will
use due care in the selection of such Connected Persons to ensure that they are suitably qualified
in the circumstances, and will monitor and ensure that all such transactions are conducted on an
arm’s length basis and are consistent with best execution standards. The fees or commissions
payable to any such Connected Persons will not be greater than those which are payable at the
prevailing market rate for such transactions. All such transactions and the total commissions and
other quantifiable benefits received by such Connected Persons will be disclosed in the relevant
sub-fund’s annual report.
Websites
The offer of the Units is made solely on the basis of information contained in this Explanatory
Memorandum. This Explanatory Memorandum may refer to information and materials included in
websites, which may be updated or changed from time to time without any notice. Such
information and materials do not form part of this Explanatory Memorandum and they have not
been reviewed by the SFC. Investors should exercise an appropriate degree of caution when
assessing the value of such information and materials.
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APPENDIX 1: BOSERA RMB BOND FUND
This Appendix (which forms part of, and should be read together with the rest of, the Explanatory
Memorandum) relates to the Bosera RMB Bond Fund (the “Sub-Fund”), a sub-fund of the Trust.
All references in this Appendix to the Sub-Fund are to Bosera RMB Bond Fund. Terms defined in
the main body of this Explanatory Memorandum have the same meaning when used in this
Appendix.
Investment Objective
The investment objective of the Sub-Fund is to seek long-term interest income and capital
appreciation through investing all of its assets in RMB-denominated fixed income securities issued
within PRC. There can be no assurance that the Sub-Fund will achieve its investment objective.
All investments of the Sub-Fund will be onshore investments in the PRC and will be denominated
and settled in RMB. Subscription moneys and redemption proceeds must be paid in RMB.
Accordingly, no currency conversions are involved when investing subscription proceeds into the
Sub-Fund’s portfolio assets.
Investment Strategy
(1) General
The Sub-Fund seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing in RMB-denominated fixed
income securities which include bonds (which can be fixed or floating rate and include convertible
bonds), commercial papers, short term bills and short term notes issued by issuers such as
government entities or agencies, supra-national organisations, banks and corporations primarily
established or incorporated in the PRC (collectively referred to as “PRC Bonds”). PRC Bonds
invested into by the Sub-Fund may be traded on the inter-bank bond market or the exchangetraded bond market in the PRC. Further information relating to the PRC’s domestic bond market is
set out below. The Sub-Fund may also invest in public bond funds authorised by the CSRC for
retail investment and RMB cash and cash equivalents.
All investments of the Sub-Fund will be onshore investments in the PRC and will be denominated
and settled in RMB.
In general, at least 15% of the Sub-Fund’s Net Asset Value will be RMB Bonds issued by
government entities, government agencies and supra-national organisations, liquid high-grade
RMB Bonds issued by banks and corporations, and PBOC bills. The Sub-Fund’s exposure to
below investment grade and unrated RMB Bonds will not exceed 20% of its Net Asset Value.
It is intended that the Sub-Fund will not seek to have any exposure to equity securities, and
accordingly any holding of equity securities as may result from the conversion of convertible bonds
within the Sub-Fund’s portfolio will be incidental only and passive in nature. Any such equity
holding will be temporary; the Manager will seek to dispose of such equity holdings as soon as
practicable under the prevailing market circumstances and the value of all such equity holdings will
not in any event exceed 20% of Net Asset Value.
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors (such as the Sub-Fund) may invest in
certain eligible onshore PRC investments, in general, only through entities that have obtained
status as a QFII or RQFII from the CSRC. The Sub-Fund invests in onshore PRC securities
through the Manager’s status as a RQFII, using an investment quota granted to the Manager by
SAFE. Further information relating to the RQFII regime is set out below.
Currently the Sub-Fund has no intention to invest in repo or reverse-repo transactions on either the
inter-bank or exchange-traded bond markets, engage in securities lending transactions or to invest
in structured deposits, structured products or financial instruments (for hedging or non-hedging
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purposes). If this changes in the future, prior approval of the SFC will be sought and not less than
one month’s notice will be provided to Unitholders before the Sub-Fund enters into any such
transaction.
(2) Indicative asset allocation
The following is an indicative asset allocation of the Sub-Fund based on asset type. It should be
noted that the Manager may adjust this allocation depending on prevailing market circumstances
and any applicable legal or regulatory changes.
Indicative percentage of the SubFund’s Net Asset Value

Asset type
RMB bonds issued by government entities, government
agencies or supra-national organisations

20-30%

RMB bonds issued by banks and corporations

30-40%

RMB-denominated commercial papers, short term bills and
short term notes

10-20%

RMB public bond funds authorised by the CSRC for retail
investment

0-10%

RMB cash and cash equivalents

0-10%

Total portfolio

100%

(3) Selection of portfolio investments
The Manager’s process for selecting RMB Bonds relies on yield curve management of the duration
and term of debt instruments, sector allocation and fundamental and credit analysis.
-

Duration strategy
The Sub-Fund will adjust the duration risk of the investment portfolio based on expectations of
global and China’s macroeconomic cycle and monetary policy. If RMB interest rate is expected
to fall, the Sub-Fund will increase the average duration of the investment portfolio to better
benefit from the capital gains from lower yield, and vice versa.

-

Term structure strategy
The Sub-Fund will adjust the allocation of short-term, medium-term and long-term securities
based on the expected changes in the shape of the RMB yield curve term structure. Based on
the expected changes in the shape of the RMB yield curve term structure, the Sub-Fund may
adopt bullet-type, barbell-type or ladder-type strategy and adjust the choice of strategy
dynamically.

-

Sector allocation strategy
The Sub-Fund will adjust the allocation of investment among government debts, quasigovernment debts and debts that bear higher credit risk to seek better tax-adjusted and riskadjusted returns among various investment instruments.
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-

Product selection strategy
Through extensive research on the fundamentals of different issuers, the Sub-Fund seeks to
invest in issues that offer excess return with regard to credit ratings and fundamentals. The
Sub-Fund, however, does not have explicit restrictions on the minimum credit ratings of the
RMB Bonds it holds, except that it may invest not more than 20% of its Net Asset Value in
below investment grade or unrated instruments.
The Manager will construct the portfolio to take advantage of the expected change in the
general level of RMB interest rates. The portfolio will consist of RMB Income Instruments of
different maturities and credit quality and bank deposits, and each instrument in the portfolio will
be selected based on extensive fundamental research.

The Manager will use the above strategies in the selection of RMB Bonds available in the primary
and secondary markets.
The Manager deals with potential or actual credit downgrades by adopting the following measures:
(a) Downgrade of issuers:
-

Prevention: The Manager will monitor the credit outlook an issuer according to the relevant
industry cycle and the economic cycle, select the issuer’s latest and historical financial data
for comparison and compare a number of financial indicators to track the development of
its credit qualifications in order to make regular credit rating outlook forecasts. If the
forecasts are negative, the Manager will take preventive measures as appropriate,
including reducing or disposing of entirely the Sub-Fund’s holding before an official credit
rating downgrade is announced.

-

Ex-post measures: When an issuer credit rating downgrade occurs, the Manager will
compare the main reasons for such downgrade in the context of its particular
circumstances and credit history, in order to make a worst case scenario analysis to
determine the likelihood of the issuer remaining downgraded or being downgraded further,
and make a decision whether to reduce positions in such issuers to zero.

(b) Downgrade of RMB Bonds:
-

In the event of a credit rating downgrade of a RMB Bond, the Manager will analyse
whether the issuer’s credit qualification has changed. If the issuer’s qualification has no
connection with the downgrade of the RMB Bonds, then the Manager will propose to
reduce the proportion of the RMB Bonds held.

-

However, if the issuer’s credit qualification is significantly related to the downgrade of the
RMB Bonds, the Manager will try to reduce the Sub-Fund’s holding of such investments to
zero.

(4) RQFII regime
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors can invest only in the domestic securities
market through certain qualified foreign institutional investors that have obtained status as a QFII
or a RQFII from the CSRC and have been granted quota(s) by SAFE to remit foreign freely
convertible currencies (in the case of a QFII) and RMB (in the case of a RQFII) into the PRC for
the purpose of investing in the PRC’s domestic securities markets.
The RQFII regime is governed by (a) the “Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment
through Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which are Asset Management
Companies or Securities Companies” (ഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞ
ࠦދᇷᇢរᙄऄ) issued by the CSRC, the PBOC and SAFE and effective from 16 December 2011;
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(b) the “Implementation Rules for the Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through
Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which are Asset Management Companies or
Securities Companies” (ᣂ࣍ኔਜπഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދ
ᇷᇢរᙄऄρऱࡳ) issued by the CSRC and effective from 16 December 2011; (c) the “Circular
on Issues Related to the Pilot Scheme for Domestic Securities Investment through Renminbi
Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors which are Asset Management Companies or Securities
Companies”, Huifa 2011 No. 50 (ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝᣂ࣍ഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌ
ދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរڶᣂംᠲऱຏव, Ⴊ࿇>@ ᇆ) issued by SAFE and effective from 20
December 2011; and (d) any other applicable regulations promulgated by the relevant authorities
(collectively, the “RQFII Regulations”).
The Manager has obtained RQFII status and has been granted, on behalf of the Sub-Fund, a
RQFII quota of RMB1.1 billion. To the extent that the Manager has, on behalf of the Sub-Fund,
utilised its entire RQFII quota, the Manager may, subject to any applicable regulations, apply for an
increase of the RQFII quota.
All of the Sub-Fund’s assets in the PRC (including onshore PRC cash deposits and its onshore
bond portfolio) will be held by the PRC Custodian (directly or through its delegate) in accordance
with the terms of the RQFII Custody Agreement. A securities account shall be opened with
CSDCC in the joint names of the Manager (as the RQFII holder) and the Sub-Fund. An RMB cash
account shall be established and maintained with the PRC Custodian’s delegate in the joint names
of the Manager (as the RQFII holder) and the Sub-Fund. The PRC Custodian’s delegate shall, in
turn, have a cash clearing account with CSDCC for trade settlement according to applicable
regulations.
The Manager has obtained a legal opinion confirming that, as a matter of PRC law:
(a)

a securities account with CSDCC and a RMB cash account with the PRC Custodian’s
delegate (respectively, the “securities account” and the “cash account”) shall be opened in
the joint names of the Manager and the Sub-Fund in accordance with all applicable laws
and regulations of the PRC and with approval from all competent authorities in the PRC;

(b)

the assets held/credited in the securities account (i) belong solely to the Sub-Fund, and (ii)
are segregated and independent from the proprietary assets of the Manager (as RQFII
holder), the PRC Custodian, the PRC Custodian’s delegate and any broker appointed to
execute transactions for the Sub-Fund in the PRC markets (a “PRC Broker”), and from the
assets of other clients of the Manager (as RQFII holder), the PRC Custodian, the PRC
Custodian’s delegate and any PRC Broker;

(c)

the assets held/credited in the cash account (i) becomes an unsecured debt owing from the
PRC Custodian’s delegate to the Sub-Fund, and (ii) is segregated and independent from the
proprietary assets of the Manager (as RQFII holder) and any PRC broker, and from the
assets of other clients of the Manager (as RQFII holder) and any PRC Broker;

(d)

the Trustee, for and on behalf of the Sub-Fund, is the only entity which has a valid claim of
ownership over the assets in the securities account and the debt in the amount deposited in
the cash account of the Sub-Fund;

(e)

if the Manager or any PRC Broker is liquidated, the assets contained in the securities
account and cash account of the Sub-Fund will not form part of the liquidation assets of the
Manager or such PRC Broker in liquidation in the PRC; and

(f)

if the PRC Custodian’s delegate is liquidated, (i) the assets contained in the securities
account of the Sub-Fund will not form part of the liquidation assets of the PRC Custodian’s
delegate in liquidation in the PRC, and (ii) the assets contained in the cash account of the
Sub-Fund will form part of the liquidation assets of the PRC Custodian’s delegate in
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liquidation in the PRC and the Sub-Fund will become an unsecured creditor for the amount
deposited in the cash account.
Repatriations in RMB conducted by the Manager as RQFII on behalf of the Sub-Fund are not
subject to any restrictions, lock-up periods or prior approval.
There are specific risks associated with the RQFII regime and investors’ attention is drawn to the
risk factors under “Risks related to the RQFII regime” in the section entitled “Additional Risk
Factors” below.
(5) Overview of PRC bond market
The PRC’s domestic bond market primarily consists of two markets: the inter-bank bond market
and the exchange-traded bond market. Despite some interconnections amongst them, these
markets are differentiated by investor segmentation, product segmentation and regulatory
separation.
Currently, the inter-bank bond market is much larger in terms of trading volume and is relatively
more liquid than the exchange-traded bond market. Some key information on the two markets is
set out below.
Key information on these markets
Inter-bank bond market

Exchange-traded bond market

Market size

Approximately RMB 20.3 trillion, as
at 30 November 2011 (source:
China Bond, Wind)

Approximately RMB 0.7 trillion, as
at 30 November 2011 (source:
China Bond, Wind)

Major types of
products traded

Treasury bonds, local government
bonds, central bank bills, financial
bonds, enterprise bonds, short-term
financing bills, medium term notes,
asset-backed securities

Treasury bonds, local government
bonds, enterprise bonds, corporate
bonds, financial bonds, convertible
bonds

Key market
participants

Commercial banks, insurance
companies, mutual funds, security
companies, foreign investors with
RQFII status

Commercial banks, insurance
companies, mutual funds, security
companies, foreign investors with
QFII or RQFII status, corporations
and individual investors

Trading &
settlement
mechanism

Trading mechanism: a quote-driven
over-the-counter market between
institutional investors

Trading an electronic automatic
matching system where securities
are traded on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange

Settlement mechanism: primarily
delivery versus payment (DVP), on
either a T+0 or T+1 settlement
cycle

Settlement mechanism: clearing
and settlement are through the
China Securities Depository and
Clearing Co., Ltd (խഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖ
ጩૻڶຂٚֆ( )the “CSDCC”)

Regulator

PBOC

CSRC

Counterparty with

The trading counterparty (i.e. the

CSDCC, which acts as the central
counterparty to all securities
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whom investors will
trade

other market participants)

transactions on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges

Central clearing

China Central Depository &
Clearing Co., Ltd (Ё༂ⱏډ㿬㌤
ㅫ݀ৌ) ; short-term financing bills
issued on or after 1 September
2011 are cleared through the
Shanghai Clearing House (Ղ௧堚
ጩࢬ)

CSDCC

Liquidity

Total trading volume in the 12
months to 30 November 2011 was
approximately RMB 62.9 trillion
(source: China Bond, Wind)

Total trading volume in the 12
months to 30 November 2011 was
approximately RMB 0.2 trillion
(source: China Bond, Wind)

Associated risks

Interest rate risk, credit risk,
counterparty risk

Interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity
risk

Minimum rating
requirements

No requirement

No requirement

However, market participants
typically require a rating of at least
BBB given by a local credit rating
agency.

However, if upon listing a corporate
bond or enterprise bond does not
have a credit rating of at least “AA”
given by a local credit rating
agency, then such bond can only
be traded on the fixed income
electronic platform of the relevant
exchange (ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦጵٽሽ
ؓፕ), which is open only to
institutional investors. Bonds that
do not satisfy this minimum
requirement cannot be traded via
the quote-driven platform (ᤁᏝٌ࣐
ߓอ), which is open to all
investors, including retail investors.

Types of debt
instruments
commonly seen and
the issuers

Treasury bonds: issued by Ministry
of Finance

Treasury bonds: issued by Ministry
of Finance

Central bank bills: issued by PBOC

Enterprise bonds: issued by
government-related, state-owned or
state-held entities

Financial bonds: issued by policy
banks (China Development Bank,
Agricultural Development Bank of
China and Export-Import Bank of
China), commercial banks and
other financial institutions
Enterprise bonds: issued by
government-related, state-owned or
state-held entities
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Corporate bonds: issued by listed
companies
Convertible bonds: issued by listed
companies

The below graphs illustrate the breakdown of various types of instruments on the different markets
(source: China Bond, Wind as of 30 December 2011):
(a) inter-bank bond market
International
Government
institutional bond
supported institutional
0.05%
Short-term financial
bond 2.78%
bill 4.01%
Medium-term note
9.66%

Treasury bond
30.65%

Enterprise bond
6.05%

Local govt. bond
2.90%
Finance bond 34.51%

Central bank bill
9.39%

(b) exchange-traded bond market (Shanghai exchange)

Asset-backed
securities 0.01%
Corporate bond
3.84%
Enterprise bond
6.74%

Government
supported
institutional bond
0.09%

Convertible bond
1.92%
Bond with warrants
1.38%

Financial bond 0.07%
Local govt. bond
10.58%

Treasury bond
75.37%
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(c) exchange-traded bond market (Shenzhen exchange)

Corporated bond
1.27%

Government
supported instiutional
bond
0.08%

Asset-backed
securities 0.00%

Convertible bond
0.15%
Bond with warrants
0.18%

Enterprise bond 1.21%
Local govt. bond
11.96%

Treasury bond 85.16%

The yields of major debt instruments are as follows (the below yields are general averages for
reference only as at 30 December 2011):
(a) Inter-bank bond market
Years to
Maturity

Treasury
bonds

½
¾
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50

2.78
2.72
2.72
2.78
2.76
2.88
2.99
3.26
3.40
3.75
4.09
4.24

Financial
bonds

Corporate
bonds

3.57
3.57
3.93
4.22
3.98
5.24
5.76
4.29
4.68

6.11
5.99
7.36
5.71
5.20
5.33
5.64
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Central bank
bills

Local
government
bonds

5.67
7.51
5.83
5.56
5.55
4.94

2.84
3.15

(b) Exchange-traded bond market (Shanghai exchange)
Years to
Maturity

Treasury
bonds

Enterprise
bonds

Corporate
bonds

Convertible
bonds

½
¾
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50

2.42
2.62
2.52
2.38
2.89
2.93
3.07
3.33
3.48
3.76
4.10
4.30





7.00
4.71
7.22
5.89
5.25
5.32
5.67





4.68
6.64
6.16
6.50
5.32
5.29









4.06







Local
government
bonds




2.84
3.16







Local credit ratings of bonds in the PRC
PRC bonds, whether they are traded on the inter-bank market or the exchange-traded market, are
generally rated by local credit rating agencies. There are five major credit rating agencies in
China: Pengyuan Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (ᣛցᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆ), Shanghai Brilliance Credit
Rating & Investors Service Co., Ltd. (Ղ௧ᄅધᇷॾေ۷ދᇷࣚ೭ૻڶֆ), China LianHe Credit
Rating Co., Ltd. (ᜤشॾٽေ్ૻڶֆ), China Chengxin Security Rating Co. Ltd. (խᇨॾഏᎾॾ
شေ్ૻڶຂٚֆ )and Dagong Global Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (ՕֆഏᎾᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆ).
Local credit rating agencies must be approved by the relevant PRC authorities conduct ratings
business and are also subject to industry self-regulation. Bond issuers will release their credit
rating reports and investors may obtain rating information on a specific issuer’s website, through
public sources such as www.chinabond.cn and announcements on the Shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchanges.
Investors may obtain more information on rating methodologies from the websites of the above
credit agencies. Investors should, however, exercise caution when referring to PRC local credit
ratings of bonds, as the ratings industry in the PRC is still in an early development stage. Due to
the lack of historical data and slow response to credit events, the rating methodologies used by
PRC local credit agencies, whilst they may in general be similar to those adopted by international
credit rating agencies, may be driven by domestic factors rather than more quantitative methods.
Please refer to “Risk associated with fixed income instruments - Risks associated with local PRC
credit ratings” in the Risk Factors section.
In selecting the Sub-Fund’s bond portfolio, the Manager may refer to credit ratings given by local
PRC credit rating agencies for reference but will primarily rely on its own internal analysis to
evaluate each bond independently.
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Investment Restrictions
No waivers from the investment restrictions set out in the main body of the Explanatory
Memorandum have been sought or granted by the SFC.
Initial Offer Period
The Initial Offer Period of the Sub-Fund will commence at 9:00 a.m. (Hong Kong time) on 18
January 2012 and end at 4:00 p.m. (Hong Kong time) on 17 February 2012 (or such other dates or
times as the Manager may determine).
The initial Subscription Price is RMB100 per Unit.
The Manager may decide to close the Sub-Fund to further subscriptions before the end of the
Initial Offer Period without any prior or further notice if the total subscription amount reaches
RMB1.1 billion.
The Manager may decide not to issue any Units in the event that less than RMB50 million is raised
during the Initial Offer Period or if the Manager is of the opinion that it is not commercially viable to
proceed. In such event subscription monies paid by an applicant will be returned by cheque by
post or by telegraphic transfer or by such other means as the Trustee considers appropriate at the
applicant’s risk (without interest) within 14 Business Days after the expiry of the Initial Offer Period.
Dealing Procedures
For details of dealing procedures, please refer to the sections headed “Subscription of Units”,
“Redemption of Units” and “Switching” in the main body of this Explanatory Memorandum. The
following apply to the Sub-Fund:
Dealing Day

each Business Day.

Dealing Deadline

4:00 p.m. (Hong Kong time) on the relevant Dealing Day

Investors should note that subscription monies in respect of the Sub-Fund must be paid in RMB.
Redemption proceeds will be paid to redeeming Unitholders in RMB.
Payment of redemption proceeds
As set out in the main body of this Explanatory Memorandum, save as otherwise agreed by the
Manager, and so long as relevant account details have been provided, redemption proceeds will
normally be paid in RMB by telegraphic transfer, within 7 Business Days after the relevant Dealing
Day and in any event within one calendar month of the relevant Dealing Day or (if later) receipt of a
properly documented redemption request, unless legal or regulatory requirements in the PRC
(such as foreign currency controls) to which the Sub-Fund is subject render the payment of the
redemption proceeds within the aforesaid time period not practicable, but in such a case the SFC’s
prior approval will be sought before extending the time frame for payment, and such extended time
frame should reflect the additional time needed in light of the specific circumstances in the PRC.
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Investment Minima
The following investment minima apply to the Sub-Fund:
Minimum initial investment

RMB10,000

Minimum subsequent investment

RMB10,000

Minimum holding

RMB10,000

Minimum redemption amount

RMB10,000

Publication of Net Asset Value
The latest Subscription Price and Redemption Price in respect of Units or the Net Asset Value per
Unit of the Sub-Fund are available on the Manager’s website www.bosera.com.hk (this website
has not been reviewed by the SFC and may contain information of funds not authorised by the
SFC) and will be published daily in the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic
Times.
Expenses and Charges
The following are the actual fees and charges payable in respect of the Sub-Fund. Maximum fees
permitted to be charged on one months’ notice to Unitholders are set out under the section entitled
“Expenses and Charges” in the main body of this Explanatory Memorandum.
Fees payable by Unitholders
Subscription fee

3% of the subscription amount

Redemption fee

nil

Switching fee

3% of the redemption proceeds payable in respect of the Units
being switched

Fees payable by the Sub-Fund
Management fee

1% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund

Performance fee

nil

Trustee fee

0.16% per annum of the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund
(inclusive of fees payable to the PRC Custodian)

Additional Risk Factors
The following risk factors are specific to the Sub-Fund. Investors should also note the risk factors
applicable to all sub-funds, including the Sub-Fund, which are set out in the section entitled “Risk
Factors” in the main body of this Explanatory Memorandum.
Investment risk
Investors should be aware that investment in the Sub-Fund is subject to normal market fluctuations
and other risks inherent in the underlying assets into which the Sub-Fund may invest. There can
be no assurance that any appreciation in value of investments will occur. There is no guarantee of
repayment of principal.
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Whilst it is the intention of the Manager to implement strategies which are designed to achieve the
investment objective, there can be no assurance that these strategies will be successful. The
Manager may not be successful in selecting the best-performing securities or investment
techniques. Accordingly, there is a risk that investors may not recoup the original amount invested
in the Sub-Fund or may lose a substantial part or all of their initial investment.
Concentration risk
Although there are various investment restrictions with which the Manager has to comply when
managing the investments of the Sub-Fund, the concentration of the Sub-Fund’s investments in
the PRC may subject the Sub-Fund’s investments to greater volatility than portfolios which
comprise broad-based global investments.
Risk of investing in fixed income instruments:
Interest rate risk
The Sub-Fund’s investments in fixed income instruments are subject to interest rate risk.
Generally, the value of fixed income instruments is expected to be inversely correlated with
changes in interest rates. As interest rates rise, the market value of fixed income instruments tends
to decrease. Long-term fixed income instruments in general are subject to higher sensitivity to
interest rate changes than short-term fixed income instruments. Any increase in interest rates may
adversely impact the value of the Sub-Fund’s fixed income portfolio.
As the Sub-Fund’s invests in domestic PRC bonds, the Sub-Fund is additionally subject to policy
risk as changes in macro-economic policies in the PRC (including monetary policy and fiscal
policy) may have an influence over the PRC’s capital markets and affect the pricing of the bonds in
the Sub-Fund’s portfolio, which may in turn adversely affect the return of the Sub-Fund.
Credit risk
Investment in fixed income instruments is subject to the credit risk of the issuers which may be
unable or unwilling to make timely payments of principal and/or interest. In the event of a default
or credit rating downgrading of the issuers of the fixed income instruments held by the Sub-Fund,
valuation of the Sub-Fund’s portfolio may become more difficult, the Sub-Fund’s value will be
adversely affected and investors may suffer a substantial loss as a result. The Sub-Fund may also
encounter difficulties or delays in enforcing its rights against the issuers who will generally be
incorporated in the PRC and therefore not subject to the laws of Hong Kong.
Fixed income instruments are offered on an unsecured basis without collateral, and will rank
equally with other unsecured debts of the relevant issuer. As a result, if the issuer becomes
bankrupt, proceeds from the liquidation of the issuer’s assets will be paid to holders of fixed income
instruments only after all secured claims have been satisfied in full. The Sub-Fund is therefore
fully exposed to the credit/insolvency risk of its counterparties as an unsecured creditor.
Changing market conditions or other significant events, such as credit rating downgrades affecting
issuers or major financial institutions, may also pose valuation risk to the Sub-Fund as the value of
the Sub-Fund’s portfolio of fixed income instruments, including corporate bonds and commercial
papers, may become more difficult or impossible to ascertain. In such circumstances, valuation of
the Sub-Fund’s investments may involve uncertainties and judgemental determinations as there is
a possibility that independent pricing information may at times be unavailable. If such valuations
should prove to be incorrect, the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund may need to be adjusted and
may be adversely affected. Such events or credit rating downgrades may also subject the SubFund to increased liquidity risk as it may become more difficult for the Sub-Fund to dispose of its
holdings of bonds at a reasonable price or at all.
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Risks of investing in PRC bond markets and of unrated or below investment grade bonds
The Sub-Fund invests in onshore PRC bonds. The financial market of the PRC is at an early stage
of development, and some of such PRC bonds may be rated below investment grade or may not
be rated by any rating agency of an international standard. Such instruments are generally subject
to a higher degree of credit risk and a lower degree of liquidity, which may result in greater
fluctuations in value. The value of these instruments may also be more difficult to ascertain and
thus the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund may be more volatile.
Investors should therefore be aware that an investment in the Sub-Fund is subject to higher
volatility, price fluctuations and risks than an investment in bond products in more developed
markets.
Risks associated with local PRC credit ratings
Some PRC bonds may have been assigned an investment grade rating by a local credit rating
agency in the PRC. However, at present, the PRC’s domestic credit rating industry lacks a strong
reputation and authority amongst market participants in comparison to its counterparts in more
developed markets. This is in part due to the highly-regulated nature of the PRC bond markets,
which may result in credit ratings being perceived as superfluous. In addition, the rating process
may lack transparency and the rating standards may be significantly different from that adopted by
internationally recognised credit rating agencies. Consequently, there is little assurance that credit
ratings are independent, objective and of adequate quality. In some cases, local credit agencies
have been suspected of engaging in “ratings inflation” in order to generate more income from the
ratings business. As a result, credit ratings given by local credit rating agencies are often
disregarded by market participants when making investment and financing decisions. In selecting
the Sub-Fund’s bond portfolio, the Manager may refer to credit ratings given by local PRC credit
rating agencies for reference but will primarily rely on its own internal analysis to evaluate each
bond independently. Investors should also exercise caution before relying on any local credit
ratings.
Liquidity risk
The Sub-Fund may invest in instruments where the volume of transactions may fluctuate
significantly depending on market sentiment. There is a risk that investments made by the SubFund may become less liquid in response to market developments or adverse investor
perceptions. In extreme market situations, there may be no willing buyer and the investments
cannot be readily sold at the desired time or price, and the Sub-Fund may have to accept a lower
price to sell the investments or may not be able to sell the investments at all. An inability to sell a
portfolio position can adversely affect the Sub-Fund’s value or prevent the Sub-Fund from being
able to take advantage of other investment opportunities.
Liquidity risk also includes the risk that the Sub-Fund will not be able to pay redemption proceeds
within the allowable time period because of unusual market conditions, an unusually high volume
of redemption requests, or other uncontrollable factors. To meet redemption requests, the SubFund may be forced to sell investments, at an unfavourable time and/or conditions.
Investment in fixed income securities, small and mid-capitalization stocks and PRC issuers will be
especially subject to the risk that during certain periods, the liquidity of particular issuers or
industries, or all securities within a particular investment category, will shrink or disappear suddenly
and without warning as a result of adverse economic, market or political events, or adverse
investor perceptions whether or not accurate.
Currently, the inter-bank bond market in China is larger and has larger trading volume than the
exchange-trade bond market. Nevertheless, China’s bond market is still in a stage of development
and the bid and offer spread of RMB bonds, whether traded on the inter-bank or listed bond
market, may be high and the Sub-Fund may therefore incur significant trading costs and may even
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suffer losses when selling such investments. In the absence of a regular and active secondary
market, the Sub-Fund may not be able to sell its bond holdings at prices the Manager considers
advantageous and may need to hold the bonds until their maturity date. If sizeable redemption
requests are received, the Sub-Fund may need to liquidate its listed bonds at a discount in order to
satisfy such requests and the Sub-Fund may suffer losses. The Manager seeks to control the
liquidity risk of the Sub-Fund’s bond portfolio by a series of internal management measures in
order to meet Unitholders’ redemption requests.
Operational and settlement risks
The Sub-Fund is subject to operational risks that may arise from any breaches by the Manager’s
investment management staff of the Manager’s operational policies or technical failures of
communication and trading systems. Whilst the Manager has in place internal control systems,
operational guidelines and contingency procedures to reduce the chances of such operational
risks, there is no guarantee events beyond the control of the Manager (such as unauthorised
trading, trading errors or system errors) will not occur. The occurrence of any such events may
adversely affect the value of the Sub-Fund.
To the extent that Sub-Fund transacts in the inter-bank bond market in China, the Sub-Fund may
also be exposed to risks associated with settlement procedures. Any significant delays in the
settlement of transactions or the registration of a transfer may affect the ability to ascertain the
value of the Sub-Fund’s portfolio and adversely affect the Sub-Fund.
Risk of investing in other funds
The Sub-Fund may from time to time invest in other public bond funds issued in China and
authorised by the CSRC for retail investment. Investing in other funds may expose the Sub-Fund
to the following risks:
Additional fees associated with investing in underlying funds: The value of the shares or units of
the underlying funds will take into account their fees and expenses, including fees (in some cases
including performance fees) charged by their management companies or investment managers.
Some underlying funds may also impose fees or levies which may be payable by the Sub-Fund
when it subscribes to or redeems out of such underlying funds. Whilst the Manager will take the
level of any such fees into account when deciding whether or not to invest, investors should
nevertheless be aware that investing into underlying funds may involve another layer of fees, in
addition to the fees charged by the Sub-Fund.
Investment objective risk: Although the Manager will use due diligence procedures to select and
monitor underlying funds, there can be no assurance that an underlying fund’s investment strategy
will be successful or that its investment objective will be achieved.
Conflicts of interest: The Sub-Fund may from time to time invest in other funds managed by the
Manager or Connected Persons of the Manager. In such circumstances, in accordance with the
Sub-Fund’s investment restrictions, all initial charges on the underlying fund must be waived for the
Sub-Fund, and the Manager may not obtain a rebate on any fees or charges levied by the
underlying fund. However, despite such measures, conflicts of interest may nevertheless arise out
of such investments, and in such event the Manager will use its best endeavours to resolve such
conflicts fairly.
Risks associated with the RQFII regime
RQFII systems risk
The current RQFII Regulations include rules on investment restrictions applicable to the Sub-Fund.
Transaction sizes for RQFIIs are relatively large (with the corresponding heightened risk of
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exposure to decreased market liquidity and significant price volatility leading to possible adverse
effects on the timing and pricing of acquisition or disposal of securities).
Onshore PRC securities acquired by a RQFII for the account of the Sub-Fund are registered in the
name of “Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited – Bosera RMB Bond Fund” in
accordance with the relevant rules and regulations, and maintained in electronic form via a
securities account with the CSDCC. The account is required to bear the name of “Bosera Asset
Management (International) Co., Limited” as this is the name under which the RQFII is approved
by the relevant regulator. The RQFII selects PRC brokers (each a “PRC Broker”) to act on its
behalf in the onshore PRC securities markets as well as the PRC Custodian (directly or through its
delegate) to maintain its assets in custody in accordance with the terms of the RQFII Custody
Agreement.
In the event of any default of either a PRC broker or the PRC Custodian (directly or through its
delegate) in the execution or settlement of any transaction or in the transfer of any funds or
securities in the PRC, the Sub-Fund may encounter delays in recovering its assets which may in
turn impact the net asset value of the Sub-Fund.
There can be no assurance that additional RQFII Quota can be obtained to fully satisfy
subscription requests. This may result in a need for the Manager to close the Sub-Fund to further
subscriptions. In extreme circumstances, the Sub-Fund may incur significant loss due to limited
investment capabilities, or may not be able fully to implement or pursue its investment objectives or
strategies, due to RQFII investment restrictions, illiquidity of the PRC’s securities markets, and
delay or disruption in execution of trades or in settlement of trades.
The regulations which regulate investments by RQFIIs in the PRC and the repatriation of capital
from RQFII investments are relatively new. The application and interpretation of such investment
regulations are therefore relatively untested and there is no certainty as to how they will be applied
as the PRC authorities and regulators have been given wide discretion in such investment
regulations and there is no precedent or certainty as to how such discretion may be exercised now
or in the future.
PRC Custodian and PRC Brokers risk
Onshore PRC assets acquired by the Sub-Fund through the Manager’s RQFII Quota will be
maintained by the PRC Custodian’s delegate in electronic form via a securities account with the
CSDCC and a cash account with the PRC Custodian’s delegate.
The RQFII also selects one or more PRC Brokers to execute transactions for the Sub-Fund in the
PRC markets. The Sub-Fund may incur losses due to the acts or omissions or insolvency of the
PRC Brokers or the PRC Custodian’s delegate in the execution or settlement of any transaction or
in the transfer of any funds or securities. Subject to the applicable laws and regulations in the PRC,
the Manager will make arrangements to ensure that the PRC Brokers and PRC Custodian’s
delegate have appropriate procedures to properly safe-keep the Sub-Fund’s assets.
According to the RQFII Regulations and market practice, the securities and cash accounts for the
Sub-Fund in the PRC are to be maintained in the joint names of the Manager as the RQFII and the
Sub-Fund. Although the Manager has obtained a legal opinion that the assets in such securities
account would belong to the Sub-Fund, such opinion cannot be relied on as being conclusive, as
the RQFII Regulations are subject to the interpretation of the relevant authorities in the PRC.
Investors should note that cash deposited in the cash account of the Sub-Fund with the PRC
Custodian’s delegate will not be segregated but will be a debt owing from the PRC Custodian’s
delegate to the Sub-Fund as a depositor. Such cash will be co-mingled with cash belong to other
clients of the PRC Custodian’s delegate. In the event of bankruptcy or liquidation of the PRC
Custodian’s delegate, the Sub-Fund will not have any proprietary rights to the cash deposited in
such cash account, and the Sub-Fund will become an unsecured creditor, ranking pari passu with
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all other unsecured creditors, of the PRC Custodian’s delegate. The Sub-Fund may face difficulty
and/or encounter delays in recovering such debt, or may not be able to recover it in full or at all, in
which case the Sub-Fund will suffer losses.
Repatriation risk
Repatriations by RQFIIs conducted in RMB for a fund such as the Sub-Fund are not subject to any
restrictions, lock-up periods or prior approval. There is no assurance, however, that PRC rules and
regulations will not change or that repatriation restrictions will not be imposed in the future. Any
restrictions on repatriation of the invested capital and net profits may impact on the Sub-Fund’s
ability to meet redemption requests from Unitholders.
RMB currency risk
RMB is not freely convertible and subject to exchange controls and restrictions
It should be noted that the RMB is currently not a freely convertible currency as it is subject to
foreign exchange control policies and repatriation restrictions imposed by the PRC government.
Since 1994, the conversion of RMB into US dollar has been based on rates set by the People’s
Bank of China, which are set daily based on the previous day’s PRC interbank foreign exchange
market rate. On 21 July, 2005, the PRC government introduced a managed floating exchange rate
system to allow the value of RMB to fluctuate within a regulated band based on market supply and
demand and by reference to a basket of currencies. In addition, a market maker system was
introduced to the interbank spot foreign exchange market. In July 2008, China announced that its
exchange rate regime was further transformed into a managed floating mechanism based on
market supply and demand. Given the domestic and overseas economic developments, the
PBOC decided to further improve the RMB exchange rate regime in June 2010 to enhance the
flexibility of the RMB exchange rate. However it should be noted that the PRC government’s
policies on exchange control and repatriation restrictions are subject to change, and any such
change may adversely impact the Sub-Fund. There can be no assurance that the RMB exchange
rate will not fluctuate widely against the US dollar or any other foreign currency in the future. Any
depreciation of the RMB will decrease the value of RMB-denominated assets the Sub-Fund may
hold and of any dividends that the Sub-Fund may receive from such investments, which may have
a detrimental impact on the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund, and vice versa.
Foreign exchange transactions under the capital account, including principal payments in respect
of foreign currency-denominated obligations, currently continue to be subject to significant foreign
exchange controls and require the approval of SAFE. On the other hand, the existing PRC foreign
exchange regulations have significantly reduced government foreign exchange controls for
transactions under the current account, including trade and service related foreign exchange
transactions and payment of dividends. Nevertheless, the Manager cannot predict whether the
PRC government will continue its existing foreign exchange policy or when the PRC government
will allow free conversion of the RMB to foreign currency.
Investors may be adversely affected by movements of exchange rates between the RMB and other
currencies
Investors whose assets and liabilities are predominantly in Hong Kong dollars or in currencies
other than RMB (being the currency in which the Units are denominated) should take into account
the potential risk of loss arising from fluctuations in value between the such currencies and the
RMB. There is no guarantee that the RMB will appreciate in value against the HK$ or any other
currency, or that the strength of the RMB may not weaken. In such case an investor may enjoy a
gain in RMB terms but suffer a loss when converting funds from RMB back into HK$ (or any other
currency). Investors should also see the risk factor on “PRC Foreign Exchange Restrictions Risk”
below.
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Risks associated with the PRC
Economic, political and social risks
The economy of China, which has been in a state of transition from a planned economy to a more
market oriented economy, differs from the economies of most developed countries in many
respects, including the level of government involvement, its state of development, its growth rate,
control of foreign exchange, and allocation of resources.
Although the majority of productive assets in China are still owned by the PRC government at
various levels, in recent years, the PRC government has implemented economic reform measures
emphasising utilisation of market forces in the development of the economy of China and a high
level of management autonomy. The economy of China has experienced significant growth in the
past 20 years, but growth has been uneven both geographically and among various sectors of the
economy. Economic growth has also been accompanied by periods of high inflation. The PRC
government has implemented various measures from time to time to control inflation and restrain
the rate of economic growth.
For more than 20 years, the PRC government has carried out economic reforms to achieve
decentralisation and utilisation of market forces to develop the economy of the PRC. These
reforms have resulted in significant economic growth and social progress. There can, however, be
no assurance that the PRC government will continue to pursue such economic policies or, if it
does, that those policies will continue to be successful. Any such adjustment and modification of
those economic policies may have an adverse impact on the securities market in the PRC as well
as the underlying Securities of the Sub-Fund. Further, the PRC government may from time to time
adopt corrective measures to control the growth of the PRC economy which may also have an
adverse impact on the capital growth and performance of the Sub-Fund.
Political changes, social instability and adverse diplomatic developments in the PRC could result in
the imposition of additional government restrictions including expropriation of assets, confiscatory
taxes or nationalisation of some or all of the property held by the underlying issuers of the fixed
income instruments in the Sub-Fund’s portfolio.
PRC laws and regulations risk
The regulatory and legal framework for capital markets and joint stock companies in the PRC may
not be as well developed as those of developed countries. PRC laws and regulations affecting
securities markets are relatively new and evolving, and because of the limited volume of published
cases and judicial interpretation and their non-binding nature, interpretation and enforcement of
these regulations involve significant uncertainties. In addition, as the PRC legal system develops,
no assurance can be given that changes in such laws and regulations, their interpretation or their
enforcement will not have a material adverse effect on their business operations.
Accounting and reporting standards risk
Accounting, auditing and financial reporting standards and practices applicable to PRC companies
may be different to those standards and practices applicable to countries that have more
developed financial markets. For example, there are differences in the valuation methods of
properties and assets and in the requirements for disclosure of information to investors.
Changes in PRC taxation risk
The PRC Government has implemented a number of tax reform policies in recent years. The
current tax laws and regulations may be revised or amended in the future. Any revision or
amendment in tax laws and regulations may affect the after-taxation profit of PRC companies and
foreign investors in such companies. In particular, please refer to “Risk associated with PRC
taxation” below.
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Risk associated with PRC taxation
By investing in RMB-denominated debt instruments issued by PRC tax resident enterprises,
irrespective of whether such securities are issued or distributed onshore (“onshore PRC
securities”) or offshore (“offshore PRC securities”, and together with onshore PRC securities, the
“PRC Securities”), the Sub-Fund may be subject to PRC taxes.
Corporate Income Tax
Dividend income and interest Income – If the Sub-Fund is considered as a tax resident enterprise
of the PRC, it will be subject to PRC Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) at 25% on its worldwide taxable
income. If the Sub-Fund is considered a non-tax resident enterprise with an establishment or
place of business (“PE”) in the PRC, the profits and gains attributable to that PE would be subject
to PRC CIT at 25%.
The Manager and the Trustee intend to manage and operate the Sub-Fund in such a manner that
the Sub-Fund should not be treated as a tax resident enterprise of the PRC or a non-tax resident
enterprise with an establishment or place of business in the PRC for CIT purposes, although this
cannot be guaranteed.
Unless a specific exemption or reduction is available under current PRC tax laws and regulations
or relevant tax treaties, non-tax resident enterprises without PE in the PRC are subject to CIT on a
withholding basis (“WIT”), generally at a rate of 10%, to the extent it directly derives PRC sourced
passive income. PRC sourced passive income (such as interest income from the investment in
PRC Securities). Accordingly, the Sub-Fund may be subject to WIT on any interest it receives
from a Sub-Fund’s investment in PRC Securities. Under the PRC CIT Law, interests derived from
government bonds are exempt from PRC WIT.
Under current regulations in the PRC, foreign investors (such as the Sub-Fund) may invest in
onshore PRC securities, generally, only through a QFII or a RQFII (in this section referred to as the
“relevant QFII”). Since only the relevant QFII’s interests in onshore PRC securities are recognised
under PRC laws, any tax liability would, if it arises, be payable by the relevant QFII. However under
the terms of the arrangement between the relevant QFII and the Trust, the relevant QFII will pass
on any tax liability to the Trust for the account of the relevant Sub-Fund. As such, the Trust is the
ultimate party which bears the risks relating to any PRC taxes which are so levied by the relevant
PRC tax authority. Under current PRC tax laws and regulations, a relevant QFII is subject to a
WIT of 10% on interest from the PRC securities unless exempt or reduced under current PRC tax
laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
Capital gains – Specific rules governing taxes on capital gains derived by QFIIs or RQFIIs from the
trading of PRC Securities have yet to be announced. It is possible that the relevant tax authorities
may in the future clarify the tax position on capital gains realised by the Sub-Fund dealing in PRC
Securities or by a relevant QFII from dealing in onshore PRC securities. In the absence of such
specific rules, the income tax treatment should be governed by the general tax provisions of the
PRC CIT Law. If the foreign investor is a non-tax resident enterprise without PE in the PRC, a
10% WIT would be imposed on the PRC-sourced capital gains, unless exempt or reduced under
current PRC tax laws and regulations or relevant tax treaties.
In light of the uncertainty on the income tax treatment on capital gains and in order to meet this
potential tax liability for capital gains, the Manager reserves the right to provide for the WIT on such
gains or income and withhold the tax for the account of the Sub-Fund. The Manager will at present
make a provision of 10% for the account of the Sub-Fund in respect of any potential WIT on capital
gains. The amount of actual provision will be disclosed in the accounts of the relevant sub-fund.
Investors should note that such provision may be excessive or inadequate to meet actual PRC tax
liabilities on investments made by the sub-fund. As a result, investors may be advantaged or
disadvantaged depending on the final rules of the relevant PRC tax authorities. Upon any future
resolution of the above-mentioned uncertainty or further changes to tax law or policies, the
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Manager will, as soon as practicable, make relevant adjustments to the amount of tax provision as
it considers necessary.
Business Tax (“BT”) and other surtaxes:
The revised PRC Provisional Regulations of Business Tax (“BT Law”) which came into effect on 1
January 2009 stipulates that gains derived by taxpayers from the trading of marketable securities
would be subject to BT at 5%.
Caishui [2005] 155 states that gains derived by QFIIs from the trading of Chinese securities are
exempt from BT. The new PRC BT law which came into effect on 1 January 2009 has not
changed this exemption treatment at the time of this Memorandum. However, it is not clear
whether a similar exemption would be extended to RQFIIs.
However, for marketable securities other than those trading under QFIIs, the new BT law shall
apply to levy BT at 5% on the difference between the selling and buying prices of those marketable
securities. Where capital gains are derived from trading of offshore PRC securities (e.g. H-shares)
BT in general is not imposed as the purchase and disposal are often concluded and completed
outside China.
The new BT law does not specifically exempt BT on interest earned by non-financial institution.
Hence, interest on both government and corporate bonds in theory should be subject to 5% BT.
Dividend income or profit distributions on equity investment derived from China are not included in
the taxable scope of BT.
If BT is applicable, there are also other surtaxes (which include Urban Construction and
Maintenance Tax, Education Surcharge and Local Education Surcharge) that would amount to as
high as 12% of BT payable.
It should also be noted that the actual applicable tax rates imposed by SAT may be different and
may change from time to time. There is a possibility of the rules being changed and taxes being
applied retrospectively. As such, any provision for taxation made by the Manager may be
excessive or inadequate to meet final PRC tax liabilities. Consequently, Unitholders may be
advantaged or disadvantaged depending upon the final tax liabilities, the level of provision and
when they subscribed and/or redeemed their Units.
If the actual applicable tax rate levied by SAT is higher than that provided for by the Manager so
that there is a shortfall in the tax provision amount, investors should note that the Net Asset Value
of the relevant sub-fund may suffer more than the tax provision amount as the sub-fund will
ultimately have to bear the additional tax liabilities. In this case, the then existing and new
Unitholders will be disadvantaged. On the other hand, if the actual applicable tax rate levied by
SAT is lower than that provided for by the Manager so that there is an excess in the tax provision
amount, Unitholders who have redeemed their Units before SAT’s ruling, decision or guidance in
this respect will be disadvantaged as they would have borne the loss from the Manager’s
overprovision. In this case, the then existing and new Unitholders may benefit if the difference
between the tax provision and the actual taxation liability under that lower tax rate can be returned
to the account of the Sub-Fund as assets thereof. Notwithstanding the above provisions,
Unitholders who have already redeemed their Units in the Sub-Fund before the return of any
overprovision to the account of the Sub-Fund will not be entitled or have any right to claim any part
of such overprovision.
Unitholders should seek their own tax advice on their tax position with regard to their investment in
any sub-fund.
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It is possible that the current tax laws, regulations and practice in the PRC will change, including
the possibility of taxes being applied retrospectively, and that such changes may result in higher
taxation on PRC investments than currently contemplated.
Dividends risk
There is no assurance that the Sub-Fund will declare to pay dividends or distributions. The ability
of the Sub-Fund to pay distributions also depends on interest payments made by issuers of
onshore PRC fixed income instruments net of any PRC dividend withholding tax or provision for
withholding tax and the level of fees and expenses payable by the Sub-Fund. Investors will not
receive any interest payments, dividends or other distributions directly from the PRC issuers of the
PRC fixed income instruments within the Sub-Fund’s portfolio.
The ability of the issuers of onshore PRC fixed income instruments to make interest payments is
based on numerous factors, including their current financial condition and general economic
conditions. There can be no assurance that such companies will be able to honour payment
obligations.
Investors may not therefore receive any distributions.
Reports and accounts
The first accounts for the Sub-Fund cover the period to 31 December 2012.
Distribution policy
The Manager may in its discretion make cash distributions to Unitholders out of the Sub-Fund at
such times as the Manager considers appropriate. Currently, the Manager intends to make
distribution on a semi-annual basis (i.e. June and December in each year). However, there is no
guarantee of regular distribution nor, where distribution is made, the amount being distributed. The
cash distribution will be paid to Unitholders at their own risk and expense by telegraphic transfer in
RMB normally within one calendar month after the declaration of such distribution by the Manager.
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博時投資基金（「信託基金」）
博時人民幣債券基金（「子基金」）
註釋備忘錄的補編

重要事項：
本補編為博時投資基金－博時人民幣債券基金註釋備忘錄的補充並構成其一部分，應連同不時予以補充的
2012年1月的註釋備忘錄一併閱讀及理解（「註釋備忘錄」）。除本補編另有說明外，本補編所用的詞彙及
用語與註釋備忘錄所定義者具相同涵義。
如閣下對註釋備忘錄及本補編的內容有疑問，應諮詢閣下的獨立專業財務意見。
香港證券及期貨事務監察委員會不會就本補編所作的任何陳述的準確性或所表達的任何意見承擔責任。

以下為註釋備忘錄的補充資料：
1.

於「稅務」一節之下，第 26 至 28 頁「中國」分節完全刪除，並由下列取代：
「中國
透過投資中國稅務居民企業發行的以人民幣計值的債務工具，則無論該等證券於境內（「境內中國證
券」）或境外（「境外中國證券」，連同境內中國證券合稱「中國證券」）發行或分銷，子基金都可
能須繳付中國稅項。

企業所得稅：
倘信託基金或有關子基金被視為中國的稅務居民企業，其須按全球應課稅收入 25%繳付中國企業所得
稅（「企業所得稅」）。倘信託基金或有關子基金被視為於中國設立據點或營業地點（「營業地
點」）的非稅務居民企業，該營業地點應佔溢利及收益將須按稅率 25%繳付中國企業所得稅。
經理人擬管理及經營信託基金及各子基金，使信託基金及各子基金就企業所得稅而言不應被視為中國
稅務居民企業或於中國設立據點或營業地點的非稅務居民企業，即使此項仍然無法保證。
(a) 紅利收入或利息收入
除非根據現行中國稅務法律法規或有關稅務協議獲得特別豁免或減免，於中國並無營業地點的非稅務
居民企業須就其直接源自中國被動收入按一般稅率 10%以預扣方式繳付企業所得稅。源自中國被動收
入（如股息收入或利息收入）可能從投資中國證券中產生。因此，信託基金或子基金一般須就其從中
國證券投資獲取的任何現金股息、分派和利息按 10%繳付預扣所得稅（「預扣所得稅」）。
就利息而言，根據《企業所得稅法》，國務院財政主管部門發行的政府債券及/或經國務院批准的地方
政府債券的利息，可免繳中國所得稅。此外，根據《內地和香港特別行政區關於對所得避免雙重徵稅
和防止偷漏稅的安排》（「中港安排」），若香港稅務居民收取來自中國稅務居民企業的利息收入，
則只要該名香港稅務居民是中港安排下利息收入的實益所有人而且符合其他相關條件，預扣所得稅率
可減至 7%。實際上，由於要證明投資基金是所收取利息收入的實益所有人存在實際困難，該投資基金
一般不能享有 7%的預扣所得稅減免稅率。一般而言，現行的 10%稅率應適用於子基金。
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就股息而言，根據中港安排，由中國稅務居民向香港稅務居民派發的股息將須按 5%的減免稅率繳納中
國預扣所得稅，條件是(i)該香港稅務居民是股息的實益所有人；(ii)該香港稅務居民持有該中國稅務居
民至少 25%的股權；及(iii)符合相關條約的條件。基於每隻子基金的投資限制，子基金不會持有由任何
單一中國發行人所發行的普通股的 10%以上。為此，有關子基金將不能享有根據中港安排規定的預扣
所得稅 5%的減免稅率。
在收到收入時，針對非從來源扣繳的預扣所得稅的情況，經理人將對來源於中國證券的股息和利息收
入（包括中國政策性銀行（即中國農業發展銀行、國家開發銀行及中國進出口銀行）發行的中國債務
證券所得票息收入）作出相關的撥備（預扣所得稅從源扣繳的，將不再撥備）。
(ii) 買賣債務工具所得資本收益
尚未公佈有關外國投資者(包括 QFII / RQFII)買賣中國證券變現所得的資本收益的稅項的特別規則。第
79 號通知對於 QFII 及 RQFII 買賣權益性投資資產以外的中國證券變現所得的資本收益的中國企業所
得稅如何處理亦並無訂明。根據中國稅務機關的口頭說明，外國投資者投資於中國債務證券變現所得
的收益屬非中國來源收入，因此不應繳納中國預扣所得稅。然而，中國稅務機關並未發佈任何書面的
稅務規例以確認上述詮釋。實際上，中國稅務機關並不曾就外國投資者買賣債務證券變現所得的資本
收益徵收中國預扣所得稅。
根據第 79 號通知及上述中國稅務機關對於買賣中國債務證券變現所得資本收益的中國預扣所得稅可能
徵收情況的詮釋，經理人將不會就透過 QFII 及 RQFII 買賣中國債務證券所得的未變現及已變現資本收
益總額作出任何中國預扣所得稅的撥備。若上述暫免徵稅被撤除或若中國稅務機關更改其詮釋，經理
人保留權利就買賣中國債務證券所得的已變現及未變現資本收益總額作出中國預扣所得稅的撥備。
由於子基金並不投資於股票，並無須就買賣中國稅務居民公司股份所得的資本收益制定撥備政策。經
理人將持續評估每隻相關子基金的預扣所得稅撥備情況，並保留就資本收益或收入作出預扣所得稅撥
備及為相關子基金扣繳稅項的權利。

增值稅（「增值稅」）及其他附加稅：
根據從 2016 年 5 月 1 日起生效的財稅[2016]第 36 號(「第 36 號通知」)規定，繳稅人從買賣有價證券
變現所得的收益一般須繳納 6%的增值稅。根據第 36 號通知及財稅[2016]第 70 號文，(i)QFII 及 RQFII
買賣中國證券變現所得的收益，及(ii)認可外國投資者買賣在中國銀行間債券市場的人民幣計值債務證
券變現所得的收益，均可豁免中國增值稅。
根據第 36 號通知，利息收入須繳納 6%的中國增值稅，除非根據稅務規例獲得特別的增值稅豁免。根
據第 36 號通知，來自中國政府債券或地方政府債券的票息收入及存款利息收入是獲豁免中國增值稅
的。在海外投資者根據現行稅務規例並未就票息收入獲得任何特別的增值稅豁免的情況下，海外投資
者收到來自中國的非政府債券票息收入(例如金融債券、政策性銀行債券、公司債券)，理論上須繳付
6%增值稅。增值稅制度仍有待國家稅務總局及/或財政部進一步闡明，增值稅制度對諸如子基金等
RQFII 基金的實施情況尚未可確定。
從中國所得的股本投資股息收入或利潤分派不納入增值稅的應課稅範圍。
如增值稅適用，亦有其他地方附加稅(包括城市維護建設稅、教育附加稅及地方教育附加稅等)可能令應
付增值稅高達 12%。
經理人現時作出的撥備，相等於下列兩項的總和：(i)就增值稅而言，子基金收到的債券票息(中國政府
債券或地方政府債券除外)的 6%；另加(ii)就增值稅的潛在地方附加稅而言，(i)項所述增值稅額的
12%。
換言之，撥備相等於子基金收到的債券票息(中國政府債券或地方政府債券除外)的 6.72%。

印花稅：
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根據中國法律，印花稅一般適用於簽訂及接受《中國印花稅暫行條例》所列的所有應納稅憑證。中國
若干憑證於簽訂或接受時支付印花稅，這些憑證包括於中國證券交易所買賣的中國 A 股及 B 股的出售
合約。如為出售中國 A 股及 B 股的合約，現按 0.1% 對賣方而非買方徵收印花稅。

一般情況：
中國稅務規則及慣例並未完全確定。中國稅務機關可能變更其對中國企業所得稅法條文的觀點及詮
釋。亦應注意，國家稅務總局（「國家稅務局」）施加的實際適用稅率可能不同並不時改變。規則可
能改變，並追溯應用稅項。因此，經理人作出的任何稅務撥備可能過多或不足以應付最終的中國稅務
責任。因此，視乎最終稅務責任、撥備水平及何時認購及／或贖回其單位，單位持有人可能受惠或有
所損失。
倘國家稅務局徵收的實際適用稅率高於經理人就此作出的撥備，令稅務撥備不足，投資者應注意，由
於子基金最終須承擔額外稅務責任，故有關子基金的資產淨值所承擔的可能較稅務撥備額為多。在此
情況下，當時的現有及新單位持有人將有所損失。另外，倘國家稅務局徵收的實際適用稅率低於經理
人就此作出的撥備，令稅務超額撥備，於國家稅務局就此頒令、作出決定或指引前已贖回其單位的單
位持有人將有所損失，原因是彼等將已承擔經理人超額撥備的虧損。在此情況下，如可將稅務撥備與
按該較低稅率的實際稅務責任間的差額退回子基金戶口作為其資產，則當時的現有及新單位持有人可
能受惠。儘管有上述條文規定，於任何超額撥備退回子基金戶口之前已贖回其單位的單位持有人將不
能享有亦沒有權利要求上述超額撥備的任何部分。
單位持有人應就其投資任何子基金的稅務情況，自行諮詢稅務意見。
中國政府近年已實施各種稅務改革政策，現行稅務法律法規將來可能予以修改或修訂。中國現行稅務
法律法規及慣例將來可能改變，並具有追溯效力，而上述任何變動可能對有關子基金的資產淨值有不
利影響。此外，概不能保證現時提供予外國公司的稅務優惠(若有)將來不會被廢止而現有稅務法律法規
不會被修改或修訂。任何稅務政策的變更都可能減低子基金所投資的中國公司的稅後利潤，從而減少
來自有關單位的收入及/或該等單位的價值。」
2. 在附錄一：博時人民幣債券基金，註釋備忘錄第 47 頁「額外風險因素」一節之下「中國稅務改變的風
險」風險因素完全刪除，並由下列取代：
「中國政府近年已實施各種稅務改革政策。現行稅務法律法規將來可能予以修改或修訂。稅務法律法
規任何修改或修訂可能影響中國公司及外國投資者在該等公司的稅後利潤。」
3. 在附錄一：博時人民幣債券基金，註釋備忘錄第 47 至 48 頁「額外風險因素」一節之下「與中國稅務
相關的風險」風險因素完全刪除。
博時基金（國際）有限公司對本補編所載資料於出版日期的準確性負責。
註釋備忘錄必須連同本補編派發。
Bosera Asset Management (International) Co., Limited
博時基金（國際）有限公司
日期：2017年12月14日
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慵天ḳ枭:
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀
抬˭炸炻ㅱ忋⎴ᶵ㗪Ḱẍ墄⃭䘬2012⸜1㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻
㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
1. 㕤姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 5 枩㧁柴䁢ˬ㛔➢慹䘬䭉䎮˭ᶨ䭨ᷳᶳ炻⛐ˬ䴻瀲Ṣ䘬吋ḳ屯瀌⤪ᶳ˭ᷳ⼴楖㘞䘬Ⰽ㬟
⬴ℐ⇒昌炻᷎䓙ᶳ↿⍾ẋ烉
ˬ⬳叔㴟
⬳⃰䓇㗗䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ炻Ṏ㗗䴻䎮Ṣ䘬埴㓧䷥塩ˤ㬌⇵炻⬳⃰䓇㑼ảᷕ⚳ⶍ⓮戨埴➟埴吋ḳℤ埴攟炻屈
屔戨埴䘬㔜橼㤕⊁䘤⯽䆇忳ˤ晐⼴↢ảᷕ⚳ⶍ⓮戨埴炷Ṇ㳚炸䘬∗埴㓧䷥塩炻䴙䭉䑘䎫ⶪ⟜ˣ䑘䎫屯
㛔圵屯ˣ嫱⇠ˣ暞ⓖ戨埴⍲屯妲䥹㈨⎬悐攨炻Ṏᷣ䭉ⶍ戨Ṇ㳚䘬屯䓊䭉䎮悐ˤ⬳⃰䓇㕤 2016 ⸜ 9 㚰≈ℍ
䴻䎮Ṣˤ⬳⃰䓇䌚㌰楁㷗⣏⬠ⶍ⓮䭉䎮䡑⢓⍲⋿㽛⣏⬠ⶍ⓮䭉䎮䡑⢓⬠ỵˤ
⬓䌣
⬓⤛⢓㗗䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ冒 1994 ⸜崟炻⬓⤛⢓ả借㕤ᷕ怈屉⊁㚱旸屔ả℔⎠ˣ怈忂㴟忳姕⁁㚵⊁㚱旸℔
⎠ˣᷕ怈⚳晃㍏偉㚱旸℔⎠ˣ曺Ⲟ怈㲳凡⒉借㤕⬠昊⍲㊃⓮⯨慹圵普⛀㚱旸℔⎠炻↢ả䭉䎮Ṣ⒉炻᷎䴙
䭉屉⊁ḳ⭄ˤ⬓⤛⢓㕤㕤 2016 ⸜ 12 㚰≈ℍ⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠炻䎦ả屉⊁䷥䚋炷屉⊁屈屔Ṣ炸ℤ吋
ḳ㚫䦀㚠ˤ⬓⤛⢓䌚㌰ᷕ⣖屉䴻⣏⬠䭉䎮⬠䡑⢓⬠ỵˤ
.
⼸堃
⼸⃰䓇㗗䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ冒 1993 ⸜崟炻⼸⃰䓇ả借㕤㶙⛛ⶪ姤⇠䭉䎮彎℔⭌ˣᷕ⚳嫱⇠䚋䜋䭉䎮⥼⒉㚫
⍲㐑㟡⢓ᷡ⇑厗搓➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠ˤ⼸⃰䓇㕤 2015 ⸜ 6 㚰≈ℍ⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠᷎䎦䁢∗䷥塩炻
䴙䭉㔜橼䭉䎮借⊁ˤ⼸⃰䓇Ṏ㗗⌂㗪屯㛔䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠䘬吋ḳˤ⼸⃰䓇䌚㌰⊿Ṕ⣏⬠䭉䎮⬠䡑⢓⬠
ỵˤ˭
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晄㛔幓瀫䙲炻ㅱ⎹⍿妿Ṣ䡢娵㓞⥍䓛婳堐㟤ˤ䴻瀲Ṣ⍲⍿妿Ṣ炷⍲ảỽ⼤䫱⎬冒䘬ᷣ䭉Ṣ⒉ˣₙ⒉ˣẋ
瀲Ṣㆾ⍿⥼Ṣ炸㤪ᶵ㚫⯙⚈㰺㚱㓞⇘ㆾ䃉㱽彐娵ẍ⁛䛇ㆾ℞Ṿ暣⫸㕡⺷怆Ṍ䘬ảỽ䓛婳堐㟤侴⺽农䘬ả
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ỽ㎵⣙炻ㆾ⚈䛇婈䚠ᾉ䓙㬋⺷㌰㪲Ṣ⢓䘤↢䘬ᶲ徘䓛婳侴㍉⍾䘬ảỽ灖≽⺽农ảỽ㎵⣙⎹䓛婳Ṣ屈
屔炻⃀䭉⁛復堐㟤䘬䘤ẞṢ↢䣢䘬⁛復⟙⏲堐㖶䡢⁛復堐㟤ˤ˭
3. 㕤姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 14 枩ˬ╖ỵ䘬岾⚆˭ᶨ䭨ˬ岾⚆䦳⸷˭↮䭨ᷳᶳ䫔ᶱ⍲䫔⚃㭝⬴ℐ⇒昌炻᷎䓙ᶳ↿⍾
ẋ烉
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䓐炸ˣ⮯岾⚆╖ỵ䘬₡ῤㆾ澷䚖ˣ䘣姀╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䘬⥻⎵⍲㍸ὃ岾⚆㓞䙲䘬Ẁ㫦㊯䣢ˤ
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㯪䘬桐晒ˤ⚈㬌炻╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䁢ᾅ晄㛔幓瀫䙲炻ㅱ⎹⍿妿Ṣ䡢娵㓞⥍岾⚆天㯪ˤ䴻瀲Ṣ⍲⍿妿Ṣ炷⍲ả
ỽ⼤䫱⎬冒䘬ᷣ䭉Ṣ⒉ˣₙ⒉ˣẋ瀲Ṣㆾ⍿⥼Ṣ炸㤪㭳枰⯙⚈㰺㚱㓞⇘ㆾ䃉㱽彐娵ẍ⁛䛇ㆾ℞Ṿ暣⫸㕡
⺷䘤↢䘬岾⚆天㯪侴⺽农䘬ảỽ㎵⣙炻ㆾ⚈䛇婈䚠ᾉ䓙㬋⺷㌰㪲Ṣ⢓䘤↢䘬ᶲ徘岾⚆天㯪侴㍉⍾䘬ảỽ
灖≽⺽农ảỽ㎵⣙⎹╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ屈屔炻⃀䭉⁛復天㯪䘬䘤ẞṢ↢䣢䘬⁛復⟙⏲堐㖶䡢⁛復天㯪ˤ˭
4. 㕤姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 16 枩ˬ廱㎃˭ᶨ䭨ᷳᶳ䫔ᶨ㭝⬴ℐ⇒昌炻᷎䓙ᶳ↿⍾ẋ烉
ˬ䴻䎮Ṣ⎗ᶵ㗪㈡Ⅾ╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⮯℞ảỽ⫸➢慹䘬悐↮ㆾℐ悐䘬╖ỵ炷ˬ䎦㚱⫸➢慹˭炸炻廱㎃䁢䴻楁
㷗嫱䚋㚫㈡Ⅾ䘬⎎ᶨ⫸➢慹䘬╖ỵ炷ˬ㕘⫸➢慹˭炸ˤ╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⎗ẍ㚠朊䴻悝怆ㆾ⁛䛇ㆾ℞Ṿ暣⫸㕡
⺷⎹⍿妿Ṣ怆Ṍ廱㎃天㯪怠㑯ẍ⁛䛇ㆾ℞Ṿ暣⫸㕡⺷䘤↢忂䞍䘬╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ炻枰㈧㑼㚱斄天㯪䃉㱽彐娵
ㆾ⍿妿Ṣ㛒傥㓞⇘㚱斄天㯪䘬桐晒ˤ⚈㬌炻╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䁢ᾅ晄㛔幓瀫䙲炻ㅱ⎹⍿妿Ṣ䡢娵㓞⥍廱㎃忂
䞍ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⍲⍿妿Ṣ炷⍲⼤䫱⎬冒䘬ᷣ䭉Ṣ⒉ˣₙ⒉ˣẋ䎮Ṣㆾ⍿⥼Ṣ炸㤪ᶵ⯙⚈㰺㚱㓞⇘ㆾ䃉㱽彐娵
ẍ⁛䛇ㆾ℞Ṿ暣⫸㕡⺷䘤↢䘬廱㎃天㯪侴⺽农䘬ảỽ㎵⣙炻ㆾ⚈䛇婈䚠ᾉ娚䫱㊯䣢䓙╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䘤↢侴
㍉⍾埴≽⺽农䘬ảỽ㎵⣙⎹ảỽ╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ屈屔炻⃀䭉⁛復天㯪䘬䘤ẞṢ↢䣢䘬⁛復⟙⏲堐㖶䡢⁛
復天㯪ˤ῀劍廱㎃悐↮㊩╖ỵ⼴⮶农╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ㊩㚱⮹㕤⯙㕘⫸➢慹妪㖶䘬㚨Ỷ㊩㚱慷炷⤪㚱炸炻⇯
㚱斄廱㎃天㯪⮯ᶵ䌚㍍䲵ˤ˭
5. 䵲㍍㕤姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 31 枩ˬ⍵㲿湹拊夷ἳ˭ᶨ䭨ᷳ⼴≈忚ẍᶳᶨ䭨烉
ˬ㳩≽⿏桐晒䭉䎮
䴻䎮Ṣ姕⭂㚱㓰䭉䎮㭷晣⫸➢慹䘬㳩≽⿏桐晒䘬㍒㕥ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ䘬桐晒䭉䎮借傥悐攨䚋⮇㳩≽⿏桐晒䭉
䎮㓧䫾䘬㖍ⷠ⮎㕥ね㱩ˤ桐晒䭉䎮借傥悐攨⭂㛇冯㈽屯䳬⎰䴻䎮Ᾱ⯙㭷晣⫸➢慹䘬㳩≽⿏桐晒⓷柴忚埴
㹅忂ˤ䴻䎮ṢṎ姕⭂㳩≽⿏桐晒䭉䎮ⶍ℟炷ἳ⤪⛐ˬ岾⚆旸⇞˭ᶨ䭨徘侭炸炻娚䫱ⶍ℟⭡姙䴻䎮Ṣ
ẍ㚱䦑⸷䘬㕡⺷嗽䎮岾⚆炻᷎䡢ᾅ℔⸛⮵⼭㚱㈽屯侭ˤġ
䴻䎮Ṣ䘬桐晒䭉䎮借傥悐攨⮯㊩临⛘ὅ㒂ℏ悐䘬㳩≽⿏㊯㧁姽Ộ㭷晣⫸➢慹䘬㳩≽⿏䉨㱩ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ䁢忼
⇘㳩≽⿏姽Ộ炻⎗侫ㄖᶨ䲣↿⭂慷㧁㸾⍲⭂⿏⚈䳈ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⎗侫ㄖ䘬⭂慷㧁㸾⊭㊔炷劍⎗⍾⼿炸䚠斄屯
䓊䘬䘤埴夷㧉ˣ屟岋ⶖ₡ˣṌ㖻ㆸ㛔ˣ匲⭞㔠䚖ˣ㭷晣⫸➢慹䘬㊩㚱慷炷㊱⛐䘤埴㔠䚖Ỽ㭼ἳ
妰炸ˣ嶅⇘㛇䘬∑检㗪攻⍲䘤埴㗪攻ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ㊱℞⮰㤕⇌㕟墄⃭⎗⍾⼿䘬⭂慷㔠㒂⍲℞Ṿ⭂⿏⚈䳈炻ἳ
⤪㔜橼ⶪ⟜ね㱩ˣ怑䓐䘬䚋䭉夷⭂ˣ妰ῤ屐⸋⍲ᾉ屠岒䳈ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ㊱㳩≽⿏Ỷˣᷕˣ檀䘬ᶨ凔⿏栆⇍炻
⮯㭷晣⫸➢慹䘬屯䓊㬠栆䁢ᶵ⎴䘬㳩≽⿏栆⇍炻᷎⛐侫ㄖ⇘㭷晣⫸➢慹忶⼨䘬㳩≽⿏暨㯪⍲枸㛇㕤㖍⼴
⎗傥䘬ⶪ⟜ね㱩䘬㛒Ἦ㳩≽⿏暨㯪ᷳᶳ炻慸⭂ᶲ徘㭷ᶨ㳩≽⿏栆⇍䘬㚨Ỷ⍲㚨檀㊩㚱慷㊯㧁ˤ劍⫸➢慹
㛒傥忼㧁炻䴻䎮Ṣ⮯⎹ᶲ䳂䭉䎮Ⰼ⋗⟙ḳẞ炻䓙ᶲ䳂䭉䎮Ⰼ⍲㗪ἄ↢ℐ⯨⿏侫ㄖˤ⮯⇞⭂㚱斄㓧䫾᷎⁁
⬀㚱斄姽Ộ䘬㔯ẞˤ䴻䎮ṢṎ⮯㊩临⛘⯙㭷晣⫸➢慹忚埴㳩≽⿏⡻≃㷔娎ˤ˭ġ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
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2

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:

㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯
2012 ⸜1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13
㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍ˣ2014⸜7㚰21
㖍ˣ2014⸜12㚰30㖍ˣ2015⸜4㚰2㖍ˣ2015⸜8㚰31㖍ˣ2016⸜4㚰29㖍⍲2016⸜7㚰15
㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬
娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ
ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 34 枩旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ㈽屯䫾䔍˭ᶨ䭨ˬ(2) ㊯䣢⿏屯䓊↮惵˭
↮䭨ᶳ䘬㔜ᾳ堐炻᷎ẍᶳ堐⍾ẋ烉
屯䓊栆⇍

⫸➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬㊯䣢⿏
䘦↮㭼

᭯ᓌΏǃ᭯ᓌ䰌ᡆ䎵഻ᇦ㍴㒄Ⲭ㹼ⲴӪ≁ᒓࡨۥ

㚨檀䁢 100%

䢰㹼৺ޜਨⲬ㹼ⲴӪ≁ᒓࡨۥ

㚨檀䁢 100%

ԕӪ≁ᒓ䀸٬Ⲵਟᨋ㛑ࡨۥǃ୶ᾝ⾘ᬊǃ⸝ᵏय़⾘৺⸝ᵏ⾘ᬊ

㚨檀䁢 100%

ѝ഻䅹ⴓᴳ䂽ਟⲴ䴦ᣅ䋷ⲴӪ≁ᒓޜࡨۥएส䠁

㚨檀䁢 10%

Ӫ≁ᒓ⨮䠁৺⨮䠁ㅹܩ⢙

㚨檀䁢 40%

㑭䋷⭒㍴ਸ

100%

ġ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤġ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2016 ⸜ 10 㚰 11 㖍

1

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:

㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯
2012 ⸜1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13
㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍ˣ2014⸜7㚰21
㖍ˣ2014⸜12㚰30㖍ˣ2015⸜4㚰2㖍ˣ2015⸜8㚰31㖍⍲2016⸜4㚰29㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙
ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣
慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 5 枩ˬ㛔➢慹䘬䭉䎮˭ᷳˬ䴻䎮Ṣ˭ᶨ䭨ˬ䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ屯㕁⤪ᶳ˭ᷳ⼴炻⬴ℐ⇒⍣
惕拎厗䘬䯉㬟炻᷎ᶼẍᶳ朊㭝句ẋ㚧烉ġ
ġ

Ⱦ楖㘞ġ
楖㘞⃰䓇䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ↮⇍㕤 2000 ⸜䌚⼿ᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹⣏⬠䴻㾇⬠⬠⢓⬠ỵ炻2003 ⸜⍲
2010 ⸜䌚⼿ᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴䞼䨞䓇悐䴻㾇⬠䡑⢓⬠ỵˣ䴻㾇⬠⌂⢓⬠ỵˤ2003 ⸜ 7 㚰军
2005 ⸜ 2 㚰㑼ả戨㱛嫱⇠㚱旸屔ả℔⎠䴻䎮ˤ2005 ⸜ 3 㚰军 2015 ⸜ 8 㚰㕤ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫ⶍ
ἄ炻㑼ả∗嗽攟烊ġ2015 ⸜ 8 㚰军Ṳ㑼ả⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠檀䳂栏⓷ˤġ

ġ

忋⮹⅔ġ
忋⮹⅔⤛⢓䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ䔊㤕㕤厗ᷕ彚㤕⣏⬠炻䌚⼿⽖䓇䈑⬠⢓⬠ỵ炻᷎㕤⺋㜙䚩⥼源
㟉⬠⍾⼿䴻㾇⬠䡑⢓⬠ỵˤ1992ġ ⸜崟⃰⼴⛐⺋㜙ᷕ埴䎈㰇ᾉ㈀㚱旸℔⎠ˣ匟嗕戨埴Ṇ㳚℔
⎠ˣ⣏ㆸ➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠ˣ㗇⯽ⓗ檀忼㚱旸℔⎠ˣ⣏ㆸ⚳晃屯䓊䭉䎮℔⎠ⶍἄˤ㕤 2012ġ
⸜ 5ġ 㚰㬋⺷≈ℍ⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠炻㚦ả䓊⑩夷∫悐䷥䴻䎮ˣ⚳晃㤕⊁悐䷥䴻䎮烊
2016 ⸜ 5 㚰军Ṳ㑼ả⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠ⶪ⟜悐䷥䴻䎮ˤȿġ

⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤġ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2016 ⸜ 7 㚰 15 㖍
1

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:

㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯
2012 ⸜1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13
㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍ˣ2014⸜7㚰21
㖍ˣ2014⸜12㚰30㖍ˣ2015⸜4㚰2㖍⍲2015⸜8㚰31㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨ
Ἕ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟
䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
1. 㚜㎃䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ
䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 5 丱ǋᵜส䠁Ⲵ㇑⨶ǌѻǋ㏃⨶Ӫǌаㇰǋ㏃⨶ӪⲴ㪓һ䋷ᯉྲлǌѻᖼ炻ᆼ
࡚ޘ৫㖵ஏ㘰Ⲵ㉑↧ˤġ
2. 㙓

忂⏲䘬℔Ự

ᆼ࡚ޘ৫䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 18 ৺ 19 丱ǋՠ٬ǌаㇰѝǋ᳛ڌ䀸㇇䋷⭒␘٬ǌ࠶ㇰᴰᖼㅜҼ
⇥炻іԕлࡇ⇥㩭ਆԓ烉
ǋн䄆㏃⨶Ӫօᱲᇓոᴹ䰌᳛⊪ڌᇊ炻ࡷ丸൘ᇓոԫօᴹ䰌᳛ڌᖼ炻൘ⴑᰙфሖ䳋ਟ㹼ᛵ⋱
л൘᳛ڌᵏ䯃ޗ㠣ቁ⇿ᴸа⅑൘㏃⨶ӪⲴ㏢ㄉwww.bosera.com.hk˄ᵜ㏢ㄉޗᇩᵚ㏃䅹ⴓᴳ
ሙ䯡˅ ࠺ⲫ䙊ˤǌ
3. 屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬℔Ự
(a) ᆼ࡚ޘ৫䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 19 丱ǋՠ٬ǌаㇰѝǋ䋷⭒␘٬Ⲵޜոǌ࠶ㇰ炻іԕлࡇ⇥㩭
ਆԓ烉
ǋᴹ䰌ᆀส䠁սⲴᴰ䘁ᵏ䂽䌬ܩ৺䍆എܩᡆ⇿ս䋷⭒␘٬ 炻ਟ☿㿭㏃瀲ӪⲴ㏢ㄉ
www.bosera.com.hk˄ᵜ㏢ㄉޗᇩᵚ㏃䅹ⴓᴳሙ䯡˅ḕ䯡ˤǌ
(b) ᆼ࡚ޘ৫䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 41 丱䱴䤴аǋ䋷⭒␘٬Ⲵޜոǌаㇰ炻іԕлࡇ⇥㩭ਆԓ烉
1

ǋᆀส䠁սⲴᴰ䘁䂽䌬ܩ৺䍆എܩᡆ⇿ս䋷⭒␘٬炻ਟ☿㿭㏃⨶ӪⲴ㏢ㄉ
www.bosera.com.hk˄ᵜ㏢ㄉޗᇩᵚ㏃䅹ⴓᴳሙ䯡˅ḕ䯡ˤǌ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2016 ⸜ 4 㚰 29 㖍

2

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:

㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯
2012 ⸜1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13
㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍ˣ2014⸜7㚰21
㖍ˣ2014⸜12㚰30㖍⍲2015⸜4㚰2㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ
昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ
ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉

㚜㎃䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ
㠚 2015 ᒤ 8 ᴸ 31 ᰕ䎧ˈ䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 5 丱ǋᵜส䠁Ⲵ㇑⨶ǌѻǋ㏃⨶Ӫǌаㇰǋ㏃⨶ӪⲴ㪓һ
䋷ᯉྲлǌѻᖼˈᆼ࡚ޘ৫⍚ሿⓀ઼ညᶡⲴ㉑↧ˈіфԕл䶒⇥㩭ԓᴯ˖
“⻝厗⃰䓇
⻝厗⃰䓇䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤġ Ĳĺĸĸ ⸜ ĺ 㚰⍫≈ⶍἄˤġ ĳııĹ ⸜ Ĳı 㚰崟䁢㯠昮戨埴∗吋ḳ
攟烊ĳııĸ ⸜ ķ 㚰崟㑼ả㊃⓮戨埴➟埴吋ḳ烊ĳıĲĴ ⸜ Ĺ 㚰崟㑼ả㊃⓮戨埴∗吋ḳ攟炻ℤả㊃
⓮ᾉ媦Ṣ⢥ᾅ晒㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˤġ ĲĺĹķ ⸜军 Ĳĺĺĳ ⸜炻㬟ả⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨㓧䞼⭌∗ᷣảˣ
妰∫嗽嗽攟烊Ĳĺĺĳ ⸜军 ĳııĳ ⸜㬟ảᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴㴟⋿䚩↮埴埴攟≑䎮ˣᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴㴟⋿
䚩↮埴∗埴攟ℤ⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨㴟⋿↮⯨∗⯨攟ˣᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴⺋ⶆ↮埴∗埴攟烊ĳııĳ ⸜ ĺ
㚰军 ĳııĸ ⸜ ĵ 㚰ả⺋㜙䘤⯽戨埴埴攟烊ĳııĸ ⸜ ĵ 㚰军 ĳıĲĴ ⸜ Ķ 㚰ả㊃⓮戨埴∗埴攟炻ĳıĲĴ
⸜ Ĺ 㚰军 ĳıĲĶ ⸜ ĸ 㚰 ĺ 㖍ℤả㊃⓮➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˤġ
㰇⎹春⃰䓇
㰇⎹春⃰䓇䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤġĲĺĺı ⸜ ĸ 㚰⍫≈ⶍἄˤġĲĺĹķĮĲĺĺı ⸜⯙嬨㕤⊿Ṕⷓ䭬⣏⬠ᾉ〗
冯ね⟙⬠䲣炻䌚⬠⢓⬠ỵ烊ĲĺĺĵĮĲĺĺĸ ⸜⯙嬨㕤ᷕ⚳㓧㱽⣏⬠䞼䨞䓇昊炻䌚㱽⬠䡑⢓⬠ỵ烊
ĳııĴĮĳııķ ⸜炻⯙嬨㕤⋿攳⣏⬠⚳晃䴻㾇䞼䨞炻䌚⚳晃慹圵⌂⢓⬠ỵˤġ ĳıĲĶ ⸜ Ĳ 㚰军Ṳả
㊃⓮⯨慹圵普⛀∗䷥䴻䎮ˣ⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠源⥼∗㚠姀ˤġ ĳıĲĶ ⸜ ĸ 㚰军Ṳả⌂㗪➢
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⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2015 ⸜ 8 㚰 31 㖍
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⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯 2012 ⸜
1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5
㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜
3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍ˣ2014⸜7㚰21㖍⍲2014⸜12㚰30㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰
䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀
抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
FATCA
1.

姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 26 枩ˬ䦭⊁˭㧁柴ᶳ䘬䫔ᶨ㭝㔜㭝塓⇒昌炻᷎ẍᶳ↿㭝句⍾ẋ烉
ˬᶳ↿楁㷗ˣᷕ⚳䦭⊁⍲ FATCA ⼙枧㤪天⛯Ⱄᶨ凔⿏岒炻ἄ⍫侫ᷳ䓐炻᷎朆㖐⛐䚉↿冯
敋ᶳ㰢⭂岤屟ˣ㑩㚱ˣ岾⚆ㆾẍ℞Ṿ㕡⺷嗽伖╖ỵ䚠斄䘬㚱䦭⊁侫ㄖ⚈䳈ˤ㛔䭨㤪天ᶵ㥳
ㆸ㱽⼳⍲䦭⊁シ夳炻Ṏ朆㖐⛐ㅱ⮵怑䓐㕤㚱栆⇍㈽屯侭䘬䦭⊁⼴㝄ˤ㸾㈽屯侭ㅱ⯙㟡㒂楁
㷗㱽⼳⍲ㄋἳẍ⍲℞Ⱄ⎠㱽䭉廬⋨䘬㱽⼳⍲ㄋἳ娵岤ˣ岤屟ˣ㊩㚱ˣ岾⚆ㆾ嗽伖╖ỵ䘬⼙
枧媖娊℞⮰㤕栏⓷ˤᶳ↿屯㕁ᷫ㟡㒂㕤㛔姣慳⁁⾀抬↲䘤㖍㛇楁㷗⍲ᷕ⚳䓇㓰䘬㱽⼳⍲ㄋἳ
⍲㚱斄 FATCA ⎗䓐䘬ᾉ〗ἄ↢ˤ㚱斄䦭⊁䘬㱽⼳ˣ夷⇯ˣㄋἳ⍲ᾉ〗⎗Ḱ嬲㚜⍲ᾖ㓡炷侴
娚䫱嬲㚜⎗ẍ徥㹗➢㸾ἄ↢炸ˤ⚈㬌炻㤪ᶵᾅ嫱ᶳ↿㤪天㕤㛔姣慳⁁⾀抬↲䘤㖍㛇⼴ṵ䃞怑
䓐ˤ˭

2.

姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 28 枩ˬ䦭⊁˭ᶨ䭨䳸⯦嗽≈ℍᶳ↿㭝句烉
ˬFATCA⍲思⽆伶⚳枸㈋䦭夷⭂
伶⚳˪䋶⊝倀ₙ《⽑⯙㤕㱽㟰˫炷ˬ倀ₙ㱽˭炸㕤2010⸜3㚰䌚䯥会䁢伶⚳㱽ἳ炻⊭⏓忂ⷠ
塓䧙䁢˪㴟⢾岔㇞䦭㓞⎰夷㱽㟰˫ㆾˬFATCA˭䘬㡅㔯ˤ⺋佑侴妨炻FATCA㡅㔯庱㕤伶⚳
˪1986⸜⚳ℏ䦭㓞㱽℠˫炷䴻ᾖ妪炸炷ˬ䦭㓞㱽℠˭炸䫔1471军1474㡅炻娚䫱㡅㔯⯙⎹㴟
⢾慹圵㨇㥳炷⎬冒䧙䁢ˬFFI˭炻ἳ⤪⎬⫸➢慹炸㓗Ẁ䘬劍⸚㫦枭炷⊭㊔伶⚳䘤埴Ṣ⯙嫱⇠
㳦䘤䘬⇑〗⍲偉〗ẍ⍲↢ⓖ娚䫱嫱⇠䘬䷥⼿㫦枭炸⮎㕥Ḯᶨ枭㕘䘬䓛⟙⇞⹎ˤ㚱娚䫱㫦
枭⛯枰㊱30%䘬䦭䌯丛䲵枸㈋䦭炻昌朆㫦枭䘬㓞⍾Ṣ傥⣈㺧嵛劍⸚天㯪ἧ伶⚳⚳⭞䦭⊁⯨
炷ˬ⚳䦭⯨˭炸傥⣈嬀⇍㚱㕤娚䫱FFI㑩㚱㪲䙲䘬伶⚳Ṣ⢓炷℟㚱䦭㓞㱽℠䘬㵝佑炸炷ˬ伶
⚳Ṣ⢓˭炸ˤ䁢性⯙⎹℞㓗Ẁ䘬㫦枭丛䲵枸㈋䦭炻ỵ㕤⯂㛒⯙⮎㕥FATCA䯥会㓧⹄攻⋼
1

嬘炷ˬIGA˭炸ᷳ⎠㱽䭉廬⋨䘬FFI炷⊭㊔戨埴ˣ䴻䲨ˣ妿䭉Ṣ⍲㈽屯➢慹炸⮯枰冯⚳䦭⯨
妪䩳ᶨ枭FFI⋼嬘炷ˬFFI⋼嬘˭炸炻ẍ塓夾䁢ᶨ⭞⍫冯FFI炷ˬ⍫冯FFI˭炸ˤ⍫冯FFI枰嬀
⇍幓䁢伶⚳Ṣ⢓䘬㚱㈽屯侭炻᷎⎹⚳䦭⯨䓛⟙㚱斄娚䫱伶⚳Ṣ⢓䘬劍⸚屯㕁ˤFFI⋼嬘ᶨ
凔Ṏ天㯪⍫冯FFI⯙℞⎹㛒傥惵⎰⍫冯FFI㍸↢䘬劍⸚屯㕁㉓曚天㯪ᷳ㈽屯侭㓗Ẁ䘬劍⸚Ẁ㫦
㈋㷃30%䘬枸㈋䦭ˤ㬌⢾炻⍫冯FFI枰㈋㷃⍲枸㈋⎹㚱斄㈽屯侭㓗Ẁ䘬Ẁ㫦炻娚䫱㈽屯侭㛔
幓䁢FFI炻Ữ᷎䃉冯⚳䦭⯨妪䩳FFI⋼嬘ㆾ㛒塓夾䁢思⽆FATCA炷⤪ᶨ⭞ˬ朆思⽆FFI˭炸ˤ
FATCA枸㈋䦭怑䓐㕤烉(i)㕤2014⸜6㚰30㖍⼴㓗Ẁ䘬伶⚳Ἦ㸸㓞ℍ炻⊭㊔伶⚳Ἦ㸸偉〗⍲⇑
〗烊⍲(ii)㕤2016⸜12㚰31㖍⼴㓗Ẁᷳ⎗䓊䓇伶⚳Ἦ㸸㓞ℍ䘬↢ⓖㆾ℞Ṿ屉䓊嗽伖䷥⼿㫦
枭ˤ30%䘬枸㈋䦭Ṏ冒ᶵ㖑㕤2017⸜1㚰1㖍崟怑䓐㕤ẍ℞Ṿ㕡⺷㬠Ⱄ㕤伶⚳Ἦ㸸㓞ℍ䘬㫦
枭炷Ṏ䧙䁢ˬ⢾⚳廱Ẁ㫦枭˭炸炻⃀䭉䚖⇵伶⚳⛐ˬ⢾⚳廱Ẁ㫦枭˭㕡朊䘬䦭⊁夷⇯⯂㛒↢
⎘ˤ㈋丛佑⊁Ṣ炷⎗傥⊭㊔⍫冯FFI炸ᶨ凔枰⯙2014⸜6㚰30㖍⼴㓗Ẁ䘬劍⸚⎗枸㈋㫦枭攳
⥳㈋丛枸㈋䦭ˤ妪䩳FFI⋼嬘䘬FFI椾㫉䓛⟙㚱斄2014⸜㙮⸜䘬屯㕁ᷳ㚨⼴㛇旸䁢2015⸜3
㚰31㖍ˤ
伶⚳冯⣂ᾳ℞Ṿ⎠㱽䭉廬⋨妪䩳IGAˤ伶⚳屉㓧悐⍲楁㷗㕤2014⸜11㚰13㖍䯥会ˬ䫔2
㧉⺷˭IGA炷ˬ楁㷗IGA˭炸ˤ楁㷗IGAᾖ㓡Ḯ⇵徘天㯪炻Ữᶨ凔天㯪⎹⚳䦭⯨㉓曚栆Ụᾉ
〗ˤ㟡㒂楁㷗IGA炻楁㷗FFI炷ἳ⤪⫸➢慹炸⮯㊱冯⚳䦭⯨妪䩳䘬FFI⋼嬘㡅㫦㕤⚳䦭⯨䘣
姀炻᷎思⬰㚱斄FFI⋼嬘㡅㫦ˤ⏎⇯⎹忁ṃ㨇㥳䘬伶⚳Ἦ㸸Ẁ㫦⮯㊱30%䘬䦭䌯丛䲵枸㈋
䦭ˤ
㟡㒂楁㷗 IGA炻枸㛇思⽆ FFI ⋼嬘䘬楁㷗 FFI炷ἳ⤪⫸➢慹炸㚱㛃㘖念㭳枰⯙⎹ᶵ⎰ἄ岔㇞
炷⌛㊩㚱Ṣᶵ⎴シ⎹ FATCA 䓛⟙ㆾ⎹⚳䦭⯨㉓曚䘬劍⸚岔㇞炸䘬Ἦ㸸㕤伶⚳䘬⎗㈋丛Ẁ㫦
丛䲵枸㈋䦭炻ㆾ斄攱娚䫱ᶵ⎰ἄ岔㇞炷昌朆㚱斄ᶵ⎰ἄ岔㇞䘬屯㕁㟡㒂楁㷗 IGA 㡅㫦⎹⚳
䦭⯨ἄ↢䓛⟙炻⇯ἄ⇍婾炸炻Ữ⎹ᶵ思⽆ FFI ἄ↢䘬Ἦ㸸㕤伶⚳䘬Ẁ㫦⎗傥枰㈋丛枸㈋䦭ˤ
⌛ἧ楁㷗冯伶⚳䎦䯥妪楁㷗IGA炻῀⫸➢慹䃉㱽㺧嵛怑䓐䘬夷⭂炻ᶼ塓夾䁢᷎㛒思⽆
FATCA炻ㆾ῀楁㷗㓧⹄塓䘤䎦忽⍵⋼⭂䘬IGA䘬㡅㫦炻⇯枸㈋䦭ṵ⎗傥怑䓐㕤FATCA㵝
味䘬Ἦ㸸㕤伶⚳䘬⎗枸㈋㫦枭ˤ
㭷ᶨᾳ⫸➢慹㒔㕤⚳䦭⯨䘣姀炻⎴シ思⬰FFI⋼嬘⍲㟡㒂楁㷗IGA塓夾䁢䓛⟙慹圵㨇㥳ˤ⛐
媖娊᷎侫ㄖ䦭⊁シ夳⼴炻䴻䎮Ṣ娵䇚ᾉ妿➢慹䃉枰㕤⫸➢慹⢾╖䌐⛐⚳䦭⯨䘣姀ˤ䁢ᾅ嬟╖
ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⍲性丛䲵FATCA枭ᶳ䘬枸㈋䦭炻䴻䎮Ṣ㒔䚉≃㺧嵛FATCA枭ᶳ䘬天㯪ˤ⚈㬌炻
忁⎗傥天㯪⫸➢慹炷德忶℞ẋ䎮ㆾ㚵⊁㍸ὃ⓮炸⛐㱽⼳⃩姙䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻㟡㒂楁㷗IGA䘬㡅
㫦炻⎹⚳䦭⯨ㆾ䔞⛘㨇斄䓛⟙㚱斄ảỽ╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ㊩╖ỵㆾ㈽屯⚆⟙䘬屯㕁炻᷎⮵㛒傥㍸
ὃ䡢娵℞幓ấ暨䘬屯㕁⍲㔯ẞㆾ䁢朆思⽆FFIㆾⰔ㕤FATCA㡅㔯⍲夷ἳ㊯℞Ṿ栆⇍䘬╖
ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ炻Ṏ⎗傥天㯪⫸➢慹⻟⇞岾⚆℞╖ỵ⍲炾ㆾ⯙⎹℞㓗Ẁ䘬劍⸚Ἦ㸸㕤伶⚳䘬㫦枭䓛
婳⽝㓞枸㈋䦭ˤảỽᶲ徘⻟⇞岾⚆⍲炾ㆾ枸㈋䦭⽝㓞⮯㟡㒂怑䓐㱽夷忚埴炻䓙䴻䎮Ṣ㛔叿婈
ᾉ⍇⇯ẍ⎰䎮䎮䓙埴ἧ⻟⇞岾⚆⍲枸㈋䦭䘬惴ね㪲ˤ
⃀䭉⫸➢慹⮯▿娎㺧嵛枰㈧㑼䘬ảỽ佑⊁炻ẍ性塓⽝㓞 FATCA 枸㈋䦭炻Ữᶵ傥ᾅ嫱⫸➢
慹⮯傥⬴ℐ㺧嵛娚䫱佑⊁ˤ῀ảỽ⫸➢慹⚈ FATCA 侴枰丛䲵枸㈋䦭炻⇯㬌⫸➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐
ῤㆾ㚫⍿⇘ᶵ⇑⼙枧炻ẍ农㬌⫸➢慹⍲℞╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⎗傥呁⍿慵⣏㎵⣙ˤ
FATCA㡅㔯⋩↮墯暄炻ᶼ㬌㗪Ṏᶵ䡢⭂㚫⏎塓㍉䓐ˤᶲ徘ℏ⭡ᷫ悐ấ㟡㒂夷ἳˣ⭀㕡㊯⺽
⍲楁㷗IGA炷⛯⎗↢䎦嬲≽ㆾ⎗傥ẍ⬴ℐᶵ⎴䘬㕡⺷⮎㕥炸侴ἄ↢ˤ㛔䭨ℏ⭡㤪ᶵ㥳ㆸㆾ倚
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䧙㥳ㆸ䦭⊁シ夳炻╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣᶵㅱῂ岜㛔䭨庱䘬ảỽ屯㕁炻侴ἄ↢ảỽ㈽屯㰢⭂ˣ䦭⊁㰢
⭂ㆾ℞Ṿ㰢⭂ˤ⚈㬌炻㚱╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣㅱ⯙㴱⍲⼤䫱㛔幓ね㱩䘬FATCA夷⭂ˣ⎗傥䘬⼙枧
⍲㚱斄䦭⊁⼙枧媖娊⼤䫱冒幓䘬䦭⊁⍲⮰㤕栏⓷ˤ⯌℞㗗炻德忶ᷕṳ㨇㥳㊩㚱℞╖ỵ䘬╖ỵ
㊩㚱Ṣㅱ䡢娵娚䫱ᷕṳ㨇㥳䘬FATCA⎰夷ね㱩炻ẍ䡢ᾅ⼤䫱䃉枰⯙℞㈽屯⚆⟙丛䲵ᶲ徘枸
㈋䦭ˤ˭

3.

姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 49 枩ˬ⟙⏲⍲岔䚖˭↮㧁柴⇵≈ℍᶳ↿㭝句烉
ˬFATCA 䚠斄桐晒
FATCA⯙⎹⎬FFI炷ἳ⤪⫸➢慹炸㓗Ẁ䘬劍⸚㫦枭炷⊭㊔伶⚳䘤埴Ṣ⯙嫱⇠㳦䘤䘬⇑〗⍲偉
〗ẍ⍲↢ⓖ娚䫱嫱⇠䘬䷥⼿㫦枭炸⽝㓞30%䘬枸㈋䦭炻昌朆⫸➢慹䓛⟙㕤⫸➢慹䚜㍍ㆾ攻
㍍㑩㚱㪲䙲䘬伶⚳Ṣ⢓䘬⎵ˣ⛘⛨⍲丛䦭Ṣ嬀⇍䡤⍲冯㬌䚠斄℞Ṿᾉ〗ˤ⚳䦭⯨℔Ự㚱斄
↮昶㭝⮎埴ᶲ徘枸㈋⍲䓛⟙天㯪ˤ伶⚳屉㓧悐冯楁㷗㕤2014⸜11㚰13㖍䯥妪䫔2㧉⺷IGA
炷ˬ楁㷗IGA˭炸ˤ㟡㒂楁㷗IGA⬱㌺炻楁㷗FFI炷ἳ⤪⫸➢慹炸⮯㊱冯⚳䦭⯨妪䩳䘬FFI⋼
嬘㡅㫦㕤⚳䦭⯨䘣姀炻᷎思⬰㚱斄FFI⋼嬘㡅㫦ˤ⏎⇯⎹忁ṃ㨇㥳䘬Ẁ㫦⮯㊱30%䘬䦭䌯丛
䲵枸㈋䦭ˤ
⫸➢慹㕤⚳䦭⯨䘣姀炻⎴シ思⬰FFI⋼嬘䘬㡅㫦᷎塓夾ἄ楁㷗IGAᶳ䘬䓛⟙慹圵㨇㥳ˤ⃀
䭉⫸➢慹⮯▿娎Ⰽ埴ảỽ⎹℞㕥≈䘬屔ảẍ性丛ẀFATCA枸㈋䦭炻ょ㤪ᶵᾅ嫱⫸➢慹傥
⣈ℐ朊Ⰽ埴娚䫱屔ảˤ῀⫸➢慹⚈FATCA侴枰丛Ẁ枸㈋䦭炻⫸➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐ῤ⎗傥⍿⇘ᶵ
⇑⼙枧炻侴⫸➢慹⍲℞╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⎗傥呁⍿慵⣏㎵⣙ˤ
⫸➢慹思⬰FATCA䘬傥≃⮯夾᷶⎬╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⎹⫸➢慹㍸ὃ⫸➢慹天㯪㚱斄╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣㆾ
℞䚜㍍⍲攻㍍㑩㚱Ṣ䘬屯㕁ˤ῀╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䃉㱽⎹⫸➢慹㍸ὃ⫸➢慹天㯪䘬ảỽ屯㕁炻⇯
⫸➢慹⎗埴ἧ℞㪲⇑⎹㚱斄╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⻟⇞岾⚆℞㪲䙲⍲/ㆾ⎹娚╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䘬Ẁ㫦ἄ枸
㈋ˤảỽ娚䫱⻟⇞岾⚆⍲/ㆾ枸㈋⮯㟡㒂怑䓐㱽⼳⍲㱽夷忚埴炻侴䴻䎮Ṣ⮯ẍ䛇婈⍲⎰䎮䎮
䓙惴ね埴ḳˤ
㚱 斄 FATCA ⍲ 䚠 斄 桐 晒 䘬 忚 ᶨ 㬍 娛 ね 炻 婳 ⎴ 㗪 ⍫ 教 㛔 姣 慳 ⁁ ⾀ 抬 ˬ 䦭 ⊁ ˭ ᶨ 䭨 ᶳ 䘬
ˬFATCA⍲思⽆伶⚳枸㈋䦭夷⭂˭↮䭨ˤ
㚱㚱シ㈽屯侭⍲╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣㅱ⯙FATCA⮵℞㕤⫸➢慹䘬㈽屯䘬㼃⛐⼙枧⍲䦭⊁⼴㝄媖娊
℞㛔幓䘬㱽⼳ㆾ䦭⊁栏⓷ˤ⤪╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣᷫ德忶ᷕṳṢ㊩㚱℞➢慹╖ỵ炻Ṏㅱ䡢娵娚䫱ẚṳ
Ṣ䘬 FATCA⎰夷ね㱩ˤ˭

⯙伶⚳䦭⊁怠㑯
4.

姣慳⁁⾀抬旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹䫔 49 枩ˬ⟙⏲⍲岔䚖˭↮㧁柴⇵≈ℍᶳ↿㭝句烉
ˬ⯙伶⚳倗恎⼿䦭怠㑯塓夾䇚⎰⣍ẩ㤕
䴻䎮Ṣ㚱シἧ⫸➢慹㟡㒂伶⚳屉㓧悐䫔 301.7701-3 悐䘬夷⭂ἄ↢怠㑯炻䁢伶⚳倗恎⼿䦭
䘬䚖䘬塓↿䁢⎰⣍ẩ㤕炻侴ᶵ㗗⎗ἄ䇚℔⎠⽝䦭䘬䣦⛀ˤ塓夾䁢⎰⣍ẩ㤕ἧ⼿⫸➢慹ㆸ䇚⯙
伶⚳䦭⊁䚖䘬䘬德㖶⮎橼ˤ娚怠㑯䘬䳸㝄㗗炻⫸➢慹䘬╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⮯塓夾䁢⯙伶⚳倗恎⼿
䦭侴妨䘬⎰ἄ⣍Ờˤ䓙㕤⫸➢慹⮰攨㈽屯㕤ᷕ⚳⚳ℏ嫱⇠炻枸㛇⫸➢慹⮯ᶵ㚫㓞⇘冯伶⚳屧
㖻ㆾ㤕⊁↯⮎㚱斄䘬ảỽ㓞ℍˤ⚈㬌炻⛐⽝娊⮰㤕シ夳⼴炻䴻䎮Ṣᶵ娵䁢忁㚫⮵ảỽ朆伶⚳
╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䓊䓇ảỽ⼙枧炻Ữㅱ㚱⇑㕤伶⚳䘬ㅱ䲵䦭╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ炷⤪㚱炸ˤ伶⚳䦭╖ỵ㊩
㚱Ṣㅱ⮳㯪℞⮰㤕䘬伶⚳䦭⊁シ夳ˤ˭
3
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⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2015⸜4㚰2㖍

4
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⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
炷ˬ⫸➢慹
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:
慵天ḳ枭

㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯
2012 ⸜1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13
㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 5㚰 7 㖍⍲2014⸜7㚰21
㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬
姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬
姣慳⁁⾀抬
娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ
ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉

㚜㎃䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ
㠚 2014 ᒤ 12 ᴸ 30 ᰕ䎧ˈ䁫䟻ۉᘈ䤴ㅜ 5 丱ǋᵜส䠁Ⲵ㇑⨶ǌѻǋ㏃⨶Ӫǌаㇰǋ㏃⨶ӪⲴ㪓һ
䋷ᯉྲлǌѻᖼˈᆼ࡚ޘ৫䙓ቁߜྣ༛৺ᶘ叔ྣ༛Ⲵ㉑↧ˈіфԕл䶒⇥㩭ԓᴯ˖
“⍚ሿⓀ⭏ݸ
㳒⮷㸸⃰䓇䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ炻㗗䎦ả㊃⓮⯨普⛀㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮≑䎮ˣ㊃⓮⯨慹圵普⛀㚱旸
℔⎠䷥䴻䎮炻ℤả⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˤ㳒⮷㸸⃰䓇炻暁䡑⢓炻ĲĺĹĹ ⸜ẍἮ㚦⯙
借㕤⚳⭞䴻㾇橼⇞㓡朑⥼⒉㚫䵄⎰夷∫⎠炻⼴㬟ả㶙⛛漵哫⮎㤕偉ấ㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮ˣ㊃⓮
⯨噯⎋ⶍ㤕⋨㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮≑䎮ˣ㊃⓮⯨⛘䓊㍏偉偉ấ㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮炻㊃⓮⯨䥹㈨普⛀
㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮ˣ㊃⓮⯨噯⎋ⶍ㤕⋨㚱旸℔⎠∗䷥䴻䎮烊㚦ảᷕ婈ᾉ妿㚱旸屔ả℔⎠吋ḳˣ
㐑㟡⢓ᷡ⇑厗搓➢慹䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳˣ㊃⓮㖮Ἶ偉㪲㈽屯䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˣ㊃⓮㴟忼
ᾅ晒栏⓷㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˣ㊃⓮⯨ᾅ晒㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˤ䎦ả㊃⓮⯨普⛀㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮≑
䎮ˣ㊃⓮⯨慹圵普⛀㚱旸℔⎠䷥䴻䎮ˣ㊃⓮⯨ᷕ⚳㈽屯䭉䎮㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳ攟ˣ㊃⓮嫱⇠偉ấ
㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳℤ桐晒䭉䎮⥼⒉㚫ᷣảˣ㊃⓮戨埴偉ấ㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳℤ桐晒⍲屯㛔䭉䎮⥼⒉㚫
ᷣảˣ⌂㗪➢慹吋ḳ攟䫱借⊁ˤ
ᆛ哂⤛⢓
⬓渺㶭⤛⢓䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ⬓⤛⢓炻Ĳĺĺĳġ ⸜䔊㤕㕤㶙⛛⣏⬠㱽⼳䲣炻䌚㱽⬠⬠⢓⬠ỵˤ
ĳııĲ ⸜䔊㤕㕤㱽⚳湶䫔ᶨ⣏⬠㱽⬠昊炷ŖůŪŷŦųŴŪŵǪġ őŢųŪŴġ ŊĮőŢůŵũǪŰůġ ŔŰųţŰůůŦ炸炻䌚⓮㱽⬠䡑
⢓⬠ỵˤĲĺĺĳġ ⸜军 Ĳĺĺĸ ⸜㕤⺋㜙㶙㷗⼳ⷓḳ⊁ả⮰借⼳ⷓˤĳııĳ ⸜≈ℍ⌂㗪➢慹䭉䎮㚱
旸℔⎠炻ả䚋⮇㱽⼳悐㱽⼳栏⓷炻ĳııĸġ⸜ ĵġ㚰崟ả℔⎠䜋⮇攟ℤ䚋⮇㱽⼳悐䷥䴻䎮ˤ

1

䝝䥖㨟⭏ݸ
惕拎厗⃰䓇䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ惕⃰䓇䔊㤕㕤㕘大嗕䵕⣂⇑Ṇ⣏⬠炻䌚⼿䡑⢓⬠ỵ炻᷎㕤䲸大
嗕⍾⼿慹圵㔠⬠䘬㶙忈㔯ㄹ炻䎦䁢㽛㳚嫱⇠⮰㤕⬠㚫䘬屯㶙㚫⒉ˤĳıĲĵ ⸜ Ĵ 㚰 Ĵ 㖍≈ℍ⌂㗪
⚳晃ả∗䷥塩ˤ惕⃰䓇⛐慹圵䓴㑩㚱忦 ĳĸ ⸜䴻槿ˤ㕤 ĳıĲĵ ⸜ℓ⋩⸜ẋᷕ军⼴㛇炻惕⃰䓇⛐
㽛㳚 łŎőŔŰŤŪŦŵź 攳⯽℞ḳ㤕ˤṾ㕤Ṇ㳚䘬椾ᾳ借ỵ䁢䱦䬿↮㜸ⷓ炻⮰屔徨ẹ慹⍲屯䓊栏
⓷ˤ⍲军ḅ⋩⸜ẋᷕ㛇炻惕⃰䓇㕤㕥伭⽟ả借㨇㥳➢慹䴻䎮炻⮰㲐䭉䎮ヰ┬⍲徨ẹ➢慹ˤḅ
⋩⸜ẋ⼴㛇炻惕⃰䓇≈ℍ㷋ㇻ戨埴㑼ả䱦䬿⍲㈽屯䴻䎮炻屈屔䞼䘤⻟⇞⿏℔䧵慹䓊⑩炻᷎䚜
㍍䚋⮇˪㷋ㇻ⚆⟙ᾅ嫱➢慹˫䘬㈽屯㳣≽ˤ㬌⢾炻惕⃰䓇㚦㕤忼㑼ả楁㷗ˣ冢䀋ˣ杻⚳⍲
㕘≈✉䘬㈽屯吋ḳ炻⚈侴㕤Ṇ㳚⋨ℏ䌚⼿寸䘬䴻槿ˤ㬌⼴炻惕⃰䓇㚦㚵⊁㕤伶⚳忻䑘䎫
㈽屯䭉䎮炻↢ả㈽屯䳬⎰ⶍ䦳ⷓᶨ借ˤ⛐≈ℍ⌂㗪⚳晃⇵炻惕⃰䓇㕤≃⮞㈽屯䭉䎮㑼ả㈽屯
䷥䚋ˤ”
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
2014 ⸜ 12 㚰 30 㖍
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⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
炷ˬ⫸➢慹
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:
慵天ḳ枭
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯 2012 ⸜
1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5
㚰 7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜
3 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24 㖍⍲ 2014 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬
姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮
姣慳⁁⾀抬
妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
1.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔26军27枩ˬ䦭⊁
䦭⊁˭ᶨ䭨ᷕˬᷕ⚳˭↮䭨ᶳ䘬䫔ᶨ军ᶫ㭝㔜㭝炻᷎ẍᶳ↿㭝句
䦭⊁
⍾ẋ烉
ˬᷕ⚳
德忶㈽屯ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕䘤埴䘬嫱⇠炷⊭㊔偉ấ⍲⁝⊁ⶍ℟炸炻⇯娚䫱嫱⇠䃉婾㕤⠫ℏ
炷ˬ⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠˭炸ㆾ⠫⢾炷ˬ⠫⢾ᷕ⚳嫱⇠˭炻忋⎴⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠⎰䧙ˬᷕ⚳嫱⇠˭炸䘤
埴ㆾ↮㳦炻⫸➢慹⎗傥枰丛Ẁᷕ⚳䦭枭ˤ

ẩ㤕⼿䦭烉
῀ᾉ妿➢慹ㆾ㚱斄⫸➢慹塓夾䁢ᷕ⚳䘬䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻℞枰㊱ℐ䎫ㅱ婚䦭㓞ℍ25%丛Ẁᷕ⚳ẩ
㤕⼿䦭炷ˬẩ㤕⼿䦭˭炸ˤ῀ᾉ妿➢慹ㆾ㚱斄⫸➢慹塓夾䁢㕤ᷕ⚳姕䩳㨇㥳ㆾ⟜炷ˬⷠ
姕㨇㥳˭炸䘬朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻娚ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬ㅱỼ㹊⇑⍲㓞䙲⮯枰㊱䦭䌯 25%丛Ẁẩ㤕⼿
䦭ˤ
䴻䎮Ṣ⍲⍿妿Ṣ㒔䭉䎮⍲䴻䆇ᾉ妿➢慹⍲⎬⫸➢慹炻ἧᾉ妿➢慹⍲⎬⫸➢慹⯙ẩ㤕⼿䦭侴妨
ᶵㅱ塓夾䁢ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕ㆾ㕤ᷕ⚳姕䩳㨇㥳ㆾ⟜䘬朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻⌛ἧ㬌ᷫ䃉㱽ᾅ
嫱ˤ
㟡㒂ᷕ⚳䎦埴夷ἳ炻⢾⚳㈽屯侭炷⤪ᾉ妿➢慹⍲⎬⫸➢慹炸ᶨ凔⎗德忶 QFII ㆾ RQFII㈽屯
⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠ˤ䓙㕤㟡㒂ᷕ⚳㱽ἳ㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㕤⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬㪲䙲㕡䌚娵⎗炻ảỽ
䦭⊁屔ả炷⤪↢䎦炸枰䓙㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㓗Ẁˤ䃞侴炻㟡㒂㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII炷夾᷶ね㱩侴
⭂炸冯ᾉ妿➢慹攻䘬⬱㌺㡅㫦炻㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㚫⮯ảỽ䦭⊁屔ảẍ㚱斄⫸➢慹⎵佑廱⩩Ḱ
ᾉ妿➢慹ˤ⚈㬌炻ᾉ妿➢慹ẍ㚱斄⫸➢慹⎵佑䁢㈧㑼冯䓙㚱斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⽝㓞䘬ảỽᷕ⚳
䦭枭ᷳ䚠斄桐晒䘬㚨䳪屈屔Ṣˤ⯙㚱斄⫸➢慹㈽屯ᷕ⚳嫱⇠侴㕥≈㕤㚱斄QFII ㆾRQFII 䘬ảỽ
ᷕ⚳枸㈋⼿䦭炷ˬ枸㈋⼿䦭˭炸⮯㚫廱⩩Ḱ娚⫸➢慹炻ἧ娚⫸➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐ῤ䚠ㅱ⛘旵
Ỷˤ
1

(i)

䲭⇑㓞ℍ⇑〗㓞ℍ

昌朆㟡㒂䎦埴ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㱽⼳㱽夷ㆾ㚱斄䦭⊁⋼嬘䌚⼿䈡⇍審ㆾ㷃炻㕤ᷕ⚳᷎䃉ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬
朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕枰⯙℞䚜㍍㸸冒ᷕ⚳塓≽㓞ℍᶨ凔㊱䦭䌯10%丛Ẁẩ㤕⼿䦭ˤ㸸冒ᷕ⚳塓≽
㓞ℍ炷⤪偉〗㓞ℍㆾ⇑〗㓞ℍ炸⎗傥⽆㈽屯ᷕ⚳嫱⇠ᷕ䓊䓇ˤ⚈㬌炻ᾉ妿➢慹ㆾ⫸➢慹⎗傥枰
⯙℞⽆ᷕ⚳嫱⇠㈽屯䌚⍾䘬ảỽ䎦慹偉〗ˣ↮㳦⇑〗丛Ẁ枸㈋䦭⍲炾ㆾ℞Ṿᷕ⚳䦭枭ˤ㟡㒂
ᷕ⚳ẩ㤕⼿䦭㱽炻Ἦ冒⚳⊁昊屉㓧悐䘤埴䘬㓧⹄⁝⇠⍲炾ㆾ⚳⊁昊㈡Ⅾ䘬⛘㕡㓧⹄⁝⇠䘬⇑
〗⎗䌚審ᷕ⚳⼿䦭ˤ
㟡㒂ᷕ⚳ℏ⛘楁㷗䈡⇍埴㓧⋨斄㕤⮵⼿性暁慵⽝䦭旚㬊‟㺷䦭䘬⬱㌺炷ˬᷕ㷗⬱
㌺˭炸炻劍楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹䁢ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ䘬㓞䙲㚱Ṣ炻⇯朆䦭⊁⯭㮹䘬⁝⇠ⶍ℟㊩㚱Ṣ炷⊭㊔
ẩ㤕⍲ᾳṢ炸䌚⼿䘬⇑〗䷥柵炻䴻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㈡Ⅾ⮯㊱7%䦭䌯⽝䦭ˤ
⯙⮳㯪忂忶䴻䎮Ṣ炷Ⱄ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹炸䘬RQFII 柵⹎忚埴㈽屯ẍ忼⇘㈽屯䚖㧁䘬⫸➢慹侴妨炻
㈽屯ᷕ⚳⁝⊁ⶍ℟䘬⇑〗㓞ℍ⛐ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ傥ṓ㚱7%䘬㷃⼴䦭䌯ˤ䁢䌚⼿ṓ⍿㬌⃒よ䦭䌯
䘬屯㟤炻暨䌚⼿ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⯙斄㕤㚱斄⫸➢慹㊩㚱⁝⊁ⶍ℟䘬㓞䙲㑩㚱㪲䘬㈡Ⅾˤ䃞侴炻
ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⮯⤪ỽ姽Ộ㈽屯➢慹䘬㓞䙲㚱㪲⬀⛐ᶵ䡢⭂⚈䳈ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⮯⯙㚱斄⫸➢慹ἄ忚
ᶨ㬍姽Ộ᷎⮳㯪䓛婳⇵徘䘬ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㈡Ⅾ炻䃞侴㤪䃉ᾅ嫱傥⣈䌚⼿㈡Ⅾˤ劍暨䘬㈡Ⅾ㛒
傥⼿⇘炻10%䘬ᶨ凔⇑〗䦭䌯⮯怑䓐㕤㚱斄⫸➢慹ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ㒔⛐㓞⇘㓞ℍ㗪炻⯙㛒㚱⽆Ἦ㸸㈋
丛枸㈋䦭䘬ね㱩炻⮵Ἦ㸸㕤ᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬偉〗⇑〗㓞ℍἄ↢䚠斄㑍⁁炷枸㈋䦭⽆㸸㈋丛䘬炻⮯
ᶵℵ㑍⁁炸ˤ㚱斄⫸➢慹⯙偉〗⍲炾ㆾ⇑〗㓞ℍ䘬䦭⊁㑍⁁㓧䫾⮯庱㖶㕤㚱斄旬抬ˤ
(ii)

屯㛔㓞䙲

⯂㛒℔Ự夷䭉屟岋ᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬QFII ㆾRQFII⼿䘬屯㛔㓞䙲䘬䦭枭䘬℟橼夷⇯ˤ㚱斄䦭⊁䔞⯨
⎗傥㕤㖍⼴㼬㶭ᾉ妿➢慹ㆾ㚱斄⫸➢慹屟岋ᷕ⚳嫱⇠ㆾQFII ㆾRQFII屟岋⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬⽝䦭
ね㱩ˤ⛐䃉㚱斄℟橼夷⇯䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻ᷕ⚳⼿䦭㓞嗽䎮ㅱ㊱䄏ᷕ⚳ẩ㤕⼿䦭㱽䘬ᶨ凔䦭⊁㡅
㔯夷䭉ˤ昌㟡㒂ᷕ⚳䎦埴䦭⊁㱽⼳⍲㱽夷ㆾ䚠斄䦭⊁㡅䲬䌚⼿審ㆾ㷃侭⢾炻᷎朆䦭⊁⯭㮹
ᶼ⛐ᷕ⚳䃉ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬ẩ㤕炻℞㸸冒↢ⓖᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬屯㛔㓞䙲⎗傥塓⽝㓞10%䘬枸㈋䦭ˤ
㟡㒂ᷕ㷗⬱㌺炻劍⸚⮔怑䓐㕤楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹炻⊭㊔烉
(A)

(B)

⛐ẍᶳね㱩炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹廱嬻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠偉ấ⼿ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲⮯⛐ᷕ⚳⽝
䦭烉
•

娚ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠ᷳ 50%ㆾẍᶲ屯䓊䚜㍍ㆾ攻㍍䓙ỵ㕤ᷕ⚳ᷳᶵ≽䓊䳬ㆸ炷ˬᶵ
≽䓊㚱℔⎠˭炸烊ㆾ

•

⛐廱嬻⇵ 12 ᾳ㚰ℏᷳảỽ㗪攻炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹㊩㚱ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠军⮹ 25%ᷳ偉
ấˤ

楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹廱嬻ᷕ⚳㓧⹄ㆾᷕ⚳℔⎠䘤埴⁝⊁ⶍ℟⼿ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲怑䓐㕤䦭⊁⮔炻
᷎⮯ᶵ㚫⛐ᷕ⚳⽝䦭ˤ

㟡㒂䚠斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁夷⭂炻暨䌚⼿䚠斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⯙㚱斄⫸➢慹㗗⏎㚱屯㟤⍿よ㕤⇵徘審䘬
㈡Ⅾˤ⛐ṓ㚱ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ䘬䦭⊁審⇵炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹暨䁢㬌䚖䘬⎹䚠斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㍸Ṍ楁
㷗䦭⊁⯨炷ˬ䦭⊁⯨˭炸䘤↢䘬楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠炷ˬ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠˭炸ˤ
䴻䎮Ṣ㊩临姽Ộ⎬㚱斄⫸➢慹䘬枸㈋䦭㑍⁁ね㱩ˤ揺㕤屯㛔㓞䙲䘬䦭㓞嗽䎮⬀⛐ᶵ䡢⭂⿏炻䁢
䫎⎰㚱斄屯㛔㓞䙲䘬㼃⛐䦭⊁屔ả炻䴻䎮Ṣᾅ瀛㪲⇑⯙㚱斄㓞䙲ㆾ㓞ℍ䘬枸㈋䦭ἄ↢㑍⁁炻᷎
ẍ㚱斄⫸➢慹䘬⎵佑枸㈋䦭枭ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ䎦埴䘬枸㈋䦭㑍⁁㓧䫾䚠ㅱ桐晒⚈䳈㕤㚱斄⫸➢慹䘬
旬抬庱㖶ˤ
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2.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔47军48枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ℞Ṿ桐晒⚈䳈˭ᶨ䭨ᷕˬ冯ᷕ⚳
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠
䦭⊁䚠斄䘬桐晒˭↮䭨ᶳ䫔ᶨ军ᶫ㭝㔜㭝炻᷎ẍᶳ↿㭝句⍾ẋ烉
ˬ德忶㈽屯ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕䘤埴䘬Ṣ㮹⸋妰ῤ嫱⇠炷⊭㊔偉ấ⍲⁝⊁ⶍ℟炸炻⇯娚䫱嫱⇠䃉
婾㕤⠫ℏ炷ˬ⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠˭炸ㆾ⠫⢾炷ˬ⠫⢾ᷕ⚳嫱⇠˭炻忋⎴⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠⎰䧙ˬᷕ⚳嫱
⇠˭炸䘤埴ㆾ↮㳦炻⫸➢慹⎗傥枰丛Ẁᷕ⚳䦭枭ˤ

ẩ㤕⼿䦭
῀⫸➢慹塓夾䁢ᷕ⚳䘬䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻℞枰㊱ℐ䎫ㅱ婚䦭㓞ℍ25%丛Ẁᷕ⚳ẩ㤕⼿䦭炷ˬẩ
㤕⼿䦭˭炸ˤ῀⫸➢慹塓夾䁢㕤ᷕ⚳姕䩳㨇㥳ㆾ⟜炷ˬⷠ姕㨇㥳˭炸䘬朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻
娚ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬ㅱỼ㹊⇑⍲㓞䙲⮯枰㊱䦭䌯 25%丛Ẁẩ㤕⼿䦭ˤ
䴻䎮Ṣ⍲⍿妿Ṣ㒔䭉䎮⍲䴻䆇⫸➢慹炻ἧ⫸➢慹⯙ẩ㤕⼿䦭侴妨ᶵㅱ塓夾䁢ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ
㤕ㆾ㕤ᷕ⚳姕䩳㨇㥳ㆾ⟜䘬朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕炻⌛ἧ㬌ᷫ䃉㱽ᾅ嫱ˤ
㟡㒂ᷕ⚳䎦埴夷ἳ炻⢾⚳㈽屯侭炷⤪ᾉ妿➢慹⍲⫸➢慹炸ᶨ凔⎗德忶 QFII ㆾ RQFII㈽屯⠫
ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠ˤ䓙㕤㟡㒂ᷕ⚳㱽ἳ㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㕤⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬㪲䙲㕡䌚娵⎗炻ảỽ䦭
⊁屔ả炷⤪↢䎦炸枰䓙㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㓗Ẁˤ䃞侴炻㟡㒂㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII炷夾᷶ね㱩侴
⭂炸冯ᾉ妿➢慹攻䘬⬱㌺㡅㫦炻㚱斄QFII ㆾ RQFII㚫⮯ảỽ䦭⊁屔ảẍ⫸➢慹⎵佑廱⩩Ḱᾉ妿
➢慹ˤ⚈㬌炻ᾉ妿➢慹ẍ⫸➢慹⎵佑䁢㈧㑼冯䓙㚱斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⽝㓞䘬ảỽᷕ⚳䦭枭ᷳ䚠
斄桐晒䘬㚨䳪屈屔Ṣˤ⯙㚱斄⫸➢慹㈽屯ᷕ⚳嫱⇠侴㕥≈㕤RQFII 䘬ảỽᷕ⚳枸㈋⼿䦭
炷ˬ枸㈋⼿䦭˭炸⮯㚫廱⩩Ḱ⫸➢慹炻ἧ⫸➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐ῤ䚠ㅱ⛘旵Ỷˤ
(i)

䲭⇑㓞ℍ⇑〗㓞ℍ

昌朆㟡㒂䎦埴ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㱽⼳㱽夷ㆾ㚱斄䦭⊁⋼嬘䌚⼿䈡⇍審ㆾ㷃炻㕤ᷕ⚳᷎䃉ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬
朆䦭⊁⯭㮹ẩ㤕枰⯙℞䚜㍍㸸冒ᷕ⚳塓≽㓞ℍᶨ凔㊱䦭䌯10%丛Ẁẩ㤕⼿䦭ˤ㸸冒ᷕ⚳塓≽
㓞ℍ炷⤪⇑〗㓞ℍ炸⎗傥⽆㈽屯ᷕ⚳嫱⇠ᷕ䓊䓇ˤ⚈㬌炻⫸➢慹⎗傥枰⯙℞⽆ᷕ⚳嫱⇠㈽屯䌚
⍾䘬ảỽ⇑〗丛Ẁ枸㈋䦭ˤ㟡㒂ᷕ⚳ẩ㤕⼿䦭㱽炻Ἦ冒⚳⊁昊屉㓧悐䘤埴䘬㓧⹄⁝⇠⍲䘬⇑
〗⎗䌚審ᷕ⚳⼿䦭ˤ
㟡㒂ᷕ⚳ℏ⛘楁㷗䈡⇍埴㓧⋨斄㕤⮵⼿性暁慵⽝䦭旚㬊‟㺷䦭䘬⬱㌺炷ˬᷕ㷗⬱
㌺˭炸炻劍楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹䁢ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ䘬㓞䙲㚱Ṣ炻⇯朆䦭⊁⯭㮹䘬⁝⇠ⶍ℟㊩㚱Ṣ炷⊭㊔
ẩ㤕⍲ᾳṢ炸䌚⼿䘬⇑〗䷥柵炻䴻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㈡Ⅾ⮯㊱7%䦭䌯⽝䦭ˤ
揺㕤⫸➢慹⮳㯪忂忶䴻䎮Ṣ炷Ⱄ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹炸䘬RQFII 柵⹎忚埴㈽屯ẍ忼⇘㈽屯䚖㧁炻㈽屯
ᷕ⚳⁝⊁ⶍ℟䘬⇑〗㓞ℍ⛐ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ傥ṓ㚱7%䘬㷃⼴䦭䌯ˤ䁢䌚⼿ṓ⍿㬌⃒よ䦭䌯䘬屯
㟤炻暨䌚⼿ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⯙斄㕤⫸➢慹㊩㚱⁝⊁ⶍ℟䘬㓞䙲㑩㚱㪲䘬㈡Ⅾˤ䃞侴炻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁
㨇斄⮯⤪ỽ姽Ộ㈽屯➢慹䘬㓞䙲㚱㪲⬀⛐ᶵ䡢⭂⚈䳈ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⮯⯙⫸➢慹ἄ忚ᶨ㬍姽Ộ᷎⮳
㯪䓛婳⇵徘䘬ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㈡Ⅾ炻䃞侴㤪䃉ᾅ嫱傥⣈䌚⼿㈡Ⅾˤ劍暨䘬㈡Ⅾ㛒傥⼿⇘炻10%
䘬ᶨ凔⇑〗䦭䌯⮯怑䓐㕤⫸➢慹ˤ㇒㬊㛔姣慳⁁⾀抬↲䘤㖍炻揺㕤暨䘬㈡Ⅾ⯂㛒䌚⼿炻䴻䎮
Ṣ㒔⛐㓞⇘㓞ℍ㗪炻⯙㛒㚱⽆Ἦ㸸㈋丛枸㈋䦭䘬ね㱩炻⮵Ἦ㸸㕤ᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬偉〗⇑〗㓞ℍἄ
↢䚠斄㑍⁁炷枸㈋䦭⽆㸸㈋丛䘬炻⮯ᶵℵ㑍⁁炸ˤ
(ii)

屯㛔㓞䙲

⯂㛒℔Ự夷䭉屟岋ᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬QFII ㆾRQFII⼿䘬屯㛔㓞䙲䘬䦭枭䘬℟橼夷⇯ˤ㚱斄䦭⊁䔞⯨
⎗傥㕤㖍⼴㼬㶭ᾉ妿➢慹ㆾ㚱斄⫸➢慹屟岋ᷕ⚳嫱⇠ㆾQFII ㆾRQFII屟岋⠫ℏᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬⽝䦭
ね㱩ˤ⛐䃉㚱斄℟橼夷⇯䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻ᷕ⚳⼿䦭㓞嗽䎮ㅱ㊱䄏ᷕ⚳ẩ㤕⼿䦭㱽䘬ᶨ凔䦭⊁㡅
㔯夷䭉ˤ昌㟡㒂ᷕ⚳䎦埴䦭⊁㱽⼳⍲㱽夷ㆾ䚠斄䦭⊁㡅䲬䌚⼿審ㆾ㷃侭⢾炻᷎朆䦭⊁⯭㮹
ᶼ⛐ᷕ⚳䃉ⷠ姕㨇㥳䘬ẩ㤕炻℞㸸冒↢ⓖᷕ⚳嫱⇠䘬屯㛔㓞䙲⎗傥塓⽝㓞10%䘬枸㈋䦭ˤ
3

㟡㒂ᷕ㷗⬱㌺炻劍⸚⮔怑䓐㕤楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹炻⊭㊔烉
(A)

(B)

⛐ẍᶳね㱩炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹廱嬻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠偉ấ⼿ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲⮯⛐ᷕ⚳⽝
䦭烉
•

娚ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠ᷳ 50%ㆾẍᶲ屯䓊䚜㍍ㆾ攻㍍䓙ỵ㕤ᷕ⚳ᷳᶵ≽䓊䳬ㆸ炷ˬᶵ
≽䓊㚱℔⎠˭炸烊ㆾ

•

⛐廱嬻⇵ 12 ᾳ㚰ℏᷳảỽ㗪攻炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹㊩㚱ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠军⮹ 25%ᷳ偉
ấˤ

楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹廱嬻ᷕ⚳㓧⹄ㆾᷕ⚳℔⎠䘤埴⁝⊁ⶍ℟⼿ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲怑䓐㕤䦭⊁⮔炻
᷎⮯ᶵ㚫⛐ᷕ⚳⽝䦭ˤ

⇵徘ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲䦭審⛐䌚⼿ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㈡Ⅾ⼴怑䓐ˤ⛐⎗ṓ㚱ᷕ㷗⬱㌺ᶳ䘬䦭⊁審
⇵炻楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹暨䁢㬌䚖䘬⎹㚱斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄㍸Ṍ楁㷗䦭⊁⯨炷ˬ䦭⊁⯨˭炸䘤↢䘬楁㷗
䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠炷ˬ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠˭炸ˤ
䴻䎮Ṣ㊩临姽Ộ⫸➢慹䘬枸㈋䦭㑍⁁ね㱩ˤ揺㕤屯㛔㓞䙲䘬⼿䦭嗽䎮⬀⛐ᶵ䡢⭂⿏炻䁢䫎⎰
㚱斄屯㛔㓞䙲䘬㼃⛐䦭⊁屔ả炻䴻䎮Ṣᾅ瀛㪲⇑⯙㚱斄㓞䙲ㆾ㓞ℍ䘬枸㈋䦭ἄ↢㑍⁁炻᷎⮵⫸
➢慹䘬ⷛ㇞枸㈋䦭枭ˤ揺㕤RQFII⇞⹎䘬⾓忇䘤⯽ẍ⍲䴻䎮Ṣ⮵枸㈋䦭䘬䳗䧵䞍嬀炻䴻䎮Ṣ慵
㕘姽Ộ枸㈋䦭㑍⁁㕡㱽ˤ䴻ヶ慵侫ㄖ䴻䎮Ṣ䘬慵㕘姽Ộ炻᷎倥⍾⍲侫ㄖ㚱斄⫸➢慹㗗⏎㚱屯㟤
⍿よ㕤ᷕ㷗⬱㌺䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕䦭⊁シ夳⍲㊱䄏㚱斄シ夳炻䴻䎮Ṣ娵䁢⫸➢慹⯙ᷕ㷗⬱㌺䚖䘬侴妨
Ⱄ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹炻᷎⎗㟡㒂ᷕ㷗⬱㌺⯙↢ⓖᷕ⚳嫱⇠⼿䘬屯㛔㓞䙲炷ょ炷⤪怑䓐炸↢ⓖᶵ≽
䓊㚱℔⎠偉ấ⼿䘬屯㛔㓞䙲昌⢾炸ṓ㚱枸㈋䦭審ˤ⚈㬌炻㚱斄⫸➢慹䘬䦭⊁㑍⁁䓙2014
⸜7㚰21㖍崟㚱㚜㓡ˤ
㕤㬌㕡朊炻䴻倥⍾⍲侫ㄖ䌐䩳⮰㤕䦭⊁シ夳⍲㊱䄏㚱斄シ夳炻䴻䎮Ṣ㰢⭂⮯ᶵ⯙⫸➢慹↢ⓖ䓙
ᷕ⚳㓧⹄ㆾᷕ⚳℔⎠䘤埴䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟⼿ᷳ嬲䎦⍲㛒嬲䎦屯㛔㓞䙲䷥柵ἄ↢枸㈋䦭㑍⁁ˤ䓙
㕤⫸➢慹᷎ᶵ㈽屯偉䤐炻㓭䃉枰⯙屟岋ᷕ⚳䦭⊁⯭㮹℔⎠偉ấ⼿ᷳ屯㛔㓞䙲⇞⭂㑍⁁㓧䫾ˤ
⊁婳㲐シ炻ᶲ徘枸㈋䦭㑍⁁㕡㱽⬀⛐劍⸚ᶵ㖶䡢⚈䳈烉
•

㖍⼴ᷕ㷗⬱㌺⎗傥㚱㓡嬲炻侴⫸➢慹㚨䳪⎗傥枰⯙屯㛔㓞䙲丛Ṍ枸㈋䦭ˤ

•

㕤㛔墄䶐↲䘤㖍㛇炻⫸➢慹⯂㛒冒䦭⊁⯨⍾⼿楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠ˤ῀ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⮎
埴⽝㓞屯㛔㓞䙲枸㈋䦭⍲天㯪⫸➢慹㍸ὃ楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠ẍ䌚⼿枸㈋䦭審炻䴻䎮
Ṣ⮯ẋ堐⫸➢慹䓛婳楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ傥⏎ẋ堐⫸➢慹⍾⼿楁㷗䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱
㖶㚠夾᷶楁㷗⍲炾ㆾᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄䔞㗪䘬㓧䫾ˤ⫸➢慹⎗傥枰㭷⸜⎹䦭⊁⯨䓛婳楁㷗䦭
⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠炻娚䓛婳⮯夾᷶䦭⊁⯨䘬姽Ộˤ䔞ᷕ⬀⛐䴻䎮Ṣ㛒傥ẋ堐⫸➢慹⍾⼿楁㷗
䦭⊁⯭㮹嫱㖶㚠䘬桐晒ˤ

•

彬Ṳ䁢㬊炻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄⯂㛒⯙ RQFII炷⤪⫸➢慹䘬䴻䎮Ṣ炸䘬屯㛔㓞䙲⽝㓞枸㈋䦭ˤ
῀ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄攳⥳⯙屯㛔㓞䙲⽝㓞枸㈋䦭炻⇯ᷕ㷗⬱㌺枭ᶳ䘬⮔ṵ枰䴻ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇
斄䘬㚨䳪㈡Ⅾ炻侴䴻䎮Ṣ⯂㛒䞍〱 RQFII 䦭⊁㡅䲬屯㛔㓞䙲審㈡Ⅾ㚱ảỽㆸ≇ᾳ㟰ˤ
⌛ἧ䴻䎮Ṣ㟡㒂䌐䩳⮰㤕䦭⊁シ夳娵䁢⫸➢慹ㅱ䫎⎰屯㟤ṓ㚱㚱斄⮔炻Ữᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇
斄㚨䳪⎗傥㊩ᶵ⎴奨溆ˤ

⊁婳㲐シ炻⬀⛐ᷕ⚳䦭⊁夷⇯ˣ㱽夷⍲ㄋἳ↢䎦嬲㚜⍲徥㹗⽝㓞䦭枭ᷳ⎗傥ˤ⤪ᶲ㔯徘炻⫸
➢慹⮯ᶵ⯙↢ⓖᷕ⚳㓧⹄ㆾᷕ⚳℔⎠䘤埴䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟⼿ᷳ㛒嬲䎦⍲嬲䎦屯㛔㓞䙲䷥柵ἄ↢
㑍⁁ˤ῀⚳⭞䦭⊁䷥⯨炷ˬ⚳⭞䦭⊁䷥⯨˭炸⮎晃⽝㓞䦭㫦炻⫸➢慹枰㓗Ẁ䦭枭ẍ⍵㗈㛒ἄ㑍
⁁䘬䦭⊁屔ả炻℞㚨䳪⮯枰㈧㑼ℐ悐䦭⊁屔ả炻㓭℞屯䓊㶐ῤ⎗傥⍿⇘ᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ⛐㬌ね㱩
4

ᶳ炻柵⢾䘬䦭⊁屔ả⮯⼙枧⛐䚠斄㗪攻䘬䘤埴╖ỵ炻ᶼ䔞㗪䘬╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⍲℞⼴䘬╖ỵ㊩
㚱Ṣ⮯㚱㎵⣙炻ᷫ⚈娚䫱╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ⮯德忶⫸➢慹㈧㑼䚠⮵℞㈽屯⫸➢慹㗪䘬䦭⊁屔ả侴妨
ᶵ⎰㭼ἳ⛘庫檀䘬䦭⊁屔ảˤ⚈㬌炻夾᷶㚱斄ᷕ⚳䦭⊁㨇斄䘬㚨䳪夷⇯⍲ỽ㗪娵岤⍲炾ㆾ岾⚆
℞╖ỵ炻㈽屯侭⎗傥㚱㎵⣙ˤ㕤⮯ảỽ崭柵㑍⁁徨⚆⫸➢慹㇞⎋⇵岾⚆℞⫸➢慹ᷳ╖ỵ䘬
Ṣ⢓炻⮯ᶵṓ㚱Ṏ䃉㪲天㯪䌚⼿㚱斄崭柵㑍⁁䘬ảỽ悐↮ˤ⤪ᶲ徘䦭枭審㕤㖍⼴嬘㰢ㆾ䦭⊁
㱽ἳㆾ㓧䫾㚱忚ᶨ㬍嬲≽炻䴻䎮Ṣ⮯⛐⎗埴ね㱩ᶳ⃀⾓⮵䦭⊁㑍⁁㓧䫾ἄ↢℞娵䁢⽭天䘬㚱斄
婧㔜ˤ˭
3.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔35枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
RQFII ⇞
旬抬ᶨ 烉 ⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ㈽屯䫾䔍˭ᶨ䭨ᷕˬ(4)
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
⹎˭↮䭨ᶳ䫔ᶱ㭝䘬㔜㭝炻᷎ẍᶳ↿⍾ẋ烉
ˬ䴻䎮Ṣ㟡㒂RQFII夷ἳ⍾⼿RQFII屯㟤᷎䌚㌰ḰRQFII柵灏ˤ˭

4.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔45枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
䲣䴙
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ℞Ṿ桐晒⚈䳈˭ᶨ䭨ᷕˬRQFII
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
桐晒˭䘬桐晒⚈䳈ᶳ䫔⚃㭝䘬䫔ᶨ⎍㔜⎍炻᷎ẍᶳ↿⍾ẋ烉
ˬ⫸➢慹忳䓐⢾䭉⯨㌰Ḱ䴻䎮Ṣ䘬RQFII柵灏ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⎗Ḱ䓙䴻䎮Ṣ䭉䎮䘬℔⊇➢慹䓊⑩ἧ䓐
䘬RQFII柵⹎䘬䷥柵⛐ảỽ䈡⭂㗪攻㗗㚱旸⹎䘬ˤ䴻䎮Ṣ⎗曰㳣⛘↮惵娚RQFII柵⹎Ḱᶵ⎴ᶵ㗪
䓙䴻䎮Ṣ䭉䎮䘬℔⊇➢慹䓊⑩ˤ⚈㬌炻⫸➢慹ᶵ⎗䌐⭞ἧ䓐᷎⽭暨ὅ岜䴻䎮Ṣ䭉䎮⍲↮惵娚
RQFII柵⹎ˤ᷎ᶵᾅ嫱䴻䎮Ṣ⎗⍾⼿ㆾ↮惵嵛⣈RQFII柵⹎Ḱ⫸➢慹ẍℐ朊㺧嵛娵岤天㯪ˤ˭

⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
↢䇰㖍㛇烉2014 ⸜ 7 㚰 21 㖍

5

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
炷ˬ⫸➢慹
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭:
慵天ḳ枭
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯 2012 ⸜
1 㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲ 2012 ⸜ 6 㚰 11 㖍ˣ2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 13 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 5 㚰
7 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 8 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 6 㚰 21 㖍ˣ2013 ⸜ 8 㚰 1 㖍ˣ2014 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 6 ᰕˣ2014 ⸜ 3 㚰
10 㖍⍲ 2014 ⸜ 3 㚰 24 㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀抬
姣慳⁁⾀抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶
姣慳⁁⾀抬
⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
⤪敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
ㅱ媖娊敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉

旬抬ᶨ烉
㊯䣢⿏
1. ⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔Ĵĵ枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ㈽屯䫾䔍˭ᶨ䭨ˬĩĳĪġ
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
屯䓊↮惵˭↮䭨ᶳ䘬㔜ᾳ堐炻᷎ẍᶳ堐⍾ẋ烉
屯䓊栆⇍

⫸➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬㊯䣢⿏䘦↮㭼

㓧⹄㨇㥳ˣ㓧⹄㨇斄ㆾ崭⚳⭞䳬䷼䘤埴䘬Ṣ㮹⸋
⁝⇠

ᶵ⣂㕤 40%

戨埴⍲ẩ㤕䘤埴䘬Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠

ᶵ⣂㕤 90%

Ṣ㮹⸋妰ῤ⓮㤕䤐㒂ˣ䞕㛇䤐㒂⍲䞕㛇⁝⇠

ᶵ⣂㕤 90%

ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬暞ⓖ㈽屯䘬Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠℔⊇➢
慹

ᶵ⣂㕤 10%

Ṣ㮹⸋䎦慹⍲䎦慹䫱₡䈑

ᶵ⣂㕤 20%

䷥㈽屯䳬⎰

100%

⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ
⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
↢䇰㖍㛇烉2014 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍
1

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ

ૹࠃႈ:
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ 2012 ڣ
1 ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ ֗א2012  ڣ6 ִ 11 ֲΕ2012  ڣ8 ִ 10 ֲΕ2013  ڣ3 ִ 13 ֲΕ2013  ڣ5 ִ
7 ֲΕ2013  ڣ6 ִ 8 ֲΕ2013  ڣ6 ִ 21 ֲΕ2013  ڣ8 ִ 1 ֲΕ2014 ᑈ 3 ᳜ 6 ᮹֗ 2014  ڣ3 ִ
10 ֲऱᇖᒳΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ
֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ڕᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ
1. ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร35ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψދᇷฃωԫᆏψ(4) RQFIIࠫ৫ω։
ᆏՀรԿऱᖞΔࠀאՀ࠷˖ז
“ᆖԳբז।ഗ८ᛧ࠷RQFII ᇷΔࠀᛧղRQFII ᠰԳاኞ5ᏙցΖࠌᆖԳբז।
ഗ८೯ࠡش٤ຝRQFII ᠰΔᆖԳױᖕٚ۶ᔞشࠏعᓮᏺףRQFII ᠰΖ”
2. ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร40ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψॣࡨ࿇ഇཚωԫᆏ֗אᇠᆏՀऱࢬڶ
ᆵΖ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆ
נठֲཚΚ2014  ڣ3 ִ 24 ֲ

1

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ

ૹࠃႈ:
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ 2012 ڣ
1 ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ ֗א2012  ڣ6 ִ 11 ֲΕ2012  ڣ8 ִ 10 ֲΕ2013  ڣ3 ִ 13 ֲΕ2013  ڣ5 ִ
7 ֲΕ2013  ڣ6 ִ 8 ֲΕ2013  ڣ6 ִ 21 ֲΕ2013  ڣ8 ִ 1 ֲ֗ 2014 ᑈ 3 ᳜ 6 ᮹ऱᇖᒳΰٽጠ
ψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕ
ࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ڕᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ
1. ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร33ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψދᇷฃωԫᆏψΰ1αԫᇷ
றω։ᆏՀรԿऱ່৵ԫ,ࠀאՀ࠷ז:
“ഗ८ኙྤေ్ࢨေ్BB+ࢨאՀऱԳاኞ႘ࠦ(طխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌڇഗ८ދᇷ
ழࢬղऱေ్) ऱދᇷലլ၌ማࠡᇷขଖ20%Ζૉഗ८ދᇷิٽऱਬࠄԳاኞ႘ࠦॾ
၊ေ్ᙟ৵ՀᓳΔࠌ၌መދڼᇷૻᠰΔ ᆖԳലٽڇ֊ኔ۩ױऱൣउՀጐݶᓳᖞ
ഗ८ऱދᇷิٽΔאฤٽ20%ऱދᇷૻᠰΖॾ၊ေ్ਢਐڶᣂԳاኞ႘ࠦऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀ଣ
ڶᣂԳاኞ႘ࠦॾڶ၊ေ్ΔᆖԳױࠡە࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్Ζ
ഗ८ലլᄎދᇷ࣍ᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦΰץਔᇷขࣂࢽᄐปᖕαΖഗ८ኙৄދ႘ऱދᇷലլ
ᄎ၌መഗ८ᇷขଖऱ20%Ζৄދ႘ਢֱچطਙࢌᘜᇷؓڇխഏٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑࢨ
Ꭼ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑ࿇۩ऱ႘೭ՠࠠΖᇠֱچਙࢌᘜᇷؓਢֱچطਙࢌ֗Яࢨࠡࢬ᥆ࠃᄐ
ۯمֆ墿ࢤދᇷࢨഗ៕ਜႈؾᤂႃᇷ८ऱᗑمऄԳኔ᧯Ζ”
2. ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร34ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψขਗᙇฃω։ᆏՀऱᖞ,ࠀ
אՀ࠷ז:
“ຘመኙլٵ࿇۩Գഗైڂءၞ۩ᐖऑઔߒΔഗ८ીԺދᇷॾڇ၊ေ్֗ഗ૿ֱైڂء
ࠐᠰ؆ڃऱ࿇۩ΖլመΔഗ८ࠀྤኙࠡڶԳاኞ႘ࠦऱ່ॾ܅၊ေ్ڶٚ۶ࣔ᧩ૻ
ࠫΔ൫ދᇷ࣍խഏᅝچေ్BB+ࢨאՀऱԳاኞ႘ࠦΰڇഗ८ދᇷழऱေ్αࢨྤေ్
ՠࠠऱᇷขଖլ၌መ20%Ζ࣍ਗᙇഗ८ऱ႘ࠦދᇷิٽழΔᆖԳױەխഏᅝॾچ
၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀սࠉᘸࠡߪءऱփຝ։࣫אኙٺ႘ࠦၞ۩ᗑمေ۷Ζ”

1

3.

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร43ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψࠡהଅᙠైڂωԫᆏΔᑑᠲ
ψދᇷ࣍խഏ႘ࠦؑ֗ྤေ్ࢨለދ܅ᇷ్႘ࠦऱଅᙠω֗ψፖխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ઌᣂ
ऱଅᙠωऱᖞଅᙠైڂ, ࠀאՀ࠷ז:
“ދᇷ࣍խഏ႘ࠦؑ֗ྤေ్ࢨለ܅ေ్႘ࠦऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ދᇷቼ㡕խഏ႘ࠦΖխഏ८ᘜؑ࣍࿇୶ॣཚΔᅝխԫࠄխഏ႘ࠦױ౨ᅝچေ్
ᖲዌေ్BB+ࢨאՀࢨؘآᛧٚ۶ॵٽഏᎾᑑᄷऱေ్ᖲዌղٚ۶ေ్Ζڶᣂՠࠠԫ
ࢭ࠹ለՕ࿓৫ऱॾ၊ଅᙠ֗ለ܅࿓৫ऱੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔױ౨ᖄીᏝଖं೯ᏺףΖᇠՠࠠᏝଖ
ٍױ౨ޓᣄאᒔᎁΔਚഗ८ऱᇷขଖ᧢ޓं೯Ζ
ڼڂΔދᇷृᚨࣹრΔઌֺޓڇ࿇ሒؑՂऱދᇷ႘ࠦขΔދᇷഗ८௫֗ऱं೯ΕᏝ
ं೯֗ଅᙠለΖ

ፖխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ઌᣂऱଅᙠ
ԫࠄխഏ႘ࠦױ౨բᛧխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղॾ၊ေ్ΖྥۖΔઌֺޓ࿇ሒؑऱኙ֫
ֱΔؾছխഏഏփऱॾ၊ေ్۩ᄐֶवټ৫ΔؑፖृၴֶٍᦞԺΔຝ։ਢ࣍طխഏ႘
ࠦؑ࠹৫ጥऱࢤᔆΔॾח၊ေ్ီլؘΖ؆Δေ్መ࿓ֶຘࣔ৫Δေ్ᑑᄷ
ױ౨ՕՕܑ࣍ڶഏᎾᎁॾױ၊ေ్ᖲዌࢬආृΖ࣠Δᣄאঅᢞॾ၊ေ్ᗑمΕড়ᨠ֗
ࠠߩജۯچΖڇԫࠄൣउՀΔ ᅝॾچ၊ᖲዌ௫ൕࠃψေ్ᘉω೯Δ៶אေ్ᄐ೭
ࠐگڍޓԵΖڼڂΔ࣍ދנ܂ᇷ֗ᘜᇷެࡳழΔᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్ຏൄլ
ᛧؑፖृᄎΖ࣍ਗᙇഗ८ऱ႘ࠦދᇷิٽழΔᆖԳױەխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌ
ղऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀սࠉᘸࠡߪءऱփຝ։࣫אኙٺ႘ࠦၞ۩ᗑمေ۷Ζދᇷृ࣍ࠉᘸٚ
۶ॾ၊ေ్ছΔᚨᐉშ۩ࠃΖ

ދᇷ࣍ৄދ႘ऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ދױᇷ່ڍᇷขଖऱ20%࣍ৄދ႘Ζឈྥᇠֱچطਙࢌᘜᇷؓ࿇۩ऱৄދ႘ۿ
ፖֱچਙࢌᖲዌڶᣂຑΔ،ଚԫլᛧᇠֱچਙࢌᖲዌࢨխഏխ؇ਙࢌᖜঅΖڼڂΔᇠ
ֱچਙࢌᖲዌࢨխഏխ؇ਙࢌࠀྤຂ֭ٚٚ۶ሔપऱֱچਙࢌᘜᇷؓΖଣֱچਙࢌᘜ
ᇷؓڇᚍבഗ८ދᇷิٽփऱٚ۶ৄދ႘ऱء८ࢨܓஒֱ૿ሔપΔഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹ᡓՕ
ჾ؈Δۖഗ८ऱᇷขଖࢨᄎ࠹ࠩլܓᐙΖ”

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ
໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆ
נठֲཚΚ2014  ڣ3 ִ 10 ֲ

2

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα

໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα

ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1
ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲΕ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲΕ2013ڣ3ִ13ֲΕ2013ڣ5ִ7ֲΕ2013
ᑈ6᳜8ֲΕ2013ᑈ6᳜21ֲ2013 ڣ8 ִ1ֲऱᇖᒳΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖ
ೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ʳ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜ
ຂٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ
ޓངᆖԳऱᇀࠃ
x

ုᤩໂݱᙕร 5 ψءഗ८ऱጥωհψᆖԳωԫᆏψᆖԳऱᇀࠃᇷறڕՀωհ৵ˈݙ٤
ີװܔൎ٣سऱ១䅙ΔࠀאՀ૿ᆵזཙΚ
ຑ֟מՖՓ
ຑՖՓᆖԳऱᇀࠃΖ1992 ڣದ٣৵ڇᐖࣟխ۩ఇૻڶڮॾۂֆΕ๛ᥞᎬ۩ࠅֆΕ
Օګഗ८ጥૻڶֆΕਣ୶ഄሒૻڶֆΕՕګഏᎾᇷขጥֆՠ܂Ζ࣍ 2012  ڣ5 ִ
ףڤإԵ໑ழഗ८ጥૻڶֆΔٚขቤຝ᜔ᆖΖฅᄐ࣍ဎխልᄐՕᖂΔᛧპسढᖂ
ՓᖂۯΔࠀ࣍ᐖࣟઊࡡ᤻ீᖂ࠷ᆖᛎᖂጚՓᖂۯΖ
ᇀߜअ٣س
ᇀ٣سᆖԳऱᇀࠃΖ1993 ڣದ٣৵ڇխഏݾၞנՑ᜔ֆΕխދݾᇷֆΕᘜຏഗ८
ֆΕ९ৄഗ८ֆՠ܂Ζ2005  ڣ2 ִףԵ໑ழഗ८ጥૻڶֆΔٚ具ֆ೫᜔ဪΔ
ጥᦞ墿ދᇷΖᇀ٣سฅᄐ࣍ోપՕᖂ STERN ᖂೃΔᛧՠጥጚՓΔࠀ࣍ლ॰Օᖂ࠷
ᄎૠᖂՓᖂۯΖ
३້٣س
३٣سᆖԳऱᇀࠃΖ1997 ڣದקࣾڇᆖᛎၲ࿇ދᇷֆՠ܂Ζ2000  ڣ8 ִףԵ໑ழഗ८
ጥૻڶֆΔᖵٚ႘ࠦิٽᆖܗΕ႘ࠦދᇷᆖΕࡐࡳگ墿ຝ೫᜔ᆖΕࡐࡳگ墿ຝ᜔
ᆖΖٚ໑ழഗ८ጥૻڶֆ೫᜔ဪΔጥࡐࡳگ墿ދᇷΖ३٣سᛧഏሼԭՕᖂᆖᛎᖂ
ጚՓᖂۯΖ

1

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆ
נठֲཚΚ2014 ڣ3 ִ6ֲ

2

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψ
໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८
ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
ॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψ
ΰψഗ८
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
ΰψഗ८ωα
ഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1ִऱုᤩໂ
ݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲΕ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲΕ2013ڣ3ִ13ֲΕ2013ڣ5ִ7ֲΕ2013ڣ6ִ8ֲࡉ2013ڣ6ִ21
ֲऱᇖᒳΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕ
ုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂ
ုᤩໂݱᙕ
ݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ

ʳ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔ
ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ
ᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
Հऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ

ࡡٚᆖԳऱᇀࠃ
ࡡٚᆖԳऱᇀࠃ
ုᤩໂݱᙕร 5 ψءഗ८ऱጥωԫᆏψᆖԳऱᇀࠃᇷறڕՀωհ৵ᄅᏺՀ૿ԫΚ

ܦࣟ٣س
ܦ٣سᆖԳऱᇀࠃΖൕ 2002 ڣದٚࢵᢞࠦैٝૻڶֆΰאՀ១ጠψࢵᢞࠦ
ࢵᢞࠦωαΔ
ᖵٚࢵ
ࢵᢞࠦ
ᢞࠦഏᎾᄐ೭ຝ։࣫ஃΕࢵᢞࠦΰଉཽαֆ೫᜔ᆖଫഏᎾᄐ೭ຝᇀࠃΕ᜔ဪᙄֆ᜔ᆖΕᇀ
ࠃ᜔ᆖ֗אֆ᜔ဪܗΖ1990  ۟ڣ1996 ڣམٚՊྋקઊၠৄᙓᥳᐗΔᖵٚቸࡡიຝΕՀ᥆ٽᇷ
ֆ೫᜔ᆖΖܦ٣ س1990 ڣᛧխ՞ՕᖂᆖᛎᖂᖂՓᖂۯΙ1996  ۟ڣ2002 ࣳڇڣዧՕᖂᆖᛎᖂ
ೃᆖᛎߓᖂΔᛧጚՓΕ໑ՓᖂۯΙܦ٣ࠀسࠇקڶՕᖂ٠ဎጥᖂೃ EMBA ᖂۯΖ
໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ

໑ழഗ८ΰ
໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾα
ഏᎾαૻڶֆ
נठֲཚΚ2013  ڣ8 ִ 1 ֲ

1

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα

໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα

ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1
ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲΕ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲΕ2013ڣ3ִ13ֲǃ2013ڣ5ִ7ֲ2013
ᑈ6᳜8োऱᇖᒳΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱ
ဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ʳ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜ
ຂٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ
ޓངᆖԳऱᇀࠃ
ုᤩໂݱᙕร 5 ψءഗ८ऱጥωԫᆏψᆖԳऱᇀࠃᇷறڕՀωհ৵Κ
y

ݙ٤װܔ۶ᣪ٣سऱ១䅙Ǆ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆ
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໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1
ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲΕ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲΕ2013ڣ3ִ13ֲࡉ2013ڣ5ִ7ֲऱᇖᒳ
ΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩ
ໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ
ਐࢤقᇷข։
1.

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร 34 ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψދᇷฃωԫᆏψ(2) ਐࢤقᇷข
։ω։ᆏՀऱᖞଡ।ΔࠀאՀ।࠷זΚ
ᇷขᣊܑ

ഗ८ᇷขଖऱਐۍࢤق։ֺ

ਙࢌᖲዌΕਙࢌᖲᣂࢨ၌ഏ୮ิ៣࿇۩ऱԳاኞ
႘ࠦ

լ ࣍ڍ30%

Ꭼ۩֗ٞᄐ࿇۩ऱԳاኞ႘ࠦ

լ ࣍ڍ60%

ԳاኞૠଖᄐปᖕΕཚปᖕ֗ཚ႘ࠦ

լ ࣍ڍ60%

խഏᢞᄎᎁױऱሿഇދᇷऱԳاኞ႘ࠦֆႥഗ
८

լ ࣍ڍ10%

Գاኞ८֗८Ꮭढ

լ ࣍ڍ10%

᜔ދᇷิٽ

100%

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ
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໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈΚ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1
ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲΕ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲΕ2013ڣ3ִ13ֲࡉ2013ڣ5ִ7ֲऱᇖᒳ
ΰٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωαԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩ
ໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ

אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ

ޓᄅխഏ႘ࠦؑᄗᥦʳ
1.

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร 36 㟇 40 ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८խψދᇷฃωԫᆏψ(5) խഏ႘
ࠦؑᄗᥦω։ᆏՀऱᖞΔࠀאՀ࠷זΚ

ψխഏഏփ႘ࠦؑ։ࠟଡؑΚᎬ۩ၴ႘ٌ࣐ࠦؑ֗ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑΖᕣጥᅝխڶԫࠄ
ᣂຑΔຍࠄؑދڇᇷृ։ᣊΕข։ᣊ֗ጥᗑࢬڶ૿ֱم։ܑΖ
Ꭼ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑਊٌ࣐ၦૠؾছՕٌ࣐࣍ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑΔࠀઌኙለੌຏΖࠟଡؑऱຝ։
ᇷறሉ٨ڕՀΖ

ᇠؑऱૹᇷற

ؑᑓ

Ꭼ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑ
࣍ 2013  ڣ3 ִ 31 ֲપԳاኞ
23.1 ᆄᏙցΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ
႘ࠦॾஒጻα

ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑ
࣍ 2013  ڣ3 ִ 31 ֲપԳاኞ
0.5 ᆄᏙցΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ႘
ࠦॾஒጻα

ࢬ၇ᔄขऱᣊܑ

ഏ႘ࠦΕᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦΕխ ഏ႘ࠦΕᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦΕٞ
؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕΕ८ᘜ႘ࠦΕٞᄐ ᄐ ႘ ࠦ Ε ֆ  ႘ ࠦ Ε ८ ᘜ ႘
႘ࠦΕཚᘜᇷปᖕΕխཚป ࠦΕױངै႘ࠦ
ᖕΕᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦ

ૹؑፖृ

ᄐᎬ۩ΕঅᙠֆΕյ༡ഗ
८ΕᢞࠦֆΕᖑ ڶRQFII ᇷ
ऱ؆ഏދᇷृ

1

ᄐᎬ۩ΕঅᙠֆΕյ༡ഗ
८ΕᢞࠦֆΕᖑ ڶQFII ࢨ
RQFII ᇷऱ؆ഏދᇷृΕٞ
ᄐ֗ଡԳދᇷृ

၇ᔄ֗ጩᖲࠫ

၇ᔄᖲࠫΚᖲዌދᇷृၴऱᤁ
Ꮭ؆ٌ࣐ؑ

ਊሽ۞೯ኙᒌߓอ၇ᔄΔᢞ
ࠦ࣍Ղ௧ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬࢨڅᢞ
ٌ࣐ࠦࢬ၇ᔄ

 ጩ ᖲࠫ Κ  ਊ T+0 ࢨ
T+1 ጩࡌཚऱຄᎬኙ(בDVP) ጩᖲࠫΚຘመխഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖ
 ጩ  ૻ ڶຂ ٚ ֆ 
ΰψCSDCCωα࿆ಖ֗ጩ
ጥᖲዌ

խഏԳ۩

խഏᢞᄎ

ދᇷृലፖհ၇ᔄऱኙֱ֫

၇ᔄኙֱ֫ΰؑהࠡܛፖ CSDCCΔᖜٚՂ௧֗څᢞࠦ
ृα
ٌ࣐ࢬԫ֊ᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱխ؇ኙ
ֱ֫

խ؇ጩ

խ ؇ ഏ ႘ ࿆ ಖ  ጩ ֆ  Ι ࣍ CSDCC
2011  ڣ9 ִ 1 ֲࢨհ৵࿇۩ऱ
ཚᘜᇷปᖕຘመՂ௧堚ጩࢬ
ጩ

ੌຏࢤ

ኲ۟2013ڣ3ִ31ֲַ12ଡִ
ऱ᜔ٌ࣐ၦપԳاኞ80.5ᆄᏙ
ցΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ႘ࠦॾஒ
ጻα

ઌᣂଅᙠ

ܓଅᙠΕॾ၊ଅᙠΕٌ࣐ኙ ܓଅᙠΕॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤ
֫ଅᙠ
ଅᙠ

່܅ေ్ࡳ

ࠀྤࡳ

ኲ۟2013ڣ3ִ31ֲַ12ଡִ
ऱ᜔ٌ࣐ၦપԳاኞ0.7ᆄᏙց
ΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ႘ࠦॾஒ
ጻα

ࠀྤࡳ

ྥۖΔؑፖृԫۖྥ طޣΔଣ࣍ՂؑழΔֆ႘ࠦ
ᅝ  ॾ چ၊ ေ ్ ᖲ ዌ  ղ ۟ ֟ ࢨٞᄐ႘ࠦࠀྤᖑطڶᅝॾچ
BBB ေ్
၊ေ్ᖲዌղ۟֟ψAAωॾ
၊ေ్Δঞڶᣂ႘ࠦࡐ࣍ױ
ࡳگ墿ᢞࠦጵٽሽؓ၇
ᔄΔᇠؓၲ࣋ղᖲዌދᇷ
ृΖآ౨ฤ܅່ڼٽࡳऱ႘
ࠦլຘመᤁᏝ ٌ ࣐ߓ อ ၇
ᔄΔᇠߓอၲ࣋ղࢬދڶᇷ
ृΔץਔཋ֪ދᇷृ
ൄߠ႘೭ՠࠠᣊܑ֗࿇۩Գ

ഏ႘ࠦΚطತਙຝ࿇۩

ഏ႘ࠦΚطತਙຝ࿇۩

խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕΚطխഏԳ۩࿇ ٞᄐ႘ࠦΚطਙࢌઌᣂΕഏڶ
۩
ࢨഏ୮ڶᖲዌ࿇۩
८ᘜ႘ࠦΚطഏ୮ၲ࿇Ꭼ۩Ε ֆ႘ࠦΚطՂؑֆ࿇۩
խഏልᄐ࿇୶Ꭼ۩֗խഏၞנ
ՑᎬ۩ਙࢤᎬ۩ΕᄐᎬ ױངै႘ࠦΚطՂؑֆ࿇۩
۩֗ࠡה८ᘜᖲዌ࿇۩
ٞᄐ႘ࠦΚطਙࢌઌᣂΕഏڶ
2

ࢨഏ୮ڶኔ᧯࿇۩

Հቹ٨قլٵᣊܑՠࠠڇլؑٵऱอૠ։࣫ΰΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ႘ࠦॾஒጻα
࣍ 2013  ڣ3 ִ 31 ֲα:
(a) inter-bank bond market Ꭼ۩ၴऱ႘ࠦؑʳ

(b) ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰՂ௧ٌ࣐ࢬα

3

(c) ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰࢬٌ࣐څαʳ

႘೭ՠࠠऱگ墿ΰאՀگ墿ԯਊ࣍ 2013  ڣ3 ִ 29 ֲऱԫؓ݁ᑇ܂ەհشαΚ
(a) Ꭼ۩ၴऱ႘ࠦؑ
ໍ塒ڣཚ
½
¾
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50

ഏ႘ࠦ
2.63
2.62
2.68
3.03
3.09
3.30
3.48
3.54
3.83
4.08
4.19
4.34

८ᘜ႘ࠦ
3.18
3.20
3.29
3.62
3.77
3.96
4.17
4.25
4.52
4.77
4.88

ֆ႘ࠦ

խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕ

4.87
5.28
5.58
6.13
6.65
7.05
7.39
7.65
7.78

2.87
3.16
3.20

ֆ႘ࠦ
3.59
4.03
4.59
4.50
5.05
5.75
6.35
5.61
5.18

խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕ
2.16
3.98
3.97
4.87
1.76
0.66

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ
2.82
2.81
2.90
3.34
3.40
3.61
3.75
3.79
4.08
4.33
4.44
4.59

ʻ˵ʼ ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰՂ௧ٌ࣐ࢬαʳ
ໍ塒ڣཚ
½
¾
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50

ഏ႘ࠦ
2.69
2.72
2.73
3.09
3.15
3.35
3.53
3.59
3.88
4.13
4.24
4.39

८ᘜ႘ࠦ
3.94
3.98
4.02
4.30
4.51
4.83
5.12
5.22
5.50
5.76
5.89

4

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ

3.40
3.61

խഏ႘ࠦऱᅝॾچ၊ေ్
խഏ႘ࠦΰլᓵਢڇܡᎬ۩ၴؑࢨٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄؑՂ၇ᔄαԫطᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌၞ۩ေ్Ζ
խഏ٥ڶն୮ॾ၊ေ్ᖲዌΚᣛցᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΕՂ௧ᄅધᇷॾေ۷ދᇷࣚ೭ૻڶֆ
Εᜤٽᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΕխᇨॾഏᎾॾشေ్ຂٚૻڶֆ֗ՕֆഏᎾᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΖᅝ
ॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌؘႊᛧઌᣂխഏᖲᣂאױၞ۩ေ్ᄐ೭Δࠀ࠹۩ᄐ۞ݺጥΖ႘ࠦ࿇۩Գല࿇נ
ॾ၊ေ్ܫΔۖދᇷृ࣍ױࡳ࿇۩ԳጻీΕຘመֆၲຜஉ ڕwww.chinabond.cn ঞϞ⍋⏅ഇ
䄝ࠌѸᯧ᠔ⱘ݀Ԝㄝᛧ࠷ေ్ᇷறΖ
ދᇷृ࣍ױՂ૪ေ۷ᖲዌऱጻీ࠷ڶᣂေ۷ֱऄऱᇡาᇷறΖլመΔ࣍طխഏေ్۩ᄐս࣍࿇
୶ॣཚΔދᇷृ࣍ەխഏᅝچ႘ࠦॾ၊ေ్ழΔᚨᐉშ۩ࠃΖ࣍طመᑇᖕ֗ኙॾ၊ࠃٙڃ
ᚨᒷኬΔխഏᅝॾچ၊ᖲዌආشऱေ్ֱऄΔױ౨ՕીፖഏᎾॾ၊ေ్ᖲዌࢬආृઌۿΔ൫ױ౨
אഏփైڂΔۖॺၦ֏ֱऄΖᓮᔹଅᙠైڂփψፖࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦઌᣂऱଅᙠЁፖխഏᅝॾچ
၊ေ్ઌᣂऱଅᙠωԫᆏΖ
࣍ਗᙇഗ८ऱ႘ࠦދᇷิٽழΔᆖԳױەխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀ս
ࠉᘸࠡߪءऱփຝ։࣫אኙٺ႘ࠦၞ۩ᗑمေ۷Ζω
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5

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐

慵天ḳ枭烉
慵天ḳ枭烉
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯2012⸜1
㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲2012⸜6㚰11㖍ˣ2012⸜8㚰10㖍2013⸜3㚰13㖍䘬墄䶐 (⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀
姣慳⁁⾀
抬˭) ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟
䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪ġ 敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊ġ
ㅱ媖娊ġ 敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

⽆屯㛔㳦䘤偉〗
ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
1.

㕤姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 49 枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹䘬ˬ℞Ṿ桐晒⚈䳈˭ᶨ䭨ᶳˬ偉〗桐晒˭
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
䘬桐晒⚈䳈⼴炻㕘≈ℍᶳ↿ˬ⽆屯㛔㳦䘤偉〗䘬桐晒˭䘬桐晒⚈䳈烉
ˬ⽆屯㛔㳦䘤偉〗䘬桐晒
ᾉ妿⣹㒂䫔 22.5 㡅炻䴻䎮Ṣ⎗惴ね⽆⫸➢慹䘬㓞ℍㆾ屯㛔炷ㆾ㓞ℍㆾ屯㛔⎬ᶨ悐↮炸㳦Ẁ偉
〗ˤ⎎⢾炻㟡㌖ᾉ妿⣹㒂䫔 25.1, 25.2 ৺ 25.4 㡅ᴹ䰌᭦䋫ⲴọⅮ炻⫸➢慹ਟሷ屣⭘⍲䮻᭟ᗎ
屯㛔ᢓ䲔ˤ⽆屯㛔ㆾ⮎岒⽆屯㛔㳦Ẁ䘬偉〗炻㗗㈽屯侭悐↮⍇㛔㈽屯䘬⚆⟙ㆾ㍸冒悐↮⍇㛔
㈽屯炻⍰ㆾ㑍冒娚⍇㛔㈽屯ㅱỼ䘬ảỽ屯㛔㓞䙲ˤảỽ㴱⍲⽆⫸➢慹䘬屯㛔ㆾ⮎岒⽆屯㛔㳦
Ẁ䘬偉〗炻⎗傥㚫⮶农䚠斄栆⇍䘬㭷╖ỵ屯䓊㶐ῤ⌛㗪㷃⮹ˤ൘⦢ᗇ䅹ⴓᴳһ઼߶ᢩݸ㎖㠷
ส䠁ᤱᴹӪнቁᯬаػᴸⲴ䙊⸕ᖼ炻㏃⨶Ӫਟ䝼ᛵᴤ᭩࠶⍮᭯ㆆˤǌ

2.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 59 枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ↮㳦㓧䫾˭ᶨ䭨䘬㔜䭨炻᷎ẍᶳ↿
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
ℏ⭡⍾ẋ烉
ˬ↮㳦㓧䫾
䴻䎮Ṣ⎗惴ね㕤℞娵䁢怑䔞䘬㗪攻炻⽆⫸➢慹䘬㓞䙲ㆾ屯㛔炷ㆾ悐↮⽆㓞䙲⍲悐↮⽆屯㛔炸
⎹╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣἄ↢䎦慹↮㳦ˤ䴻䎮Ṣḇ⎗惴ね⽆⫸➢慹䘬䷥㓞ℍ炷⌛⫸➢慹⮯ℐ悐ㆾ悐↮➢
慹㓞屣⍲屣䓐㕤屯㛔姀岔炸⎹╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣἄ↢䎦慹↮㳦炻ẍ⡆≈⎗↮㳦㓞ℍ㓗Ẁ↮㳦㳦〗炻⮎
晃ᶲ㗗аぞ屯㛔㑍Ẁˤġ 䚖⇵炻䴻䎮Ṣ㒔㭷⋲⸜炷⌛㭷⸜ 6 㚰⍲ 12 㚰炸⯙栆⇍ A ╖ỵἄ↢↮
㳦炻侴栆⇍ I ╖ỵ⮯ᶵ䌚㳦䘤偉〗ˤ䃞侴炻㤪䃉ᾅ嫱㚫ἄ⭂㛇↮㳦ㆾἄ↮㳦㗪䘬↮㳦慹柵ˤ⯙
栆⇍ A ╖ỵ⮯⎹╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ㳦Ẁ䘬䎦慹↮㳦炻ᶨ凔㚫㕤䴻䎮Ṣ⭋㳦㚱斄↮㳦⼴ᶨᾳ㙮㚰ℏẍ
Ṣ㮹⸋暣⋗䘬㕡⺷㓗Ẁ炻㚱斄桐晒⍲屣䓐䓙╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ㈧㑼ˤġ

1

⽆屯㛔ㆾ⮎岒⽆屯㛔㳦Ẁ䘬偉〗炻㗗㈽屯侭悐↮⍇㛔㈽屯䘬⚆⟙ㆾ㍸冒悐↮⍇㛔㈽屯炻⍰ㆾ
㑍冒娚⍇㛔㈽屯ㅱỼ䘬ảỽ屯㛔㓞䙲ˤảỽ㴱⍲⽆⫸➢慹䘬屯㛔ㆾ⮎岒⽆屯㛔㳦Ẁ䘬偉〗炻
⎗傥㚫⮶农䚠斄栆⇍䘬㭷╖ỵ屯䓊㶐ῤ⌛㗪㷃⮹ˤ
忶⍣ 12 ᾳ㚰⯙栆⇍ A ╖ỵ㳦Ẁ䘬偉〗炷⤪㚱炸䘬䳬ㆸ悐↮炷⌛㑍冒(i)⎗Ḱ↮㳦㓞䙲㶐柵⍲(ii)
屯㛔䘬䚠斄㔠柵炸䘬屯㕁⎗⎹䴻䎮Ṣ䳊⍾炻᷎㕤䴻䎮Ṣ䘬䵚䪁 www.bosera.com.hk 䘤Ự
炷㬌䵚䪁㛒䴻嫱䚋㚫⮑教炸ˤ⛐⍾⼿嫱䚋㚫ḳ⃰㈡Ⅾ炻᷎⎹➢慹╖ỵ㊩㚱Ṣ䘤↢ᶵ⮹㕤ᶨᾳ
㚰忂䞍䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻䴻䎮Ṣ⎗⯙⽆⫸➢慹屯㛔ἄ↢↮㳦⮵⫸➢慹䘬↮㳦㓧䫾ἄ↢ᾖ妪ˤ˭
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ

姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ

⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠

↢䇰㖍㛇烉2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍

2

⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐
慵天ḳ枭烉
慵天ḳ枭烉
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯2012⸜1
㚰䘬姣慳⁁⾀抬ẍ⍲2012⸜6㚰11㖍ˣ2012⸜8㚰10㖍2013⸜3㚰13㖍䘬墄䶐炷⎰䧙ˬ姣慳⁁⾀
姣慳⁁⾀
抬˭炸ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟
䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪ġ 敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊ġ
ㅱ媖娊ġ 敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔
ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉
䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁
1.

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 iii 枩ˬ䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁
䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁˭ᶨ䭨䫔ℕ㭝䘬㔜㭝炻᷎ẍᶳ↿ℏ⭡⍾ẋ烉
䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁
ˬ⛐ảỽ⎠㱽䭉廬⋨炷楁㷗ˣ㽛攨⍲㕘≈✉ẍ⢾炸᷎㛒㍉⍾埴≽农ἧ䌚Ⅾ䘤ⓖ╖ỵㆾ㑩㚱ˣ
⁛教ㆾ↮䘤㛔姣慳⁁⾀抬炻Ṏ䃉⯙枰⛐ảỽ℞Ṿ⚳⭞⍲⎠㱽䭉廬⋨䘤ⓖ╖ỵἄ䚠斄℞Ṿ䘤ⓖ
ㆾ℔攳屯㕁侴㍉⍾埴≽ˤ⛐䘤ⓖ╖ỵㆾ㊃㓔᷎㛒䌚㈡Ⅾ䘬ảỽ⎠㱽䭉廬⋨ℏ炻ㆾ⛐⎹ảỽṢ
⢓䘤ⓖ╖ỵㆾ㊃㓔⌛Ⱄ忽㱽䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻㛔姣慳⾀抬᷎ᶵ㥳ㆸ⎹ảỽṢ⢓㍸⏰䘤ⓖ╖ỵㆾ㊃
㓔ˤ˭

ᾖ妪㚱斄⛐䴻䎮Ṣ䵚䪁㍸徘㛒䴻姙⎗䘬➢慹ġ
ᾖ妪㚱斄⛐䴻䎮Ṣ䵚䪁㍸徘㛒䴻姙⎗䘬➢慹ġ
ġ
2.
ẍᶳ悐↮烉
ġ
ġ
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔ŪŪŪ枩ˬ䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁
䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁˭ᶨ䭨䫔Ḵ㭝烊ġ
䴎㈽屯侭䘬慵天屯㕁
ġ
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔ġĵ枩ˬ⸷妨
⸷妨˭ᶨ䭨䫔⚃㭝烊ġ
⸷妨
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 Ĳĺ 枩ˬỘῤ
Ộῤ˭ᶨ䭨ˬ屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬℔Ự
屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬℔Ự˭↮䭨ᶳ烊ġ
Ộῤ
屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬℔Ự
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 ĳĺ 枩ˬᶨ凔屯㕁
ᶨ凔屯㕁˭ᶨ䭨ˬ⟙⏲⍲岔䚖
⟙⏲⍲岔䚖˭↮䭨ᶳ䫔ᶱ㭝烊ġ
ᶨ凔屯㕁
⟙⏲⍲岔䚖
姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 ĵĲ 枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬℔Ự˭ᶨ䭨ġ
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
㭷㫉㍸⍲䴻䎮Ṣ䵚䪁 www.bosera.com.hk 㗪炻⮯⇒⍣⤪ᶳ䘬昛徘ˬ炷㛔䵚䪁ℏ⭡㛒䴻嫱䚋㚫
⮑教炻ㆾ㚫庱㚱嫱䚋㚫㛒娵⎗䘬➢慹屯㕁炸˭炻᷎䓙⤪ᶳℏ⭡⍾ẋˬ炷㛔䵚䪁ℏ⭡㛒䴻嫱䚋
㚫⮑教炸ˤ˭ġ ġ
ġ

1

ᴤᯠ RQFII 㾿ֻ
3. ⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 2 枩ˬ⭂佑
⭂佑˭ᶨ䭨ᶳˬṢ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭˭ㆾˬRQFII
㊩㚱Ṣ˭䘬
⭂佑
⭂佑炻᷎ẍᶳ↿ℏ⭡⍾ẋ烉
ˬṢ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯
侭˭ㆾˬRQFII ㊩㚱Ṣ˭

4

㊯㟡㒂ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫ˣᷕ⚳Ṣ埴⍲⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨㕤2011⸜
12 㚰16㖍枺Ự⍲䓇㓰炷᷎䓙⛐2013⸜3㚰1㖍䓇㓰䘬˪Ṣ
㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽 ˫⺊㬊炸
䘬˪➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭
⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫ẍ⍲ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫枺Ự⍲㕤2011⸜
12㚰16㖍䓇㓰炷᷎䓙2013⸜3㚰1㖍䓇㓰䘬˪斄㕤⮎㕥
˪Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬
夷⭂˫⺊㬊炸䘬˪斄㕤⮎㕥˪➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ
㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬夷
⭂˫䌚娵⎗䘬Ṣ㮹⸋⎰屯㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭ˤ

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 35 枩旬抬ᶨ
旬抬ᶨ烉
⇞⹎˭
旬抬ᶨ烉⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹ᷕˬ㈽屯䫾䔍˭ᶨ䭨ˬ(4)RQFII
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹
↮䭨ᶳ䘬䫔Ḵ㭝㔜㭝炻᷎ẍᶳ堐⍾ẋ烉
ˬRQFII ⇞⹎㕤 2011 ⸜ 12 㚰 16 㖍䓙ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫ˣᷕ⚳Ṣ埴⍲⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨枺Ự䘬˪➢慹
䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫㍐埴炻㚱斄彎㱽䓙
2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 1 㖍崟⺊㬊ˤ
RQFII ⇞⹎䎦⍿ᶳ↿⎬枭䚋䭉烉(i)ᷕ⚳Ṣ埴枺Ự᷎㕤 2012 ⸜ 1 㚰 4 㖍䓇㓰䘬˪ᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴
斄㕤⮎㕥˪➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠ˣ嫱⇠℔⎠Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫㚱
斄ḳ枭䘬忂䞍˫烊(ii) ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫ˣᷕ⚳Ṣ埴⍲⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨枺Ự᷎㕤 2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 1 㖍䓇
㓰䘬˪Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫烊(iii) ᷕ⚳嫱䚋㚫枺Ự᷎㕤 2013
⸜ 3 㚰 6 㖍䓇㓰䘬˪斄㕤⮎㕥˪Ṣ㮹⸋⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆彎㱽˫䘬夷
⭂˫烊(iv) ⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨枺Ự᷎㕤 2013 ⸜ 3 㚰 21 㖍䓇㓰䘬˪⚳⭞⢾⋗䭉䎮⯨斄㕤Ṣ㮹⸋
⎰㟤⠫⢾㨇㥳㈽屯侭⠫ℏ嫱⇠㈽屯娎溆㚱斄⓷柴䘬忂䞍, ⋗䘤[2013]42 嘇˫烊⍲(v) 䚠斄㨇斄
枺Ự䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ怑䓐夷ἳ炷⎰䧙ˬRQFII 夷ἳ˭炸ˤ˭

⍿妿Ṣ䘬屔ả
5.ġ

⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 5 枩ˬ㛔➢潘䘬䭉瀲
㛔➢潘䘬䭉瀲˭ᶨ䭨ˬ⍿妿Ṣ⍲姣Ⅎ嗽˭↮䭨ᶳ䫔ℕ㭝㔜㭝ˤġ
㛔➢潘䘬䭉瀲

䴻䎮Ṣġ
䴻䎮Ṣġ
ġ
ķġ
⇒⍣姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 5 枩ˬ
ˬ㛔➢慹䘬䭉䎮˭
ˬ䴻䎮Ṣ˭
炻᷎ẍྲᶳ⍾
㛔➢慹䘬䭉䎮˭ᶨ䭨ˬ
䴻䎮Ṣ˭↮䭨ᶳ䫔Ҽ㭝䫔Ҽ㹼炻
ẋ烉
ˬ㕤 2013 ⸜ 3 㚰⸽炻℞䭉䎮䘬⭊㇞䷥屯䓊崭忶 354.60 €伶⃫炻⊭㊔梲侩慹屯䓊 138 €伶
⃫ˤ˭

2

⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ

⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
↢䇰㖍㛇烉2013 ⸜ 5 㚰 7 㖍

3

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈʳ
ʳ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖ2012ڣ1ִऱုᤩ
ໂݱᙕ֗א2012ڣ6ִ11ֲࡉ2012ڣ8ִ10ֲऱᇖᒳʻٽጠψုᤩໂݱᙕωʼԫࠓᔹᦰ֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅ
ࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖʳ
ʳ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖʳ
ʳ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂٚΖʳ
ʳ
אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ

ʳ
ޓངᆖԳऱᇀࠃ֗ޏޓᇀࠃऱ១ᖵ
ʳ
ုᤩໂݱᙕร 5 ψءഗ८ऱጥωԫᆏψᆖԳऱᇀࠃᇷறڕՀωհ৵Κ
1.

ݙ٤ޕװܔㅥ٣سऱ១ᖵΔࠀאطՀີൎऱ១ᖵ࠷זΚ

ີൎ٣س
ີ٣سᆖԳऱٚᇀࠃଫ೫۩ਙ᜔ဪΖམ໑ழࡐࡳگ墿ຝ॰ऱ೫᜔ᆖ֗ิٽᆖΖףԵ໑
ழছΔີ٣سམٚ࣍ᐚრݳᇷขጥΕCiti Alternative Investment ֗֜ؓދᇷጥֆ(PIMCO)Ζ
ີ٣سฅᄐ࣍ભഏܓףܓ܌܄壂ࠅ؍ՕᖂᛧጚՓᖂۯΔࠀ࣍խഏতၲՕᖂ࠷ᖂՓᖂۯΖ
2.

ޓᄅᢅඔᤌ٣سऱ១ᖵΔࠀאطՀ࠷זΚ
ᢅ٣࣍سᇷขጥᒤᡱᖑڶማ 11ڣᆖ᧭Δམ࣍Shanghai Century Capital LimitedΕShanghai Century
Acquisition Corporation ֗ॾॾڜ၊ૻڶֆנٚ۩ਙԳۯΖᢅ٣سଉཽᄎૠஃֆᄎऱᄎΔฅ
ᄐ࣍ભഏHarvard Business School ऱAdvanced Management ProgramΔ࣍1972ף࣍ڣஞՕMcGill
University ࠷ᖂՓᖂۯΖ
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ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ
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⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹
炷ˬᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
ᾉ妿➢慹˭炸
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ
⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹炷ˬ⫸➢慹
炷ˬ⫸➢慹˭炸
⫸➢慹˭炸
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬
姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄䶐
慵天ḳ枭
㛔墄䶐䁢⌂㗪㈽屯➢慹炼⌂㗪Ṣ㮹⸋⁝⇠➢慹姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄᷎⃭㥳ㆸ℞ᶨ悐↮炻᷎枰冯2012ᒤ1ᴸѻ姣慳⁁
⾀抬৺2012ᒤ6ᴸ11ᰕѻ墄䶐(㎡ちǋ姣慳⁁⾀抬ǌ)ᶨἝ教嬨⍲䎮妋ˤ昌㛔墄䶐⎎㚱婒㖶⢾炻㛔墄䶐䓐䘬娆
⼁⍲䓐婆冯姣慳⁁⾀抬⭂佑侭℟䚠⎴㵝佑ˤ
⤪ġ 敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐
敋ᶳ⮵姣慳⁁⾀抬⍲㛔墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷
墄䶐䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻
䘬ℏ⭡㚱䔹⓷炻ㅱ媖娊ġ
ㅱ媖娊ġ 敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
敋ᶳ䘬䌐䩳⮰㤕屉⊁栏⓷ˤ
楁㷗嫱⇠⍲㛇屐ḳ⊁䚋⮇⥼⒉㚫ᶵ㚫⯙㛔墄䶐ἄ䘬ảỽ昛徘䘬㸾䡢⿏ㆾ堐忼䘬ảỽシ夳㈧㑼屔ảˤ

ẍᶳ䁢姣慳⁁⾀抬䘬墄⃭屯㕁烉

ငԫ㏃⨶ӪⲴ㪓һ
1.

姣慳⁁⾀抬䫔 5 枩ˬ㛔➢潘䘬䭉瀲˭ᶨ䭨Ⱦ䴻瀲Ṣ䘬吋ḳ屯瀌⤪ᶳȿᷳ⼴㕘⡆ᶳ朊ᶨ㭝烉
㣲浌⤛⢓
㣲⤛⢓䁢䴻䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳˤ1983 ⸜崟ả借㕤ᷕ⚳戨埴炻楁㷗ᷕ戨普⛀炻㊃⓮戨埴炻㶙⛛ᷕ⣏㈽屯䭉䎮℔
⎠炻攟䚃➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠炻ᷕᾉ➢慹䭉䎮℔⎠炻᷎㑼ả㊃⓮戨埴䌐䩳吋ḳ炻㊃⓮嫱⇠偉ấ㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳˣ
䷥塩ˤ䎦ả㊃⓮嫱⇠偉ấ㚱旸℔⎠吋ḳˤ2008 ⸜ 7 㚰崟炻ả⌂㗪吋ḳ㚫吋ḳ攟ˤ
㣲⤛⢓䔊㤕Ḷᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹⣏⬠炻䌚⼿⚳晃慹圵⬠⬠⢓⬠ỵ炻᷎Ḱᷕ㫸⚳晃ⶍ⓮⬠昊䌚⼿ⶍ⓮䭉䎮䡑⢓⬠ỵˤ

⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠⮵㛔墄䶐庱屯㕁㕤↢䇰㖍㛇䘬㸾䡢⿏屈屔ˤ
姣慳⁁⾀抬⽭枰忋⎴㛔墄䶐㳦䘤ˤ

⌂㗪➢慹炷
⌂㗪➢慹炷⚳晃炸
⚳晃炸㚱旸℔⎠
↢䇰㖍㛇烉2012 ⸜ 8 㚰 10 㖍

໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψ
໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८
ΰψॾಜഗ८ωα
ॾಜഗ८ωα
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψ
ΰψഗ८
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
ΰψഗ८ωα
ഗ८ωα
2012  ڣ1 ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕ
ִऱုᤩໂݱᙕΰψ
ုᤩໂݱᙕΰψုᤩໂݱᙕ
ΰψုᤩໂݱᙕωα
ုᤩໂݱᙕωαऱ
ωαऱᇖᒳ
ૹࠃႈ
ءᇖᒳ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ё໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖࠀךዌࠡګԫຝ։Δࠀႊፖုᤩໂݱᙕԫࠓᔹᦰ
֗ᇞΖೈءᇖᒳڶᎅࣔ؆Δءᇖᒳࢬشऱဲნ֗شፖုᤩໂݱᙕࢬࡳᆠृࠠઌٵොᆠΖ
ڕʳ ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳ
ᎹՀኙုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ءᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊം
ᇖᒳऱփ୲ڶጊംΔ
ऱփ୲ڶጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ
ᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐತ೭ംΖ
ଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎլᄎ༉ءᇖᒳࢬ܂ऱٚ۶ຫ૪ऱᄷᒔࢤࢨࢬ।ሒऱٚ۶რߠࢭᖜຂٚΖ
אՀုᤩໂݱᙕऱᇖךᇷறΚ

࠷ٻխဎԳا٥ࡉഏދᇷृנഇऱૻࠫ
ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕร iii ψދᇷृऱૹᇷற
ދᇷृऱૹᇷறωԫᆏร(c)ऱᖞΖ
ދᇷृऱૹᇷற

مᄅᣊܑ
مᄅᣊܑۯ
ᣊܑۯ
1.

࣍ုᤩໂݱᙕร 16 ψ᠏ང
᠏ངωԫᆏ່৵ԫհ৵ףԵՀփ୲Κ
᠏ང
ψೈॺڇઌᣂഗ८ऱॵᙕփڶᎅࣔΔܡঞഗ८ऱᣊܑۯհၴլ᠏ངЯ܋ངΖω

2.

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕॵᙕԫ
ॵᙕԫΚ
40 խψॣࡨ࿇ഇཚ
ॣࡨ࿇ഇཚω
ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ร
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
ॣࡨ࿇ഇཚωԫᆏऱᖞᆏΔࠀאՀ٨փ୲
࠷זΚ
ψᎁ
ᎁ
ᣊܑ A ֗ᣊܑ I ֲٌ࣐ٺ࣍ۯΰ༉ᣊܑ I ߢۖۯΔ 2012  ڣ6 ִ 11 ֲ֗հ৵αਊઌᣂᎁᏝױ
ࠎ࿇۩Ζٺᣊܑ࣍ۯٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ऱᎁᏝΔലᇠઌᣂۯᣊܑࢬ۾ഗ८࣍ઌᣂֲٌ࣐۷ଖរऱ
ᇷขଖΔೈאᇠഗ८ऱઌᣂᣊܑբ࿇۩ۯᑇࢬؾૠጩנऱઌᣂᣊܑޢۯᏝΔڶᣂᏝല
ᓳᖞ۟՛ᑇរ৵ࠟଡ(ۯ0.005 ֗אՂٻՂᓳᖞΔ0.005 אՀঞٻՀᓳᖞαΔࢨطᆖԳᆖᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳ
৵լழ᠖ࡳऱᓳᖞֱڤᓳᖞ۟ࠡה՛ᑇۯΖٚ۶ᓳᖞ塒ᠰലᐸូᇠഗ८ࢬڶΖᣊܑ I ۯΰ࣍ࠎױ
ᎁऱรԫଡֲٌ࣐αऱᎁᏝԳاኞ 100 ցΔࠡ৵ᣊܑ I ۯലֲٌ࣐࣍ٺਊઌᣂᎁᏝࠎᎁ
ΖᎁᏝലאᇠഗ८ऱഗᄷຄኞૠጩ֗ᏝΖω

3.

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕॵᙕԫ
ॵᙕԫΚ
41 խψދᇷ່܅ࡳ
ދᇷ່܅ࡳω
ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ร
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
ދᇷ່܅ࡳωԫᆏऱᖞᆏΔࠀאՀ٨փ
୲࠷זΚ
ψދᇷ່܅ࡳ
אՀދᇷ່܅ࡳᔞ࣍شഗ८Κ
່ދࡨॣ܅ᇷᠰ

່ࠡ܅৵ދᇷᠰ

ᣊܑ A ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

ᣊܑ I ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000,000 ց

ᣊܑ A ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

ᣊܑ I ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

່܅ैᠰ

່ڃᦱ܅ᠰ

4.

ᣊܑ A ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

ᣊܑ I ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000,000 ց

ᣊܑ A ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

ᣊܑ I ۯΚ

Գاኞ 10,000 ցω

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕॵᙕԫ
ॵᙕԫΚ
42 խψ၄נ֭֗ش
၄נ֭֗شω
ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ร
ഗ८
၄נ֭֗شωԫᆏՀऱψഗ८ᚨבऱ၄
شω։ᆏऱᖞᆏΔࠀאՀ٨փ୲࠷זΚ
ψഗ८ᚨבऱ၄ش

ጥ၄Κ

ᣊܑ A ۯΚഗ८ᇷขଖ ڣޢ1%
ᣊܑ I ۯΚഗ८ᇷขଖ ڣޢ0.75%

5.

।၄Κ

լᔞش

࠹ಜԳ၄شΚ

ഗ८ᇷขଖ ڣޢ0.16%ΰץਔᚨבխഏಜጥԳऱ၄شαω

ᤩုװܔໂݱᙕॵᙕԫ
ॵᙕԫΚ
49 խψ։ਙ
։ਙω
ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ร
໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८
։ਙωԫᆏऱᖞᆏΔࠀאՀ٨փ୲࠷
זΚ
ψ։ਙ
։ਙ
ᆖԳ಼ױൣਊࠡᎁٽᔞऱழଢൕഗ८խٻഗ८ۯڶԳנ܂८։ΖؾছΔᆖԳᚵ༉ᣊ
ܑAڣתޢۯΰڣޢܛքִ֗ԼԲִαנ܂։Δࠀ༉ᣊܑIۯլ܂ٚ۶ैஒ։ΖྥۖΔࠀլঅ
ᢞࡳཚנ܂։Δۖנ܂ࠌܛ։Δٍլঅᢞࢬ։ऱ८ᠰΖᣊܑAۯऱ८։ԫല࣍ᆖԳ
ڶ܉ᣂ։৵ԫଡᖟִփאԳاኞሽႪ֭בղഗ८ۯڶԳΔڶᣂଅᙠ֗၄شᄗطഗ८ۯڶ
ԳࢭᖜΖω

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆኙءᇖᒳࢬሉᇷற࣍נठֲཚऱᄷᒔࢤຂΖ
ုᤩໂݱᙕؘႊຑءٵᇖᒳ࿇Ζ

໑ழഗ८ΰ
໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾα
ഏᎾαૻڶֆ
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ދᇷृऱૹᇷ ற
ૹ༼قΚ
ૹ༼قΚʳ ᎹՀڕኙᤩုءໂݱᙕऱփ୲ڶٚ۶ጊംΔ
ᎹՀڕኙᤩုءໂݱᙕऱփ୲ڶٚ۶ጊംΔᚨᘬᇬʳ
ᚨᘬᇬʳ ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐംΖ
ᎹՀऱᗑمറᄐംΖ
໑ழދᇷഗ८ΰψॾಜഗ८ωαਊᅃ໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆΰ܂ᆖԳΔՀጠψᆖ
Գωαፖ䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆΰ܂࠹ಜԳΔՀጠψ࠹ಜԳωαૡمऱॾಜৈᖕ
ᖕଉཽऄࠏمګऱໆॾۯಜഗ८Ζ
ᆖԳ֗ࠡᇀࠃኙᤩုءໂݱᙕࢬሉᇷறऱᄷᒔࢤࢭᖜ٤ຝຂٚΔࠀᆖנ܂ԫ֊ٽᇬ৵ᒔᎁΔ
༉ࢬव֗ᒔॾΔᤩုءໂݱᙕࠀྤᙊዥٚ۶ࠡࠃהኔીࠌࠡխࢬሉᇷறࠠᎄᖄګٝΖڇ܀ٚ
۶ൣउՀΔ։࿇ᤩုءໂݱᙕࢨ࿇ഇࢨ࿇۩ࠀۯլ।ᤩုءقໂݱᙕࢬሉᇷற࣍ኲ۟ࠡע࿇ֲ৵
ٚ۶ழၴս᥆ᄷᒔΖᤩုءໂݱᙕऱᇷறױլழޓᄅΖދᇷृᚨោᥦᆖԳऱጻీ
www.bosera.com.hkΰءጻీփ୲آᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΔࢨᄎሉڶᢞᄎآᎁױऱഗ८ᇷறαאᔹ່
ᄅठءऱုᤩໂݱᙕΖ
ᤩုءໂݱᙕؘႊᙟॵઌᣂഗ८ऱ່ᄅֆၲڣ৫ತ೭ܫፖࠡ৵ٚ۶խཚತ೭ܫԫٵ࿇Ζઌ
ᣂഗ८ऱۯႛഗ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕ֗ΰڕᔞشα່ࠡᄅڣ৫ತ೭֗ܫխཚತ೭ࢬܫሉऱᇷற
ۖ࿇ഇΖٚ۶ٌ࣐ΕᆖધࢨࠡהԳՓ༼ࠎࢨॺۖנ܂ሉ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕऱٚ۶ࠡהᇷறࢨᜢࣔ
ΰլᓵ᥆ୌጟൣउαᚨԫᄗီآᛧڼڂ֗ױլࠉױᘸΖ
ॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८ࠉᖕଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏร 104 යΔᛧଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎΰψᢞ
ᄎωαᎁױΖᢞᄎᎁॺࠀױංࢨᎁॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८Δٍլঅᢞٚ۶ഗ८ऱᄐܓ
墿ࢨࠡ।Δࠀլ।قഗ८ᔞٽٚ۶ދᇷृΔٍॺᎁഗ८ᔞٽٚ۶ࡳދᇷृࢨਬԫᣊܑދ
ᇷृΖ
ڇٚ۶ऄጥᝤΰଉཽא؆αࠀآආ࠷ᛧ࿇ഇࢨۯᖑڶΕႚᔹࢨ։࿇ᤩုءໂݱᙕΔࢨٚ۶
ࠡה࿇ഇΕࢨڶᣂڇٚ۶ࠡהഏᎾ֗ऄጥᝤڴऱۯഇֆၲᇷறΔࢬᏁऱ۩೯Ζڇ࿇ഇࢵࢨۯ
᧹ࠀآᛧޅऱٚ۶ऄጥᝤփΔࢨٻڇٚ۶ԳՓ࿇ഇܛ᧹ࢵࢨۯ᥆ሔऄऱൣउՀΔݱᤩုء
ᙕࠀլዌٻګٚ۶ԳՓ༼ܧ࿇ഇ᧹ࢵࢨۯΖ
֠ࠡΚ
(a)

آࠀۯᖕπ1933 ڣભഏᢞࠦऄρΰᆖଥૡαုםΔۖೈԱڶڇሔ֘ᇠᢞࠦऄऱٌ࣐
խ࿇ഇࢨᔭഇ؆Δۯլױऴ൷ࢨၴ൷ڇچભഏࢨ࠹ࠡऄጥᝤऱٚ۶Ꮖࢨچ᥆چࢨچࢨ
ભഏԳՓΰψભഏԳՓωࡳᆠ(i)ߪભഏֆاऱଡԳΕભഏጸڶԳΔࢨ࠹ભഏᜤ߶
Եஒ࿔ૻऱભഏࡺاΙ(ii)ᖕભഏࢨࠡٚ۶ਙए։ຝऄࠏิګऱऄቸࢨٽኃᖲዌΙࢨ(iii)ᙊ
ขࢨॾಜഗ८ΔࠡگԵΰլᓵࠡࠐᄭαႊᢆભഏᜤ߶Եஒ࿔ααऱܓ墿࿇ഇࢨᔭഇΙ

(b)

ءഗ८ࠀآലլᄎᖕπ1940 ڣભഏދᇷֆऄρΰᆖଥૡαုםΙ֗

(c)

ۯլױऴ൷ࢨၴ൷ٻچڶխဎԳا٥ࡉഏ࿇ऱߪٝᢞࢨࡺఎऱԳՓΰլᓵᇠଡԳ
ழࡺ۰ࢨࡳࡺ࣍۶αࢨࠉᖕխဎԳا٥ࡉഏऄ৳مګऱኔ᧯༼ܧ࿇ഇࢨᔭഇΔೈॺᇠኔ
᧯ᆖᎁױऱٽቼփᖲዌދᇷृΰψQDIIωαΔࠡᖕઌᣂऱ QDII ጥᖲዌቇ܉ऱ
ঞ֗ᔞش؆Ⴊঞᛧ၇ۯΖ

ᚵعᓮᎁۯऱԳՓᚨԱᇞࠡڇֆߪاٝࢬ᥆ഏΕࡺఎഏࢨءᤄഏ༉عᓮᎁΕנࢨڶഇۯ
ױ౨ઌᣂऱऄ৳ࡳΕٚ۶ᔞش؆Ⴊጥࠫࠏ֗ᔞش࿔ႈΖ
ٚ۶ދᇷृᇬࢨ္݁ދᚨ૿ٌܧᆖԳᙄࠃΰܿچଉཽխᛩൈᑗᐖ 1 ᇆࢣࡉՕლ 4109
αΔᆖԳല ڇ14 ଡՠ֚܂փא૿ڃΖ

iii

ټᙕ
ᆖԳ

໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆ
ଉཽխᛩ
ൈᑗᐖ 1 ᇆ
ࢣࡉՕლ
4109 
+852 2537 6658
+852 2537 1249

ሽᇩᇆᒘΚ
ႚటᇆᒘΚ
࠹ಜԳ֗ုם

䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆ
ଉཽ
ٿՕሐխ 1 ᇆ

խഏಜጥԳ

ଉཽՂ௧䀭᠆Ꭼ۩ૻڶֆ
ଉཽ
ٿՕሐխ 1 ᇆ

ᆖԳऱऄ৳ം

Simmons & Simmons ۫ᅩཎ৳ஃࠃ೭ࢬ
ଉཽ
८ᤪሐ 88 ᇆ
֜ײᐖ 1 ஆ 13 ᑔ

ுᑇஃ

ᢅভةሐᄎૠஃࠃ೭ࢬ
ଉཽ
խᛩ
֜Օლ 21 ᑔ

iv

ࡳᆠ
ᤩုءໂݱᙕࢬဲشნࠠאڶՀොᆠΚ
ψ A ैω

ਐ࣍խഏုمګםऱֆࢬ࿇۩ΔאԳاኞ၇ᔄࠀ࣍Ղ௧ᢞٌ࣐ࠦ
ࢬࢨڅᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬՂؑऱैٝΔࠀࠎױቼփދᇷृΕQFII ֗
RQFII ދᇷΖ

ψॵᙕω
ॵᙕω

ਐုᤩໂݱᙕऱॵᙕΔᅝխሉڶԫೋࡳഗ८ऱᇷறΖ

ψ B ैω

ਐ࣍խഏုمګםऱֆࢬ࿇۩Δא؆ኞ၇ᔄࠀ࣍Ղ௧ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬ
ࢨڅᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬՂؑऱैٝΔࠀࠎױխഏቼփދᇷृ֗؆ഏދᇷ
ृދᇷΖ

ψഗᄷຄኞω
ഗᄷຄኞω

ೈઌᣂॵᙕڶਐࣔΔ༉ԫೋഗ८ۖߢΔਐԳاኞΖ

ψᛜᄐֲω
ᛜᄐֲω

ೈࡳഗ८ऱઌᣂॵᙕڶਐࣔΔܡঞਐଉཽ֗խഏᎬ۩ၲ॰ᆖ
ᛜإൄᎬ۩ᄐ೭ऱٚ۶ֲΰਣཚքࢨਣཚֲೈ؆αࢨᆖԳ֗࠹
ಜԳױ౨լழٵრऱֲࠡהΔ܀ೈॺᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳࡳެ۩Δ
ܡঞڂᣬ 8 ᇆᏈଅಛᇆΕ႕ۥᑊॸᤞהࠡࢨܫᣊࠃۿਚΔᖄીଉ
ཽࢨ֗խഏᎬ۩ऱإൄᛜᄐழၴ࠹ࠩᐙΔᇠֲലլᄎᛜᄐֲΖ

ψښঞω
ښঞω

ਐ ᢞ ᄎ ቇ ܉ऱ π  ॾۯಜ ֗յ ༡ഗ ८ ښঞ ρΰ ᆖ լழ ଥૡࢨ
࠷זαΖ

ψᣂຑԳՓω
ᣂຑԳՓω

ࠠښঞࢬሉऱොᆠΔ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕֲཚΔ༉ֆߢۖਐΚ
(a)

ऴ൷ࢨၴ൷ኔ墿ᖑڶᇠֆ 20%ࢨאՂཏຏैءΔࢨڶ౨Ժऴ
൷ࢨၴ൷۩ࠌᇠֆ 20%ࢨאՂऱ᜔ދปᦞऱٚ۶ԳՓࢨֆ
Ιࢨ

(b)

࠹ฤ(ٽa)යࢬሉԫႈࢨ٤ຝࠟႈᎅࣔऱԳՓ൳ࠫऱٚ۶ԳՓࢨ
ֆΙࢨ

(c)

ᇠֆࢬ᥆ႃቸऱٚ۶ګֆΙࢨ

(d)

ᇠֆ(ࢨa)Ε(b) ࢨ(c)යࢬࡳࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓऱٚ۶ᇀࠃࢨ
ጥԳΖ

ψխഏဳ࿆ࠦಖ伬ጩω
խഏဳ࿆ࠦಖ伬ጩω

ਐխഏဳ࿆ࠦಖ伬ጩૻڶຂٚֆΖ

ψխഏᢞᄎω
խഏᢞᄎω

ਐխഏᢞࠦᅮጥࡡᄎΖ

ψֲٌ࣐ω
ֲٌ࣐ω

༉ٚ۶ഗ८ۖߢΔਐઌᣂॵᙕࢬ٨ᇠഗ८ऱࠎױۯᎁࢨᦱ
ڃऱֲΖ

ψٌ࣐ழૻω
ٌ࣐ழૻω

༉ٚ۶ഗ८ۖߢΔਐઌᣂॵᙕࢬ٨࣍ઌᣂֲٌ࣐ࢨᆖԳ༉ᎁ
֗ᦱڃױۯ౨լழެࡳऱٚ۶ࠡהᛜᄐֲऱழၴΖ

ψଉཽω
ଉཽω

ਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏଉܑཽ۩ਙΖ

1

ψཽցω
ཽցω

ਐଉཽຄኞΖ

ψଉཽᜤٌࢬω
ଉཽᜤٌࢬω

ਐଉཽᜤૻڶࢬٌ࣐ٽֆΖ

ψഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞω
ഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞω

ਐഏᎾᄎૠᄷঞࡡᄎቇ܉ऱπഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞρΖ

ψଈڻ࿇ഇཚω
ଈڻ࿇ഇཚω

༉ԫೋഗ८ۖߢΔਐઌᣂॵᙕࢬ٨ᇠഗ८ऱۯലࡳࡐאᎁ
Ꮭ࿇ഇऱཚૻΖ

ψᆖԳω
ᆖԳω

ਐ໑ழഗ८ጥΰഏᎾαૻڶֆΖ

ψᇷขଖω
ᇷขଖω

ਐԫೋഗ८ऱᇷขଖΔࢨီ֮რۖࡳਐۯऱᇷขଖΔ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕऱය֮ૠጩΖ

ψፖٽપω
ፖٽપω

ਐطխഏಜጥԳΔႪ᠆Ꭼ۩ΰխഏαૻڶֆΔᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳࠫࡳ
հፖٽપΔࠀᄎլழଥૡΖ

ψխഏԳ۩ω
խഏԳ۩ω

ਐխഏԳاᎬ۩Ζ

ψխഏω
խഏω

ਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏΔႛ༉ᤩုءໂݱᙕᇭᤩۖߢΔլץਔଉཽΕխ
ဎԳا٥ࡉഏᖾ॰ܑ۩ਙ֗Ζ

ψխഏಜጥԳω
խഏಜጥԳω

ਐଉཽՂ௧䀭᠆Ꭼ۩ૻڶֆ

ψ ٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृω
ٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृ ω ࢨ ਐᖕխഏᢞᄎΕխഏԳ۩֗ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝቇ܉Π࣍ 2006  ڣ9
ω
ִ 1 ֲسயऱπٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷጥᙄऄρᛧᎁ
ψQFIIω
ױऱٽᇷቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृΖ
ψုםω
ုםω

ਐ䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆΔٺഗ८ऱုםΖ

ψԳاኞω
Գاኞω

ਐխഏຄኞԳاኞցΖ

ψ Գاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷ ਐᖕխഏᢞᄎΕխഏԳ۩֗ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥ࣍ݝ2011ڣ12 ִ16
ृωࢨψRQFII ڶԳω
ֲቇسࠀ܉யऱπഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދ
ڶԳω
ᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរᙄऄρ֗אխഏᢞᄎቇ࣍ࠀ܉2011ڣ12ִ
16ֲسயऱπᣂ࣍ኔਜπഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆
ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរᙄऄρऱࡳρᛧᎁױऱԳاኞٽᇷ
ቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृΖ
ψRQFII ಜጥ࠰ᤜω
ಜጥ࠰ᤜω

ਐխഏಜጥԳΔႪ᠆Ꭼ۩ΰխഏαૻڶֆΔᆖ֗࠹ಜԳհၴૡ
مऱಜጥ࠰ᤜΰᆖլழଥૡαΖ

ψഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝω
ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝω

ਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏഏ୮؆ႪጥݝΖ

ψᢞᄎω
ᢞᄎω

ਐଉཽᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎΖ

ψᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏω
ᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏω

ਐπᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρΰଉཽऄࠏร 571 ີαΖ

ψഗ८ω
ഗ८ω

ਐॾಜഗ८ऱԫೋഗ८Δܛᖕԫٝᇖךৈᖕࠉࠀمګᖕॾಜৈ
ᖕ֗ᇠᇖךৈᖕऱය֮ጥऱᗑॾمಜഗ८Ι

2

ψᎁᏝω
ᎁᏝω

ਐՀ֮ψᎁۯωԫᆏࢬ૪ۯ࿇۩ழऱᏝΖ

ψॾಜഗ८ω
ॾಜഗ८ω

ਐ໑ழދᇷഗ८Ζ

ψॾಜৈᖕω
ॾಜৈᖕω

ਐᆖԳፖ࠹ಜԳ࣍ 2012  ڣ1 ִ 5 ֲૡॾمګאمಜഗ८ऱॾಜ
ৈᖕΰᆖլழଥૡ֗ѺࢨᇖךαΙ

ψ࠹ಜԳω
࠹ಜԳω

ਐ䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆ

ψۯω
ۯω

ਐਬԫഗ८ऱԫଡۯΔೈ࣍شࡳഗ८؆Δኙۯऱ༼૪ਐ
֗ࢬڶഗ८ऱۯΖ

ψۯڶԳω
ۯڶԳω

ਐ࿆ಖګۯڶԳऱԳՓΖ

ψᦱڃᏝω
ᦱڃᏝω

ਐۯലᦱڃऱᏝΔᇡൣሉ࣍Հ֮ψᦱگڃ墿ऱ֭בωԫᆏΖ

ψભցω
ભցω

ਐભܓഒٽฒഏຄኞΖ

ψ۷Ꮭֲω
۷Ꮭֲω

ೈઌᣂॵᙕڶਐࣔΔܡঞਐהࠡࢨֲٌ࣐ٺᛜᄐֲΠࢨᆖԳױ
౨լழެࡳऱᛜᄐֲΖ

ψ۷ଖរω
۷ଖរω

ਐᆖԳױլழ᠖ࡳ࣍אઌᣂ۷ଖֲૠጩᇷขଖऱழၴΖ

3

ߢݧ
໑ழދᇷഗ८ਊᅃॾಜৈᖕᖕଉཽऄࠏمګऱၲ࣋ڤໆॾۯಜഗ८ΖࢬڶۯڶԳ݁ڶ
ᦞᛧॾಜৈᖕය֮ऱܓ墿Ε࠹ࠩॾಜৈᖕය֮ऱપޔΔࠀီբᛧܫवՂ૪ය֮Ζ
ॾಜഗ८բمګԫ୮ໆഗ८ΔۖᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳױլழॾڇಜഗ८փمᗑ֗مᗑऱഗ
८Ζٺഗ८ࠠߪءࠡڶऱދᇷؾᑑֱ֗ಾΖ༉ࡳഗ८ܧ༼אױ࿇ഇ၌መԫᣊۯΔޢԫᣊܑ
ױ౨ڶլٵයཱིΔץਔආشլٵຄኞૠଖΖլᄎ༉ٺᣊܑمᗑمऱᇷขิٽΖፖٵԫഗ८ڶᣂ
ऱࢬڶۯᣊܑΔലਊᅃᇠഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑ٥ދٵᇷΖ
࣍ઌᣂଈڻ࿇ഇཚޔ৵Δᄎ։ܑ༉ٺᣊܑૠጩޢۯᇷขଖΖֲ৵ױ౨ᄎᖕॾಜৈᖕڇٚ۶
ഗ८փڍޓمᣊܑ֗ۯѺࢨڍޓمഗ८Ζ
ڶᣂॾಜഗ८֗ഗ८ऱᇷறΰץਔഗ८࿇ഇ֮ٙΕຏࠤΕຏܫΕֆ܉Εತ೭ܫऱ່ᄅठ֗ء
່ࠎ༼ױᄅऱᇷขଖα࣍ױጻీ www.bosera.com.hkΰءጻీփ୲آᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΔࢨᄎሉڶᢞ
ᄎآᎁױऱഗ८ᇷறαᔹΖ

4

ءഗ८ऱጥ
ᆖԳ
ॾಜഗ८ऱᆖԳ໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆΖ
ᆖԳ໑ழഗ८ጥૻڶֆΰψ໑ழωαऱ٤ᇷॵ᥆ֆΖ໑ழ ࣍مګ1998  ڣ7 ִ 13 ֲΔ
խഏ່ՕऱᗑمጥᖲዌհԫΔࣚ೭ማ 1,100 ᆄཋ֪ދᇷृࡉ 600 ᆄ塄۔८ড়֪Ζ࣍ 2011  ڣ9 ִ
ࢍΔࠡࢬጥऱড়᜔֪ᇷข၌መ 282 ᏙભցΔץਔ塄۔८ᇷข 105 ᏙભցΖᆖԳ࣍ 2010  ڣ3 ִ
4 ֲڇଉཽمګΔ܂໑ழીԺ࿇୶ࠡ࣍Օխဎؑऱދᇷጥᄐ೭ऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᆖԳբᛧᢞᄎ࿇ྨൕࠃร 1 ᣊΰᢞٌ࣐ࠦαΕร 4 ᣊΰ༉ᢞࠦ༼ࠎრߠα֗ร 9 ᣊΰᇷขጥ
α࠹ጥ೯Δխ؇ᒳᇆ AVR135ΖᆖԳऱྨᅃႊ࠹Հ٨යٙૻΚࠡլڶড়֪ऱᇷ
ขΔࠀ༉ร 1 ᣊጥ೯ΔᆖԳױൕࠃႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤऱ၇ᔄΖ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳຂጥॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८ऱᇷขΖᆖԳٍፖ࠹ಜԳ٥ٵຂঅॾژಜ
ഗ८ऱᔁ֗ؾಖᙕ֗אૉեڶᣂॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८ऱࠡהጥࠃࡵΖ
ᆖᢞᄎޅ৵ΔࠀղۯڶԳΰڕᔞشα່֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΔᆖԳױ༉ࡳഗ८ࡡٚ
ދᇷᆖࢨދᇷംΰٚ۶ڶᣂࡡٚऱᇡൣΔሉ࣍ઌᣂॵᙕαΖڕഗ८ऱދᇷጥ౨᠏ղร
ԿֱދᇷᆖࢨދᇷംΔᆖԳലᥛנ܂ᅮ֗ࡳཚኘᇠ࠹ࡡԳਢܡጠΔאᒔঅᆖԳ
ኙދᇷृऱຂٚࠀྤ྇ჾΔۖࠌܛᆖԳऱދᇷጥ౨ױ؆ܒղรԿֱΔᆖԳऱຂٚ֗ᆠ೭ᄗ
լ᠏Ζ
ᆖԳऱᇀࠃᇷறڕՀΚ

ޕㅥ
ޕ٣ ࣍س2003 ףڣԵ໑ழΔᆖԳऱٚᇀࠃଫ۩ਙ᜔ဪΖམ໑ழؑຝ॰ऱ᜔ᆖ֗ᖲዌދ
ᇷᄐ೭ऱᇀࠃ᜔ᆖΖףԵ໑ழছΔޕ٣سམٚ࣍ Merrill Lynch Asset Management LimitedΕ
INVESCO Asset Management LimitedΕནႉ९ৄഗ८ጥૻڶֆΕक़ႃቸ್້֗ֆΖޕ٣
 سฅ ᄐ ࣍ խ ᑛ ഏ Ꮎ ՠ  ᖂ ೃ Δ ᛧ  EMBA ᖂ  ۯዊ Ꮂ Δ ࠀ ࣍ Dartmouth College ࠷  ᖂ Փ
ᖂۯΖ

ᢅඔᤌ٣س
ᢅ٣࣍سᇷขጥᒤᡱᖑڶማ 11 ڣᆖ᧭Δམ࣍ Shanghai Century Capital LimitedΕShanghai
Century Acquisition Corporation ֗ॾॾڜ၊ૻڶֆנٚ۩ਙԳۯΖᢅ٣سଉཽᄎૠஃֆᄎ
ऱᄎΔฅᄐ࣍ Harvard Business School ऱ Advanced Management ProgramΔ࣍ 1972 ࣍ڣ
McGill University ࠷ᖂՓᖂۯΖ

׆ᐚ٣س
׆٣سᆖԳऱᇀࠃΖ࣍ 2000 ףڣԵ໑ழΔ۞ 2007 ڣದנٚ೫᜔ဪԫΖ2000  ۟ڣ2007 ڣ
ၴΔ࣍໑ழᖜٚլۯٵΔམٚ۩ਙ֗ሽᆰຝ॰೫ᆖΕॾஒݾຝ᜔ᆖΖ׆٣سฅᄐ࣍堚ဎ
ՕᖂΔࠀ࠷ሽᆰઝᖂऱᖂՓ֗ጚՓᖂۯΖ

۶ᣪ٣س
۶٣سᆖԳऱᇀࠃΔམ࣍ China Investment Co., Ltd.נٚैދءᇷຝ֗ઌኙگԵຝ॰్ᆖ
Εᢞࠦދᇷຝ॰ऱᇀࠃ᜔ᆖދءै֗אᇷ٤ᄅᘋؑऱጥΖհছΔ۶٣سམٚ٤ഏषᄎঅ
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Ꮍഗ८ࠃᄎࡡಜދᇷຝ॰೫ᇀࠃ֗ቼ؆ދᇷຝᇀࠃΖ۶٣ ڇس2010 ࣍ڣխഏԳاᎬ۩ઔߒسຝ࠷
ತᆖ໑ՓዊᎲΖ
࠹ಜԳ֗ုם
ॾಜഗ८ऱ࠹ಜԳ䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆΖ࠹ಜԳٵழٍٺഗ८ऱုםΖ
࠹ಜԳ࣍ 1974 ڇڣଉཽုمګםૻڶֆΔࠀᖕଉཽऄࠏร 29 ີπ࠹ಜԳයࠏρုםॾಜ
ֆΔ֗אᖕπൎࠫࢤֆᗨ८ૠቤයࠏρုםΕᛧൎࠫࢤֆᗨ८ૠቤጥݝுൎᗨ८࠹ಜ
ԳΖ䀭᠆ᖲዌॾಜࣚ೭ΰࠅαૻڶֆ HSBC Holdings plcΰ࣍ᥞፖዿՓုمګםऱՂؑ
ֆαऱၴ൷٤ᇷॵ᥆ֆΖ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔ࠹ಜԳຂঅጥॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८ऱᇷขΔࠀ࠹ॾಜৈᖕऱය֮ࢬૻΖ
ྥۖΔ࠹ಜԳࡡױٚٚ۶ԫټڍࢨټԳՓΰץਔ࠹ಜԳऱᣂຑԳՓαᖜٚٚ۶ഗ८ऱᇷขऱಜጥ
ԳΰψಜጥԳωαΖ࠹ಜԳ༵࣍ᙇΕࡡٚ֗ኘᇠԳՓழΔႊ(a)ٽ܂ᣂࣹ֗ጐᐉΔ֗(b)࣍
ࡡٚཚփؘႊॾࣚᇠ࠹ࡡٚԳՓսᔞᅝٽᇷࠀڶ౨Ժᇠഗ८༼ࠎઌᣂऱಜጥࣚ೭Ζೈ࠹ಜ
Գ࣍(ءa)֗(b)ऱຂٚբᇞೈΔܡঞ࠹ಜԳႊ༉ٚ۶᥆࠹ಜԳऱᣂຑԳՓऱಜጥԳऱ۩ࠃ֗լ܂
ຂΔྫ࠹ڕಜԳऱ۩ࠃࢨլ܂ԫᑌΔ൫࠹ಜԳֹႊ༉ॺ᥆࠹ಜԳऱᣂຑԳՓऱಜጥԳऱٚ۶۩
ࠃΕլ܂ΕྤԺᚍ႘Ε堚ᒌࢨధขຂΖ
࠹ಜԳֹႊ༉Հ٨ൣउຂΚ(A) Euro-clear Clearing System Limited ࢨ Clearstream Banking S.A.ࢨ
࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳլழױऱٚ۶ࠡהᎁױಜጥࢨጩߓอऱٚ۶۩Εլ܂ΕྤԺᚍ႘Ε堚ᒌࢨధ
ขΙࢨ(B)࠹ಜԳ༉ॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८נ܂ऱٚ۶ଗ၊طଗ၊ֱঅጥࢨطࢨڶଗ၊ֱז।ڶ
ऱٚ۶ދᇷΕᇷขࢨࠡהತढऱಜጥࢨ൳ࠫᦞΖ
լᓵչᏖൣउΔ࠹ಜԳֹ݁ႊ༉ॺ࿆ಖ࣍࠹ಜԳࢨࠡ࠹ࡡԳࢨ༼ټԳټՀࢨ࠹ࠡಜጥࢨॺਊࠡਐق
ڶऱދᇷ֗ࠡהዌॾګಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८ᇷขԫຝ։ऱࠡהತढࢨᇷขऱჾ؈ຂΖ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕࡳΔ࠹ಜԳᦞڶ༉ࠡڇᐌ۩ፖॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८ڶᣂऱຂٚࢨຂழױ౨ࢵી
ऱٚ۶֗ࢬ္ڶΕ၄شΕᚍΕჾ୭֗ၲ֭ΰץਔࢬٽڶऱऄ৳Εറᄐ֗ࠡהᣊۿၲ֭αൕॾ
ಜഗ८֗Яࢨઌᣂഗ८ऱᇷขխᛧᚦᚍΰ൫ᇠ࠹ڂಜԳࢨٚ۶్ࠡΕΕזࢨ࠹
ࡡԳ့ུΕง࢙ࢨሔ֘ॾಜৈᖕࢨլᐌ۩ຂٚࢬᖄીृΔঞܑ܂ᓵΖᖕᔞॾ࣍شಜৈᖕऱऄ৳֗
ࠏΔ࠹ڇಜԳΕ࠹ಜԳࡡٚऱٚזױΕ೫ಜጥԳࢨ࠹ࡡԳࠀྤ့ུΕง࢙ࢨሔ֘ऱൣउՀΔ࠹
ಜԳֹႊ༉ॾಜഗ८Εٚ۶ഗ८ࢨٚ۶ۯڶԳऱٚ۶ჾ؈Ε၄ࢨشჾ୭ຂΖ
࠹ಜԳڇٚ۶ൣउՀ݁լ౨ᖜٚࢨۯٚ۶ઌᣂދᇷऱᖜঅԳࢨ༼ܧ࿇ഇԳΖ࠹ಜԳࠀྤᆠ೭ࢨᦞ
Ժ༉ॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८ދנ܂ᇷެࡳࢨ༼ࠎދᇷ৬ᤜΔڶᣂᆠ೭٤طᆖԳຂΖ
࠹ಜԳലլᄎፖٌ࣐ࢨ೯ࢨ֭בٚ۶אભցૠጩऱཱིႈΔڕՂ૪ृطભഏԳՓၞ۩Δലᄎ࠹ࠩ
ભഏತਙຝऱ Office of Foreign Assets Control ऱࠫဪΖ
࠹ಜԳऱࡡٚױᖕॾಜৈᖕࢬሉऱൣउղַึאΖ
࠹ಜԳ࠷گױՀ֮ψءഗ८ᚨבऱ၄شωԫᆏࢬሉऱ၄شΔࠀױᖕॾಜৈᖕऱය֮ᛧᇖᚍԫ֊ګ
֗ءၲ֭Ζ
ᆖԳ٤ᦞຂ༉ॾಜഗ८֗Яࢨٺഗ८ދנ܂ᇷެࡳΔ࠹ಜԳΰץਔࠡ࠹ࡡԳαֹႊኙᆖԳ
ऱٚ۶ދᇷެࡳຂ֗ࢭᖜऄ৳ຂٚΖೈᤩုءໂݱᙕ֮ࣔ૪ࣔ֗Яࢨښঞࡳ؆Δ࠹ಜԳࢨࠡٚ
۶Εࣚ೭༼ࠎृࢨז݁լᄎፖॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८ऱᄐࠃ೭Εิ៣Ε࿇ದࢨދᇷጥ
Ιೈψ࠹ಜԳ֗ုםωԫᆏऱ༴૪؆Δ࠹ಜԳٍլຂᒳ፹ࢨע࿇ᤩုءໂݱᙕΖ
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༉ᖕ RQFII ࠫ৫ऴ൷ދᇷ࣍խഏᢞࠦؑऱഗ८Δ࠹ಜԳբ܂ᔞᅝڜඈאᒔঅΚ
(a) ࠹ಜԳނഗ८ऱᇷขΰץਔᆖԳ RQFII ᠰ৫ՀࢬԵխഏቼփᇷขΔࠀطխഏಜጥԳאሽ
ֱ࣍ڤխഏဳ࿆ࠦಖ伬ጩၲဳ֪ࠦՑڶΔ࣍֗אխഏಜጥԳၲհ८֪Ցαࠡڇঅጥࢨ൳
ࠫՀΔٍઌᣂऱۯڶԳזঅጥࢨ൳ࠫΙ
(b) ഗ८८֗բ࿆ಖऱᇷขΰץਔխഏቼփᇷขα࠹طಜԳࢨࠉᖕ࠹ಜԳऱਐ࿆قಖΙ֗
(c) խഏಜጥԳലᦫଢ࠹ಜԳऱਐقΔࠀਊ࠹ಜԳഗ࣍ፖٽપऱਐࠃ۩قΖ
խഏಜጥԳ
ଉཽՂ௧䀭᠆Ꭼ۩ૻڶֆΰψᇠᎬ۩ωαᛧࡡٚխഏಜጥԳຘመࠡ࠹ࡡԳ۩ࠃΔຂᖕ
RQFII ಜጥ࠰ᤜঅጥॾಜഗ८ᖕ RQFII ૠቤ࣍խഏቼփطᆖԳጥऱᇷขΖᖕ RQFII ಜጥ࠰
ᤜΔᇠᎬ۩ᦞڶຘመ䀭᠆ႃቸփګֆΰٽڼڇપֲཚႪ᠆Ꭼ۩ΰխഏαڶֆαࢨ䀭᠆ႃቸ
ګॵ᥆ֆ܂ࠡ࠹ࡡԳᐌ۩ RQFII ಜጥ࠰ᤜऱᆠ೭Ζ
ೈψխഏಜጥԳωԫᆏऱ༴૪؆ΔխഏಜጥԳլຂᒳ፹ᤩုءໂݱᙕΔٍլᄎኙᅝխࢬሉփ୲
ຂΖ
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ދᇷؾᑑΕ
ދᇷؾᑑΕฃ֗ૻࠫ
ދᇷؾᑑ
ٺഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑሉ࣍ઌᣂऱॵᙕփΖ
ދᇷฃ
ٺഗ८ऱދᇷฃሉ࣍ઌᣂऱॵᙕփΖ
ދᇷ֗ଗ၊ૻࠫ
ೈઌᣂॵᙕڶ٨ࣔΔᢞᄎᎁױऱٺഗ८ႊᙅښՀ٨ދᇷૻࠫΚ
(a)

ഗ८ڶٚ۶ԫ࿇۩Գ࿇۩ऱᢞࠦᏝଖլ၌መࠡᇷขଖऱ 10%Ι

(b)

ഗ८լڶٚ۶ԫ࿇۩Գբ࿇۩ཏຏैऱ 10%אՂΙ

(c)

ഗ८࣍ࠀڇآᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬΕ؆ؑࢨࠡהኙഏᎾֆฒၲ࣋ۖᆖൄ၇ᔄᇠᢞࠦऱᒤ֏
ᢞࠦؑՂؑΕྨࢨ၇ᔄऱᢞࠦऱދᇷլ၌መࠡᇷขଖऱ 15%Ι

(d)

ᕣጥՂ֮ร(a)֗(b)යࢬڶࡳΔഗ८່ױڍലᇷขଖऱ 30%ދᇷ࣍ٵԫڻޅ࿇۩ऱਙ
ࢌ֗ࠡהֆႥᢞࠦΙ

(e)

ڇլࣂᤛร(d)යऱࡳՀΔഗ८ױലࠡ٤ຝᇷขދᇷ࣍۟֟քଡլڻޅٵ࿇۩ऱਙࢌ֗ࠡ
הֆႥᢞࠦΰଣਙࢌ֗ࠡהֆႥᢞࠦਊլٵऱයཱི࿇۩ΔլᓵᝫֲཱིཚΕܓΕᖜঅԳऱߪ
ٝࢨࠡהΔٵطࠡࠌܛԫԳՓ࿇۩Δ݁ီլڻޅٵαΙ

(f)

ഗ८ދױᇷ࣍ཚᦞ֗ᎁैᦞᢞ܂ኙشޱຜΔഗ८ދᇷ࣍ॺ܂ኙشޱຜऱᎁैᦞᢞ֗ཚᦞ
ऱᏝଖΔ༉ࢬ֭בᄨᏝ᜔ᠰૠጩ᜔ᠰΔլ၌ማࠡᇷขଖऱ 15%Ι

(g)

ഗ८ױ༉ኙؾޱऱૡم८ᘜཚຄٽપΔ֗

(h)

ഗ८ױਊॺኙޱഗ៕ૡمཚຄٽપΔ൫ٽપᏝऱᏝଖ᜔ᠰΰլᓵਢਊࠌ۩آཚຄٽપ
֭בղഗ८ࢨطഗ८֭בαຑٵڶऱኔढΰץਔ८ΕᎬΕሬࢨࠡה८යα֗
ഗ៕ऱދᇷΰ༉ߢۖڼլץਔൕࠃ፹ທΕףՠࢨ၇ᔄऱֆऱैᦞαऱ᜔ଖΔլ၌መ
ഗ८ऱ᜔ᇷขଖऱ 20%Ι

(i)

༉ഗ८ދᇷ࣍ࠡהႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤΰψઌᣂૠቤωαऱैࢨۯปۖߢΔ
(1)

ڕᇠઌᣂૠቤਝॺ᥆࣍ᎁױऄጥᝤૠቤΔٍآᛧᢞᄎᎁױΔঞאഗ८ࢬ
ڶऱڶᣂᇠઌᣂૠቤऱैࢨۯ᜔ٝᏝଖΔլ၌መᇠഗ८ᇷขଖऱ 10%Ι֗

(2)

ഗ८ދױᇷ࣍ԫଡࢨאՂऱᎁױऄጥᝤૠቤࢨᢞᄎᎁױऱઌᣂૠቤΔא܀
ഗ८ޢڶԫᇠઌᣂૠቤैࢨۯٝऱᏝଖլ၌መᇠഗ८ᇷขଖऱ 30%Δೈ
ॺᇠઌᣂૠቤᛧᢞᄎᎁױΔټࠡጠ֗ދᇷᇷறբ࣍ᇠഗ८ઌᣂऱॵᙕ
ࢶΔ

൫Κ
(A)

ٺઌᣂૠቤऱؾᑑլދᇷ࣍ښঞร 7 ີࢬ૪ދᇷૻࠫࢬૻࠫऱދᇷႈؾΔۖ
ଣᇠઌᣂૠቤऱؾᑑਢދᇷ࣍ښঞร 7 ີය֮ࢬ٨ऱૻࠫދᇷႈؾΔঞڶᣂैᦞլ
ሔ֘ઌᣂૻࠫΙ
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(j)

(B)

ଣދᇷ࣍ᆖԳࢨࠡᣂຑԳՓጥऱٚ۶ઌᣂૠቤΔঞઌᣂૠቤऱԫ֊ॣࡨ၄ؘشႊ
܍Ι֗

(C)

ᆖԳլൕઌᣂૠቤࢨࠡጥֆ࠷گऱٚ۶၄گࢨش၄խ࠷܁ڃΔ֗

אഗ८ڶऱԫ࿇۩Գբ࿇۩ཏຏैΔຑॾאٵಜഗ८Հࢬהࠡڶഗ८ٵڶԫ࿇۩
Գऱբ࿇۩ཏຏैऱࠡᦞैהΔٽ٥լ၌መᇠ࿇۩Գբ࿇۩ཏຏैऱ 10%Δ

൫༉Ղ૪ٚ۶ૻࠫ࠷ᢞᄎٚ۶ޅΕࢨױ܍ऱᒤ֗࣍ઌᣂॵᙕሉ٨ृঞೈ؆Ζ
༉ءᆏۖߢΚ
•

ψਙࢌ֗ࠡהֆႥᢞࠦωਐᆖᛎፖ܂ٽ࿇୶ิ៣ΰψᆖิٽ៣ωαٚ۶ᄎഏਙࢌ࿇۩ऱٚ
۶ދᇷࢨᖜঅऱء८֗ܓஒࢨཱིבٚ۶ᆖิٽ៣ഏ୮ऱֆ٥ࢨᅝچਙࢌᖲᣂࢨഏ֏ڶขᄐ࣍
ٚ۶ᆖิٽ៣ഏ୮ࢨٚ۶ࠡהኔ᧯ΰ࠹ಜԳᎁ᥆ᣊࢤۿᔆαڇ٤ֱࠡچה࿇۩ऱٚ۶ࡐ
ࡳܓஒދᇷΖ

•

ଣਙࢌ֗ࠡהֆႥᢞࠦਊլٵऱයཱི࿇۩ΔլᓵᝫֲཱིཚΕܓΕᖜঅԳऱߪٝࢨࠡהΔܛ
ࠌࠡٵطԫԳՓ࿇۩Δലီլٵऱ࿇۩Ζ

ٺഗ८լΚ
(1)

ଣૉᆖԳऱٚ۶ᇀࠃࢨጥԳଡԳᖑڶٚ۶ֆࢨᖲዌٚ۶ᣊܑऱ٤ຝբ࿇۩ᢞࠦ૿ଖ
᜔ᠰ 0.5% אՂΔࢨ٥ٵᖑڶᇠᢞࠦ 5%אՂΔঞᆖԳլދױᇷ࣍Ղ૪ֆࢨᖲዌऱᇠ
ᢞࠦΙ

(2)

ދᇷ࣍ٚ۶ᣊܑऱࢪچขႈؾΰץਔᑔڙαࢨࢪچขႈᦞؾ墿ΰץਔཚᦞࢨᦞܓΔ܀լץਔ
ࢪچขֆऱैٝ֗ࢪچขދᇷॾಜഗ८ऱᦞ墿αΰދڕᇷ࣍ᇠैٝࢨࢪچขދᇷॾಜഗ
८ΔঞᇠދᇷႊᙅښՂ૪(a) Ε(b) Ε(c)֗(i)ΰਊᔞشαऱދᇷૻᠰαΙ

(3)

ଣૉ़ࣿᄎ֧ીٌבᢞࠦऱຂٚ၌ማഗ८ᇷขଖ 10%ΰ༉ߢۖڼΔࢬ़ࣿऱᢞࠦڇ
़ࣿऱؑՂؘႊٌګᥬαΔঞᆖԳլ़ࣿױΙ

(4)

נഇྤໂ܋ཚᦞΙ

(5)

ଣૉנഇഗ८ᇷขऱࢬڶᎁཚᦞऱ۩ࠌᏝٽ٥၌ማഗ८ᇷขଖऱ 25%Δঞլנࣿױ
ᇠᎁཚᦞΙ

(6)

࠷آڇ࠹ಜԳࠃ٣૿ٵრհছΔլאױഗ८ऱᇷขנ܂၊ཱིΔ൫Եދᇷࢨנ܂ਊ८
ΰڇฤٽᔞދشᇷૻࠫՀαऱᑇᠰױ౨ዌګ၊ཱིΙ

(7)

࠷آڇ࠹ಜԳࠃ٣૿ٵრհছΔլࢭױᖜΕᖜঅΕહࢨڤֱהࠡאऴ൷ࢨೝྥچٚ
۶ԳՓऱຂٚࢨ႘ႈۖຂΙ

(8)

Եٚ۶௫֗ഗ८ႊࢭᖜྤૻຂٚऱٚ۶ᇷขΙࢨ

(9)

ലഗ८ᇷขऱٚ۶ຝ։گ࣍شᅝழۖבآႊᚨႝᢆຏव֭בऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΔೈॺᇠႝᢆཱི
ႈطױዌګഗ८ԫຝ։ऱ८ࢨ८ᣊٵᇷข٤ᑇ֭בঞೈ؆Δۖᇠ८ࢨ८ᣊٵᇷ
ขࠀॺطഗ८ቤᐸࢨቃఎ܂ٚ۶ࠡشהຜΖ

ೈॺઌᣂॵᙕڶૡࣔΔܡঞᆖԳױଗԵഗ८່२ཚױ೯شᇷขଖ່ ڍ25%ऱཱིႈΖഗ८
ᇷข່ ڍ50%ױղࢨࢽࣂאᔆࢽΔ܂Ղ૪ٚ۶ଗཱིऱᖜঅΖ
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ଣૉሔ֘Ղ૪ٚ۶ދᇷ֗ଗ၊ૻࠫΔঞᆖԳؘႊ࣍ٽழၴփΔךڇ։ەᐞۯڶԳऱܓ墿
৵Δലආ࠷ԫ֊ؘൻਜאᇖඑڶᣂൣउ٨ᚌ٣ؾᑑΖ
ଣഗ८ऱټጠ᧩قࡳؾᑑΕچࢨؑழΔᇠഗ८ᚨ۟֟ലࠡॺ८ᇷขऱ 70%ދᇷ࣍֘ਠ
ഗ८ז।ऱࡳؾᑑࢨچࢨؑऱᢞࠦ֗ࠡދהᇷႈؾΖ

ᢞࠦଗ၊
࠹ಜԳױਊᆖԳऱޣ༉ഗ८ૡمᢞࠦଗ၊ڜඈΖ
ᢞࠦଗ၊ٌ࣐ႛڇױՀ٨ൣउૡمΚ(a)

ଣᆖॾࣚଗ၊Գ౨༼ࠎᏝଖઌᅝ࣍ࢨ࣍ࢬଗ၊ᢞࠦऱߩךᇷข܂ࢬଗᢞࠦऱࣂࢽΔ
ࠀॾࣚڶᣂࣂࢽ᥆ڶᔆైΕੌ೯ऱࣂࢽΙ֗

(b)

ຘመᎁױጩߓอࢨᆖԳ൷࠹ऱ८ᘜᖲዌऱזၞ۩ڼᣊٌ࣐Ζ

ڼ؆ΔڜඈऱᇡൣڕՀΚ(a)

ઌᣂᢞࠦଗ၊ࢬگԵΔڬೈٚ۶ᚨבऱ၄܁ࢨش८৵ΔലૠԵઌᣂഗ८ऱᔁؾփΔۖڶ
ᣂگԵല࣍ࠡڣ৫ತ೭ܫխࢶΙ

(b)

ቃཚٺଗ၊Գࠠڶլ࣍܅ᗪ૭ေ్ऱ A2 ࢨઌऱॾ၊ေ్ࢨီࠠ ڶA2 ऱ䈇ܶေ్Ιࢨ
ृڕઌᣂഗ८༉ଗ၊Գທګऱჾ؈ᛧࠠڶլ ࣍܅A2 ॾ၊ေ్ऱኔ᧯ᚦᚍঅᢞΔঞڶآ
ေ్ऱଗ၊Գ᥆ױ൷࠹Ι

(c)

࠹ಜԳڇᆖԳऱਐقՀല࠷ࣂࢽΔۖࣂࢽזΰױ౨ਢ࠹ಜԳࢨΔլழᆖ࠹ಜԳਊ
ᆖԳऱਐࡡقٚࢨᆖԳऴ൷ࡡٚࠀᆖᠨֱٵრऱรԿֱαലֲאൄഗᄷေ۷ࠡᏝଖΔא
ᒔঅ່ࠡࠠ֟ڶઌᅝ࣍ࢬଗ၊ᢞࠦऱᏝଖΔۖڶᣂࣂࢽؘႊฤٽՀ֮ࢬ૪ऱࣂࢽਙΙ

(d)

ઌᣂഗ८ऱᇷข່ 100%ױଗղԫאࢨۯՂଗ၊ԳΙ֗

(e)

ᅝٚ۶ᢞࠦଗ၊ٌ࣐ᆖ࠹ಜԳࢨ࠹ಜԳऱᣂຑԳՓࢨᆖԳڜඈழΔڶᣂٌ࣐ലאֆؓঞ
ࠀਊ࠷ऱ່ࠋයཱིၞ۩Δۖઌᣂኔ᧯ലᦞڶਊԫᄐഗ៕༉ڶᣂڜඈאঅఎٚ۶ൕխگ
ࠩऱ၄܁ࢨش८۞࠹ࡉش墿ΰᢞࠦଗ၊၄شല࣍ઌᣂഗ८ऱڣ৫ತ೭ܫऱᣂຑԳՓٌ࣐
ຝ։ࢶαΖ

ᅝᢞࠦᛧ൷ࣂࢽΔᆖԳലەᐞٚ۶ઌᣂైڂΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍Κ
•

ੌຏࢤЁࠠໂߩךऱੌຏࢤΔאױ൷२ഇছ۷ଖऱᏝ߰ຒഇנΖࣂࢽᚨຏൄࠠڇໂ
৫ΕੌຏၦࠀࠆࡳڶᏝຘࣔ৫ऱؑՂ၇ᔄΙ

•

۷ଖЁֲޢਊؑᏝૠጩΙ

•

࿇۩Գॾ၊ᔆైЁࠠໂॾ၊ᔆైΙࠠڇໂᔞᅝۖঅښऱ྇ڬՀΔֱױ൷Ꮭं༏ለ
ऱᇷข܂ࣂࢽΙ

•

ڍց֏Ёؘႊᔞᅝڍچց֏Δᝩ܍ലࢬࢭᖜऱଅᙠႃխ࣍ٚ۶ԫ࿇۩ԳΖࣂࢽऱኙֱ֫
ࢨࠡދהᇷૻࠫѺଅᙠࢭᖜ۾ᇠഗ८ᇷขଖऱֺΔլሔ֘ښঞร 7 ີࢬሉऱދᇷ
ૻࢨૻࠫΙ

•

ᣂຑࢤЁኙֱ֫ፖࣂࢽհၴؘႊᝩڇژ܍ᣂຑࢤΙ
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•

ጥሎ֗܂ऄ৳ଅᙠЁؘႊࠠໂᔞᅝऱߓอΕሎ܂౨Ժ֗റᄐऄ৳वᢝΔݔঁאጥࣂࢽ
Ι

•

ᗑمঅጥЁؘႊ࠹طಜԳࢨڶਊࠡਐقڶΙ

•

ൎࠫച۩Ё࠹ಜԳྤႊٻኙֱ֫܂ၞԫޡಳΔױܛᙟழ࠷شѺച۩ࣂࢽΙ֗

•

լรԲಳᦞЁೈ܂ࣂࢽऱشຜ؆Δࣂࢽլ܂شױٚ۶ࠡشהຜΖ

ڕഗ८ࢬ٤ຝࣂࢽऱ᜔ଖߪء۾ऱᇷขଖ 30%ࢨאՂΔࢬࣂࢽऱᇡൣΰץਔࣂࢽऱ
ࢤᔆ༴૪Ε༼ࠎࣂࢽऱኙֱ֫ऱߪ։ΕᇠࣂࢽࢬᖜঅЯᚦᇖऱഗ८Ꮭଖۍ։ֺຑٵᇷขᣊ
ܑЯࢤᔆ։ॾ֗܉၊ေ్ΰڕᔞشααല࣍ᇠഗ८ڶᣂཚၴऱڣ֗խཚܫփࢶΖ
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ۯऱᎁ
ۯऱଈڻ࿇۩
࣍ଈڻ࿇ഇཚփΔԫೋഗ८ऱۯᖕઌᣂॵᙕࢬሉਊଈڻ࿇۩ᏝऱޢࡳࡐۯᏝދٻᇷृ༼
ܧ࿇ഇΖ
࣍ڕଈڻ࿇ഇཚփٚ۶ழၴΔ࠹ಜԳൕۯᎁࠩگऱ᜔ᠰሒࠩࠎױᎁ᜔ᠰऱՂૻΰਊઌᣂॵᙕ
ࢬ٨ࣔαΔᆖԳᦞڶΰྤ܀ᆠ೭αڇઌᣂଈڻ࿇ഇཚݙছೖַᤉᥛᎁᇠഗ८Ζ
ଣଈڻ࿇ഇཚփ༼ܧᎁᠰࠎױ࣍܅ᎁ᜔ᠰऱՀૻΰਊઌᣂॵᙕࢬ٨ࣔαࢨᆖԳᎁᤉᥛ࿇۩
ᄐՂࠀլ֊ኔ۩ױΔᆖԳࡳެױլ࿇۩ٚ۶ۯΖڇᇠൣउՀΔعᓮԳ༉ᎁࢬ֭בऱཱིႈΔ
ല࣍ଈ࿇࿇ഇཚࡻየ৵ᙟܛຘመၡᎠֱ֭אڤปΕሽႪࢨ࠹ಜԳᎁٽᔞऱࠡڤֱהΰլૠܓஒα
ಯᝫΔଅᙠᄗعطᓮԳࢭᖜΖ
ۯല࣍ଈڻ࿇ഇཚݙ৵ऱᛜᄐֲࢨᆖԳױ౨ެࡳऱࠡהᛜᄐֲ࿇۩Ζۯല࣍ጹᙟઌᣂଈڻ
࿇ഇཚޔ৵ऱֲٌ࣐ၲࡨ၇ᔄΖ
ۯऱ৵ᥛ࿇۩
ۯऱ৵ᥛ࿇۩
ઌᣂଈڻ࿇ഇཚޔ৵Δۯലֲٌ࣐࣍ٺਊઌᣂᎁᏝࠎױ࿇۩Ζ
࣍ٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ऱᎁᏝΔലᇠഗ८࣍ઌᣂֲٌ࣐۷ଖរऱᇷขଖΔೈאᇠᣊܑᅝழբ࿇۩
ۯᑇࢬؾૠጩנऱޢۯᏝΔڶᣂᏝലᓳᖞ۟՛ᑇរ৵ࠟଡۯΰ0.005 ֗אՂٻՂᓳᖞΔ
0.005 אՀঞٻՀᓳᖞαΔࢨطᆖԳᆖᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳ৵լழ᠖ࡳऱᓳᖞֱ֗ڤᓳᖞ۟ࠡה՛ᑇۯΖٚ
۶ᓳᖞ塒ᠰലᐸូઌᣂഗ८ࢬڶΖᎁᏝലאᇠഗ८ऱഗᄷຄኞૠጩ֗ᏝΖ
ڇ᠖ࡳᎁᏝழΔᆖԳףᦞڶԵࠡᎁ࣍ދᇷઌ࣍عᓮཱིႈऱ८ᠰழΔઌᅝ࣍ৰױ౨ขسऱॺ
ክൄٌ࣐၄ࢨشၲ֭ΰץਔٱक़࿔Εࠡה࿔ႈΕᆖધ܁८ΕᎬ۩گ၄Εመ֪၄࿆֗شಖ၄شαऱᔞ
ᅝᐸໂΖٚ۶ᇠᠰ؆ཱིႈല֭בղ࠹ಜԳΔࠀലګઌᣂഗ८ᇷขऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᆖԳᦞڶ༉ޢଡۯऱᎁᏝ࠷گᎁ၄ΖᆖԳױঅఎᇠᎁ၄ऱܓ墿Δࢨױല٤ຝࢨຝ։
ᎁ၄ΰ֗բ࠷گऱٚ۶ࠡה၄شα֭בղᎁױխտԳࢨᆖԳױਊࠡኙ಼ൣᦞެࡳऱࠡהԳ
ՓΖᎁ၄ऱᇡൣሉ࣍Հ֮ψگ၄֗ၲ֭ωԫᆏΖ
عᓮ࿓ݧ
عᓮԳڇᎁۯழႊჄᤩုءݔໂݱᙕ༼ࠎऱعᓮ।Δࠀല।ءإຑࢬٵႊऱᖇᢞٌ֮ٙڃ
࠹ಜԳΖ
࣍ઌᣂଈڻ࿇ഇཚփऱۯᎁعᓮ֮ٙຑٵբመཱི֪ႈΔ່ᙈႊ࣍ઌᣂଈڻ࿇ഇཚ່৵ԫֲՀ֑
ழإΰଉཽழၴαছگಞΖ࣍ଈڻ࿇ഇཚޔ৵Δعᓮ֮ٙႊٌ࣐࣍ழૻছگಞΖ
ೈॺᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳٵ۩რΔܡঞعᓮ।אႚటֱ࠹ڃٌڤಜԳ৵Δعᓮ।ٍؘءإႊ࣍ᙟ
৵ٌڃΖᙇᖗאႚటֱڤᎠٌعᓮ।ऱعᓮԳΔႊࢭᖜ࠹ಜԳآ౨عࠩگᓮ।ऱଅᙠΖڼڂΔ
عᓮԳঅᎽܓߪء墿Δᚨ࠹ٻಜԳᒔᎁعݔگᓮ।Ζآڂڕ౨ྤࢨࠩگऄᙃᎁאႚటֱڤᎠٌ
ऱٚ۶عᓮ।֧ۖીٚ۶ჾ؈Δࢨ༉ڂటᇨچઌॾڤإطᦞԳՓ࿇נऱᇠႚటۖආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯
ࢬ֧ીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ΔᆖԳࢨ࠹ಜԳΰ֗۞ٺऱጥԳΕΕזԳࢨ࠹ࡡԳαᄗլᄎ༉
عٻڼᓮԳຂΖ
ೈॺᆖԳٵ۩რΔ༉ۯऱཱིבႊٌ࣐࣍ழૻছگಞعᓮऱٌ࣐৵ऱ 3 ଡᛜᄐֲփאઌᣂຄኞ
ऱբመཱི֪ႈၞ۩Ζଣ࣍Ղ૪ழၴছսࠩگآբመཱི֪ႈΔঞᆖԳ಼ױൣެࡳီڶᣂعᓮྤய
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բᔭΖڼڇൣउՀΔᆖԳٍױعޣᓮԳ༉ޢଡᔭऱۯΔ࠹ٻಜԳΰזઌᣂഗ८
࠷گα֭࣍בઌᣂֲٌ࣐ཚᎁᏝ၌ማ࣍ᔭֲཚᔞشऱڃᦱۯᏝऱ८ᠰΰڶڕαΔۖ࠹ಜԳ
ٍعٻᦞڶᓮԳ࠷گᔭ၄شΔ܂عᓮ֗ࠡ৵ᔭऱ۩ਙ၄شΖ
عټޢᓮԳعࠡڇᓮᛧ൷৵ലᛧ࠹ಜԳ࿇נ၇ᔄᖕΔᒔࡳࢬᎁۯऱᇡൣΔ܀լᄎᛧ࿇ᢞΖ
عᓮԳאױຘመطᆖԳࡡٚऱ։ᔭعᓮᎁۯΖ։ᔭױ౨ࡳլٵऱٌ࣐࿓ݧΔץਔڶᣂ
൷࠹عᓮ֗Ѻࢨբመཱི֪ႈऱኲַழၴױ౨ለڰΖڼڂΔᚵຘመ։ᔭعᓮᎁۯऱعᓮԳΔᚨ
ᘬᇬ։ᔭઌᣂٌ࣐࿓ݧऱᇡൣΖ
ଣૉعᓮԳຘመ։ᔭعᓮᎁۯΔঞᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳലီ։ᔭΰࢨࠡזԳαعᓮԳΖ։
ᔭΰࢨࠡזԳαല࿆ಖګઌᣂۯऱۯڶԳΖᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳലီ։ᔭΰࢨࠡז
ԳαۯڶԳΔᄗլᄎ༉ઌᣂعᓮԳፖ։ᔭ༉ᎁΕڃᦱ֗ڶ֗ۯٚ۶ڶᣂࠃࡵૡم
ऱٚ۶ڜඈຂΔٍլᄎ༉ᇠڜඈױ౨ขسऱٚ۶၄ࢨشჾ؈ຂΖྥۖΔᆖԳലᄎאԫ֊ᐉ
შٽऱֱڤਗᙇ֗ࡡٚ։ᔭΖ
ٚ۶ཱིႈ݁լᚨ֭בղࠀآᛧ࿇ྨࢨုםൕࠃπ
ٚ۶ཱིႈ݁լᚨ֭בղࠀآᛧ࿇ྨࢨုםൕࠃπᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρ
ᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρร V ຝ։Հร 1 ᣊΰᢞٌ࣐ࠦα
ᢞٌ࣐ࠦα
࠹ጥ೯ऱଉཽխտԳΖ
Ζ
࠹ጥ೯ऱଉཽխտԳ
ᆖԳڇٚ۶عᓮխױΰ֗࠹ڇಜԳޣழᚨᅝαࢴ࠹٤ຝࢨຝ։ᎁۯΖଣعᓮᔡࢴ࠹
ΔعᓮཱིႈലຘመၡᎠֱ֭אڤปࢨຘመሽႪֱ࠹ࢨڤಜԳᎁٽᔞऱࠡڤֱהլૠܓஒಯᝫΔ
ଅᙠᄗعطᓮԳࢭᖜΖ
ڇᑉೖૠጩઌᣂഗ८ᇷขଖऱٚ۶ཚၴփΔٚ۶ۯऱᎁعᓮ݁լᛧΰᇡൣᓮᔹՀ֮
ψᑉೖૠጩᇷขଖωԫᆏαΖ
ཱིב࿓ݧ
ᎁཱིႈႊאઌᣂഗ८ऱຄኞ֭בΖཱིבᇡൣሉ࣍عᓮ।Ζ
عᓮԳא؆ऱٚ۶ԳՓ֭בऱᎁཱིႈലլᛧ࠹Ζ
ԫࡳ
ࢬڶڶऱۯലאಖڤֱټ࿇۩Δۖլᄎ࿇נᢞΖټ٨ۯڶԳܛםټۯऱࢬᦞڶᢞ
ࣔΖڼڂΔۯڶԳᚨఎრΔଣૉࠡုםᇷறڶٚ۶ޏޓΔؘႊᒔঅຏवုםΖሿᅷۯऱ࿇
۩ױૠጩ՛ᑇរ৵ࠟଡۯΖઌᅝ࣍ԫଡۯሿᅷຝ։ऱᎁཱིႈലᐸូઌᣂഗ८ࢬڶΖᜤټۯ
ڶԳլ ࣍ڍ4 ۯΖ
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ۯऱᦱڃ
ᦱڃ࿓ݧ
ۯڶԳڶڕრᦱࠡڃۯΔ࠹ٻױಜԳᎠٌᦱڃޣΔڇঁאٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ᦱڃۯΖ
ٚ۶ᦱڃؘޣႊٌ࣐࣍ழૻছ࠹طಜԳگ൜Ζދᇷृڶڕრຘመ։ᔭࢨזԳᦱڃۯΔঞᚨ
ਊᇠ։ᔭࢨזԳऱਐٵאقᑌֱٻڤ։ᔭࢨזԳᎠٌࠡᦱڃޣΖ։ᔭ֗זԳࢨڶլ
ٵऱٌ࣐࿓ݧΔץਔ༼ڶڰᣂ൷ڃᦱگޣऱኲַழၴΖଣૉދᇷृຘመזԳ࣍ࠡڶۯऱދ
ᇷΔঞڶრᦱڃۯऱދᇷृႊᒔঅזԳΰ܂࿆ಖۯڶԳαٌ࣐࣍ழૻছᎠٌઌᣂᦱڃ
ޣΖ༉ٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ۖߢΔ࣍ᔞشऱٌ࣐ழૻ৵Ꭰٌऱᦱڃޣലီ࣍Հԫଡֲٌ࣐൷ᛧ֗ലᖕڼ
Ζ
ᦱڃޣႊא૿ࢨႚటֱڤΰٍءإႊᙟٌ༼ܛα༼נΔࠀႊုࣔഗ८ټጠΕᣊܑΰڕᔞ
شαΕലᦱڃۯऱᏝଖࢨᑇؾΕ࿆ಖڶԳऱࡩگڃᦱࠎ༼֗ټ墿ऱཱིבਐقΖ
ೈॺ࠹ಜԳٵ۩რΔܡঞאႚటֱڤ࿇נऱٚ۶ᦱڃءإޣႊಬٌ࠹ಜԳΖᙇᖗאႚటֱڤᎠ
ٌᦱڃޣऱۯڶԳΔႊࢭᖜ࠹ಜԳآ౨ڶࠩگᣂޣऱଅᙠΖڼڂΔۯڶԳঅᎽߪء
ܓ墿Δᚨ࠹ٻಜԳᒔᎁڃᦱݔگޣΖᆖԳࢨ࠹ಜԳΰ֗۞ٺऱጥԳΕΕזԳࢨ
࠹ࡡԳαᄗֹႊ༉آڂ౨ࠩگٚ۶ᦱڃྤࢨޣऄᙃᎁאႚటֱڤ࿇נऱٚ۶ᦱڃ֧ۖޣીऱٚ
۶ჾ؈ٻۯڶԳຂΔֹٍႊڂటᇨઌॾڤإطᦞԳՓ࿇נऱՂ૪ႚటۖආ࠷ऱٚ۶۩೯ࢬ
֧ીٚ۶ჾ؈ٻۯڶԳຂΖ
ۯڶԳױຝ։ᦱࢬڃڶഗ८ऱۯΔ൫ڶᣂᦱڃլᖄીᇠۯڶԳ࣍֟ڶઌᣂॵᙕ
ࡳऱ່܅ڶᠰΖଣլᓵ۶ጟڂۯڶԳڶۯऱᑇᠰ່֟࣍܅ڶᠰΔঞᆖԳױຏव
ᇠۯڶԳΔࠡޣ༉ᇠڃᦱٌ༼ۯޣΖڕۯຝ։ᦱڃऱ࣍܅ޣઌᣂॵᙕࢬ٨ऱ່܅
ᦱڃᠰΰڶڕαΔޣലլᛧ࠹Ζ
ᦱگڃ墿ऱ֭ב
ٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ऱᦱڃᏝΔലઌᣂഗ८࣍ઌᣂֲٌ࣐۷ଖរऱᇷขଖΔೈאᇠᣊܑᅝழբ࿇۩
ۯᑇࢬؾૠጩנऱޢۯᏝΔڶᣂᏝലᓳᖞ۟՛ᑇរ৵ࠟଡۯΰ0.005 ֗אՂٻՂᓳᖞΔ
0.005 אՀঞٻՀᓳᖞαΔࢨطᆖԳᆖᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳ৵լழ᠖ࡳऱᓳᖞֱ֗ڤᓳᖞ۟ࠡה՛ᑇۯΖٚ
۶ᓳᖞ塒ᠰലᐸូઌᣂഗ८ࢬڶΖᦱڃᏝലאઌᣂഗ८ऱഗᄷຄኞૠጩ֗ᏝΖ
ڇ᠖ࡳᦱڃᏝழΔᆖԳࠡ྇ڬᦞڶᎁઌᅝ࣍ઌᣂഗ८ৰױ౨ขسऱॺክൄٌ࣐၄ࢨشၲ֭
ΰץਔٱक़࿔Εࠡה࿔ႈΕᆖધ܁८ΕᎬ۩گ၄Εመ֪၄࿆֗شಖ၄شαᔞᅝᐸໂऱཱིႈΖٚ۶Ղ
૪ཱི྇ڬႈലᐸូઌᣂഗ८ࢬګࠀڶࠡᇷขऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᆖԳױਊࠡᙇᖗ༉ലᦱڃऱڃᦱ࠷گۯ၄شΰᓮᔹՀ֮ψگ၄֗ၲ֭ωԫᆏαΖᆖԳױਊ
ࠡ٤ᦞኙ಼ൣᦞެࡳ࣍ٚ۶ֲΔ༉ټޢٻۯڶԳല࠷گऱᦱڃ၄ڇشۯڶԳհၴ࠷گ
լٵ८ᠰΰ൫լ၌ॾנಜৈᖕࡳऱૻᠰαΖ
ᦱڃۯழᚨבղۯڶԳऱཱིڃᦱۯႈലᦱڃᏝ྇װٚ۶ᦱڃ၄شΖᦱڃ၄شലᐸូᆖ
ԳࢬڶΖ
ᦱگڃ墿ലլᄎ֭בղٚ۶ᦱڃۯڶԳΔऴ۟(a)࠹ಜԳբ࠷گۯڶԳڤإᆟऱ૿ᦱڃ
ءإޣΰ൫࠹ಜԳ۩૿ٵრೈ؆α֗(b)ۯڶԳΰࢨٺᜤټۯڶԳαऱᆟբᛧ࠹ಜ
Գுኔ֗൷Ζ
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ڇᙅᅃՂ֮ࢬ૪֗ೈᆖԳٵ۩რ؆Δଣૉբ༼ࠎઌᣂᔁ֪ऱᇡาᇷறΔᦱگڃ墿ԫലאઌᣂ
ഗ८ऱഗᄷຄኞຘመሽႪ֭בΔཱིבழၴઌᣂֲٌ࣐৵ 7 ଡᛜᄐֲփΔ൫ྤᓵڕ۶ႊ࣍ઌᣂٌ
ֲ࣐ࢨΰڕለ৵α൷ᛧᦱڃۯऱڤإ૿ޣ৵ԫଡᖟִփ֭בΔೈॺઌᣂഗ८Օຝ։ދᇷ
ࢬڇऱؑ࠹ऄ৳ࢨጥࡳጥΰڕ؆ႪጥࠫαΔאીڇছ૪ழૻփၞ۩ᦱگڃ墿ऱ֭ࠀבլױ
۩Δ൫ڇᇠൣउՀΔڶᣂࡳጥലሉ࣍ઌᣂॵᙕփΔۖ९֭בழૻႊ֘ਠڂᚨઌᣂؑऱࡳ
ൣउࢬᏁऱᠰ؆ழၴΖፖڶᣂᦱگڃ墿ऱ֭בઌᣂऱٚױᎬ۩၄شΔലطڃᦱޣऱۯڶԳ
֭בΖ
ཱི֭בႈലႛᄎ᠏ԵۯڶԳټՀऱᎬ۩ᔁ֪Ζഗ८ലլᄎٻٚ۶รԿֱཱིבΖ
ॾಜৈᖕࡳΔᦱطױڃᆖԳ಼ൣެࡳאኔढנ܂ڤݮΖྥۖΔೈઌᣂॵᙕڶਐࣔΔᆖԳྤ
რ༉ٚ۶ഗ८۩ࠌڶᣂ಼ൣᦞΖ࣍ٚ۶ൣउՀΔႛᅝڃᦱޣऱۯڶԳٵრழΔᦱֱڃᄎא
ኔढנ܂ڤݮΖ
ᦱࠫૻڃ
অᎽۯڶԳऱᦞ墿ΔᆖԳᦞڶലڇٚ۶ֲٌ࣐ᦱڃऱഗ८ۯᑇؾΰྤᓵຘመנഇղ
ᆖԳࢨ࠹طಜԳုᔭऱֱڃᦱڤαૻࠫ࣍ઌᣂഗ८բ࿇۩᜔ۯᑇऱ 10%փΖڼڇൣउՀΔᇠ
ႈૻࠫലਊֺࠏኔਜΔીࠌࢬڶᚵڇઌᣂֲٌ࣐ᦱڃઌᣂഗ८ऱۯऱۯڶԳΔ݁ᄎאઌٵ
ऱֺࠏലᇠڃᦱۯΔۖڃᦱآΰ܀ᚨբᦱڃαऱۯലᖕ࣍ᇠֲٌ࣐ऱᦱڃᏝΔႉ۟Հ
ԫଡֲٌ࣐ࠀለ࣍ᙟ৵ᇠֲٌ࣐ࠩگऱᦱڃޣᛧᚌ٣Δ൫ႊ࠹ઌࠫૻٵΖଣૉᦱڃޣႊਊ
ڤֱڼႉΔᆖԳലܛழຏवڶᣂऱۯڶԳΖ
ڇᑉೖૠጩഗ८ᇷขଖऱٚ۶ཚၴփΔᆖԳױᑉೖ༉൷ᛧऱٚ۶ᦱڃڃᦱޣࢨۯᙈ֭
گڃᦱב墿ΰᇡൣᔹՀ֮ψᑉೖૠጩᇷขଖωԫᆏαΖ
ൎࠫᦱڃ
ଣ࠹ಜԳࢨᆖԳࣹრࠩڶٚ۶ۯԯ(طi)ભഏԳՓΙ(ii)ڕᆖԳᎁࠡڶൣउΰլᓵਢܡऴ൷
ࢨၴ൷ᐙᇠԳՓࢨᇠԳՓ֗լᓵᗑᨠհࢨຑٵٚ۶ࠡהᣂຑࢨॺᣂຑԳՓᨠհΔࢨᆖԳᎁ
ઌᣂऱٚ۶ࠡהൣउαᄎᖄીᆖԳΕ࠹ಜԳࢨઌᣂഗ८ขࢨس፞࠹ᚨլᄎขࢨس፞࠹ऱ࿔
೭ᖜΔࢨࠡ،ᑨࢨڇኔᎾ८ᙒჾ؈ΔࢨᄎᖄીᆖԳΕ࠹ಜԳࢨءഗ८࠹ࠩᚨլᄎ࠹ࠩऱٚ۶
ᠰ؆ऄૻհԳՓΙࢨ(iii)ࠡڕڶሔ֘ٚ۶ഏ୮ࢨਙࢌᅝݝऱٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳ࢨᔞشࡳհԳՓ
ڶΔঞ࠹ಜԳࢨᆖԳٻױઌᣂۯڶԳ࿇נຏवΔהޣലᇠۯ᠏ᨃղࠡڶլᄎ௫֗ሔ
֘ছ૪ٚ۶ᇠૻࠫऱԳՓࢨᖕॾಜৈᖕයཱི૿ڃᦱޣᇠۯΖଣᛧ࿇Ղ૪ᖕॾಜৈᖕ
࿇נऱຏवऱٚ۶ۯڶԳࠀڕآՂ֮ࢬ૪࣍ᇠຏव৵ 30 ֲփ᠏ᨃࢨᦱڃᇠۯΔࢨנ܂ڶآ
࠹חಜԳࢨᆖԳΰࠡެܒല່ึ֗ࠠપޔԺαየრऱᢞࣔΔ।ࣔᇠۯऱྤࠀڶሔ֘ٚ۶
Ղ૪ૻࠫΔঞࠡႊီ ڇ30 ֲࡻየழբ૿ڶࢬڃᦱޣᇠۯΖ
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᠏ང
ᆖԳױլழޅۯڶԳലࠡٚ۶ഗ८ऱ٤ຝࢨຝ։ऱۯΰψڶഗ८ωαΔ᠏ངᆖ
ଉཽᢞᄎޅऱٚ۶ࠡהഗ८ऱۯΰψᄅഗ८ωαΖۯڶԳאױ૿ࢨႚటֱ࠹ٻڤ
ಜԳᎠٌ᠏ངޣΖᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳΰ֗۞ٺऱጥԳΕΕזԳࢨ࠹ࡡԳαᄗլ༉ڂ
ྤࢨࠩگڶऄᙃᎁאႚటֱڤ࿇נऱ᠏ང֧ۖޣીऱٚ۶ჾ؈Δࢨڂటᇨઌॾᇠਐطقۯ
ڶԳ࿇ۖנආ࠷۩೯ࢬ֧ીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ٻٚ۶ۯڶԳຂΖଣૉ᠏ངຝ։ࢬۯ৵ᖄી
ۯڶԳ࣍֟ڶ༉ᄅഗ८ૡࣔऱ່܅ڶၦΰڶڕαΔঞڶᣂ᠏ངޣലլᛧ൷Ζ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳᦞڶ༉᠏ངࠃႈ࠷گլ࣍ڶഗ८ۯ᠏ངࢬીعᓮᦱࢬڃᑇᠰհ 5%
ऱ᠏ང၄Ζڶᣂ᠏ང၄ലൕ٦ދᇷ࣍ᄅഗ८ऱ८ᠰխڬೈ֗ല֭בղᆖԳΖ
ଣૉ᠏ᨃזԳٌ࣐࣍ழૻছࠩگ᠏ངޣΔ༉ਬֲٌ࣐ۖߢΔ᠏ངലਊאՀֱڤၞ۩Κ
•

ڶഗ८ऱۯऱᦱڃല࣍ᇠֲٌ࣐ΰψ᠏ངᦱֲڃωαਊᦱڃᏝၞ۩Ι

•

ଣڶഗ८֗ᄅഗ८ऱૠଖຄኞլٵΔڶഗ८ऱۯऱᦱگڃ墿ΰ྇ڬٚ۶᠏ང၄
৵αല᠏ངᄅഗ८ऱૠଖຄኞΙ֗

•

ৱ࠹ಜԳאࠩگઌᣂຄኞጩऱբመཱི֪ႈ৵Δࢬڼطऱཱིႈല࣍ᄅഗ८ऱֲٌ࣐
ΰψ᠏ངᎁֲωαਊઌᣂᎁᏝ܂شᎁᄅഗ८ऱۯΖ

ီڶഗ८ۯऱᦱگڃ墿ႪཱིࢬᏁऱழၴΔ᠏ངᎁֲױ౨ᄎᙈ࣍᠏ངᦱֲڃΖ
ڇᑉೖૠጩءഗ८ᇷขଖऱٚ۶ཚၴփΔᆖԳױᑉೖ᠏ངۯΰᇡൣᔹՀ֮ψᑉೖૠጩᇷข
ଖωԫᆏαΖ
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۷ଖ
۷ଖঞ
ٺഗ८ऱᇷขଖലਊᇠഗ८ऱᇷข۷ଖࠀڬೈࠡᚨ۾႘ૠጩΖᇠ႘ലץਔΰ܀լૻ
࣍αٚ۶ጥ၄Ε।၄Εॾಜ၄Εٚ۶࿔ႈΕٚ۶ଗཱི֗ࠡࢬขسٚ۶ܓஒࡉၲ֭Εॾಜৈᖕࣔ
ᒔޅऱٚ۶ࠡה၄ࢨشၲ֭Δ֗א༉ٚ۶ࢨྥ႘נ܂ऱᔞᅝᐸໂΖ
ڕԫೋഗ८࣍ڍڶԫଡۯᣊܑΔ᠖ࡳਬۯᣊܑऱᇷขଖΔഗ८ऱᔁםփലԫଡᣊ
ܑᔁ֪ΰψᣊܑᔁ֪ωαΖઌ࣍࿇۩ٺۯऱگ墿ऱཱིႈല࣍ઌᣂᣊܑᔁ֪ԵᔁΖഗ८ᇷข
ଖऱٚ۶ᏺ྇ΰ༉ߢۖڼΔլᓵ࣍طᄅᎁאીᇷขଖנٚ۶ᏺࢨڃᦱ࣍طࢨףٚ۶ਐࡳᣊܑ
ᓳᖞΰࡳᆠߠՀ֮αאીנ྇֟αലᖕٺՂ૪ᣊܑᔁ֪٣ছऱᇷขଖΔਊֺࠏ։۟ઌᣂᣊ
ܑᔁ֪Ζࠡ৵ψਐࡳᣊܑᓳᖞωΔܛᆖԳ᠖ࡳፖԫᣊܑઌᣂऱءګΕቃב၄شΕჾΕैஒΕ
ܓᑮΕگ墿֗گԵٍല։۟ٺᣊܑᔁ֪Ζ
ഗ८ऱᇷขଖലᖕॾಜৈᖕ࣍ޢଡ۷ଖរ᠖ࡳΖॾಜৈᖕࡳΰࠡխץਔαΚ
(a)

༉࣍ٚ۶ᢞࠦؑྨΕՂؑΕ၇ᔄࢨٌ࣐ऱދᇷႈؾΰΕཚຄٽપࢨႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤऱ
ᦞ墿ೈ؆αലەᇠؑਊچءঞ֗ክࠏૠጩ֗ֆ܉ऱ່৵ٌګᏝࢨψٌ࣐ࢬؑگωᏝၞ
۩۷ଖΔ൫(i)ଣਬႈދᇷ࣍ڍڇԫଡՂ૪ؑྨΕՂؑΕ၇ᔄࢨٌ࣐ΔࢬشᏝലᆖ
Գᎁ༉ᇠႈދᇷ༼ࠎؑऱؑࢬֆ܉հ່৵ٌګᏝࢨٌ࣐ࢬؑگᏝΙ(ii)ଣ࣍ઌᣂழ
ၴࠀྤᇠؑᏝΔދᇷႈؾऱᏝଖലط༉ᇠႈދᇷ༼ࠎ๗୮೯ऱֆࢨᖲዌղאᢞࣔΔ
ࢨ࠹ڕಜԳޣঞطᆖԳᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳ৵ᢞࣔΙ(iii)ႊૠ֗ٚ۶ॵஒދᇷऱᚨૠܓஒΔೈॺᇠ
ܓஒૠ֗ᏝࢨՂؑᏝঞܑ܂ᓵΙ֗(iv)࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳലࠉ֗شࠌᦞڶᘸױ౨լழᎁ
ٽᔞऱԫଡࢨڍଡᇷறࠐᄭࢨࡳᏝߓอࢬ༼ࠎऱሽႚಬᑇᖕΔۖ༉۷ଖۖߢΔٚ۶ᇠ
ᇷறࠐᄭࢨࡳᏝߓอࢬ༼ࠎऱᏝലီ່܂৵ٌګᏝΙ

(b)

༉ࠀྤ࣍ٚ۶ᢞࠦؑྨΕՂؑΕ၇ᔄࢨၞ۩ԫٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ދᇷႈؾΰΕཚຄٽપ
ࢨႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤऱᦞ墿ೈ؆αΔࠡᏝଖॣޡലઌ࣍Եᇠႈދᇷழഗ८ቾ֭ऱཱིႈΰץ
ਔΰٺڇൣउՀα᠖ٱ၄Ε܁८֗ࠡה၇၄شαऱᏝଖΔڼ৵ঞല࠹طಜԳ່२ཚ༉ᇠ
ދᇷႈؾၞ۩ૹ۷נऱᏝଖΔ൫ૹ۷ႊ࣍ޢଡ۷ଖֲၞ۩Δࠀطەᇠދᇷ༼ࠎ๗୮
೯ऱԳՓΕֆࢨᖲዌ༉ᇠႈދᇷࢬऱ່ᄅ၇ԵᏝΕᔄנᏝࢨխۯᑇΰਊ࠹ಜԳᆖԳ
ᎁٽᔞृαࢨ࠹ಜԳޅ۩ٽᇷ܂ش༉ᇠދᇷၞ۩۷ଖऱԳՓΰ࠹ڕಜԳٵრΔױ
ᆖԳαऱᏝΙ

(c)

८Εཱི֗ژᣊދۿᇷႈؾലਊࠡ૿ଖΰຑࢬܓسஒαၞ۩۷ଖΔ൫ᆖԳᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳ৵ᎁ
ᚨ܂ٚ۶ᓳᖞ֘אਠࠡᏝଖঞೈ؆Ι

(d)

ٚ۶ࢨཚຄٽપऱᏝଖലࠉᖕאՀঞղא᠖ࡳΚ
(i)

ଣࢨཚຄٽપ࣍ٚ۶ᎁױؑၞ۩ٌ࣐Δല࣍ەᇠᎁױؑࢨΰڍڶڕ
࣍ԫଡՂ૪ᎁױؑαਊᆖԳᎁٽᔞऱᎁױؑऱክൄࢨڤإૡࡳऱ່ᄅ
ױղ᠖ࡳᏝΙ

(ii) ଣ࠹ಜԳᎁ(i)ႈՀࢬਐऱٚ۶Ꮭآ౨࣍ٚ۶ઌᣂழၴղא᠖ࡳΔലطە༉ᇠ
ࢨཚຄٽપ༼ࠎ๗୮೯ऱֆࢨᖲዌ༉ᇠࢨཚຄٽપऱᏝଖ༼ࠎհٚ۶ᢞࣔΙ
(iii) ٚ۶ཚຄٽપΰψઌᣂٽપωαऱᏝଖΔॺࠀڕਊ(i)ࢨ(ii)᠖ࡳΔലਊאՀֱڤၞ۩۷
ଖΚ(1)ଣઌᣂٽપਢ༉נഇૡمΔֱڤ۞ઌᣂٽપऱٽપᏝଖΔ྇࠹װಜԳΰਊ
࠷ױऱ່ᄅᏝα᠖ࡳ༉ګݙઌᣂٽપᆖԳႊഗ८ૡمऱཚຄٽપऱٽપᏝ
ଖཱིႈ֗ഗ८࣍ૡمઌᣂٽપழቾ֭ऱཱིႈΰץਔࢬڶ᠖ٱ၄Ε܁८֗ࠡה၄شऱཱི
ႈΔ܀լץਔٚ۶ፖڼઌᣂऱਊ८ࢨঅᢞ८αհࡉΙ֗(2)ଣઌᣂٽપਢ༉၇ૡ
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مΔֱڤ۞࠹ಜԳΰਊ࠷ױऱ່ᄅᏝα᠖ࡳ༉ګݙઌᣂٽપۖᆖԳႊഗ
८ૡمऱཚຄٽપऱٽપᏝଖཱིႈΔ྇װઌᣂٽપऱٽપᏝଖ֗ഗ८࣍ૡمઌᣂٽપ
ழቾ֭ऱཱིႈΰץਔࢬڶ᠖ٱ၄Ε܁८֗ࠡה၄شऱཱིႈΔ܀լץਔٚ۶ፖڼઌᣂऱਊ
८ࢨঅᢞ८αհࡉΙ֗
(iv) ଣ(i)֗(ii)ऱය֮լᔞ࣍شઌᣂࢨཚຄٽપΔᇠᏝଖലਊՂ֮(b)᠖ࡳΔྫڕᇠ
ࢨཚຄٽપॺྨދᇷႈؾΙ
(e)

࣍ٚ۶ႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤփऱٺۯΕैٝࢨᦞ墿ऱᏝଖΔૉፖഗ८ֲ࣍ٵ۷ଖΔঞ࣍ᇠֲ
ૠጩऱᇠႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤփٺۯΕैٝࢨࠡᦞה墿ऱᇷขଖΔࢨ࠹ڕಜԳެࡳΔଣᇠႃ᧯
ދᇷૠቤࠀॺፖഗ८ֲٵ۷ଖΔঞᇠႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤփٺैࢨۯٝࢨࠡᦞה墿ऱ່२ཚ
ֆ܉ऱᇷขଖΔ൫ڶڕᇷขଖ֗၇ԵᏝΔࠡᏝଖലਊ࠹ಜԳᘬᇬᆖԳ৵լழެࡳऱ
ֱڤ᠖ࡳΙ

(f)

ᕣጥڶՂ֮(a)۟(e)ऱࡳΔ܀ଣૉᆖԳ࣍ەᐞઌᣂणउ৵Δ࠹ڇಜԳٵრՀΔᎁႊ܂
נᓳᖞֱױֆؓ֘ਠދᇷႈؾऱᏝଖΔঞᆖԳױᓳᖞٚ۶ދᇷऱᏝଖࢨւආהࠡش۷ଖ
ֱऄΙ֗

(g)

ٚ۶ދᇷႈؾΰլᓵਢଗཱིΕࠡה႘ࢨދᇷࢨ८αऱᏝଖૉאഗ८ऱഗᄷຄኞࢨઌᣂ
ᣊܑຄኞא؆ऱຄኞૠጩΔ݁ႊਊ࠹ಜԳᆖەᐞ֗܋ངઌᣂ֗܋ངءګऱٚ۶ᄨᏝࢨމᨃ৵
ᎁᔞᅝऱႪΰլᓵܡࢨڤإαމጩᇠഗᄷຄኞࢨᇠᣊܑຄኞΰီൣउۖࡳαΖ

ᑉೖૠጩᇷขଖ
ᆖԳڇױղ࠹ಜԳຏव৵֗բەᐞࠩۯڶԳऱܓ墿৵Δנڇ܉Հ٨ࠏ؆ൣउऱٚ۶ᖞ
ࢨຝ։ཚၴᑉೖ᠖ࡳഗ८ऱᇷขଖΚ
(a)

࣍ԫൣउՀഗ८Օຝ։ދᇷႈٻދࢬؾऱٚ۶ؑࢨٚ۶ᢞࠦؑೖؑࢨૻࠫࢨᑉ
ೖ၇ᔄΔࢨԫאش᠖ࡳഗ८ऱދᇷႈؾᏝऱٚ۶ֱڤ؈யΙࢨ

(b)

࣍נٚ۶ࠡڂהΔᆖԳᎁഗ८ދᇷႈؾऱᏝլ౨ٽΕ֗ழ֗ֆؓچ᠖ࡳΙࢨ

(c)

ຏൄאش᠖ࡳഗ८ऱᇷขଖࢨഗ८ޢۯᇷขଖࢨᎁᏝ֗ᦱڃᏝऱߓอ֗Ѻࢨຏ
ಛຜஉਚᎽΔࢨڂٚ۶ࠡڂהᖄીྤऄ֗אழࢨᄷᒔֱڤᒔࡳᇷขଖࢨᎁᏝ֗ᦱڃ
ᏝΙࢨ

(d)

נਬࠄൣउאીᆖԳᎁ᧢ഗ८ऱٚ۶ދᇷႈࠀؾլ۩ױΔࢨലᇠދᇷႈ᧢ؾ
ലྤױᝩچ܍ᣤૹჾ୭ઌᣂۯڶԳऱܓ墿Ιࢨ

(e)

᧢ഗ८ऱދᇷႈࢨؾ༉ഗ८ऱދᇷႈཱིב֭ؾႈΔࢨ࿇۩ࢨᦱڃഗ८ऱۯழലᄎ
ࢨױ౨௫֗ऱᇷ८ႪࢨנႪ१࠹ࠩᎄΔࢨᆖԳᎁྤऄਊإൄႪ֗ழၞ۩Ιࢨ

(f)

࣍طႚఐΕᖏञ೯Εஎࢠ೯Εধ႖ΕࡎΕփ႖Εᑊ႖Εᒽՠࢨ֚߀ΔᖄીᆖԳΕ
࠹ಜԳࢨٚ۶ࠡދהᇷᆖࢨދᇷംኙഗ८ऱᄐ೭ᛜሎ࠹ࠩૹՕեឫࢨᣂຨΙࢨ

(g)

ۯऱ࿇۩Εᦱࢨڃመ֪ലᖄીሔ֘ٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳ΔࢨᆖԳᎁਊٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳ࢨᔞشऄ
৳࿓ݧऱࡳႊղᑉೖࢨཚΖ

ᇠႈᑉೖലڇ܉৵ܛழسயΔࠡ৵ലլ٦᠖ࡳഗ८ऱᇷขଖΔऴ۟ᆖԳ܉ᇠႈᑉೖޔ
ַΔ൫ᇠႈᑉೖڇଈଡᛜᄐֲֲנڕՀ٨ൣउழլᓵڕ۶ຟႊึַΚ(i)֧ીᑉೖऱൣउլ٦
ڇژΔ֗(ii)֧ીᛧᑉೖऱࠡהൣउࠀլڇژΖ
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լᓵᆖԳ۶ழڶ܉ᣂᑉೖެࡳΔঞႊڇ܉ٚ۶ڶᣂᑉೖ৵ΔڇጐڰኔᎾ۩ױൣउՀڇᑉೖ
ཚၴփִ۟֟ޢԫڇڻπতဎڰρ֗πଉཽᆖᛎֲρ࿆עຏܫΖ
ڶڇᣂᑉೖཚၴփΔլ࿇۩Ε᠏ངࢨᦱڃഗ८ऱۯΖ
ᇷขଖऱֆ܉
ۯऱ່२ᎁᏝ֗ᦱڃᏝࢨޢۯᇷขଖΔױោᥦᆖԳऱጻీ www.bosera.com.hk ΰءጻీ
փ୲آᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΔࢨᄎሉڶᢞᄎآᎁױऱഗ८ᇷறαᔹࢨല࣍πতဎڰρ֗πଉཽᆖᛎ
ֲρ࿆עִޢԫڻΰೈॺઌᣂॵᙕڶૡࣔαΖ
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گ၄֗ၲ֭

Հ֮ሉދڶᇷ࣍ٺഗ८ࢬ௫֗ऱլٵ࿓৫گ၄֗၄شΖ༉ٺഗ८ኔᎾᚨבऱ၄شᇷறΔᓮᔹ
ઌᣂॵᙕΖ
ۯڶԳᚨבऱ၄ش
Հ٨၄֗شၲ֭طۯڶԳ֭בΚ
ᎁ၄
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳᦞڶ༉࿇۩ٚ۶ഗ८࠷گۯᎁ၄Δ່ڶᣂۯᎁᏝऱ 5%Ζ
ೈᚨޢבۯᎁᏝ؆Δႊב֭ᎁ၄ΖᆖԳױਊࠡኙ಼ൣᦞΰཏሙࢨچ༉ࡳൣउα܍
ࢨ྇֟ഗ८ऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ऱᎁ၄ཱིႈΖ
ᦱڃ၄
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳᦞڶ༉ᦱڃٚ۶ഗ८ڃᦱ࠷گۯ၄Δ່ڶᣂڃᦱۯᏝऱ 5%Ζ
ᦱڃ၄۞ᦱڃऱޢۯᚨבۯڶԳऱᦱگڃ墿խڬೈΖᆖԳױਊࠡኙ಼ൣᦞΰཏሙࢨچ༉
ࡳൣउα֟྇ࢨ܍ഗ८ऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ऱᦱڃ၄ཱིႈΖ
᠏ང၄
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳᦞڶ༉᠏ངٚ۶ഗ८࠷گۯ᠏ང၄Δ່᠏ངڶഗ८ࢬۯીع
ᓮᦱࢬڃᑇᠰऱ 5%Ζ
᠏ང၄۞ᦱڃڶഗ८ፖ٦ދᇷ࣍ᄅഗ८ऱ᧢ཱིႈխڬೈΖᆖԳױਊࠡኙ಼ൣᦞΰཏሙ
ࢨچ༉ࡳൣउα֟྇ࢨ܍ഗ८ऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ऱ᠏ང၄ཱིႈΖ
ءഗ८ᚨבऱ၄ش
Հ٨၄֗شၲ֭ᚨ۞ءഗ८ऱᇷขխ֭בΚ
ጥ၄
ॾಜৈᖕࡳᆖԳᦞڶ༉ࠡጥऱٺഗ८࠷گጥ၄Δ່८ᠰ࠷گڣޢઌ࣍ઌᣂഗ८
ᇷขଖऱ 5%Ζഗ८ऱጥ၄ऱٚ۶ᏺףΔ(i)ڕᏺࠡ۟ףՂૻΔലႊ࠹ٻڇᐙऱۯڶԳ
࿇נԫଡִຏवΰࢨଉཽᢞᄎױ౨ޅऱຏवཚαΔঁױኔਜΙ֗(ii)ڕᏺ۟ף࣍ՂૻΔঞႊᛧ
࠹ᐙۯڶԳאܑެᤜூֱڤຏመޅΖጥ၄ല࣍ٺ۷ଖֲีૠΔࠀലਊִࠩཚ֭בΖ
ᆖԳױፖٚ۶։ᔭࢨڤֱהࠡאআګᎁᇠഗ८ऱԳՓΔ։ࠆࠡ܂ഗ८ᆖԳ࠷گᦞڶऱ
ٚ۶၄شΕگ၄ࢨཱིႈΖ
।၄
ᆖԳᦞڶ༉ࠡጥऱٚ۶ഗ८࠷گ।၄Ζ।၄ᇡൣሉ࣍ઌᣂॵᙕΖ
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ᚨ࠹בಜԳऱ၄ش
ॾಜৈᖕࡳΔ࠹ಜԳᦞڶ༉ٺഗ८࠹࠷گಜԳ၄Δ່८ᠰڣޢઌᣂഗ८ᇷขଖऱ 1%Ζ
ഗ८ऱ࠹ಜԳ၄ऱٚ۶ᏺףΔ(i)ڕᏺࠡ۟ףՂૻΔലႊ࠹ٻڇᐙऱۯڶԳ࿇נԫଡִຏ
वΰࢨଉཽᢞᄎױ౨ޅऱຏवཚαΔঁױኔਜΙ֗(ii)ڕᏺ۟ף࣍ՂૻΔঞႊᛧ࠹ᐙۯ
ڶԳאܑެᤜூֱڤຏመޅΖ࠹ಜԳ၄ല࣍ٺ۷ଖֲขسΔല࣍ࠡ৵בִ֭ޢΖ
ࠡگה၄֗ၲ֭
ٺഗ८ലࢭᖜॾಜৈᖕࡳࠡऴ൷ขسऱڶᣂ၄شΖଣڶᣂ၄ڂॺࠀشᚨਬഗ८ऴ൷ขسΔೈ
ᆖԳڇᘬᇬ࠹ಜԳࢨுᑇஃ৵ࡳެ۩Δܡঞٺഗ८ലᖕ۞ٺᇷขଖਊֺࠏڶࢬطഗ८
ᦝ։Ζڶᣂ၄ץشਔΰ܀լૻ࣍αދᇷ࣍ഗ८֗᧢ڶᣂދᇷऱ၄شΕঅጥॾಜഗ८ᇷขऱ၄ش
֗ၲ֭Εٌ࣐ڂኙ֫ଅᙠጥ࿓ݧขسऱٚ۶၄شΕگ၄ࢨၲ֭ΰץਔ܀լૻ࣍᠖ٱ၄αΕ۩ਙ֗
ுᑇஃऱ၄֗شၲ֭Ε۷ଖ၄Εऄ৳၄شΕ࠷ٚ۶ՂؑࢨጥᖲዌޅࢬᏁऱ၄شΕᜰ۩ۯ
ڶԳᄎᤜऱ၄֗אشᒳ፹֗ࠧٱٚ۶ုᤩໂݱᙕ֗ᒳ፹֗ࠧٱٚ۶ತ೭।ࢬᏁऱ၄شΖ
༉ٚ۶ഗ८ขسऱٚ۶ᛧᢞᄎױऱᐖࢨܫංᐖ၄شΔലլᄎءطഗ८ࢨᇠഗ८ࢭᖜΖ
م၄ش
ॾمಜഗ८֗ࠡଈೋഗ८ΰܛ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८αऱ၄شቃૠપԳاኞ 1 ۍᆄցΔࠀലૠ
Եଈೋഗ८ऱᔁؾΔࠀ࣍ᇠഗ८ऱଈ 5 ଡᄎૠཚၴΰࢨᆖԳᘬᇬᇠഗ८ऱுᑇஃ৵᠖ࡳऱ
ᇠࠡהཚၴαղᦝאᔭΖ
ᅝॾಜഗ८ֲ৵הࠡمഗ८ழΔᆖԳࢨᄎެࡳലᦝᔭऱॾಜഗ८م၄ࠡࢨشխຝ։ᐸ۟ࠡ
৵مऱഗ८Ζ
ދᇷृٍᚨࣹრΔᖕഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞΔم၄شᚨ࣍ขسழ٨ၲ֭Δۖᦝᔭഗ८م၄ش
ࠀլฤٽഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞΙྥۖΔᆖԳբᘝၦլᙅᅃڶᣂᄷঞऱᐙΔࠀᎁലլᄎኙഗ८
ऱತ೭।ທૹګՕᐙΖᆖԳࢨᄎኙڣ৫ತ೭।ؘ܂ᏁऱᓳᖞΔࠡࠌאฤٽഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷ
ঞऱࡳΔڶᣂᓳᖞലאഗ८ආᎁ֗ᦱڃऱഗᄷፖഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞฆृૻΖ
८ॺ֗܁ڃ८ᙒ܁ڃ
ᆖԳ֗ࠡᣂຑԳՓڶآ༉ٚ۶ഗ८ၞ۩ऱٌ࣐ٻᆖધࢨٌ࣐࠷گٚ۶८܁८ࢨࠡ܁ڃהΖ
ྥۖΔᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓঅఎࢨطຘመהԳऱזΰψזԳωαזച۩ٌ࣐ऱᦞ
ܓΔۖᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓፖᇠזԳբ܂ઌᣂڜඈΖ
ᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓၞԫޡঅఎהطԳऱזࢨຘመהԳऱזזച۩ٌ࣐ऱᦞܓΔۖ
ᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓբፖᇠֱݔڜඈΔᖕڶᣂڜඈΔᇠֱᄎլழٻᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ
۶ᣂຑԳՓ༼ࠎࢨআࠌࠡ࠷ຄΕࣚ೭ࢨࠡܓה墿ΰࠏڕઔߒ֗ംࣚ೭Εᜤࡳຌٙऱሽᆰ
࿏ٙࢨઔߒࣚ೭֗ᜎயေ۷αΔۖഗ࣍ࠡࢤᔆΔ༼ࠎᇠຄΕࣚ೭ࢨܓ墿ٽױچቃཚലฤٽ
ॾಜഗ८ΰࢨઌᣂഗ८αऱᖞ᧯ܓ墿Δࠀॾ֒༼ױಜഗ८ऱ।ࢨᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓ
ॾٻڇಜഗ८༼ࠎࣚ೭ழऱ।Δ܀ᆖԳ֗Ѻࢨࠡٚ۶ᣂຑԳՓլᄎڼऴ൷ཱིבΔۖᄎࢭᘭല
ᄐ೭ٌղᇠֱΖ܍ขسጊംΔڶᣂຄ֗ࣚ೭ࠀլץਔளሏΕ۰മΕୡᑗΕԫ۩ਙຄࢨࣚ
೭ΕԫᙄֆᕴࢨޗࢬΕᄎ၄Εᜲ८ࢨऴ൷८ᙒཱིבΖ
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ଅᙠైڂ

ٺഗ८ऱދᇷࢤᔆ௫֗ૉեଅᙠ֗լᒔࡳࢤΔץਔٚ۶ދᇷऱࡐڶଅᙠΖྤऄঅᢞٚ۶ഗ८ױ
ሒࠩࠡދᇷؾᑑΖءᆏሉ٨ᆖԳᎁދᇷ࣍ഗ८ઌᣂऱԫଅᙠΔ൫ދᇷृᚨࣹრઌᣂॵᙕױ
౨ሉڶࡳഗ८ࢭ࠹ऱࠡהࡳࢨᗑڶଅᙠైڂΖՀ٨ଅᙠྤࠀైڂ༉ਢܡᔞދٽᇷٚ۶ഗ८
༼ࠎრߠΖڶრދᇷृᚨ༉הଚ܂ދᇷृᖞ᧯ऱತ೭णउΕवᢝ֗ᆖ᧭Δגาေ۷ދᇷഗ८ऱ
ᚌរࡉଅᙠΔࠀᚨދڇᇷഗ८ছᘬᇬהଚऱᗑمറᄐࢨತ೭ംऱრߠΖ
ԫଅᙠ
ދᇷऱଅᙠ
ދᇷृᚨव൜ދᇷ࣍ٚ۶ഗ८Δႊࢭ࠹ԫؑं೯֗ᇠഗ८ױ౨ދᇷऱઌᣂᇷขࡐڶऱࠡה
ଅᙠΖᄗྤঅᢞދᇷऱᏝଖലᄎ֒ଖΖլᓵᆖԳڕ۶ܘԺΔഗ࣍ਙएΕ८ᘜΕᆖᛎΕषᄎ֗Яࢨ
ऄ৳णउ᧢೯ΔࠀॺᆖԳࢬ౨൳ࠫΔਚլ౨অᢞഗ८౨ኔᎾሒࠩࠡދᇷؾᑑΖڼڂΔދᇷृႊ
ࢭ࠹ଅᙠΔࠡ࣍ഗ८ࢬދᇷऱၲࡨ८ᠰլ౨ᛧᇖᚍࢨהଚױ౨ᄎჾ؈ऱՕຝ։ࢨ٤ຝॣࡨދᇷΖ
ؑऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ऱᇷขଖᄎᙟထᇠഗ८ऱދᇷؑଖ᧢೯ۖ᧢֏ΖᇠދᇷऱᏝଖΔ۟אઌᣂഗ८ऱ
ۯᏝᄎ֒ڶၓΖ
ދᇷႃխ৫ऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗ८ױ౨ڶࡳૹរΔᄎދᇷ࣍ࡳഏ୮ΕچΕᒤᡱࢨދᇷᣊܑΖᕣጥᆖԳ࣍ጥٚ
۶ഗ८ऱދᇷႈؾழΔႊᙅڍښႈދᇷૻࠫΔઌኙ࣍።ᒤᐖऑऱ٤ދᇷิٽΔഗ८ႃխ
ދᇷऱႈױؾ౨૿ኙለՕं೯Ζ
ᄅᘋؑऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ᄅᘋؑΰץਔխഏαΔઌኙދᇷ࣍բ࿇୶ഏ୮Δഗ८ᄎ૿ኙለऱؑ
ଅᙠΖڼԯ࣍طΰࠡխץਔαՀ٨ైڂΚؑं೯ለՕΕٌދၦለ܅ΕਙएᆖᛎլࡳΕጩଅᙠ
ΰץਔጩ࿓ݧขسऱଅᙠαΕؑᣂຨଅᙠΖ֗אਙࢌኙቼ؆ދᇷኔਜऱૻࠫለԫբ࿇୶ؑ
ڍΖ
ٌ࣐ኙ֫ऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ࢭ࠹ٚ۶ٌ࣐ኙ֫آ౨ᐌ۩ഗ८၇ऱٚ۶ދᇷࢨٽપऱଅᙠΖٌ࣐ڕኙ֫ధขࢨڂತਙ
ܺᣄլ౨ᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭Δᇠഗ८ױ౨࠷ڇధขࢨࠡิૹהऄ৳࿓ݧऱಳಘՂ૿ኙᣤૹॴΖᇠ
ഗ८ױ౨ڇٚ۶ڶᣂऄ৳࿓ݧխګྤࣂࢽ႘ᦞԳΔڇᇠൣउՀױ౨౨࠷ૻڶಳᚍࢨլ౨
ࠩٚ۶ಳᚍΖ
ੌຏࢤऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ؑൣፃലՕ༏ᐙٌދၦं೯ऱՠࠠΖഗ८ױ౨ؑڂߨႨࢨދᇷृլ࠷ܓ
ኪࠌࠡދᇷ᧢լੌຏۖࢭ࠹ଅᙠΖڇᄕጤऱؑणउՀΔދᇷױ౨۞ڶᣋ၇୮Δۖլ౨࣍უ
ழၴࢨאუᏝᙟழנഇΔۖઌᣂഗ८ױ౨ႊאለ܅ᏝנഇދᇷΔࢨ۟آ౨נഇࠡދᇷΖ
լ౨נഇދᇷิٽᄎኙഗ८ऱᇷขଖທګլܓᐙΔࢨॴᡶഗ८ൕࠡދהᇷᖲᄎխᛧܓΖ
ੌ೯ࢤଅᙠٍץਔഗ८ڂլฆൄؑउΕᦱڃޣฆൄΕࢨࠡהլ౨൳ࠫऱైڂΔآ౨ۖ࣍୲
ऱழૻփ֭گڃᦱב墿ऱଅᙠΖᐌ۩ᦱڃޣΔഗ८ױ౨૰࣍լܓऱழၴ֗Яࢨאլܓऱය
ٙנഇࠡދᇷΖ
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Ⴊऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗ८ऱᇷขࠡאഗᄷຄኞא؆ऱຄኞૠଖΔۖૉեᇷขऱຄኞױ౨լ౨۞܋طངΖଣઌᣂ
ഗ८ࢬڶᇷขऱૠଖຄኞፖࠡഗᄷຄኞऱႪ᧢ڶ೯Δᇠഗലᄎ࠹ࠩլܓᐙΖ
ૻࠫؑऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗױء౨ދᇷ࣍ኙቼ؆ᖑࢨڶދڶᇷኔਜપࠫૻࢨޔऱऄᦞΰץਔխഏαऱᢞࠦΖڇ
ᇠൣउՀΔᇠഗ८ױ౨ႊኙઌᣂؑ܂ऴ൷ࢨၴ൷ދᇷΖլᓵ᥆ୌጟൣउΔڇ࣍طഗ८ᇷ८Ⴊ
१Ε၇ᔄૻࠫΕլܓ࿔೭ৱሖΕለ܁८၄Εጥعࡳֱ૿ऱૻࠫ֗ଘᘸᅝچಜጥԳ֗ࣚ೭༼
ࠎृైڂΔऄ৳֗ጥऱૻࠫࢨપޔᄎኙᇠދᇷऱੌຏࢤ֗।ທګ૿ᐙΖ
ऄ৳֗ऄऱଅᙠ
֗چءЯࢨഏᎾऄࠏࢨࠏऱ᧢೯ױ౨ኙഗءທګլܓᐙΖഏ୮ፖऄᦞհၴऱऄࠏฆΔ
ױ౨࠹חಜԳࢨᆖԳᣄ࣍ൎࠫച۩༉ഗ८ૡمऱٽऄ࠰ᤜΖ࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳঅఎᦞܓආ࠷۩೯
ૻࠫࢨॴַٚ۶ऄࠏࢨࠡᇭᤩଥૡࢬທګऱٚ۶լܓᐙΔץਔޏޓઌᣂഗ८ऱދᇷࢨૹิᇠ
ഗ८Ζ
ᑉೖऱଅᙠ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔڇૉեൣउՀΔᆖԳױᑉೖૠጩഗ८ऱۯᇷขଖࡉᑉೖഗ८ۯऱᎁ
֗ᦱڃΖᅝኔ۩ڶᣂᑉೖழΔދᇷृױ౨լ౨ၞ۩ᎁࢨᦱڃΖڕۯᏝᑉೖૠጩΔދᇷृࢨլ
౨࠷ࠡދᇷऱؑଖΖ
ڶᣂ૿ֱڼऱᇡൣΔᔹψᑉೖૠጩᇷขଖωԫᆏΖ
༼ַึڰऱଅᙠ
ᖕॾಜৈᖕΔᆖԳࢨ࠹ಜԳױਊᅃᤩုءໂݱᙕψԫᇷறωԫᆏऱψॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८
ऱึַωࢬ૪ऱֱַึڤഗ८ΖڇᇠึַൣउՀΔഗ८ױڶ౨آ౨ኔࠡދᇷؾᑑΔۖދᇷ
ृႊࢭ࠹ٚ۶ދᇷჾ؈Δࠀྤऄڃگઌ࣍ދᇷऱ८ᠰΖ
ሀۯᣊܑ႘ऱଅᙠ
ॾಜৈᖕ୲࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳ࿇۩լٵᣊܑऱۯΖॾಜৈᖕࢬࡳऱֱڤਢॾಜഗ८Հऱٵԫ
ഗ८փ႘ലូ᥆լٵᣊܑΰ༉ขس႘ऱഗ८Δᇠ႘ലូ᥆ᇠഗ८ऱࡳᣊܑαΖ࠹ڇಜ
Գࠀྤղ႘ऱ႘ᦞԳᖜঅᦞ墿ऱൣउՀΔᇠ႘ऱ႘ᦞԳኙઌᣂᣊܑऱᇷขࠀྤऴ൷ಳᦞΖ
ྥۖΔ࠹ಜԳലᦞڶൕॾಜഗ८ऱᇷขխ࠷ᇖᚍ֗ᚦᚍঅᢞΔ༉ڼΔូڕ᥆ࠡהᣊܑऱᇷขլߩ
ജ֭בᚨ࠹בಜԳऱཱིႈΔٵԫഗ८խԫଡᣊܑۯऱۯڶԳױ౨૰ࢭᖜࠡڶᖑڶऱ
ᇠഗ८ԫᣊܑࢬขسऱ႘ΖڼڂΔഗ८փԫଡᣊܑऱ႘ױ౨լַ࣍ᇠᣊܑۖױ౨Ꮑ۞
ᇠഗ८ऱԫଡࢨאՂࠡהᣊܑխᐸבऱଅᙠڇژΖ
ሀഗ८႘ऱଅᙠ
ॾಜഗ८Հٺഗ८ऱᇷข֗႘ಖᔁؾऱᄎፖٚ۶ࠡהഗ८ऱᇷข႘։ၲಖᙕΔۖਊॾಜ
ৈᖕࡳΔٺഗ८ऱᇷขᚨፖ۞ٺऱᇷข։ၲಖᔁΖᄗྤঅᢞٚ۶ऄᦞऱऄஅᄎࠉܡᖕڶᣂ
႘ૻࠫΔٍྤऄঅᢞٚ۶ࡳഗ८ऱᇷขլᄎ܂شᚍᝫٚ۶ࠡהഗ८ऱ႘Ζ
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۷ଖ֗ᄎૠऱଅᙠ
ދᇷृᚨࣹრΔᖕഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞΔم၄شᚨ࣍ขسழ٨ၲ֭ΖྥۖΔ༉ᎁ֗ᦱؾڃ
ऱۖૠጩऱᇷขଖۖߢΔم၄شല ڇ5 ڣཚၴᦝᔭΔױ౨ᖄીፖᖕഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞृऱ۷
ଖڶլٵΖΖᆖԳբەᐞլᙅൕڶᣂࡳऱᐙΔࠀቃཚլᄎኙٺഗ८ऱᄐᜎፖᇷขଖທګ
ૹՕᐙΖᆖԳࢨᄎኙڣ৫ತ೭।ؘ܂ᏁऱᓳᖞΔࠡࠌאฤٽഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞऱࡳΔڶᣂ
ᓳᖞലאഗ८ආऱ۷ଖࢨᄎૠഗᄷፖഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞฆृૻΖ
ދᇷऱଅᙠ
ދᇷैปᢞࠦऱଅᙠ
ऴ൷ࢨၴ൷ދᇷ࣍ैปᢞࠦऱഗ८Δႊࢭ࠹ᇠैءᢞࠦऱؑଖᄎ֒ࢨၓऱଅᙠΖैปؑױ౨
ᄎՕ༏ं೯ΔᏝᄎ৺Ꮳ֒ၓΔኙᇠഗ८ທګऴ൷ᐙΖᅝैؑءᄕጤं೯ழΔᇠഗ८
ऱᇷขଖٍᄎՕ༏ՂᆵΖ
ދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱଅᙠΚ

ܓଅᙠΚ ഗ८࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱދᇷࢭ࠹ܓଅᙠΖԫۖߢΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱᏝଖᄎᙟܓ
᧢֏֘᧢ٻ೯ΖᙟထܓՂ֒Δࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖٻՀ૾Ζ९ཚࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦԫለཚࡐࡳ
گ墿ᢞࠦࢭ࠹ለऱܓ᧢೯ଅᙠΖ

ॾ၊ଅᙠΚ ދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦࢭ࠹࿇۩Գॾ၊ଅᙠΔᇠ࿇۩Գױ౨ྤऄࢨլᣋᄷழᚍᝫء८
֗ѺࢨܓஒΖԫۖߢΔࠠڶለॾ܅၊ေ్ࢨྤေ్ऱ႘೭ᢞࠦױޓ౨ࢭ࠹࿇۩Գॾ၊ଅᙠΖଣ
ഗ८ࢬٚ۶ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱ࿇۩Գሔપࢨॾ၊ေ్ՀᓳΔঞᇠഗ८ऱᇷขଖױ౨ᄎ࠹ࠩլ
ܓᐙΔۖދᇷृױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦڤֱࢽࣂྤא࿇ഇΔྤᏁٚ۶ࣂࢽΔࠀലፖઌᣂ࿇۩Գऱࠡࢽࣂྤה႘೭࣍ٵ
ۯچΖڼڂΔଣ࿇۩ԳధขΔ堚ጩ࿇۩Գᇷขऱࢬཱིႈലႛᄎڇ൜ᑇ堚ᚍࢬعࢽࣂڶڶ৵ֱᄎ
֭בղࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦڶԳΖਚڼΔഗ८܂ྤࣂࢽ႘ᦞԳڶᇠᢞࠦᄎࢭ࠹ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦ࿇
۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΖ

ދᇷ࣍ॺދᇷ్֗ྤေ్ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱଅᙠΚ ഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ေ్ދ࣍܅ᇷ్ࢨڶآေ్ऱࡐ
ࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖڕՂࢬ૪Δᇠᢞࠦԫࢭ࠹ለऱ࿇۩Գॾ၊ଅᙠΔൕۖᖄીڂཏሙੌ೯ࢤለ֗܅
Ꮭଖं೯ለՕۖࢭ࠹ޓଅᙠΖᇠᢞࠦऱᏝଖٍױ౨ᣄאᒔࡳΔઌᣂഗ८ऱᏝਚױڼ౨ޓ
ं೯Ζ

ॾ၊ေ్ᓳ܅ऱଅᙠΚࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్ױ౨ᄎᓳ܅Δۖڂኙڶᇠᢞࠦऱ
ഗ८ऱᏝ֗।ທګլܓᐙΖ
խഏࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱଅᙠΚ ૉեഗ८ދᇷ࣍ڇխഏ࿇۩ࢨ։ᔭऱࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖխഏऱ८ᘜؑ
࣍ڰཚ࿇୶ၸΔڍᇠխഏࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦױ౨ྤေ్Δڂཏሙੌ೯ࢤለ܅ΕᏝଖं೯ለ
Օ֗ॾ၊ଅᙠለΔࠌᇠഗ८ࢭ࠹ޓଅᙠΖ࿇۩Գཏሙڇխഏုۖمګםլ࠹ଉཽऄࠏ
ጥΔᇠഗ८ኙᇠ࿇۩Գൎࠫച۩ᦞܓழٍᄎ૿ᜯܺᣄࢨᙈΖ

ቼ؆Գاኞࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦᑇၦհૻࠫΚ ૉեഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ڇխഏቼ؆࿇۩ࢨ։ᔭऱԳاኞࡐࡳگ
墿ᢞࠦΖྥۖΔڇխഏቼ؆࿇۩ࢨ։ᔭऱԳاኞࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱࠎױᙇᖗᑇၦழૻڶΔᇠᢞ
ࠦऱࡸ塒ڣཚױ౨ለΖଣࠎױᙇᖗऱࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦࢨᅝᇠᢞࠦࠩཚழΔڶᇠᢞࠦऱ
ഗ८ױ౨ႊ։ิٽխऱૹՕຝ։۟ᎁױತ೭ᖲዌऱԳاኞᤜࡳבཚཱིژΔऴ۟ؑڇՂנᔞٽ
ऱࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖױڼ౨ᄎኙઌᣂഗ८ऱڃ֗।ທګլܓᐙΖ
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ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗ८ࢨᄎլழشܓ८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷ֗ЯࢨኙشޱຜΖࠌشسՠࠠᄎኙഗ८ທګᠰ؆
ऱଅᙠΔץਔΚ(1)ं೯ଅᙠΰسՠࠠױ᥆৫ं೯Δދחᇷृࢭ࠹ৰऱჾ؈ଅᙠαΙ(2)ዋථଅ
ᙠΰ࣍طၲପࢬᏁऱ܅ᠰঅᢞ८ԫᏁၲዋථயᚨପΔਚ૿ڼኙऱଅᙠਢઌኙለ᎘პऱٽપ
Ꮭं೯Δױܛ౨ᄎ֧࿇༉ኔᎾދԵ܂ၲପঅᢞ८ऱᑇᠰۖߢᏅֺࠏऱܓᑮࢨჾαΙ(3)ੌ೯
ࢤଅᙠΰٌ࣐ࢬࡳऱֲޢᏝं༏ૻࠫ֗ދᖲପૻࠫױ౨ᡶسՠࠠ߰ຒؓପΔ؆سՠ
ٌٍ࣐ࠠױ౨௫֗ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔڂࠀؑࢬٌ࣐ڶױၞ۩ؓପαΙ(4)ઌᣂ৫ଅᙠΰ܂شڇኙޱ
ழΔسՠࠠፖኙޱऱދᇷႈؑࢨؾ۩ᄐհၴױ౨ྤऄݙ٤ٽαΙ(5)ٌ࣐ኙ֫ଅᙠΰഗ८
ࢭ࠹ٌ࣐ڂኙ֫آ౨ᐌ۩ࠡٽપຂٚۖᖄીჾ؈ऱଅᙠαΙ(6)ऄ৳ଅᙠΰٌ࣐ऱᐛࢨૡપֱऱऄ
৳ߪٝחױسՠࠠٽપྤऄൎࠫച۩Δٌ࣐֗ኙ֫ྤԺᚍ႘ࢨధขױᚌ٣װ۾ᚨױൎࠫച۩ऱ
ٽપᦞܓαΙ֗(7)ጩଅᙠΰٌ࣐ԫֱឈբᐌ۩ࠡٽપຂٌ࣐ٚࠡ֫گآ܀ኙ֫ᚨղऱᏝଖࢬ૿
ᜯऱଅᙠαΖ
ଣኔᎾ࿇אسՂٚ۶ԫጟଅᙠΔױኙࠌش८ᘜسՠࠠऱഗ८ऱᇷขଖທګլܓᐙΖ
ދᇷ࣍ዌী႘೭ᢞࠦΰץਔਊ༿ࣂࢽᢞࠦαऱଅᙠ
ૉեഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ࢨࢽࣂڶዌীऱ႘೭ᢞࠦΰอጠψዌী႘೭ᢞࠦωαΖᇠዌী႘
೭ᢞࠦץਔᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦΕਊ༿ࣂࢽᢞࠦΕ႘೭ࣂࢽᢞࠦ֗ᖜঅ႘೭ᖇᢞΔઌᣂᇷขࠐࢨګٽ
ࠡڤݮהऱଅᙠΔۖࠡଅᙠЯڃᄗउ࠷ެ࣍ข۞سᇠᇷขऱ८ੌၦΖᅝխૉեᢞࠦ௫֗ڍጟ
ᢞࠦ֗८ੌၦणउΔਚլױ౨ᒔ֊ቃྒྷࢬؑڶणउױ౨נऱ৵࣠Ζ٦ृΔຍᣊދᇷऱᏝױ
౨࠷ެ࣍ᇠዌী႘೭ᢞࠦઌᣂิګຝ։ऱ᧢೯ࢨኙڶᣂ᧢೯ॺൄඕტΖᇠઌᣂᇷขױ᥆լݮٵ
ڤΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍ॾشᚨཱིگႈΕ۰ڛਊ༿Εٞᄐ၊ཱིΕੌ೯۰ৢ၊ཱིࢨᚨگԫ୮ױൕࠡড়֪ࡳ
ཚ࠷८ੌၦऱֆࢨዌࢤՠࠠऱٚ۶ᚨཱིگႈΖԫࠄዌী႘೭ᢞࠦױ౨೯شᄎᖄીᇠᢞ
ࠦऱᏝं೯ለࠡլ೯شழףᏣऱዋථֱऄΖڼ؆Δ࣍ዌী႘೭ᢞࠦऱދᇷऱੌຏࢤለࠡהᢞࠦ
܅Ζੌຏࢤױ౨ᄎחᇷขؾছؑᏝፖઌᣂᇷขऱᏝଖๅᆏΔދחۖڂᇷ࣍ዌী႘೭ᢞࠦऱ
ഗ८ࢭ࠹ޓऱੌຏࢤଅᙠΖዌী႘೭ᢞࠦऱੌຏࢤױለԫ႘ࠦࢨ႘೭ՠࠠ܅Δൕۖױ౨
ኙପऱ౨ԺࢨנഇऱٌګᏝທګլܓᐙΖ
؆ٌ࣐ؑऱଅᙠ
ڇ؆ٌ࣐ؑΰڍጟլٵᣊীऱ८ᘜسՠࠠ֗ዌࢤขཏሙڇᅝխ၇ᔄαၞ۩ऱٌ࣐ࢬ࠹ऱ
ਙࢌጥ֗ጥለิڶڇ៣ऱٌ࣐ࢬၞ۩ऱٌ࣐֟Ζڼ؆Δࠎ༼ڍղຝ։ิڶ៣ٌ࣐ࢬፖृ
ऱঅᎽΔࠏٌ࣐ڕጩࢬऱ।অᢞΔؘآ౨ജڇ؆ٌ࣐ؑၞ۩ऱٌ࣐༼ࠎΖڼڂΔഗ८
ڇ؆ٌ࣐ؑૡمऱٌ࣐Δലႊࢭ࠹ࠡऴ൷ٌ࣐ኙֱ֫լᐌ۩ࠡڇᇠٌ࣐ՀऱຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
ڼ؆Δૉե࣍؆ٌ࣐ؑ၇ᔄऱՠࠠΰࠏڕૉեܑૠऱ८ᘜسՠࠠ֗ዌࢤขαױ౨ਢ
ݙ٤լੌຏΖઌֺੌຏለދᇷऱؑΔઌኙլੌຏދᇷऱؑᄎለं೯Ζ
ኙޱଅᙠ
ᆖԳᛧ୲ΰࠀ܀լૻ࣍αሎشኙ؏ݾޱቫᇢࣂᔭؑଅᙠΖᄗྤঅᢞუشܓऱኙޱՠࠠࠌࠎױ
ࢨشኙ؏ݾޱ౨ሒࠩቃཚய࣠Ζ
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࿔೭

Հ٨ଉཽ֗խഏ࿔೭ᄗ݁᥆ԫࢤᔆΔႛ܂ەհشΔࠀॺڇڱጐ٨ፖᎹՀެࡳ၇ΕᖑڶΕᦱ
ڤֱהࠡאࢨڃᆜۯઌᣂऱࢬڶ࿔೭ەᐞైڂΖءᆏᄗլዌګऄ৳֗࿔೭რߠΔٍॺڇڱᚨ
ኙᔞڶࢬ࣍شᣊܑދᇷृऱ࿔೭৵࣠Ζᄷދᇷृᚨ༉ᖕଉཽऄ৳֗ክࠏࢬࠡ֗א᥆ऄጥᝤऱ
ऄ৳֗ክࠏᎁΕ၇ΕڶΕᦱࢨڃᆜۯऱᐙᘬᇬࠡറᄐംΖՀ٨ᇷறԯᖕ࣍ᤩုء
ໂݱᙕע࿇ֲཚଉཽ֗խഏسயऱऄ৳֗ክࠏנ܂Ζڶᣂ࿔೭ऱऄ৳Εঞ֗ክࠏױղ᧢֗ޓଥޏ
ΰۖᇠ᧢אױޓಳᄩഗᄷנ܂αΖڼڂΔᄗլঅᢞՀ٨ᄗ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕע࿇ֲཚ৵սྥ
ᔞشΖ
ଉཽ
ॾڇಜഗ८֗ഗ८ਊᅃᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏร104යᛧᢞᄎᎁױऱཚၴփΔᖕଉཽ۩ऄ৳֗
ክࠏΚ
(a) ቃཚڶᣂഗ८ֹႊ༉ࠡᎁދױᇷ೯ᢆଉཽ࿔ႈΙ
(b) ଉཽऱഗ८ۯڶԳֹႊ༉ڶᣂഗ८ऱگ墿։ࢨڶᣂנഇΕᦱڤֱהࠡאࢨڃᆜ
ࢬۯขسऱٚ۶ᇷگء墿ᢆଉཽ࿔ႈΰլᓵਢאቃڤֱהࠡࢨڬαΔ൫ଣૉᇠٌ࣐ዌڇګ
ଉཽൕࠃ၉࣐Ε۩ᄐࢨᄐ೭ऱԫຝ։Δ֗ଣࠀॺᇷࢤءᔆۖڂᇠ၉࣐Ε۩ᄐࢨᄐ೭֧ીࢨขس
֗ᄭ۞ଉཽऱܓᑮΔঞױ౨ႊᢆଉཽܓ࿔Ι֗
(c) ຏመٻᆖԳഇڶڃᣂۯၞ۩נഇࢨ᠏ᨃᇠഗ८ऱۯΔ٦طᆖԳ࣍ڼ৵ࠟଡִփုᔭ
הࠡٻࢨۯԳՓ᠏ഇۯΔֹ݁ႊᢆଉཽٱक़࿔Ζ
ۯڶԳၞ۩ࠡהᣊীנഇࢨ၇ࢨ᠏ᨃۯᚨਊזᏝ८ᠰࢨؑଖ(אለृᄷ)ᢆ 0.2%ऱଉ
ཽٱक़࿔ΰط၇ֱ֗ᔄֱבٺԫתαΖ
խഏ
ຘመދᇷխഏ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐ࿇۩ऱᢞࠦΰץਔैٝ֗႘೭ՠࠠαΔঞᇠᢞࠦྤᓵ࣍ቼփΰψቼփ
խഏᢞࠦωαࢨቼ؆ΰψቼ؆խഏᢞࠦωΔຑٵቼփխഏᢞࠦٽጠψխഏᢞࠦωα࿇۩ࢨ։Δ
ഗ८ױ౨ႊᢆבխഏ࿔ႈΖ

ٞᄐࢬ࿔Κ
ैஒگԵࢨܓஒگԵЁଣॾಜഗ८ࢨڶᣂഗ८ီխഏऱ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔࠡႊਊ٤ᚨᓰ࿔گ
Ե 25%ᢆבխഏٞᄐࢬ࿔ΰψٞᄐࢬ࿔ωαΖଣॾಜഗ८ࢨڶᣂഗ८ီ࣍խഏمᖕរ
ࢨᛜᄐچរΰψᛜᄐچរωαऱॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔᇠᛜᄐچរᚨ۾ᄨگ֗ܓ墿ലႊਊ࿔ 25%ᢆב
խഏٞᄐࢬ࿔Ζ
ᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳᚵጥ֗ᆖᛜॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८Δࠌॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८༉ٞᄐࢬ࿔ۖߢլᚨ
ီխഏ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐࢨ࣍խഏمᖕរࢨᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔڼࠌܛԯྤऄঅᢞΖ
ೈॺᖕ۩խഏ࿔೭ऄ৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ܍྇ࢨ܍Δ࣍խഏࠀྤᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔
೭ࡺاٞᄐႊ༉ࠡऴ൷ᄭ۞խഏ೯گԵਊԫ࿔ 10%ᢆבቃڬٞᄐࢬ࿔ΰψቃڬ࿔ωαΖᄭ
۞խഏ೯گԵΰैڕஒگԵࢨܓஒگԵαױ౨ൕދᇷխഏᢞࠦխขسΖڼڂΔॾಜഗ८ࢨഗ८
ױ౨ႊ༉ࠡൕࠡ࣍խഏᢞࠦދᇷᛧ࠷ऱٚ۶८ैஒΕ։֗ܓஒᢆבቃڬ࿔Ζᖕխഏٞᄐࢬ
࿔ऄΔࠐ۞ਙࢌ႘ࠦऱܓஒᛧ܍խഏቃڬ࿔Ζ
ᖕխഏ۩ࠏΔ؆ഏދᇷृΰॾڕಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८αԫႛױຘመ QFII ࢨ RQFIIΰ༉ءᆏۖ
ߢጠψڶᣂ QFIIωαދᇷቼփխഏᢞࠦΖ࣍طᖕխഏऄࠏႛڶᣂ QFII ࣍ቼփխഏᢞࠦऱᦞ墿ֱ
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ᛧᎁױΔٚ۶࿔೭ຂٚΰנڕαႊڶطᣂ QFII ֭בΖྥۖΔᖕڶᣂ QFII ፖॾಜഗ८ၴऱڜඈ
යཱིΔڶᣂ QFII ᄎലٚ۶࿔೭ຂٚ᠏ղڶאᣂഗ८ټᆠمګऱॾಜഗ८ΖڼڂΔॾಜഗ८ࢭ
ᖜፖٚ۶ڶطᣂխഏ࿔೭ᅝࢬݝᐛگխഏ࿔ႈڶᣂଅᙠऱ່ึຂԳΖᖕխഏ۩࿔೭ऄ৳ऄ
Δڶᣂ QFII ႊ༉խഏᢞࠦऱ८ैஒΕ։֗ܓஒਊ࿔ 10%ᢆבቃڬ࿔Δೈॺᖕխഏ۩ऄ
৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ܍྇ࢨ܍ೈ؆Ζ

ᇷگء墿Ёࡸآֆ܉ጥࠐ۞၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦऱ QFII ࢨ RQFII ᇷگء墿ऱ࿔ႈऱܑঞΖڶᣂ࿔೭

ᅝױݝ౨ֲ࣍৵ᑢ堚ഗ८၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦࢨڶᣂ QFII ၇ᔄቼփխഏᢞࠦࢬኔᇷگء墿ऱᐛ࿔ൣ
उΖڶྤڇᣂܑঞऱൣउՀΔ࿔گᚨਊᅃխഏٞᄐࢬ࿔ऄऱԫ࿔೭ය֮ጥΖଣ؆ഏ
ދᇷृ࣍խഏࠀྤᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔঞႊ༉ᄭ۞խഏऱᇷگء墿ਊ࿔ 10%ᐛگቃڬ
࿔Δೈॺᖕխഏ۩ऄ৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ܍྇ࢨ܍ೈ؆Ζ
ᦹ࣍ᇷگء墿ऱ࿔گڇژլᒔࡳࢤΔฤڶٽᣂᇷگء墿ऱᑨڇ࿔೭ຂٚΔᆖԳঅఎᦞܓ༉
ڶᣂگ墿ࢨگԵऱቃڬ࿔נ܂ᐸໂΔࠀאഗ८ټᆠቃڬ࿔ႈΔٍᄎ۩ࠌܓᦞڼழຏवۯڶ
ԳΖנ܂ڕٚ۶ᐸໂΔᐸໂֽؓല࣍ڶᣂॵᙕխሉ٨ΔኔᎾᐸໂᠰല࣍ڶᣂഗ८ऱᔁؾխࢶΖ
ڕՂ૪լᒔࡳࢤֲ࣍৵ࠩٚ۶ᇞެࢨ࿔೭ऄࠏࢨਙ᧢הࠡڶ೯ΔᆖԳല۩ױڇൣउՀጐݶኙ
ࠡᎁڶᏁऱ࿔೭ᐸໂᠰڶנ܂ᣂᓳᖞΖދᇷृႊԱᇞࢬ܂ᐸໂױ౨ᄎՕ࣍ࢨլߩ࣍ഗ८ދᇷ
ኔᎾࢬᏁבհխഏ࿔ཱིΖڼڂΔދᇷृᄎ༉խഏ࿔೭ᅝݝհ່ึެࡳۖᛧࢨܓჾΖૉഗ८ࠀྤ
༉ᑨڇቃڬ࿔נ܂ᐸໂΔഗ८ᇷขଖױ౨ᄎڂխഏ࿔೭ᅝࡳެݝ༉ഗ८ދᇷ࠷گቃڬ࿔Ζڂ
ڼΔۯڶԳ࠷گհᦱཱིڃႈ֗ஒױ౨آૠԵႊבհ࿔ᠰΔཱིۖڼႈᄎطഗ८塒Հࢭۯ
ᖜΔഗ८ᇷขଖٍᄎ࠹ᐙΖ

ᛜᄐ࿔ΰψᛜᄐ࿔ωα֗ࠡףॵה࿔Κ
࣍ 2009  ڣ1 ִ 1 ֲسயऱᆖଥૡπխഏᛜᄐ࿔ᑉ۩යࠏρΰψᛜᄐ࿔ऄωαࡳΔᢆ࿔Գൕ၇ᔄڶ
Ꮭᢞࠦࠩऱگ墿ႊᢆ 5%ऱᛜᄐ㼮Ζ
ತ࿔[2005] 155 ᇆਐנΔQFII ڂ၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦۖᛧऱگ墿ᛧ܍ᛜᄐ࿔Ζ࣍ 2009  ڣ1 ִ 1 ֲس
யऱᄅխഏᛜᄐ࿔ऄ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕֲཚࠀྤڼ᧢ޏႈ܍ΖྥۖΔڶᣂ܍ᄎܡᔞ࣍ش
RQFII սࣔآᒔΖ
ྥۖΔኙ࣍ QFII ၇ᔄא؆ऱڶᏝᢞࠦࠐᎅΔᄅᛜᄐ࿔ऄࡳ༉ڶᣂڶᏝᢞࠦ၇ᔄᏝհᐛ گ5%ᛜ
ᄐ࿔Ζᕣጥൕ၇ᔄቼ؆խഏᢞࠦΰ ڕH ैαᛧᇷگء墿Δ࣍ط၇ᔄ࣍խഏቼ؆ګݙ֗ޔΔਚԫ
լᄎᐛگᛜᄐ࿔Ζ
ᄅᛜᄐ࿔ऄࠀྤܑॺ܍८ᘜᖲዌࢬ࠷ܓஒऱᛜᄐ࿔ΖڼڂΔਙࢌ֗ֆ႘ࠦऱܓஒᓵՂᚨ
ᢆב5%ᛜᄐ࿔Ζ
ൕխഏࢬऱैދءᇷैஒگԵࢨܓᑮ։լԵᛜᄐ࿔ऱᚨᓰ࿔ᒤΖ
ڕᛜᄐ࿔ᔞشΔٍףॵהࠡڶ࿔ΰץਔৄؑፂᥨ৬࿔Εඒߛॵף࿔ֱ֗چඒߛॵף࿔αחᚨבᛜ
ᄐ࿔ሒ 12%Ζ

ٱक़࿔Κ
ᖕխഏऄ৳Δٱक़࿔ԫᔞ࣍شૡ֗൷࠹πխഏٱक़࿔ᑉ۩යࠏρࢬ٨ऱࢬڶᚨ࿔ᖇᢞΖխ
ഏૉեᖇᢞ࣍ૡࢨ൷࠹ழ֭ٱבक़࿔Δຍࠄᖇᢞץਔ࣍խഏᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬ၇ᔄऱխഏAै֗Bैऱנ
ഇٽપΖڕנഇխഏAै֗BैऱٽપΔਊ0.1% ኙᔄֱۖॺ၇ֱᐛٱگक़࿔Ζ
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ٍᚨࣹრΔഏ୮࿔೭ݝਜףऱኔᎾᔞش࿔ױ౨լࠀٵլழ᧢ޏΖঞױ౨᧢ޏΔࠀಳᄩᚨش࿔
ႈΖڼڂΔᆖԳנ܂ऱٚ۶࿔೭ᐸໂױ౨መࢨڍլߩאᚨึ່בऱխഏ࿔೭ຂٚΖڼڂΔီ່
ึ࿔೭ຂٚΕᐸໂֽؓ֗۶ழᎁ֗Яࢨᦱࠡڃഗ८ۯΔഗ८ۯڶԳױ౨࠹༡ࢨࢬڶჾ؈Ζ
ଣഏ୮࿔೭ݝᐛگऱኔᎾᔞش࿔࣍ᆖԳ༉נ܂ڼऱᐸໂΔח࿔೭ᐸໂլߩΔދᇷृᚨࣹრΔ
࣍طഗ८່ึႊࢭᖜᠰ؆࿔೭ຂٚΔਚڶᣂഗ८ऱᇷขଖࢬࢭᖜऱױ౨ለ࿔೭ᐸໂᠰڍΖ
ڼڇൣउՀΔᅝழऱ֗ڶᄅഗ८ۯڶԳലࢬڶჾ؈Ζ؆Δଣഏ୮࿔೭ݝᐛگऱኔᎾᔞش࿔
࣍܅ᆖԳ༉נ܂ڼऱᐸໂΔח࿔೭၌ᠰᐸໂΔ࣍ഏ୮࿔೭ݝ༉ڼቇחΕࢨࡳެנ܂ਐ֧ছբᦱ
ࠡڃഗ८ۯऱഗ८ۯڶԳലࢬڶჾ؈ΔڂਢലբࢭᖜᆖԳ၌ᠰᐸໂऱჾΖڼڇൣ
उՀΔױڕല࿔೭ᐸໂፖਊᇠለ܅࿔ऱኔᎾ࿔೭ຂٚၴऱᠰಯڃഗ८֪Ց܂ࠡᇷขΔঞᅝ
ழऱ֗ڶᄅഗ८ۯڶԳױ౨࠹༡Ζ
ۯڶԳᚨ༉ࠡދᇷٚ۶ഗ८ऱ࿔೭ൣउΔ۞۩ᘬᇬ࿔೭რߠΖ
խഏ۩࿔೭ऄ৳ऄ֗ክࠏױ౨᧢ޏΔץਔױ౨ಳᄩᚨش࿔ႈΔۖڶᣂ᧢೯ױ౨ᖄીխഏދᇷऱ
࿔ႈለؾছࢬ۷ጩृΖ
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ԫᇷற
ԫᇷற
֗ܫᔁؾ
ॾಜഗ८֗ٺഗ८ऱತਙڣ৫ڣֲ ڣޢ12 ִ 31 ֲΖॾಜഗ८ऱଈଡತਙڣ৫ڣֲ 2012
 ڣ12 ִ 31 ֲΖ
ॾಜഗ८ᄎ༉ޢଡತਙڣ৫ᖕഏᎾತ೭ܫᄷঞᒳ፹ᆖᐉுڣ৫ತ೭آ֗ܫᆖᐉுխཚತ೭
ܫΖತ೭ٵܫழໂڶ֮֗խ֮ठءΖ
࣍ע࿇ತ೭ܫ৵ΔۯڶԳലᛧຏव࣍۶࠷ױᇠܫΰ֗ءࠧٱሽڤݮαΖᇠຏव
ല࣍ڶᣂತ೭עܫ࿇ֲཚᅝֲࢨհছ࿇ۯڶԳΖ༉ᆖᐉுڣ৫ತ೭ߢۖܫΔࠡע࿇ֲཚ
ലತਙڣ৫ޔ৵ଡִփΔۖ༉آᆖᐉுխཚತ೭ߢۖܫΔঞڣޢ6ִ30ֲ৵ࠟଡִփΖತ
೭ע࣍ܫ࿇৵Δ࣍ጻీwww.bosera.com.hkΰڼጻీآᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΔࠀױ౨ሉآڶᛧᢞᄎᎁ
ױऱഗ८ऱᇷறαࠎױՀሉΔࠡءࠧٱല࣍إൄᙄֆழၴڇᆖԳᙄࠃ܍ࠎױ၄ᔹΰۯڶ
Գ༼נޣ৵ٍ܍ױ၄࠷ءࠧٱαΖ
Ղ૪ತ೭ܫऱ࿇ֱڶڕڤٚ۶᧢೯ΔႊٻۯڶԳ࿇່֟נԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ
։ਙ
ᆖԳ಼ױൣެࡳਢנ܂ܡٚ۶ैஒ։Ε։ڻᑇ֗ٚ۶ഗ८ऱैஒ८ᠰΔڶᣂᇡൣ࣍ڶᣂॵ
ᙕփሉ٨Ζ
ॾಜৈᖕ
ॾಜഗ८ਢᖕଉཽऄ৳ΔਊᅃᆖԳፖ࠹ಜԳૡمऱॾಜৈᖕۖمګऱໆॾۯಜഗ८Ζࢬڶ
ۯڶԳ݁ࠆॾڶಜৈᖕऱය֮ऱᦞ墿ࠀ࠹ࠡપޔΔ֗ီ܂բव൜ॾಜৈᖕऱය֮Ζ
ॾಜৈᖕሉ࠹ڶಜԳ֗ᆖԳ༉ॾಜഗ८ࢨڶᣂഗ८ऱᇷขऱᚦᚍঅᢞය֮֗ڇૉեൣउՀऱ܍
ຂය֮Δছ༼ਢॾಜৈᖕऱٚ۶ය֮ࠀྤሉڶ࠹܍ಜԳࢨᆖԳΰီൣउۖࡳα༉ۯڶԳ
ᖕଉཽऄࠏࢨࢨ့ུڂง࢙ۖሔ֘ॾಜഗ८ۖਜףऱٚ۶ຂٚࢨ༉ٻڼۯڶԳנ܂ᚦᚍΖ
ۯڶԳ֗ڶრعᓮԳࡵᔹॾಜৈᖕऱයཱིΖ
ॾಜৈᖕऱଥૡ
࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳױ౨ٵრຘመᇖךৈᖕଥૡॾಜৈᖕΔ൫࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳႊԫીᎁᇠႈଥૡ(i)լ
ᄎᣤૹჾ୭ۯڶԳऱܓ墿Δࠀॺڇ܂شٚ۶ૹՕ࿓৫Ղ܍ೈ࠹ಜԳࢨᆖԳࢨٚ۶ࠡהԳՓኙ
ۯڶԳऱٚ۶ຂٚ֗ΰ༉ڶᣂᇖךৈᖕࢵીऱ၄شೈ؆αլᄎᏺॾףಜഗ८ࢨڶᣂഗ८ऱᇷ
ขᚨ֭בऱ၄گ֗ش၄Ιࢨ(ii)ਢԱጐױ౨ᙅᅃٚ۶ತ೭Εऄࡳࢨࡴֱࡳΰլᓵਢڶࠠܡऄ৳ய
ԺαΙࢨ(iii)ਢԱिإԫႈᣤૹᙑᎄΖהࠡڶࢬڇൣउՀΔٚ۶ଥૡΕޏ೯֗ᏺႊᛧ࠹ᐙۯ
ڶԳຏመܑެᤜூࢨᢞᄎޅ܂ኔΖॾಜৈᖕऱٚ۶ଥޏႊᛧᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖ࠹ಜԳല࿇
נᛧ࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳᖕՂ૪ࡳுᢞऱٚ۶ଥࢨޏଥૡຏवΰࢨ࠹ಜԳലڜඈᇠຏवطᆖԳ࿇
נαΔೈॺ࠹ಜԳᎁᇠႈଥࢨޏଥૡࠀྤૹՕრᆠΖ
ۯڶԳᄎᤜ
ᆖԳࢨ࠹ಜԳ״ױၲۯڶԳᄎᤜΖڶբ࿇۩᜔ۯᏝଖ10%ࢨאՂऱۯڶԳٍױޣ
״ၲۯڶԳᄎᤜΖۯڶԳല່࣍֟21ֲছᛧ࿇ٚ۶ᄎᤜऱຏवΖ
ࢬڶۯڶԳᄎᤜऱऄࡳ່܅Գᑇڶᅝழբ࿇۩ۯ10%ऱۯڶԳΰᘣߪࢨזࡡ࠹ط।
ஂנαΔ൫༉ຏመܑެᤜூऱᄎᤜঞೈ؆Ζຏመܑެᤜூऱऄࡳ່܅Գᑇڶբ࿇۩ۯ
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25%ࢨאՂऱۯڶԳΰᘣߪࢨזࡡ࠹ط।ஂנαΖଣૉႊᜰ۩ᥛᄎΔڶᣂຏवല۩ബ࿇Ζڇ
ᥛᄎՂΔᇠᘣߪࢨזࡡ࠹ط।ஂנՕᄎऱۯڶԳലዌګऄࡳ່܅ԳᑇΖᘣߪࢨזࡡ࠹ط।ࢨ
ࡡז।ஂנऱټޢᗑمۯڶԳΔ݁ױ༉ࠡࢬڶऱޢԫଡڶࠆۯԫปދปᦞΖڕ᥆ᜤټ
ۯڶԳΔנ܂।ެऱᚌ٣ۯڶԳΰᘣߪࢨזࡡ࠹ط।ஂנαല൷Δۖڶᣂᚌ٣ݧڻԯ
ᖕۯڶԳםټՂټጠऱඈ٨ࡳۖݧڻΖ
ॾಜৈᖕٍڶය֮ࡳΔڶڇਬᣊܑऱۯڶԳऱܓ墿࠹ࠩᐙհൣउՀΔᇠᣊܑऱۯڶ
Գױ։ၲᜰ۩ᄎᤜΖ
ۯऱ᠏ᨃ
ױۯຘመᆖ᠏ᨃԳ֗࠹ᨃԳᆟΰࢨଣૉ᥆ऄቸΔঞז।ऄቸᆟࢨ።ີαऱຏڤݮش૿֮ᖕ
ղא᠏ᨃΖ࠹ڇᨃԳټጠ࿆ಖԵڶᣂۯऱۯڶԳםټհছΔ᠏ᨃԳսီࢬ܂᠏ᨃۯऱ
ڶԳΖ࠹ಜԳᦞڶޣ᠏ᨃԳ֗Ѻࢨ࠹ᨃԳב֭ࠡٻ၄شΰᇠ၄شऱ່८ᠰല࠹طಜԳፖᆖԳ
լழᤜࡳαຑٵઌ࣍࠹ಜԳ༉ڼขسऱٚ۶ၲ֭ऱཱིႈΖ
ۯऱ᠏ᨃႊᆖᆖԳࠃ٣ٵრΔଣૉᆖԳࢨ࠹ಜԳٚ۶ԫֱઌॾല࠹ᨃԳټጠ࿆ಖԵڶԳټ
ࢨםᒔᎁٚ۶ۯऱ᠏ᨃΔലᖄીࢨױ౨ᖄીሔ֘ٚ۶ഏ୮Εٚ۶ਙࢌᖲᣂࢨڶᣂۯՂؑऱٚ۶
ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬऱٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳ࢨࡳΔᆖԳױਐ࠹قಜԳլല࠹ᨃԳټጠ࿆ಖԵڶԳࢨםټլᒔ
ᎁٚ۶ۯऱ᠏ᨃΖ
ॾಜഗ८ࢨٚ۶ഗ८ऱึַ
ॾಜഗ८ႊ۞ॾಜৈᖕسயֲཚದژᥛ 80 ࢨڣऴ۟ࠡאՀ٨ԫጟֱַึڤΖ
ଣૉנאՀٚ۶ൣउΔঞॾಜഗ८ױղึַΚ(a)ຏመٚ۶ऄ৳Δחᤉᥛሎॾ܂ಜഗ८ॺऄࢨ࠹
ಜԳࢨᆖԳᎁᤉᥛሎॾ܂ಜഗ८ࠀॺ֊ኔࢨ۩ױլཕհᜰΙ(b)࣍ᆖԳࢨಯٚ৵30ֲ
փΔ࠹ಜԳآ౨ढࠡחࠩۥ൷࠹ऱױᖜٚᄅᆖԳऱٽᔞԳᙇΙ(c)࠹ಜԳެࡳಯٚΔۖᆖԳآ౨
࣍࠹ಜԳ࿇נ૿ಯٚຏव৵3ଡִփढࠩۥᣋრᖜٚ࠹ಜԳऱٽᔞԳᙇΙ(d)ଣૉ࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳٵ
რᤉᥛሎॾ܂ಜഗ८ԯ᥆լ࠹ࡵٽᐙۯڶԳຏመܑެᤜூޅึַΙࢨ(e)ॾಜഗ८ऱ࠹
ᐙۯڶԳאܑެᤜூֱެڤᤜॾಜഗ८ႊղึַΰڇᇠൣउՀΔᇠႈึַല࣍ᇠܑެᤜ
ூຏመᅝֲࢨܑެᤜூױ౨ࡳऱለ৵ֲཚΰڶڕαದسயαΖ
ଣૉנאՀٚ۶ൣउΔঞٚ۶ഗ८ٍױղึַΚ(a)ຏመٚ۶ऄ৳Δחᤉᥛሎ܂ઌᣂഗ८ॺ
ऄࢨ࠹ಜԳࢨᆖԳᎁᤉᥛሎ܂ഗ८ࠀॺ֊ኔࢨ۩ױլཕհᜰΙ(b)ଣૉ࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳٵრ
ᤉᥛሎ܂ഗ८ԯ᥆լ࠹ࡵٽᐙۯڶԳຏመܑެᤜூޅึַΙࢨ(c)ഗ८ऱ࠹ᐙ
ۯڶԳאܑެᤜூֱެڤᤜઌᣂഗ८ႊղึַΰڇᇠൣउՀΔᇠႈึַല࣍ᇠܑެᤜூຏ
መᅝֲࢨܑެᤜூױ౨ࡳऱለ৵ֲཚΰڶڕαದسயαΖ
ଣૉנאՀٚ۶ൣउΔঞ࠹ಜԳٻױᆖԳ֗ۯڶԳ࿇ࠃנ٣૿ຏव৵ึַॾಜഗ८Κ(a)
ᆖԳၞ۩堚ᒌΰᖕ࠹ಜԳ٣ছא૿ுऱයཱིΔૹิࢨଫࠓۖၞ۩ऱ۞ᣋ堚ᒌঞೈ؆αࢨ
ࠡٚ۶ᇷขբࡡٚధข൷ጥԳΔլᄎ࣍60ֲփᔭࡡٚΙ(b)࠹ಜԳך֗ړߜאٝऱطᎁࠀ࣍
ીᆖԳऱ૿֮ٙխုࣔᆖԳྤ౨Ժየრچᐌ۩ࠡ࣍ॾಜৈᖕႈՀऱຂΙ(c)ᆖԳྤऄየრ
چᐌ۩ࠡ࣍ॾಜৈᖕႈՀऱຂࢨ࠹ಜԳᎁᆖԳנ܂ऱٚ۶ࠡࠃהൣࠥრॾחಜഗ८ᜢᥩ࠹ჾ
ࢨڶჾۯڶԳऱᦞ墿Ι(d)ຏመٚ۶ऄ৳Δחᤉᥛሎॾ܂ಜഗ८ॺऄࢨ࠹ಜԳᎁᤉᥛሎ܂
ॾಜഗ८ࠀॺ֊ኔࢨ۩ױլཕհᜰΙ(e)ᅝழऱᆖԳᖕॾಜৈᖕऱය֮ᔡ৵30ֲփΔ࠹ಜ
Գآ౨ढࠡࠩۥ൷࠹ऱױᖜٚᄅᆖԳऱٽᔞԳᙇΔࢨ࠹ಜԳ༼ټऱԳՓآ౨ᛧܑެᤜூຏመΙ
ࢨ(f)࠹ಜԳެࡳಯٚΔۖᆖԳآ౨࣍࠹ಜԳٻᆖԳ࿇נಯٚຏव৵30ֲփढࠩۥᣋრᖜٚ࠹ಜ
ԳऱٽᔞԳᙇΖ
ᆖԳױ٤ᦞ಼ൣຏመ࠹ٻಜԳ࿇נ૿ຏवॾַึאಜഗ८Κ(a)ଣࢬڶഗ८ऱۯऱᇷขଖ
᜔ᠰլߩԳاኞ 5 ՏᆄᆄցΙ(b)ຏመࢨଥޏٚ۶ऄ৳ࢨࠏࢨኔਜٚ۶ጥਐ֧ࢨਐחኙॾಜഗ८
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ທګᐙΔॾחಜഗ८ॺऄࢨᆖԳאటᇨᎁᤉᥛሎॾ܂ಜഗ८ࠀॺ֊ኔࢨ۩ױլཕհᜰΙ(c)
ଣᆖԳެࡳᖕॾಜৈᖕऱය֮ᒽ܍ᅝழऱ࠹ಜԳ৵Δٽڇழၴփ֗ጐԫ֊ᄐՂٽऱܘԺ
৵Δսآ౨ढࠡחࠩۥ൷࠹ऱױᖜٚᄅ࠹ಜԳऱٽᔞԳᙇΙࢨ(d)ଣᆖԳآ౨༉ࢬڶഗ८ኔ۩ࠡ
ދᇷฃΖ
ᆖԳױ٤ᦞ಼ൣຏመ࠹ٻಜԳ࿇נ૿ຏवַึאٚ۶ഗ८Κ(a)ଣഗ८ऱۯऱᇷขଖ᜔
ᠰլߩԳاኞ 5 ՏᆄցΙ(b)ຏመࢨଥޏٚ۶ऄ৳ࢨࠏࢨኔਜٚ۶ጥਐ֧ࢨਐחኙഗ८ທګᐙ
Δחഗ८ॺऄࢨᆖԳאటᇨᎁᤉᥛሎ܂ഗ८ࠀॺ֊ኔࢨ۩ױլཕհᜰΙࢨ(c)ଣᆖԳ
آ౨༉ഗ८ኔ۩ࠡދᇷฃΖ
࣍ึַॾಜഗ८ࢨഗ८৵Δ࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳലڜඈנഇ܂ᇷขໍ塒ຝ։ऱࢬދڶᇷႈؾΔࠀ堚
ᚍॾಜഗ८ࢨઌᣂഗ८ऱࢬڶ႘೭ΰီൣउۖࡳαΖࠡ৵Δ࠹ಜԳലਊۯڶԳࢬۯऱ
ֺࠏΔࠡٻ։᧢ᇷขࢬ֗༉ᇠ։ۖߢشױऱٚ۶ἑ८ཱིႈΔ൫࠹ಜԳױঅఎ܂ᇷขຝ
։ऱٚ۶ཱིႈ܂شᄷໂ८Δ࠹ב֭אಜԳࢨᆖԳᔞᅝขسΕࢨנ܂ቃૠऱԫ֊၄شΕگ၄Εၲ
֭Εᚍ֗ޣऱ٤ᠰཱིႈΖᓮᔹॾಜৈᖕאԱᇞڍޓᇡൣΖ
ࠎױᔹऱ֮ٙ
ॾಜৈᖕΕᤩုءໂݱᙕΕፖٽપ່֗२ཚऱڣ৫֗խཚܫΰڶڕαऱ೫ڇױءٚ۶ԫֲΰਣ
ཚքΕਣཚֲ֗ֆฒཚೈ؆αऱԫᙄֆழၴփΔڇᆖԳऱᙄࠃࠎ܍၄ᔹΖॾಜৈᖕऱ೫
אױٍءွᐛڤ८ᠰٻᆖԳ၇Ζ
֘ੑ႕ᙒࠏ
܂࠹ಜԳ֗ᆖԳַੑ႕ᙒ೯ऱຂࢬڇΔ֗/ࢨ۞ٺऱז।ࢨזԳױ౨ᄎޣᄷ
ދᇷृ༼ࠎڶᣂࠡߪٝ֗ᎁཱིႈࠐᄭऱᇡาᢞࣔΖီٺႈᎁعᓮऱࠠ᧯ൣउۖࡳΔڇՀ٨ൣ
उՀױ౨ֹႊ༼ࠎڶᣂᇡาᢞࣔΚ(a)ᄷދᇷृຘመڇᎁױ८ᘜᖲዌאᄷދᇷृټᆠၲمऱᔁ֪ב
ཱིΙ(b)ᄷދᇷृ࠹ᎁױጥᖲዌጥΙࢨ(c)ຘመᎁױխտԳנ܂ᎁعᓮΖڇڶՂ૪८ᘜᖲዌΕ
ጥᖲዌࢨխտԳ࣍ۯଉཽᎁࠡױᖑߩڶജऱ֘ੑ႕ᙒࠏऱഏ୮ऱൣउՀΔՂ૪ֱ܍
ᔞشΖ
࠹ಜԳΕᆖԳ֗ऱז।֗זԳ۞ٺঅఎᦞؘ࣍ܓழࠎ༼ޣՂ૪ᇷறΔאுኔعᓮԳߪ
ཱིٝ֗ႈࠐᄭΖଣૉعᓮԳᙈࢨآ౨قנٚ۶ࢬႊᇷறࠎאுᢞΔঞ࠹ಜԳΕᆖԳ֗ऱٚ
۶ז।ࢨזԳࢴױ൷عᓮ֗ಯᝫڶᣂعᓮऱᎁཱིႈΖ
ଣૉ࠹ಜԳΕᆖԳ֗ऱז।֗זԳᡖጊࢨܫवٻۯڶԳ֭בբᦱگڃԵױ౨ᖄીٚ
۶ԳՓሔ֘ٚ۶ઌᣂऄጥᝤऱᔞ֘شੑᙒऄࢨࠡהऄ৳ࢨࠏΔࢨଣڶᣂࢴᎁ༉ᒔঅॾ
ಜഗ८ࢨڶᣂഗ८ࢨ࠹ಜԳࢨᆖԳᙅښٚ۶ᔞشऄጥᝤऱٚ۶ڼᣊऄ৳ࢨࠏۖߢ᥆ؘ
ࢨᔞᅝհᜰΔঞ࠹ಜԳΕᆖԳ֗ऱז।֗זԳٍঅఎᦞࢴאܓٻᇠۯڶԳ֭בբᦱ
گڃԵΖ
࠹ಜԳΕᆖԳࢨ۞ٺऱז।ࢨזԳᄗֹႊኙᄷދᇷृࢨۯڶԳ༉ᇠֱࢴڂࢨᙈ
ٚ۶ᎁعᓮࢨ֭בբᦱگڃԵࢬࢵીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΖ
ܓ墿ᓢડ
ᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳΰ֗ऱٚ۶ᜤ᥆Գαΰٺψڶᣂԫֱωαױլழਊޣፖٚ۶ഗ८ࠠڶ
ᣊދۿᇷؾᑑऱࠡהഗ८֗ড়֪ΰࢨ௫֗ࠡխαᖜٚ࠹ಜԳΕጥԳΕ࿆ಖԳΕᆖԳΕಜጥԳΕ
ދᇷᆖࢨދᇷംΕז।ࢨࠡۥߡהΖڼڂΔٚ۶ڶᣂԫֱڇᄐ೭ᆖᛜመ࿓խױ౨ፖॾಜഗ८ࢨ
ٚ۶ഗ८ขسᑨܓڇ墿ᓢડΖڼڇൣउՀΔֱ݁ٺᄎەᐞࠩࠡኙॾಜഗ८֗ڶᣂഗ८ऱຂٚΔ
ࠀᄎጐԺᒔঅֆچإᇞެՂ૪ᓢડΖڶٺᣂԫֱᦞڶঅఎࢬڶᚨ֭گב၄ཱི֗ࠡהႈߪ۞֗ش۞܂
ܓ墿Δᖕڼլᚨီڶຂٚॾٻಜഗ८Εٚ۶ഗ८Εٚ۶ۯڶԳࢨٚ۶ࠡהԫֱࢶࢨຏ
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वΔڶᣂԫֱאٚ۶ࠡߪהٝࢨࣚࠎ༼ࠡڇڤֱהࠡא೭ࢨࠡᄐ೭መ࿓խव൜ऱٚ۶ࠃኔࢨࠃൣΔ
ೈॺࠡᖕॾಜৈᖕᐌ۩ຂऱመ࿓խΖڇٚ۶ൣउՀΔᆖԳലᒔঅࢬދڶᇷᖲᄎ݁ᛧֆؓ
։Ζ
ᆖԳբ༉ᒔࡳ֗ᅮᑨܓڇ墿ᓢડൣउࠫࡳਙΔאᒔঅڇٚ۶ழଢאড়֪ऱܓ墿٣Ζૹ
೭֗౨ؘᏁᔞᅝچ։ၲΔᣤ᠃ਙ֗၇ᔄ࿓ݧᝩ܍Εጥ֗ܓ墿ᓢડൣउۖૠΔࠏڶڕ
ᣂਐق։Ε່ࠋച۩Ε ࠷گ៖ढࢨܓ墿ΕঅఎإᒔધᙕΕᆃַૉեᣊٌܑ࣐֗ড়္֪ދΖ
ᆖԳਐࡳՠኘᇠٌ࣐ਙ֗၇ᔄ࿓ݧऱച۩Δٍڶ堚ཐऱٻ్ጥᐋႪऱࠫ৫Δࠀ
ط్ጥᅮΖڇٚ۶ൣउՀΔᆖԳലᒔঅࠡጥऱࢬދڶᇷૠቤ֪֗Ցΰץਔഗ८α݁ᛧ
ֆؓΖ
ቃཚٚ۶ഗ८ऱٌ࣐ױ౨ፖࢨຘመᆖԳऱᣂຑԳՒၞ۩ΖᆖԳലᒔঅٺഗ८ၞ۩ࢨٺז
ഗ८ၞ۩ऱࢬٌ࣐݁ڶᙅൕࢬڶᔞشऄࠏ֗ࠏΖᆖԳലڇᙇᖗᇠᣂຑԳՓழᐉშ۩ࠃΔאᒔ
অڶڇᣂൣउՀࠠڶᔞٽᇷऱԳՓΔࠀᄎኘ֗ᒔঅࢬڶᇠٌ࣐إאൄᄐᣂএࠀฤٽ
ਊ່ࠋച۩යٙऱঞՀၞ۩Ζᚨבղٚ۶ᇠᣂຑԳՒऱ၄܁ࢨش८ലլᄎ࣍༉ᇠٌ࣐ࢬ֭
בऱ۩ؑᏝΖࢬڶᇠٌ࣐֗ᇠᣂຑԳՓ࠷گऱ܁८᜔ᠰ֗ࠡױהၦ֏گ墿ᄎ࣍ڶᣂഗ
८ऱڣࢶΖ
ጻీ
ొۯጰᖕᤩုءໂݱᙕփࢬሉऱᇷற࿇ഇΖᤩုءໂݱᙕױ౨֧૪ጻీሉڶऱᇷற֗ޗறΔۖ
ᇠᇷறࢨޗறױ౨ڶڇٚ۶ຏवऱൣउՀլழղޓאᄅࢨ᧢ޓΖᇠᇷற֗ޗறࠀլዌုءګ
ᤩໂݱᙕऱԫຝ։ΔٍآᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΖދᇷृڇေ۷ᇠᇷற֗ޗறऱᏝଖழΔ೭ᓮᐉშ۩ࠃΖ
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ॵᙕԫΚ
ॵᙕԫΚ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८

ॵءᙕΰုᤩໂݱᙕԫຝ։Δᚨፖုᤩໂݱᙕࠡ塒ຝ։ԫࠓᔹᦰαፖॾಜഗ८Հԫೋഗ८໑
ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ΰψഗ८ωαڶᣂΖॵءᙕՅኙഗ८ऱ༼૪݁ਐ໑ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८Ζုء
ᤩໂݱᙕࡳࢬ֮إऱဲნፖॵءᙕࢬڶࠠृشઌٵොᆠΖ
ދᇷؾᑑ
ഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑਢຘመދᇷࠡ࣍խഏቼփ࿇۩ऱࢬڶԳاኞૠଖࡳஒᢞࠦᇷขΔ៶א༈ޣ९ཚܓ
ஒگԵ֗ᇷءᏺଖΖࠀլঅᢞഗ८ലሒીࠡދᇷؾᑑΖ
ࢬڶഗ८ދᇷ݁᥆խഏऱቼփދᇷΔࠀലאԳاኞૠଖ֗ጩΖᎁཱིႈ֗ᦱگڃ墿݁ႊאԳا
ኞ֭בΖڼڂΔ࣍ދᇷᎁࢬཱིႈ࣍ഗ८ދᇷิٽᇷขழΔࠀլ௫֗ຄኞ܋ངΖ
ދᇷฃ
(1) ԫᇷற
ഗ८ીԺሒીࠡދᇷؾᑑΔދᇷԳاኞૠଖࡳஒᢞࠦΔץਔ࿇۩ԳΰڕਙࢌᖲዌࢨᖲᣂΕ၌ഏ୮
ิ៣ΕᎬ۩֗࣍խഏمګםုࢨمګऱٞᄐα࿇۩ऱ႘ࠦΰױࡳஒࢨ௬ஒ֗ױངै႘ࠦαΕ
ᄐปᖕΕཚปᖕ֗ཚ႘ࠦΰٽጠψխഏ႘ࠦωαΖ ഗ८ދᇷऱխഏ႘ࠦ࣍ױխഏऱᎬ۩ၴ
႘ࠦؑࢨٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑՂ၇ᔄΖڶᣂխഏഏփ႘ࠦؑऱࠡהᇷறሉ࣍Հ֮Ζഗ८ٍױ
ދᇷ࣍խഏᢞᄎᦞ܂ሿഇދᇷऱֆႥ႘ࠦഗ८֗Գاኞ८֗८ᏝढΖ
ࢬڶഗ८ދᇷലխഏቼփދᇷΔࠀലאԳاኞૠଖ֗ጩΖ
ԫࠐᎅΔഗ८ᇷขଖ່֟ 15%ലਙࢌᖲዌΕਙࢌᖲᣂ֗၌ഏ୮ิ៣࿇۩ऱԳاኞ႘ࠦΕᎬ
۩֗ٞᄐ࿇۩ऱੌຏী్Գاኞ႘ࠦΔ֗אխഏԳ۩ปᖕΖഗ८ኙאՀދᇷ్֗ྤေ్Գ
اኞ႘ࠦऱދᇷଅᙠലլ၌ማࠡᇷขଖ 20%Ζ
ਊૠቤΔഗ८լᄎ༈ދޣᇷٚ۶ैءᢞࠦΔਚ܋ڂངഗ८ދᇷิٽփऱױངै႘ࠦۖڶٚ۶
ैءᢞࠦലႛॵࠀ᥆೯ࢤᔆΖٚ۶ᇠैᦞء墿ല᥆ᑉழࢤΔᆖԳലਊᅝழؑउ۩ױڇൣ
उՀጐנݶഇڶᣂैᦞء墿Δۖᇠैᦞء墿ڇٚ۶ൣउՀലլ၌መᇷขଖऱ 20%Ζ
ᖕխഏ۩ࠏΔ؆ഏދᇷृΰڕഗ८αԫױຘመբᛧխഏᢞᄎղ QFII ࢨ RQFII ᇷ
ऱᖲዌࠐދᇷૉեٽᇷቼփխഏދᇷΖഗ८ຘመᖑ ڶRQFII ᇷऱᆖԳΔشܓᆖԳᛧഏ୮
؆ႪጥݝղऱދᇷᠰࠐދᇷቼփխഏᢞࠦΖڶᣂ RQFII ࠫ৫ऱࠡהᇷறሉ٨Հ֮Ζ
ؾছΔഗ८ྤრڇᎬ۩ၴࢨٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑٚ۶ԫଡؑՂދᇷڃࢨ֘ڃٻٌ࣐Εၞ۩
ᢞࠦଗ၊ٌ࣐ࢨދᇷዌࢤཱིژΕዌࢤขࢨ८ᘜՠࠠΰ܂ኙॺࢨޱኙشޱຜαΖֲڼڕ৵ڶ
᧢Δঞᄎ࠷ᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΔࠀ࣍ഗ८ၞ۩ٚ۶ڶᣂٌ࣐ছٻഗ८ۯڶԳ࿇נլ֟࣍ԫଡ
ִຏवΖ
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(2) ਐࢤقᇷข։
אՀഗ८ਊᇷขᣊܑቤ։ऱਐࢤقᇷข։Ζ೭ᓮࣹრΔᆖԳီױ۩ؑउ֗ڂٚ۶ᔞش
ऄ৳ࢨጥᛩቼ᧢೯ۖᓳᖞڼ։Ζ
ᇷขᣊܑ

ഗ८ᇷขଖऱਐۍࢤق։ֺ

ਙࢌᖲዌΕਙࢌᖲᣂࢨ၌ഏ୮ิ៣࿇۩ऱԳاኞ႘ࠦ

20-30%

Ꭼ۩֗ٞᄐ࿇۩ऱԳاኞ႘ࠦ

30-40%

ԳاኞૠଖᄐปᖕΕཚปᖕ֗ཚ႘ࠦ

10-20%

Գاኞ८֗८Ꮭढ

0-10%

᜔ދᇷิٽ

100%

(3) ދᇷิٽऱਗᙇ
ᆖԳਗᙇԳاኞ႘ࠦऱመ࿓ီ႘ࠦՠࠠڣཚ֗ཚૻऱگ墿ڴᒵጥΕᣊܑ։֗ഗॾ֗ైڂء
ش։࣫Ζ
-

ڣཚฃ
ഗ८ലਊ٤֗խഏݛᨠᆖᛎࡌཚ֗ຄኞਙࠐᓳᖞދᇷิٽऱڣཚଅᙠΖଣቃཚԳاኞஒ
Հ૾Δഗ८ലᏺދףᇷิٽऱؓ݁ڣཚ࠹א༡࣍گ܅墿ऱᇷگء墿Δ֘հٍྥΖ

-

ཚૻਮዌฃ
ഗ८ലਊቃཚԳاኞگ墿ڴᒵཚૻਮዌऱীण᧢֏ࠐᓳᖞཚΕխཚ֗९ཚᢞࠦऱ։Ζᖕ
ቃཚԳاኞگ墿ڴᒵཚૻਮዌऱীण᧢֏Δഗ८ױආᐘীΕዋርীǃࢨඪীฃΔࠀᨋ
چᓳᖞฃᙇᖗΖ

-

ᣊܑ։ฃ
ഗ८ലᓳᖞਙࢌ႘ࠦΕਙࢌ႘ࠦ֗ॾ၊ଅᙠ႘ࠦၴऱދᇷ։Δא༈ދٺޣᇷՠࠠၴޓ
უऱ࿔ཱིᓳᖞ֗ଅᙠᓳᖞڃΖ

-

ขਗᙇฃ
ຘመኙլٵ࿇۩Գഗైڂءၞ۩ᐖऑઔߒΔഗ८ીԺދᇷॾڇ၊ေ్֗ഗ૿ֱైڂءࠐᠰ؆
ڃऱ࿇۩ΖլመΔഗ८ࠀྤኙࠡڶԳاኞ႘ࠦऱ່ॾ܅၊ေ్ڶٚ۶ࣔ᧩ૻࠫΔ൫ދᇷ
ለދ܅ᇷ్ࢨྤေ్ՠࠠᇷขଖլ၌መ 20%Ζ
ᆖԳലዌ৬ދᇷิ࠹אٽ༡࣍ቃཚ᜔᧯Գاኞஒֽؓऱ᧢֏Ζދᇷิٽലطլٵཚૻ֗ॾ၊
ᔆైऱԳاኞگԵՠࠠ֗Ꭼ۩ګิཱིژΔۖދᇷิٽփٺՠࠠലਊᐖऑഗ८ైڂઔߒࠐ
ਗᙇΖ

ᆖԳലאشܓՂฃڇԫ֫֗Բ֫ؑਗᙇԳاኞ႘ࠦΖ
ᆖԳආאشՀൻਜࠐᑨࢨڇኔᎾऱေ్ՀᓳΚ
34

(a) ࿇۩Գေ్ՀᓳΚ
-

ቃΚᆖԳലਊڶᣂ۩ᄐࡌཚ֗ᆖᛎࡌཚࠐ൳࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ছནΔਗᙇ࿇۩Գ່२ཚ֗
መತ೭ᑇᖕֺ܂אለΔࠀֺለڍႈತ೭ਐᑑࠐಳ᠋ࠡॾ၊ᇷऱ࿇୶Δൕۖၞ۩ࡳཚॾ၊
ေ్ছནቃྒྷΖڕቃྒྷ૿ΔঞᆖԳലආ࠷ᔞشऱቃൻਜΔץਔ࣍ڤإ܉Հᓳॾ၊
ေ్ছ྇ࢨנഇࢬ٤ຝഗ८Ζ

-

ࠃ৵ൻਜΚᅝ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్ՀᓳழΔᆖԳലڇਬࠄൣउ֗ॾ၊ᖵֺ૿ֱለڶᣂေ
్ՀᓳऱڂΔ៶ڼၞ۩່ᡏൣउ։࣫ࠐ᠖ࡳ࿇۩ԳፂՀᓳࢨၞԫޡՀᓳေ్ऱױ
౨ࢤΔࡳެ֗אਢ྇ܡڶᣂ࿇۩Գऱପ۟ሿΖ

(b) Գاኞ႘ࠦေ్ՀᓳΚ
-

ଣԳاኞ႘ࠦॾ၊ေ్ՀᓳΔঞᆖԳല։࣫࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ᇷਢ᧢ڶܡΖଣ࿇۩Գऱᇷ
ፖԳاኞ႘ࠦေ్ՀᓳࠀྤᣂຑΔঞᆖԳല৬ᤜ྇Գاኞ႘ֺࠦࠏΖ

-

լመΔଣ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ᇷፖԳاኞ႘ࠦေ్ՀᓳૹڶՕᣂຑΔঞᆖԳലܘԺ྇ഗ८
ࢬڶᣂދᇷ۟ሿΖ

(4) RQFII ࠫ৫
ᖕխഏ۩ࠏΔ؆ഏދᇷृױຘመૉեٽᇷ؆ഏᖲዌދᇷृࠐދᇷ࣍ഏփᢞࠦؑΖᇠ
ٽᇷ؆ഏᖲዌދᇷृբᛧխഏᢞᄎղ QFII ࢨ RQFII ᇷ֗ᛧഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝղല؆ഏ۞ط
܋ངຄኞΰڕ᥆ QFIIα֗Գاኞΰڕ᥆ RQFIIαႪԵխഏދאᇷ࣍խഏഏփᢞࠦؑΖ
RQFIIࠫ৫࠹Հ٨ٺႈጥΚ(a)խഏᢞᄎΕխഏԳ۩֗ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝቇ࣍ࠀ܉2011ڣ12 ִ16
ֲسயऱπഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរᙄऄρΙ(b)խഏ
ᢞᄎቇ࣍ࠀ܉2011ڣ12ִ16ֲسயऱπᣂ࣍ኔਜπഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌ
ދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរᙄऄρऱࡳρΙ(c)ഏ୮؆Ⴊጥݝቇ࿇ࠀ࣍2011ڣ12ִ20ֲسயऱπഏ
୮؆Ⴊጥݝᣂ࣍ഗ८ጥֆΕᢞࠦֆԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृቼփᢞࠦދᇷᇢរڶᣂംᠲ
ऱຏवΔႪ࿇[2011]50ᇆρΙ֗(d)ઌᣂᖲᣂቇ܉ऱٚ۶ࠡהᔞشࠏΰψRQFIIࠏωαΖ
ᆖԳբז।ഗ८ᛧ࠷ RQFII ᇷΔࠀᛧղ RQFII ᠰԳاኞ 11 ᏙցΖࠌᆖԳբז।
ഗ८೯ࠡش٤ຝ RQFII ᠰΔᆖԳױᖕٚ۶ᔞشࠏعᓮᏺ ףRQFII ᠰΖ
ࢬ࣍ۯڶխഏऱഗ८ᇷขΰץਔቼփխഏ८ཱིࠡ֗ژቼփ႘ࠦދᇷิٽαലطխഏಜጥԳΰऴ
൷ࢨຏመࠡ࠹ࡡԳαᖕ RQFII ಜጥ࠰ᤜऱයཱིڶΖᆖԳΰ܂ RQFII ڶԳαፖഗ८ല࣍
խഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖጩΰψCSDCCωαၲᜤټᢞ֪ࠦՑΖᆖԳΰ܂ RQFII ڶԳαፖഗ८ٍല
࣍խഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳၲࠀᆜᜤټԳاኞ८֪ՑΖᖕᔞشࠏΔխഏಜጥԳऱ࠹ࡡԳڂ
ۖႊ࣍ CSDCC ၲ८ጩ֪Ցאၞ۩၉࣐ጩΖ
ᆖԳբᛧ࠷ऄ৳რߠΔᒔᎁ༉խഏऄ৳ۖߢΚ
(a)

ᖕխഏԫ֊ᔞشऄ৳ऄˈᆖԳ֗ഗ८ലᜤ࣍ټխഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖጩၲᢞ֪ࠦՑ֗࣍
խഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳၲԳاኞ८֪Ցΰ։ܑጠψᢞ֪ࠦՑω֗ψ८֪ՑωαΔࠀ
բ࠷խഏࢬڶጥᅝݝऱޅΙ

(b)

࣍ᢞ֪ࠦՑڶЯૠԵऱᇷข(i)ႛ᥆ഗ८ࢬڶΙ֗(ii)ᗑم։ၲΔࠀᗑ࣍مᆖԳΰ܂
RQFII ڶԳαΕխഏಜጥԳΕխഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳ֗ᛧࡡٚച۩ഗ८࣍խഏٌ࣐ؑऱ
ٚ۶ᆖધΰψխഏᆖધωαΔٍᗑ࣍مᆖԳΰ܂ RQFII ڶԳαΕխഏಜጥԳΕխഏಜ
ጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳ֗ٚ۶խഏᆖધࠡהড়֪ऱᇷขΙ
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(c)

࣍८֪ՑڶЯૠԵऱᇷข(i)ګխഏಜጥԳࡡಜԳᚨבഗ८ऱྤࣂࢽ႘ႈΔ֗(ii)ᗑم
։ၲΔࠀᗑ࣍مᆖԳΰ܂ RQFIIα֗ٚ۶խഏᆖધऱറڶᇷขΔٍᗑ࣍مᆖԳΰ܂
RQFIIαፖٚ۶խഏᆖધऱড়֪ऱᇷขΖ

(d)

࠹ಜԳΰ֗ז।ഗ८αਢഄԫኙഗ८ᢞࠦ֗८֪ՑխᇷขᖑڶڶயعऱᖲዌΙ

(e)

ଣᆖԳࢨٚ۶խഏᆖધ堚ᒌΔঞഗ८ऱᢞ֪ࠦՑ֗८֪ՑܶץऱᇷขࠀլዌګᆖԳ
ࢨᇠխഏᆖધ࣍խഏ堚ᒌऱ堚ᒌᇷขऱԫຝ։Ι֗

(f)

ଣխഏಜጥԳࡡಜԳ堚ᒌΔঞ(i)ഗ८ऱᢞ֪ࠦՑփऱᇷขࠀլዌګխഏಜጥԳࡡಜԳ࣍խ
ഏ堚ᒌऱ堚ᒌᇷขऱԫຝ։Ι֗(ii)ഗ८८֪ՑܶץऱᇷขᄎዌګխഏಜጥԳࡡಜԳ࣍խ
ഏ堚ᒌऱ堚ᒌᇷขऱԫຝ։Δۖഗ८ᄎګژԵ८֪Ցऱཱིႈऱྤࣂࢽ႘ᦞԳΖ

ᆖԳ܂ RQFII ז।ഗ८Ⴊ१Գاኞլ࠹ٚ۶ૻࠫΕᆃഇཚࢨࠃ٣ޅࢬૻΖ
RQFII ࠫ৫௫֗ࡳଅᙠΔ೭ᓮދᇷृিࣹՀ֮ψࠡהଅᙠైڂωԫᆏψፖ RQFII ࠫ৫ઌᣂऱଅ
ᙠωႈՀऱଅᙠైڂΖ
(5) խഏ႘ࠦؑᄗᥦ
խഏഏփ႘ࠦؑ։ࠟଡؑΚᎬ۩ၴ႘ٌ࣐ࠦؑ֗ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑΖᕣጥᅝխڶԫࠄᣂ
ຑΔຍࠄؑދڇᇷृ։ᣊΕข։ᣊ֗ጥᗑࢬڶ૿ֱم։ܑΖ
Ꭼ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑਊٌ࣐ၦૠՕٌ࣐࣍ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑΔࠀઌኙለੌຏΖࠟଡؑऱຝ։
ᇷறሉ٨ڕՀΖ

ᇠؑऱૹᇷற
Ꭼ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑ
ؑᑓ

ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑ

࣍ 2011  ڣ11 ִ 30 ֲપԳاኞ ࣍ 2011  ڣ11 ִ 30 ֲપԳاኞ 0.7
20.3 ᆄᏙցΰᇷறࠐᄭΚխഏ႘ࠦ ᆄ Ꮩ ց ΰ ᇷ ற ࠐ ᄭ Κ խ ഏ ႘ ࠦ
ॾஒጻΕᆄᇷಛα
ॾஒጻΕᆄᇷಛα

ࢬ၇ᔄขऱ ഏ႘ࠦΕᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦΕխ؇ ഏ႘ࠦΕᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦΕٞᄐ
ᣊܑ
Ꭼ۩ปᖕΕ८ᘜ႘ࠦΕٞᄐ႘ࠦΕ ႘ࠦΕֆ႘ࠦΕ८ᘜ႘ࠦΕױངै
ཚᘜᇷปᖕΕխཚปᖕΕᇷขࣂ ႘ࠦ
ࢽᢞࠦ
ૹؑፖृ

ᄐᎬ۩ΕঅᙠֆΕյ༡ഗ८Ε ᄐᎬ۩ΕঅᙠֆΕյ༡ഗ८Ε
ᢞࠦֆΕᖑ ڶRQFII ᇷऱ؆ഏ ᢞࠦֆΕᖑ ڶQFII ࢨ RQFII ᇷ
ދᇷृ
ऱ؆ഏދᇷृΕٞᄐ֗ଡԳދᇷृ

၇ᔄ֗ጩᖲࠫ

၇ᔄᖲࠫΚᖲዌދᇷृၴऱᤁᏝ
؆ٌ࣐ؑ

ਊሽ۞೯ኙᒌߓอ၇ᔄΔᢞࠦ࣍
Ղ௧ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬࢨڅᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬ
၇ᔄ

ጩᖲࠫΚਊ T+0 ࢨ T+1
ጩࡌཚऱຄᎬኙ(בDVP)
ጩᖲࠫΚຘመխഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖጩڶ
ૻຂٚֆΰψCSDCCωα࿆ಖ֗
ጩ
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ጥᖲዌ

խഏԳ۩

խഏᢞᄎ

 ދᇷ ृ ല ፖ հ ၇ ᔄ ၇ᔄኙֱ֫ΰؑהࠡܛፖृα
ऱኙֱ֫

CSDCCΔᖜٚՂ௧֗څᢞٌ࣐ࠦ
ࢬԫ֊ᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱխ؇ኙֱ֫

խ؇ጩ

խ؇ഏ႘࿆ಖጩֆΙ࣍ 2011  ڣCSDCC
9 ִ 1 ֲࢨհ৵࿇۩ऱཚᘜᇷปᖕ
ຘመՂ௧堚ጩࢬጩ

ੌຏࢤ

ኲ۟2011ڣ11ִ30ֲַ12ଡִऱ᜔ ኲ ۟ 2011  ڣ11 ִ 30 ֲ ַ 12 ଡ ִ ऱ
ٌ࣐ၦપԳاኞ62.9ᆄᏙցΰᇷற ᜔ٌ࣐ၦપԳاኞ0.2ᆄᏙցΰᇷற
ࠐ ᄭ Κ խ ഏ ႘ ࠦ ॾ ஒ ጻ Ε ᆄ  ࠐᄭΚխഏ႘ࠦॾஒጻΕᆄᇷಛα
ᇷಛα

ઌᣂଅᙠ

 ܓ ଅ ᙠ Ε ॾ ၊ ଅ ᙠ Ε ٌ ࣐ ኙ ֫ ܓଅᙠΕॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠ
ଅᙠ

່܅ေ్ࡳ

ࠀྤࡳ

ࠀྤࡳ

ྥۖΔؑፖृԫطޣᅝۖྥ چΔଣ࣍ՂؑழΔֆ႘ࠦࢨٞᄐ
ॾ၊ေ్ᖲዌղ۟֟ BBB ေ్
႘ࠦࠀྤᖑطڶᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌ
ղ۟֟ψAAωॾ၊ေ్Δঞڶᣂ႘
ࠦگࡳࡐ࣍ױ墿ᢞࠦጵٽሽؓ
၇ᔄΔᇠؓၲ࣋ղᖲዌދᇷ
ृΖآ౨ฤ܅່ڼٽࡳऱ႘ࠦլ
ຘመᤁᏝٌ࣐ߓอ၇ᔄΔᇠߓอၲ
࣋ղࢬދڶᇷृΔץਔཋ֪ދᇷृ
ൄ ߠ ႘ ೭ ՠ ࠠ ᣊ ܑ ഏ႘ࠦΚطತਙຝ࿇۩
֗࿇۩Գ
խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕΚطխഏԳ۩࿇۩

ഏ႘ࠦΚطತਙຝ࿇۩
ٞᄐ႘ࠦΚطਙࢌઌᣂΕഏࢨڶഏ୮
ڶᖲዌ࿇۩

८ᘜ႘ࠦΚطഏ୮ၲ࿇Ꭼ۩Εխഏ
ልᄐ࿇୶Ꭼ۩֗խഏၞנՑᎬ۩ ֆ႘ࠦΚطՂؑֆ࿇۩
ਙࢤᎬ۩ΕᄐᎬ۩֗ࠡה८ᘜ
ױངै႘ࠦΚطՂؑֆ࿇۩
ᖲዌ࿇۩
ٞᄐ႘ࠦΚطਙࢌઌᣂΕഏࢨڶഏ
୮ڶኔ᧯࿇۩
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Հቹ٨قլٵᣊܑՠࠠڇլؑٵऱอૠ։࣫ΰᇷறࠐᄭΚChina Bond, Wind ࣍ 2011  ڣ12 ִ
30 ֲαΚ
(a) inter-bank bond market Ꭼ۩ၴऱ႘ࠦؑ

ഏᎾᖲዌ႘ࠦ 0.05%
ཚ८ᘜปᖕ 4.01%

ਙࢌ֭ᖲዌ႘ࠦ
2.78%

խཚ႘ࠦ 9.66%
ഏ႘ࠦ 30.65%
ٞᄐ႘ࠦ 6.05%

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ 2.90%

८ᘜ႘ࠦ 34.51%

խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕ 9.39%

(b) ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰՂ௧ٌ࣐ࢬα

ᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦ 0.01%

ਙࢌ֭ᖲዌ႘ࠦ
0.09%
ױངै႘ࠦ 1.92%
ॵڶᎁैᦞᢞऱ႘ࠦ
1.38%

ֆ႘ࠦ 3.84%
ٞᄐ႘ࠦ 6.74%
८ᘜ႘ࠦ 0.07%

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ
10.58%

ഏ႘ࠦ 75.37%
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(c) ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰࢬٌ࣐څα

ᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦ 0.00%

ֆ႘ࠦ 1.27%

ਙࢌ֭ᖲዌ႘ࠦ
0.08%

ױངै႘ࠦ 0.15%
ॵڶᎁैᦞᢞऱ႘ࠦ
0.18%

ٞᄐ႘ࠦ 1.21%
ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ 11.96%

ഏ႘ࠦ 85.16%

႘೭ՠࠠऱگ墿ΰאՀگ墿ԯਊ࣍ 2011  ڣ12 ִ 30 ֲऱԫؓ݁ᑇ܂ەհشαΚ
(a) Ꭼ۩ၴऱ႘ࠦؑ
ໍ塒ڣཚ

ഏ႘ࠦ

८ᘜ႘ࠦ

ֆ႘ࠦ

½

2.78

¾

2.72

1

2.72

2

2.78

3.57

3

2.76

3.93

6.11

5.83

2.84

5

2.88

4.22

5.99

5.56

3.15

3.57

խ؇Ꭼ۩ปᖕ

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ

5.67
7.51

7

2.99

3.98

7.36

5.55

10

3.26

5.24

5.71

4.94

15

3.40

5.76

5.20

20

3.75

4.29

5.33

30

4.09

4.68

5.64

50

4.24
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(b) ٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱ႘ࠦؑΰՂ௧ٌ࣐ࢬα
ໍ塒ڣཚ

ഏ႘ࠦ

८ᘜ႘ࠦ

ֆ႘ࠦ

½

2.42

¾

2.62

1

2.52

2

2.38

3

2.89

7.00

6.64

5

2.93

4.71

6.16

7

3.07

7.22

6.50

10

3.33

5.89

5.32

15

3.48

5.25

5.29

20

3.76

5.32

30

4.10

5.67

50

4.30

ױངै႘ࠦ

ᅝچਙࢌ႘ࠦ

4.68
2.84
4.06

3.16

խഏ႘ࠦऱᅝॾچ၊ေ్
խഏ႘ࠦΰլᓵਢڇܡᎬ۩ၴؑࢨٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄؑՂ၇ᔄαԫطᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌၞ۩ေ్Ζ
խഏ٥ڶն୮ॾ၊ေ్ᖲዌΚᣛցᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΕՂ௧ᄅધᇷॾေ۷ދᇷࣚ೭ૻڶֆ
Εᜤٽᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΕխᇨॾഏᎾॾشေ్ຂٚૻڶֆ֗ՕֆഏᎾᇷॾေ۷ૻڶֆΖᅝ
ॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌؘႊᛧઌᣂխഏᖲᣂאױၞ۩ေ్ᄐ೭Δࠀ࠹۩ᄐ۞ݺጥΖ႘ࠦ࿇۩Գല࿇נ
ॾ၊ေ్ܫΔۖދᇷृ࣍ױࡳ࿇۩ԳጻీΕຘመֆၲຜஉ ڕwww.chinabond.cn ֗Ղ௧ࡉڅ
ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬऱֆ܉ᛧ࠷ေ్ᇷறΖ
ދᇷृ࣍ױՂ૪ေ۷ᖲዌऱጻీ࠷ڶᣂေ۷ֱऄऱᇡาᇷறΖլመΔ࣍طխഏေ్۩ᄐս࣍࿇
୶ॣཚΔދᇷृ࣍ەխഏᅝچ႘ࠦॾ၊ေ్ழΔᚨᐉშ۩ࠃΖ࣍طመᑇᖕ֗ኙॾ၊ࠃٙڃ
ᚨᒷኬΔխഏᅝॾچ၊ᖲዌආشऱေ్ֱऄΔױ౨ՕીፖഏᎾॾ၊ေ్ᖲዌࢬආृઌۿΔ൫ױ౨
אഏփైڂΔۖॺၦ֏ֱऄΖᓮᔹଅᙠైڂփψፖࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦઌᣂऱଅᙠЁፖխഏᅝॾچ
၊ေ్ઌᣂऱଅᙠωԫᆏΖ
࣍ਗᙇഗ८ऱ႘ࠦދᇷิٽழΔᆖԳױەխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀ս
ࠉᘸࠡߪءऱփຝ։࣫אኙٺ႘ࠦၞ۩ᗑمေ۷Ζ
ދᇷૻࠫ
ࠀྤٻᢞᄎعᓮۖᢞᄎٍྤޅᤩု܍ໂݱᙕࢬ֮إሉٚ۶ދᇷૻࠫΖ
ॣࡨ࿇ഇཚ
ഗ८ऱॣࡨ࿇ഇཚല ط2012  ڣ1 ִ 18 ֲՂ֑ 9 ழإΰଉཽழၴαၲࡨΔऴ۟ 2012  ڣ2 ִ 17 ֲ
Հ֑ 4 ழإΰଉཽழၴαΰࢨᆖԳױ౨᠖ࡳऱԫֲཚࢨழၴαַΖ
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ॣࡨᎁᏝޢۯԳاኞ 100 ցΖ
ଣ᜔ᎁᠰሒԳاኞ 11 ᏙցΔঞᆖԳࡨॣ࣍ࡳެױ࿇ഇཚޔছኲַഗ८ٚ۶ၞԫޡᎁΔۖ
ֹႊ࿇נٚ۶ࠃ٣ࢨၞԫޡຏवΖ
ଣ࣍ॣࡨ࿇ഇཚႃᇷ֟࣍Գاኞ 5 ՏᆄցࢨଣᆖԳᎁլฤٽᄐঞΔᆖԳࡳެױլ࿇۩ٚ
۶ഗ८ۯΖڇᇠൣउՀΔعᓮԳբבऱᎁཱིᠰല࣍ॣࡨ࿇ഇཚࡻየ৵ 14 ଡᛜᄐֲփΔאബၡ֭
ปࢨሽႪࢨ࠹ಜԳᎁٽᔞऱٚ۶ࠡڤֱהլૠܓஒಯعڃᓮԳΔڶᣂଅᙠᄗعطᓮԳࢭᖜΖ
ٌ࣐࿓ݧ
ڶᣂٌ࣐࿓ݧऱᇡൣΔᓮᔹᤩုءໂݱᙕ֮إψᎁഗ८ۯωΕψᦱڃഗ८ۯω֗ψ᠏ངω
ີᆏΖאՀٺႈᔞ࣍شഗ८Κ

ֲٌ࣐

ٺᛜᄐֲ

ٌ࣐ኲַழၴ

ڶᣂֲٌ࣐Հ֑ 4 ழإΰଉཽழၴα

ދᇷृᚨࣹრΔ༉ഗ८ऱᎁཱིᠰؘႊאԳاኞ֭בΖᦱࢬڃཱིႈലאԳاኞڃᦱٻऱഗ८
ۯڶԳ֭בΖ
֭ࢬڃᦱבཱིႈ
ᇨᤩုءڕໂݱᙕࢬ֮إ૪ΔೈᆖԳٵڶრ؆Δբᛧ༼ࠎڶᣂ֪ՑᇡൣΔᦱࢬڃཱིႈԫ
ല࣍ڶᣂֲٌ࣐৵ 7 ଡᛜᄐֲփ֗ྤᓵڕ۶࣍ڶᣂֲٌ࣐ࢨΰڕለᙈα൷ᛧܧ༼ڤإऱᦱڃޣ
৵ԫଡᖵִփאԳاኞሽႪ֭בΔೈॺഗ८࠹խഏऄ৳ࢨጥࡳΰڕ؆ႪጥࠫαૻࠫΔחՂ૪
ཚૻփ֭ࢬڃᦱבཱིႈ᧢լ۩ױΔ൫ڇᇠൣउՀΔല࣍ࢽ৵ཱིבཚૻছٻᢞᄎ༈ࠃޣ٣ޅ
Δۖڶᣂࢽ৵ཚૻᚨ֘ਠڶᣂխഏൣउലᏁऱᠰ؆ழၴΖ
ދᇷ່܅ࡳ
אՀދᇷ່܅ࡳᔞ࣍شഗ८Κ

່ދࡨॣ܅ᇷᠰ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

່ࠡ܅৵ދᇷᠰ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

່܅ैᠰ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

່ڃᦱ܅ᠰ

Գاኞ 10,000 ց

ᇷขଖऱֆ܉
ഗ८ۯऱ່२ᎁᏝ֗ᦱڃᏝࢨޢۯᇷขଖΔױោᥦᆖԳऱጻీ www.bosera.com.hk
ΰءጻీփ୲آᆖᢞᄎᐉᔹΔࢨᄎሉڶᢞᄎآᎁױऱഗ८ᇷறαᔹΔᇠᇷறٍലֲ࣍ޢπত
ဎڰρ֗πଉཽᆖᛎֲρ࿆עΖ
၄נ֭֗ش
אՀႊ༉ഗ८֭בऱኔᎾ၄נ֭֗شΖٻഗ८ۯڶԳ࿇נԫଡִຏव৵ല࠷گױऱ່၄
شሉ࣍ᤩုءໂݱᙕ֮إψ၄נ֭֗شωԫᆏΖ
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ഗ८ۯڶԳᚨבऱ၄ش

ᎁ၄

ᎁᠰ 3%

ᦱڃ၄

ྤ

᠏ང၄

᠏ངࢬۯીعᓮᦱࢬڃᑇᠰऱ 3%

ഗ८ᚨבऱ၄ش

ጥ၄

ഗ८ᇷขଖ ڣޢ1%

।၄

լᔞش

࠹ಜԳ၄ش

ഗ८ᇷขଖ ڣޢ0.16%ΰץਔᚨבխഏಜጥԳऱ၄شα

ࠡהଅᙠైڂ
אՀഗ८ऱࡳଅᙠైڂΖދᇷृٍᚨࣹრᔞڶࢬ࣍شഗ८ΰץਔഗ८αऱଅᙠైڂΔᇡ
ߠᤩုءໂݱᙕ֮إψଅᙠైڂωԫᆏΖ
ދᇷଅᙠ
ދᇷृᚨࣹრΔދᇷഗ८௫֗ԫؑं೯֗ഗ८ױ౨ދᇷઌᣂᇷขփڇऱࠡהଅᙠΖࠀլঅ
ᢞലᛧٚ۶ދᇷᏺଖΔٍྤಯᝫء८অᢞΖ
ᕣጥᆖԳᔲრച۩ሒીދᇷؾᑑۖऱฃΔࠀլঅᢞᇠฃലᄎפګΖᆖԳ࣍ਗᙇ।
່ࠋऱᢞࠦழࢨࠡދᇷפګؘآ؏ݾΖڼڂΔދᇷृႊࢭ࠹ױ౨ྤऄދࢬڃگᇷ࣍ഗ८ऱࡨ८
ᠰΔࢨໜ؈Օຝ։ࢨ٤ຝॣࡨދᇷऱଅᙠΖ
ދᇷႃխ৫ଅᙠ
ᕣጥᆖԳ࣍ጥഗ८ދᇷழႊᙅൕڍႈދᇷૻࠫΔઌֺփ୲ᐖऑऱ٤ދᇷิٽΔഗ८ႃխ
࣍խഏދᇷױ౨ࠌഗ८ऱދᇷࢭ࠹ለՕं೯Ζ
ދᇷࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱଅᙠΚ

ܓଅᙠ
ഗ८࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱދᇷ௫֗ܓଅᙠΖԫࠐᎅΔቃཚࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱᏝଖፖܓ᧢೯֘ګ
ֺࠏΖᙟထܓՂ֒Δࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖႜٻՀၓΖ९ཚࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦኙܓ᧢೯ऱඕტ৫Δཏ
ሙለཚࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖܓᏺױף౨ኙഗ८ࡳஒދᇷิٽᏝଖขسլܓᐙΖ
࣍طഗ८ދᇷ࣍ഏփऱխഏ႘ࠦΔഗ८ᠰ؆ࢭ࠹ਙଅᙠΔڂਢխഏݛᨠᆖᛎਙΰץਔຄ
ኞਙ֗ತਙਙα᧢֏ױ౨ኙխഏᇷؑءࢬڶᐙΔࠀᐙഗ८ދᇷิٽऱ႘ࠦࡳᏝΔۖڂ
ኙഗ८ऱڃທګլܓᐙΖ

ॾ၊ଅᙠ
ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦދᇷ௫֗࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔ࿇۩Գױ౨ྤऄࢨլᣋრਊழ֭ءב८֗ЯࢨܓஒΖଣ
ഗ८ࢬࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦ࿇۩Գሔપࢨॾ၊ေ్ՀᓳΔഗ८ދᇷิٽऱ۷ଖױ౨᧢ܺޓᣄΔ
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ഗ८ऱᏝଖല࠹լܓᐙΔދחۖڂᇷृ፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζഗ८ኙ࿇۩Գച۩ᦞԺழٍױ౨૿ᜯ
ܺᣄࢨᎄΔᇠ࿇۩Գԫڇխഏုمګםਚֹႊᙅൕଉཽऄ৳Ζ
ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦਊྤࣂࢽഗᄷ࿇۩ΔլॵࣂࢽΔࠀലፖڶᣂ࿇۩Գࠡࢽࣂྤה႘ႈࠆٵڶۯچΖ
ڼڂΔଣ࿇۩Գ܉ధขΔ࿇۩Գᇷข堚ᒌ৵ऱࢬཱིႈႛ࣍ࢬڶբࣂࢽᚍᛧ൜ᑇ֭ב৵Δֱב
ղࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦڶԳΖڼڂΔഗ८ႊࢭ࠹܂ྤࣂࢽ႘ᦞԳࠡኙֱ֫ऱԫ֊ॾ၊Яᚍב౨Ժ
ଅᙠΖ
ᐙ࿇۩Գࢨ८ᘜᖲዌऱؑउ᧢೯ࢨࠡૹהՕࠃٙΰॾڕ၊ေ్Հᓳαٍױኙഗ८ࠐ۷ଖ
ଅᙠΔڂਢഗ८Հࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦދᇷิٽΰץਔֆ႘ࠦ֗ᄐปᖕαऱᏝଖױ౨᧢ޓᣄ
ࢨྤऄᒔࡳΖڇᇠൣउՀΔഗ८ދᇷऱ۷ଖױ౨௫֗լᒔࡳܒ֗ైڂឰࢤެࡳΔڂਢᗑࡳمᏝ
ᇷறؘآᙟழױࠩΖଣڶᣂ۷ଖᢞኔլᒔΔഗ८ऱᇷขଖႊղᓳᖞࠀ࠹ࠩլܓᐙΖڶᣂ
ࠃٙࢨॾ၊ေ్Հᓳٍחഗ८ࢭ࠹ऱੌ೯ࢤଅᙠᏺףΔڂഗ८ױ౨ޓᣄאਊٽᏝࢨٚ۶
Ꮭנഇࠡࢬ႘ࠦΖ

ދᇷ࣍խഏ႘ࠦؑ֗ྤေ్ࢨለދ܅ᇷ్႘ࠦऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ދᇷቼփխഏ႘ࠦΖխഏ८ᘜؑ࣍࿇୶ॣཚΔᅝխԫࠄխഏ႘ࠦױ౨ٚ۶ฤٽഏᎾᑑ
ᄷऱေ్ᖲዌղለދ܅ᇷ్ऱေ్ࢨؘآᛧղٚ۶ေ్Ζڶᣂՠࠠԫࢭ࠹ለՕ࿓৫ऱॾ၊
ଅᙠ֗ለ܅࿓৫ऱੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔױ౨ᖄીᏝଖं೯ᏺףΖᇠՠࠠᏝଖٍױ౨ޓᣄאᒔᎁΔਚഗ
८ऱᇷขଖ᧢ޓं೯Ζ
ڼڂΔދᇷृᚨࣹრΔઌֺޓڇ࿇ሒؑՂऱދᇷ႘ࠦขΔދᇷഗ८௫֗ऱं೯ΕᏝं೯֗
ଅᙠለΖ

ፖխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ઌᣂऱଅᙠ
ԫࠄխഏ႘ࠦױ౨բᛧխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղދᇷ్ऱေ్ΖྥۖΔઌֺޓ࿇ሒؑऱኙ֫
ֱΔؾছխഏഏփऱॾ၊ေ్۩ᄐֶवټ৫ΔؑፖृၴֶٍᦞԺΔຝ։ਢ࣍طխഏ႘ࠦؑ
࠹৫ጥऱࢤᔆΔॾח၊ေ్ီլؘΖ؆Δေ్መ࿓ֶຘࣔ৫Δေ్ᑑᄷױ౨ՕՕܑڶ
࣍ഏᎾᎁॾױ၊ေ్ᖲዌࢬආृΖ࣠Δᣄאঅᢞॾ၊ေ్ᗑمΕড়ᨠ֗ࠠߩജۯچΖڇԫࠄ
ൣउՀΔᅝॾچ၊ᖲዌ௫ൕࠃψေ్ᘉω೯Δ៶אေ్ᄐ೭ࠐگڍޓԵΖڼڂΔ࣍נ܂
ދᇷ֗ᘜᇷެࡳழΔᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్ຏൄլᛧؑፖृᄎΖ࣍ਗᙇഗ८ऱ
႘ࠦދᇷิٽழΔᆖԳױەխഏᅝॾچ၊ေ్ᖲዌղऱॾ၊ေ్Δ܀սࠉᘸࠡߪءऱփ
ຝ։࣫אኙٺ႘ࠦၞ۩ᗑمေ۷Ζދᇷृ࣍ࠉᘸٚ۶ᅝॾچ၊ေ్ছΔᚨᐉშ۩ࠃΖ
ੌຏࢤଅᙠ
ഗ८ދױᇷٌ࣐࣍ၦؑڂࣷۖՕ༏ं೯ऱՠࠠΖഗ८נ܂ऱދᇷױ౨ؑڂ࿇୶ࢨދᇷृ
ছནۖੌחຏࢤ૾܅ΖڇᄕጤؑउՀΔױ౨۞ڶᣋ၇୮Δދᇷآ౨࣍ٽᔞழၴࢨਊٽᔞᏝ
נഇΔۖഗ८ױ౨ႊאለ܅Ꮭנഇދᇷࢨؘآ౨נഇٚ۶ދᇷΖྤऄנഇދᇷิٽऱପױኙ
ഗ८Ꮭଖທګլܓᐙࢨᡶഗ८ދהࠡشܓᇷᖲᄎऱ౨ԺΖ
ੌ೯ࢤଅᙠٍץਔ࣍طؑउΕฆൄᦱڃၦྤהࠡࢨޣऄ൳ࠫऱైڂΔࠌഗ८آ౨࣍ᛧ
ױཚၴփ֭ࢬڃᦱבཱིႈऱଅᙠΖᚨڃᦱבޣΔഗ८ױ౨૰࣍լܓழၴ֗Яࢨਊլܓය
ٙנഇދᇷΖ
ދᇷࡳஒᢞࠦΕխ՛ীैป֗խഏ࿇۩Գܑႊࢭ࠹נ࣍طլܓᆖᛎΕؑࢨਙएࠃٙࢨދᇷृ
ছནΰլᓵਢܡᄷᒔαΔᖄીਬࠄ࿇۩Գࢨ۩ᄐऱੌຏࢤࢨ࣍ਬԫދᇷᣊܑऱࢬڶᢞࠦ࣍ਬཚ
ၴփડྥ֗قᤞڶڇՀᜍ྇ࢨ؈ऱଅᙠΖ
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ؾছΔխഏᎬ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑڇᑓٌ࣐֗ၦֱ૿݁ለٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄ႘ࠦؑՕΖྥۖΔխഏ႘ࠦؑ
ս࣍࿇୶ၸΔԳاኞ႘ࠦ၇ᔄᏝΰլᓵڇᎬ۩ၴࢨՂؑ႘ࠦؑ၇ᔄαೣΔਚഗ८ױ
౨ข؎سᠰٌ࣐ءګΔ࣍נഇڶᣂދᇷழױޓ౨ᄎ፞࠹ჾ؈Ζࡳڶڇཚ֗ᥬԲ֫ؑऱൣउ
ՀΔഗ८ؘآ౨ਊᆖԳᎁܓڶऱᏝנഇࠡࢬ႘ࠦΔࠀױ౨Ꮑڶ႘ࠦ۟ࠩཚֲΖଣ൷ᛧ
Օᠰ৫ऱᦱڃޣΔഗ८ױ౨ᏁਊމᨃᏝ堚ጩࠡՂؑ႘ࠦאየߩڶᣂޣΔחۖڂഗ८፞࠹ჾ
؈ΖᆖԳຘመආԫຑۭփຝጥൻਜΔીԺ൳ࠫഗ८႘ࠦދᇷิٽऱੌຏࢤଅᙠΔ៶אየߩ
ഗ८ۯڶԳऱᦱڃޣΖ
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ᛜሎ֗ጩଅᙠ
ഗ८ࢭ࠹ڂᆖԳՀދᇷጥԳሔ֘ᆖԳᛜሎਙࢨ࿇سຏಛٌ࣐֗ߓอݾਚᎽۖขس
ऱᛜሎଅᙠΖᕣጥᆖԳբኔ۩փຝ൳ࠫߓอΕᛜሎਐ֧֗ጹ৺࿓ڶ܅૾ࠐݧᣂᛜሎଅᙠऱᖲᄎΔ
ࠀլঅᢞᆖԳ൳ࠫ౨Ժא؆ऱࠃٙΰآڕᆖᦞٌ࣐Εٌ࣐ᙑᎄࢨߓอᙑᎄαլᄎ࿇سΖ࿇سٚ
۶אՂࠃٙױኙഗ८ऱᏝଖขسլܓᐙΖ
ഗ८࣍խഏᎬ۩ၴ႘ࠦؑၞ۩ٌ࣐Δഗ८ٍࢭ࠹ፖጩ࿓ݧઌᣂऱଅᙠΖٌ࣐ጩࢨ᠏
ᨃ࿆ಖڶڕٚ۶ૹՕᎄΔലᐙᒔࡳഗ८ދᇷิٽᏝଖऱ౨ԺΔࠀኙഗ८ທګլܓᐙΖ
ދᇷ࣍ࠡהഗ८ऱଅᙠ
ഗ८ױ౨լழދᇷ࣍խഏᢞᄎᦞ܂ሿഇދᇷऱֆႥ႘ࠦഗ८Ζދᇷ࣍ࠡהഗ८ᄎחഗ८ࢭ
࠹Հ٨ଅᙠΚ

ፖދᇷ࣍ઌᣂഗ८ڶᣂຑऱᠰ؆၄شΚઌᣂഗ८ऱैٝࢨۯᏝଖലૠ֗ᇠഗ८ऱگ၄֭֗נΔ
ץਔഗ८ጥֆދࢨᇷጥԳ࠷گऱ၄شΰڇਬࠄൣउՀץਔ।گ၄αΖԫࠄઌᣂഗ८ٍ࠷گ
၄ࢨشᐛ၄Δᅝഗ८۞ᇠઌᣂഗ८ၞ۩ᎁࢨᦱڃழ֭בΖᅝެࡳਢދܡᇷழΔᆖԳലᄎە
ᐞࠩᇠگ၄Δۖދᇷृլᓵڕ۶ᚨव൜ೈഗ८࠷گऱ၄ش؆Δދᇷ࣍ᇠઌᣂഗ८ᄎ௫ԫ
ᐋऱگ၄Ζ
ދᇷؾᑑଅᙠΚᕣጥᆖԳലආ࠷ጐ࿓ݧਗᙇ֗ᅮઌᣂഗ८Δᄗྤঅᢞઌᣂഗ८ऱދᇷฃ౨
פګሒࠩࢨࠡދᇷؾᑑᄎኔΖ

ܓ墿ᓢડΚഗ८ױլழދᇷࠡطהᆖԳࢨᆖԳऱᣂຑԳՓࢬጥऱഗ८ΖڇᇠൣउՀΔᖕ
ഗ८ऱދᇷૻࠫΔঞઌᣂഗ८ؘႊ܍ഗ८ᚨבऱԫ֊ॣࡨ၄شΔۖᆖԳլൕઌᣂഗ८گ
࠷ऱٚ۶၄گࢨش၄խ࠷܁ڃΖྥۖΔᕣጥڶՂ૪ൻਜΔլᓵڕ۶ᇠދᇷױ౨ᄎ֧ದܓ墿ᓢ
ડΔڇᇠൣउՀᆖԳലጐԺֆؓچᇞެڶᣂᓢડΖ
ፖ RQFII ࠫ৫ઌᣂऱଅᙠ
RQFII ߓอଅᙠ
۩ RQFII ࠏץਔኙᔞ࣍شഗ८ދᇷૻࠫऱঞΖRQFII ऱٌ࣐ᑓઌᅝՕΔຑٵઌᚨऱؑ
ੌຏࢤ૾֗܅Օ༏Ꮭं೯ऱଅᙠᙟհՂ֒Δױ౨ኙگࢨנഇᢞࠦऱழၴ֗ࡳᏝທګլܓᐙΖ
RQFII אഗ८ټᆠگऱቼփխഏᢞࠦᖕڶᣂঞ֗ࠏאψ໑ழഗ८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆЁ໑
ழԳاኞ႘ࠦഗ८ωऱټᆠ࿆ಖΔࠀאሽֱڤಖ ࣍ژCSDCC ऱᢞ֪ࠦՑΖ֪Ցႊॵڶψ໑ழഗ
८ΰഏᎾαૻڶֆωऱټጠΔڂਢڼԯڶᣂጥᖲᣂޅ RQFII ऱټጠΖRQFII ਗᙇխഏᆖધ
ΰψխഏᆖધ
խഏᆖધωα࣍ࠡזቼփխഏᢞࠦؑՂ۩ࠃΔࠀਗᙇխഏಜጥԳΰऴ൷ࢨຏመࠡ࠹ࡡԳα
խഏᆖધ
ᖕ RQFII ಜጥ࠰ᤜऱයཱིژᆜࠡಜጥऱᇷขΖ
ଣխഏᆖધࢨխഏಜጥԳΰऴ൷ࢨຏመࠡ࠹ࡡԳαࠡխԫֱྤऄᐌ۩ڇխഏച۩ࢨጩٚ۶ٌ࣐ࢨ
᠏ᨃٚ۶ഗ८ࢨᢞࠦऱຂٚΔঞഗ८࣍ࠡڃگᇷขழױ౨૿ᜯᎄΔۖڂᐙഗ८ऱᇷข
ଖΖ
ᄗլঅᢞױᛧᠰ؆ RQFII ᠰࠐݙ٤የߩᎁޣΖຍױ౨ᖄીᏁᆖԳኲַഗ८ၞԫޡᎁ
ΖڇᄕጤൣउՀΔދ࣍طᇷ౨ԺૻڶΔࢨ ࣍طRQFII ދᇷૻࠫΕխഏᢞࠦؑլੌຏ֗ച۩ٌ࣐
ࢨጩٌ࣐ழ૿ᜯᎄࢨխឰؘۖآ౨ݙ٤ച۩ࢨሒીࠡދᇷؾᑑࢨฃΔഗ८ױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰ
ჾ؈Ζ
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ኙ RQFII ࣍խഏऱދᇷ֗ኙൕ RQFII ދᇷऱᇷ८Ⴊ१ऱࠏԯᄅנፕΖਚڼΔڶᣂދᇷࠏऱᚨش
֗ᇭᤩઌኙآᆖ᧭ەΔ࣍طխഏᅝ֗ݝጥᖲዌኙڶᣂދᇷࠏբᛧղᐖऑ಼ൣᦞΔྤࠀ֗א٣
ࠏࢨլ౨ᒔࡳழࢨֲ৵ڕ۶۩ࠌڶᣂ಼ൣᦞΔਚլ౨ᒔࡳڶᣂࠏڕ۶ᚨشΖ

խഏಜጥԳ֗խഏᆖધଅᙠ
ഗ८ຘመᆖԳऱ RQFII ᠰگऱቼփխഏᇷขലطխഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳאሽֱڤಖ࣍ژ
CSDCC ऱᢞ֪ࠦՑ֗խഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳऱ८֪ՑΖ
RQFII ٍਗᙇԫټڍࢨټխഏᆖધഗ८࣍խഏؑച۩ٌ࣐Ζഗ८ױ౨ڂխഏᆖધࢨխഏಜ
ጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳڇച۩ࢨጩٚ۶ٌ࣐ࢨ᠏ᨃٚ۶ഗ८ࢨᢞࠦழऱ۩ࢨᙊዥࢨࠡᚍב౨Ժۖ፞࠹ჾ
؈Ζڇխഏᔞشऄ৳ऄऱૻՀΔᆖԳലڜנ܂ඈࠐᒔঅխഏᆖધ֗խഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳբࠫ
ࡳᔞᅝ࿓ݔࠐݧঅጥഗ८ऱᇷขΖ
ᖕ RQFII ࠏ֗ؑክࠏΔഗ८࣍խഏऱᢞࠦ֗८֪ՑႊאᆖԳΰ܂ RQFIIα֗ഗ८
ᜤټፂᥛΖᕣጥᆖԳբ࠷ऄ৳რߠΔڶᣂᢞ֪ࠦՑऱᇷข᥆ഗ८ࢬڶΔ൫ RQFII ࠏ࠹խഏ
ઌᣂᖲዌऱᇭᤩࢬૻΔᇠऄ৳რߠٍլᚨଘᘸࢨီ່ึࡳᓵΖ
ދᇷृᚨࣹრΔژԵխഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳऱഗ८८֪Ցऱ८Δലᄎ։ၲಖᔁΔ܀ᄎګխഏ
ಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳᚨבഗ८ΰ܂ཱིژԳαऱ႘ႈΖᇠ८ലፖ᥆࣍խഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳࠡהড়
֪ऱ८ڇԫದΖଣխഏಜԳհ࠹ࡡԳጥధขࢨ堚ᒌΔഗ८ലլᄎ༉ژԵᇠ८֪Ցऱ८ࠆ
റܓᦞڶΔۖഗ८ᄎګྤࣂࢽ႘ᦞԳΔፖխഏಜጥԳհ࠹ࡡԳऱࢬࢽࣂྤהࠡڶ႘ᦞԳࠆٵ
ۯچΖഗ८ڇಳಘڶᣂ႘ႈழࢨᄎᆖᖵܺᣄ֗ЯᎄΔࢨլ౨൜ᑇ۟լ౨ಳཱིڃႈΔࠡழഗ
८ലᄎ፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ

Ⴊ१ଅᙠ
RQFII ഗ८ΰڕഗ८αႪ१Գاኞլ࠹ٚ۶ૻࠫΕᆃഇཚࢨࠃ٣ޅΖլመΔࠀլঅᢞխഏ
ঞ֗ࠏլᄎֲࢨ᧢ޏ৵լᄎਜףႪ१ૻࠫΖኙࢬދᇷᇷܓొ֗ءႪ१ऱٚ۶ૻࠫױ౨ᐙഗ८
ฤٽഗ८ۯڶԳऱᦱڃޣऱ౨ԺΖ
Գاኞຄኞଅᙠ

Գاኞլ܋ط۞ױངࠀ࠹ࠩ؆䀭ጥ֗ૻࠫ
᠃ᓮုრΔԳاኞؾছլ܋ط۞ױངຄኞΔࠀႊᙅښխഏਙࢌਜ۩ऱ؆䀭ጥਙ֗Ⴊ१ૻࠫΖ
۞ 1994 ڣದΔԳاኞ܋ངભցऱႪطխഏԳاᎬ۩֚ޢᖕՂԫֲऱխഏᎬ۩ٵᄐ؆ႪؑႪ
ૡࡳΖ࣍ 2005  ڣ7 ִ 21 ֲΔխഏਙࢌං۩ጥ௬೯Ⴊࠫ৫Δ୲ԳاኞႪᖕؑࠎࡉޣ
ەԫᤃຄኞۖ࠹ڇጥऱᒤփं೯Ζڼ؆ΔڇᎬ۩ၴܛཚ؆Ⴊ֧ؑԵؑࠫ৫Ζ࣍ 2008
 ڣ7 ִΔխഏֆؒࠡႪࠫ৫ၞԫޡዝ᧢ګ࠹ጥऱਊؑࠎޣऱ௬೯ᖲࠫΖഗ࣍ഏփ֗௧؆ᆖ
ᛎ࿇୶ΔխഏԳ۩࣍ 2010  ڣ6 ִެࡳၞԫޏޡԳاኞႪࠫ৫Δ༼֒ԳاኞႪऱᐘࢤΖྥۖΔ
ࣹრխഏਙࢌኙ؆Ⴊጥऱਙ֗Ⴊ᧢ڇژࠫૻڃ೯Δۖٚ۶ڶᣂ᧢೯ױ౨ᄎኙഗ८ທګլܓ
ᐙΖؾছྤऄঅᢞԳاኞ܋ભցࢨٚ۶ࠡה؆ኞऱႪլᄎֲڇ৵Օ༏ं೯ΖଣૉԳاኞడଖΔ
ലᖄીഗ८ڶऱԳاኞᇷข֗ൕࠡދᇷႈ࠷گؾऱٚ۶ैஒऱᏝଖడଖΔൕۖኙഗ८ऱᇷข
ଖທګլܓᐙΔ֘հٍྥΖ
ैءᔁႈՀऱ؆Ⴊٌ࣐Δץਔᚍᝫא؆ኞૠଖ႘೭ऱء८Δؾছս࠹ࠩૹՕऱ؆䀭ጥࠫΔࠀႊࠩ
ഏ୮؆ႪጥޅݝΖԫֱ૿Δ۩ऱխഏ؆Ⴊࠏኙੌ೯ᔁႈՀႪٌ࣐܋ΰץਔ၉࣐֗ࣚ೭ઌ
ᣂऱ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ࡉैஒבαऱਙࢌ؆ႪጥࠫբՕ༏࣋ᐈΖᕣጥڼڕΔᆖԳլ౨ቃྒྷխഏਙࢌലᄎ
ܡᤉᥛࠡ۩؆Ⴊਙࢨխഏਙࢌ۶ழ୲Գاኞ۞܋طང؆ኞΖ
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ދᇷृࢨᄎڂԳاኞፖࠡ؆ຄኞऱႪ܋᧢೯࠹ࠩլܓᐙ
ᇷข႘ཽאցࢨԳاኞΰۯऱૠଖຄኞαא؆ࠡהຄኞૠଖऱދᇷृΔᚨᅝەᐞᇠຄኞፖԳ
اኞհၴऱᏝଖं೯ທګऱᑨڇჾଅᙠΖլ౨অᢞԳاኞཽ܋ցࢨٚ۶ࠡהຄኞऱᏝଖᄎ֒ܡଖ
ࢨԳاኞऱൎႨլᄎ᠏இΖڇᇠൣउՀΔދᇷृאԳاኞૠጩۖߢױ౨ᛧگ墿Δ܀ᅝᇷ८܋ང
ཽցΰࢨٚ۶ࠡהຄኞαழঞᄎ፞࠹ჾ؈ΖދᇷृٍᚨᔹՀ֮ψխഏ؆Ⴊૻࠫऱଅᙠωऱଅᙠ
ైڂΖ
ፖխഏઌᣂऱଅᙠ

ᆖᛎΕਙए֗षᄎଅᙠ
խഏᆖᛎԫऴطૠቤᆖᛎመྀؑޓᖄᆖᛎΔڇৰܑ࣍ڶ݁૿ֱڍՕຝ։࿇୶ഏ୮ऱᆖᛎΔץ
ਔਙࢌፖֽؓΕࠡ࿇୶णउΕࠡᏺ९Ε؆Ⴊጥࠫ֗ᇷᄭ։Ζ
ᕣጥխഏՕຝ։سขࢤᇷขٺڇᐋ૿սطխഏਙࢌᖑڶΔ܀२ࠐڣΔխഏਙࢌኔਜᆖᛎޏൻਜΔ
ൎᓳ࿇୶խഏᆖᛎழؑشܓԺၦ֗৫ऱጥ۞ᦞΖխഏᆖᛎመ 20 ࠐڣଆຒᏺ९Δྤ܀ᓵਢ
چ֗ᆖᛎ۩ٺᄐհၴٍנᏺ९؈ᘝऱൣउΖᆖᛎᏺ९ٍسຏംᠲΖխഏਙࢌբլழኔ
ਜٺႈൻਜࠐ൳ࠫຏ֗ࠫލᆖᛎᏺ९Ζ
መ 20 ࠐڣڍΔխഏਙࢌբၞ۩ᆖᛎࠐޏሒીᦞԺՀ࣋ΔࠀؑشܓԺၦ࿇୶խഏᆖᛎΖຍࠄޏ
ࠐ᧩ထऱᆖᛎᏺ९֗षᄎၞޡΖྥۖΔࠀլঅᢞխഏਙࢌലᤉᥛආ࠷ڶᣂᆖᛎਙΔࢨڕᤉ
ᥛΔڶᣂਙലᤉᥛפګΖڶᣂᆖᛎਙڶڕٚ۶ᓳᖞ֗ଥޏΔױኙխഏᢞࠦؑ֗ഗ८ऱઌᣂ
ᢞࠦڶլܓᐙΖڼ؆Δխഏਙࢌױլழආिإൻਜࠐ൳ࠫխഏᆖᛎᏺ९Δຍٍױ౨ኙഗ८ऱ
ᇷءᏺ९֗।ທګլܓᐙΖ
խഏਙ᧢ݝ೯Εषᄎլࡳ֗լܓ؆ٌ࿇୶Δױᖄીਙࢌਜףᠰ؆ૻࠫΔץਔᐛشᇷขΕگ࿔ࢨ
ഗ८ދᇷิٽխࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦઌᣂ࿇۩Գࢬૉեࢨ٤ຝढᄐऱഏ֏ڶΖ

խഏऄ৳ऄଅᙠ
խഏᇷؑء֗ैٝࠫֆऱጥ֗ऄ৳ਮڕؘآ࿇ሒഏ୮ݙΖխഏᐙᢞࠦؑऱऄ৳ऄ
ઌᅝᄅࠀլឰ᠏᧢Δۖ࣍طூࠏᑇၦ֗ૻڶऄᇭᤩ֗ࠡլࠠપޔԺऱࢤᔆΔڶᣂࠏऱᇭᤩ֗
ച۩௫֗ᏅՕऱլᒔࡳࢤΖڼ؆Δᙟထխഏऄ৳ࠫ৫࿇୶Δࠀլঅᢞڶᣂऄ৳ऄऱ᧢೯Εࠡᇭᤩ
ࢨച۩լᄎኙࠡᄐ೭ᛜሎທૹګՕլܓᐙΖ

ᄎૠ֗ܫᄷঞଅᙠ
ᔞ࣍شխഏֆऱᄎૠΕᐉૠ֗ತ೭ܫᄷঞױ౨ܑ࣍ڶᔞ࣍ش८ᘜؑለݙऱഏ୮ࢬආشऱ
ᄷঞ֗ክࠏΖᜰࠏࠐᎅΔढᄐ֗ᇷขऱ۷ଖֱऄ֗ދٻᇷृऱᇷறࢶࡳ݁ڶլٵΖ

խഏ࿔೭᧢ޏऱଅᙠ
խഏਙࢌ२ࠐڣኔਜڍႈ࿔೭ޏਙΖ۩࿔೭ऄ৳ऄױ౨ֲ࣍৵ࢬڶଥࢨޏଥૡΖ࿔೭ऄ৳
ऄऱٚ۶ଥࢨޏଥૡױ౨ᐙխഏֆڶ֗ᣂֆխ؆ഏދᇷृऱೈ࿔৵ᄨܓΖܑਢΔᓮᔹ
Հ֮ψፖխഏ࿔೭ઌᣂऱଅᙠωΖ
ፖխഏ࿔೭ઌᣂऱଅᙠ
ຘመދᇷխഏ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐ࿇۩ऱԳاኞૠଖ႘೭ՠࠠΔঞڶᣂᢞࠦྤᓵ࣍ቼփΰψቼփխഏᢞ
ࠦωαࢨቼ؆ΰψቼ؆խഏᢞࠦωΔຑٵቼփխഏᢞࠦٽጠψխഏᢞࠦωα࿇۩ࢨ։Δഗ८ױ
౨ႊᢆבխഏ࿔ႈΖ
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ٞᄐࢬ࿔
ैஒگԵ֗ܓஒگԵЁଣഗ८ီխഏऱ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔࠡႊਊ٤ᚨᓰ࿔گԵ 25%ᢆבխഏ
ٞᄐࢬ࿔ΰψٞᄐࢬ࿔ωαΖଣഗ८ီ࣍խഏمᖕរࢨᛜᄐچរΰψᛜᄐچរωαऱ
ॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔᇠᛜᄐچរᚨ۾ᄨگ֗ܓ墿ലႊਊ࿔ 25%ᢆבխഏٞᄐࢬ࿔Ζ
ᆖԳ֗࠹ಜԳᚵጥ֗ᆖᛜഗ८Δࠌഗ८༉ٞᄐࢬ࿔ۖߢլᚨီխഏ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐࢨ
࣍խഏمᖕរࢨᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔڼࠌܛԯྤऄঅᢞΖ
ೈॺᖕ۩խഏ࿔೭ऄ৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ܍྇ࢨ܍Δ࣍խഏࠀྤᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔
೭ࡺاٞᄐႊ༉ࠡऴ൷ᄭ۞խഏ೯گԵਊԫ࿔ 10%ᢆבቃڬٞᄐࢬ࿔ΰψቃڬ࿔ωαΖᄭ
۞խഏ೯گԵΰैڕஒگԵࢨܓஒگԵαױ౨ൕދᇷխഏᢞࠦխขسΖڼڂΔഗ८ױ౨ႊ༉ࠡ
ൕࠡ࣍խഏᢞࠦދᇷᛧ࠷ऱٚ۶ܓஒᢆבቃڬ࿔Ζᖕխഏٞᄐࢬ࿔ऄΔࠐ۞ਙࢌ႘ࠦऱܓஒᛧ
܍խഏቃڬ࿔Ζ
ᖕխഏ۩ࠏΔ؆ഏދᇷृΰڕഗ८αԫႛױຘመ QFII ࢨ RQFIIΰ༉ءᆏۖߢጠψڶᣂ
QFIIωαދᇷቼփխഏᢞࠦΖ ࣍طᖕխഏऄࠏႛڶᣂ QFII ࣍ቼփխഏᢞࠦऱᦞ墿ֱᛧᎁױΔٚ۶
࿔೭ຂٚΰנڕαႊڶطᣂ QFII ֭בΖྥۖΔᖕڶᣂ QFII ፖॾಜഗ८ၴऱڜඈයཱིΔڶᣂ
QFII ᄎലٚ۶࿔೭ຂٚ᠏ղڶאᣂഗ८ټᆠمګऱॾಜഗ८ΖڼڂΔॾಜഗ८ࢭᖜፖٚ۶ط
ڶᣂխഏ࿔೭ᅝࢬݝᐛگխഏ࿔ႈڶᣂଅᙠऱ່ึຂԳΖᖕխഏ۩࿔೭ऄ৳ऄΔڶᣂ QFII
ႊ༉խഏᢞࠦऱܓஒਊ࿔ 10%ᢆבቃڬ࿔Δೈॺᖕխഏ۩ऄ৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ
܍྇ࢨ܍ೈ؆Ζ

ᇷگء墿Ёࡸآֆ܉ጥࠐ۞၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦऱ QFII ࢨ RQFII ᇷگء墿ऱ࿔ႈऱܑঞΖڶᣂ࿔೭

ᅝױݝ౨ֲ࣍৵ᑢ堚ഗ८၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦࢨڶᣂ QFII ၇ᔄቼփխഏᢞࠦࢬኔᇷگء墿ऱᐛ࿔ൣ
उΖڶྤڇᣂܑঞऱൣउՀΔ࿔گᚨਊᅃխഏٞᄐࢬ࿔ऄऱԫ࿔೭ය֮ጥΖଣ؆ഏ
ދᇷृ࣍խഏࠀྤᛜᄐچរऱॺ࿔೭ࡺاٞᄐΔঞႊ༉ᄭ۞խഏऱᇷگء墿ਊ࿔ 10%ᐛگቃڬ
࿔Δೈॺᖕխഏ۩ऄ৳ऄࢨڶᣂ࿔೭࠰ࡳᛧܑ܍྇ࢨ܍ೈ؆Ζ
ᦹ࣍ᇷگء墿ऱ࿔گڇژլᒔࡳࢤΔฤڶٽᣂᇷگء墿ऱᑨڇ࿔೭ຂٚΔᆖԳঅఎᦞܓ༉
ڶᣂگ墿ࢨگԵऱቃڬ࿔נ܂ᐸໂΔࠀאഗ८ټᆠቃڬ࿔ႈΖ[ᆖԳழലאഗ८ټᆠ༉ᇷء
گ墿ऱٚ۶ᑨڇቃڬ࿔ נ܂10%ᐸໂ]ΖኔᎾᐸໂᠰല࣍ڶᣂഗ८ऱᔁؾխࢶΖދᇷृႊԱᇞࢬ
܂ᐸໂױ౨ᄎՕ࣍ࢨլߩ࣍ഗ८ދᇷኔᎾࢬᏁבհխഏ࿔ཱིΖڼڂΔދᇷृᄎ༉խഏ࿔೭ᅝݝհ
່ึެࡳۖᛧࢨܓჾΖڕՂ૪լᒔࡳࢤֲ࣍৵ࠩٚ۶ᇞެࢨ࿔೭ऄࠏࢨਙ᧢הࠡڶ೯Δᆖ
Գല۩ױڇൣउՀጐݶኙࠡᎁڶᏁऱ࿔೭ᐸໂᠰڶנ܂ᣂᓳᖞΖ

ᛜᄐ࿔ΰψᛜᄐ࿔ωα֗ࠡףॵה࿔Κ
࣍ 2009  ڣ1 ִ 1 ֲسயऱᆖଥૡπխഏᛜᄐ࿔ᑉ۩යࠏρΰψᛜᄐ࿔ऄωαࡳΔᢆ࿔Գൕ၇ᔄڶ
Ꮭᢞࠦࠩऱگ墿ႊᢆ 5%ऱᛜᄐ㼮Ζ
ತ࿔[2005] 155 ᇆਐנΔQFII ڂ၇ᔄխഏᢞࠦۖᛧऱگ墿ᛧ܍ᛜᄐ࿔Ζ࣍ 2009  ڣ1 ִ 1 ֲس
யऱᄅխഏᛜᄐ࿔ऄ࣍ءᎅֲࣔཚࠀྤڼ᧢ޏႈ܍ΖྥۖΔڶᣂ܍ᄎܡᔞ ࣍شRQFII ս
ࣔآᒔΖ
ྥۖΔኙ࣍ QFII ၇ᔄא؆ऱڶᏝᢞࠦࠐᎅΔᄅᛜᄐ࿔ऄࡳ༉ڶᣂڶᏝᢞࠦ၇ᔄᏝհᐛ گ5%ᛜ
ᄐ࿔Ζᕣጥൕ၇ᔄቼ؆խഏᢞࠦΰ ڕH ैαᛧᇷگء墿Δ࣍ط၇ᔄຏൄ࣍խഏቼ؆ګݙ֗ޔΔ
ਚԫլᄎᐛگᛜᄐ࿔Ζ
ᄅᛜᄐ࿔ऄࠀྤܑॺ܍८ᘜᖲዌࢬ࠷ܓஒऱᛜᄐ࿔ΖڼڂΔਙࢌ֗ֆ႘ࠦऱܓஒᓵՂᚨ
ᢆ ב5%ᛜᄐ࿔Ζ
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ൕխഏࢬऱैދءᇷैஒگԵࢨܓᑮ։լԵᛜᄐ࿔ऱᚨᓰ࿔ᒤΖ
ڕᛜᄐ࿔ᔞشΔٍףॵהࠡڶ࿔ΰץਔৄؑፂᥨ৬࿔Εඒߛॵף࿔ֱ֗چඒߛॵף࿔αחᚨבᛜ
ᄐ࿔ሒ 12%Ζ
ٍᚨࣹრΔഏ୮࿔೭ݝਜףऱኔᎾᔞش࿔ױ౨լࠀٵլழ᧢ޏΖঞױ౨᧢ޏΔࠀಳᄩᚨش࿔
ႈΖڼڂΔᆖԳנ܂ऱٚ۶࿔೭ᐸໂױ౨መࢨڍլߩאᚨึ່בऱխഏ࿔೭ຂٚΖڼڂΔီ່
ึ࿔೭ຂٚΕᐸໂֽؓ֗۶ழᎁ֗Яࢨᦱࠡڃഗ८ۯΔഗ८ۯڶԳױ౨࠹༡ࢨࢬڶჾ؈Ζ
ଣഏ୮࿔೭ݝᐛگऱኔᎾᔞش࿔࣍ᆖԳ༉נ܂ڼऱᐸໂΔח࿔೭ᐸໂլߩΔދᇷृᚨࣹრΔ
࣍طഗ८່ึႊࢭᖜᠰ؆࿔೭ຂٚΔਚڶᣂഗ८ऱᇷขଖࢬࢭᖜऱױ౨ለ࿔೭ᐸໂᠰڍΖ
ڼڇൣउՀΔᅝழऱ֗ڶᄅഗ८ۯڶԳലࢬڶჾ؈Ζ؆Δଣഏ୮࿔೭ݝᐛگऱኔᎾᔞش࿔
࣍܅ᆖԳ༉נ܂ڼऱᐸໂΔח࿔೭၌ᠰᐸໂΔ࣍ഏ୮࿔೭ݝ༉ڼቇחΕࢨࡳެנ܂ਐ֧ছբᦱ
ࠡڃഗ८ۯऱഗ८ۯڶԳലࢬڶჾ؈ΔڂਢലբࢭᖜᆖԳ၌ᠰᐸໂऱჾΖڼڇൣ
उՀΔױڕല࿔೭ᐸໂፖਊᇠለ܅࿔ऱኔᎾ࿔೭ຂٚၴऱᠰಯڃഗ८֪Ց܂ࠡᇷขΔঞᅝ
ழऱ֗ڶᄅഗ८ۯڶԳױ౨࠹༡ΖᕣጥאՂය֮Δ࣍ലٚ۶၌ᠰᐸໂಯڃഗ८֪Ցছբᦱ
࣍ڃഗ८ऱഗ८ۯऱഗ८ۯڶԳΔլࢨྤᦞ༉ڶᣂ၌ᠰᐸໂٚ۶ຝ։נ܂ᚍΖ
ۯڶԳᚨ༉ࠡދᇷٚ۶ഗ८ऱ࿔೭ൣउΔ۞۩ᘬᇬ࿔೭რߠΖ
խഏ۩࿔೭ऄ৳ऄ֗ክࠏױ౨᧢ޏΔץਔױ౨ಳᄩᚨش࿔ႈΔۖڶᣂ᧢೯ױ౨ᖄીխഏދᇷऱ
࿔ႈለؾছࢬ۷ጩृΖ
ैஒଅᙠ
ࠀլঅᢞഗ८ലैஒࢨ։Ζഗ८౨נ܂ܡ։ٍီቼփխഏࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦ࿇۩Գב
ऱܓஒཱིᠰΰᆖڬೈٚ۶խഏैஒቃڬ࿔ࢨቃڬ࿔ᐸໂ֗ഗ८ᚨבऱ၄֗شၲֽ֭ؓαΖދᇷृ
ലլᄎऴ൷ൕഗ८ދᇷิٽփխഏࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱխഏ࿇۩Գ࠷گٚ۶ܓஒཱིבΕैஒࢨࠡה
։Ζ
ቼփխഏࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦ࿇۩Գ౨ܡܓבஒီڍႈైڂΔץਔؾছತ೭णउ᜔֗᧯ᆖᛎणउΖࠀ
լঅᢞڶᣂֆല౨ജᐌ۩ཱིבຂٚΖ
ڼڂΔދᇷृؘآԫࡳᛧٚ۶։Ζ
֗ܫᔁؾ
ഗ८ऱଈٝᔁؾොᆠऱཚၴऴ۟ 2012  ڣ12 ִ 31 ֲΖ
։ਙ
ᆖԳ಼ױൣਊࠡᎁٽᔞऱழଢൕഗ८խٻഗ८ۯڶԳנ܂८։ΖؾছΔᆖԳᚵޢ
ڣתΰڣޢܛքִ֗ԼԲִαנ܂։ΖྥۖΔࠀլঅᢞࡳཚנ܂։Δۖנ܂ࠌܛ։Δٍլঅ
ᢞࢬ։ऱ८ᠰΖ८։ԫല࣍ᆖԳڶ܉ᣂ։৵ԫଡᖵִփאԳاኞሽႪ֭בղഗ८
ۯڶԳΔڶᣂଅᙠ֗၄شᄗطഗ८ۯڶԳࢭᖜΖ
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